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PREFACE 

BY 

THE MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

\Vith the object of spreading the essential ideas of 
the Library Movement and of directing thought to
wards the creation of a library service suited to our 
country, in 1929 the Madras Library Association inaugur
ated its Publication Series. The first volume, The Library 
Movement, was by Divers Hands. The next five volumes 
were all by S. R. Ranganathan. As their titles show they 
dealt with technical and practical aspects of library 
work: The five laws of library science, 1931; Colon 
classification, 1933; Classified cata/ogt~e code, 1934; 
Library administration, 1935; Prolegomena to library 
classification, 1937. All these volumes have circulated 
well both in India and abroad. 

As another instalment of this Publication Series the 
Association now publishes the present volume, Theory 
of library catalogue, the manuscript of which Mr. 
S. R. Ranganathan has been good enough to place at its. 
disposal. 

The Association hopes that this volume will circulate 
as widely as its predecessors and that it will help libraries 
in India and elsewnete to organize their work in an 
efficient, scientific and serviceable way. 
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FOREWORD 

I have mudt pleasure in writing this Foreword to the 
Theory of library catalogue. In this book, the 
uuthor examines the theoretical foundations of catalogu· 
in~r pmct ice, and formulates the principles which should 
UtHlt·rlie the preparation of a library catalogue. After 
11 rar<"ful and critical appraisal of the merits of different 
types of catalogu•·s, he comes to the conclusion that the 
••lassifie<l cntnlo~•ue, though its arrangement may seem 
somewhnt eluborate and complicated to the general reader, 
i' the most eflicient m•·ans of enabling him to get at the 
IJOok or hooks dt•aling with the subject in which he seeks 
information, and that it most nearly fulfils the canons of 
library Sl'it•nce. 

)lr. Hanganathan brings to his task not only a very 
thorou;:h knowledge of his subject but also a wide experi
''"''" of all aspects of library organisation and 
administrution gained as the Librarian of the ::Uadras 
l'niwrsity Library for several years. The book in spite 
of the tedmit•al natur•• of its subject is written with great 
lut·i•lity and a wealth of illustrative detail, and should 
mnke intPr<•sting and profitable reading both for the 
proft•"ionn! librarian and for the general reader. 

Tht• library movement in Inuia is still in its infancy, 
hut tht•rt• are indirations of its rapid extension in the near 
future. Th•• work of the ll!ndras Library Association, 
nnt!t•r whos<> auspit•t•s this book is published, in stimulat
ing- thtl gorowth of the movement in this Presidency has 
h····n wholly praiseworthy. I trust that this book along 
with the other publit•ntions of the Association will contri· 
huh"' in inen.~asiug llll'asure to the propt:"r organisation 
nnJ t•Oh·it·nt Sllrvit'e of libraries in our land. 

l'~t,·Ea......:tTY DeiLnixus, 
CIIEI'At'K, ~IADRAS. 

~~th """''''lllb<l', 1931l. 

1 

} S.E. RUNGANADIIA:--." 

T"ice-C ha "<'e7l<>r. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Said the philosopher: You think that I have learned a 
Great deal and keep the whole of it in my memory? 
Sse replied with respect: Of course. I sn"t that so? 
It is not so. I have reduced it all to one principle* 

-Confucius. 

In the Five laws of library science ( 1931) most 
of the major tendencies in library practice were traced 

to five fundamental principles. In the Prolegomena to 
library classification;published last year the foundations 
of library classification were examined and twenty

eight canons were isolated. These canons will be of 
use to originators of classification schemes and to 

classifiers who apply them in their daily work. They 

also furnish an objective method for comparing 
schemes of classification. - In this book a similar 
attempt is made to examine the theoretical found

ations of cataloguing practice .. 

*•* 
In his introduction ·to Sharp's Cataloguing Jast 

rightly points out that the "Mimy rules in a compre
hensive code ... have a certain· intellectual unity though 
it must be confessed that they are generally presented 

* Pound (Ezra), Guidt to K ulchur, 1938, p. 15. 
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in a fashion to disguise the unity behind. All the more 

reason for a text book to explain all this." In A 

manual of cataloguing and indexing Acomb begins his j 
contribution thus: "Cataloguing is not an art, for 
self-expression in a catalogue would lead to disaster; 
nor it is a science, for it does not depend upon ascer
tained and unalterable facts." My feeling is that 

cataloguing has so long been practised as "simply 
a technique" that we may now attempt to evolve a 

theory. 

The irreconcilable views of the British Library 
Association and the American Library Association on 
certain Author Entries, the undecided and self-conflict
ing statement of Cutter on Subject entries, the facile 
evasion by most text-books of moot questions connected ' 
with the latter and the difficulties presented by Perio
dical Publications and Corporate Authors are some of 
the things about the present state of technique that 
left me dissatisfied. Personally, I was taught only a 
bundle of detached rules ; all my attempts in those 

days to understand their organic interrelation failed. 
As a practising cataloguer I had neither time nor free
dom to go beyond the code put into my hands. Even 
when I was working out the Classified catalogue code 

my understanding of theory was not yet ripe, though 
no doubt it was guiding me preconsciously. Only the 

attempt to teach cataloguing finally matured it. 

•• • 
Like the Prolegomena, in fact this book owes much 

to the classes of the Madras School of Librarianship. 

13 



All teaching is reciprocal, particularly if the subject 
taught has not yet reached the stage of deduction 

from principles. Rule of thumb really satisfies neither 

teacher nor taught. There can be no rest for a teacher 

till he arrives at a few easily remembered fundamental 

principles from which rules to meet any practical situa

tion can be promptly and unerringly derived. 

This self-educational effect of teaching has been 

well emphasised by the Upanisbadic seers. According 

to them four stages can be recognised in education: 

(1) Adhlti (Study) 

(2) Bodha (Understanding) 

( 3) Acara(!a (Practice) 

(4) Praciiratza (Teaching) 

and one's eoucation is not complete till the last 

has been lived. It is usually at this stage that princi

ples are crystallised. 

* • 
* 

Part 0 is concerned with definitions, terminology 

.and guiding principles. 

Part 1 (the longest) is dev~ted to Subject Entries. 

After theoretical analy.si~ of the concept "Specific 
Subject of a book" a practical method (Chain Proce

dure) is evolved for determiniog it and representing it 
in the Heading. Use of this procedure in the choice of 

Headings for See Also References is also explained. 

The last chapter (15) of this part discusses the syndetic 
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z·s. systematic arrangement and establishes the essen
tial similarity between the Classified and Dictionary 

Catalogues. 

Series Entries, Analytical Entries and Periodical 

Publications (all topics easily isolated) are studied in 

Parts 2, 3 and 4 and serve to illustrate the application 

of the principles enunciated in chapter 05 to specific 

problems and to the comparative study· of standard 

cataloguing codes. The Classified catalogue code and 

the Guidt to the cataloguing of the serial publications 

of the societies a11d "'st•tutions are closely compared in 

Part 4. 

Part 5 deals with the difficulties relating to Xame 

Entries, personal and corporate. Its last Chapter (54) 

makes a systematic study of some of the outstanding 

rul<s of the .·1. A. code. It singles out certain unsolved 

Author Entry Pro!Jlems and shows that in certain 

cases the .-1. A. code mixes up Author and Subject 
Entries. 

Part 6 deals with various odds and ends. In 

chapter 64 the concept of Gestalt Value of items 
in an Entry is introduced to clariiy the problem 

of alphabetisation. In Chapter 65 the case is sum

marised for preferring the Oassified Form of Library 

Catalob"e. 

The book doe; nvt con;ider the organisation and 

routine of the cataloguing section of a library which 
has been fully dealt with in Chapter 5 of my Library 

a3 nJ i •1 is tratio n. 
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05 Guiding Principles 
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01 WHAT IS A LIBRARY CATALOGUEf 

According to the 'New English dictionary a 
catalogue is "now usually distinguished from a 
InPn• Ji~t or enumeration, by systematic or methodic 
arrungPment, nlphab~>tical or other order and often 
by the addition of bril"f particulars, descriptive or 
aiding i<lt>ntifiC"ation, indicative of locality, position, 
datP, priee, or th<• like." As applied to a library, 
then, a ea taloguc is in this sense a methodically 
arranged reeord of information about its biblio
gTuphicul n•sonrePs. These may include (1) manll
~<"ript~, (2) incunabula, i.e. hooks printed before 
liiOO A.D., (3) mod<>rn books, (4) periodical publi
cutionR, (5) ~cores of music, (6) maps, (7) lantern 
~li<le~, (8) sueh extension materials as cinema films 
nn<l grumophmw r<>cords and (9) any other printed 
or pidoriul nmtPrial. We shall confine ourselves 
to th<> theory relating to the cataloguing of modern 
hooks nnd p<•riodiculs. 

· Let us first <lt>fine certain terms. 

!•~!';THY i~ a rPcord about (or suggested by) 11 

hook in a <'ntulog·ur. If there be more than one 
Entry nhout (or suggested by) a book, the one 
that giV<•s th<> fulll•st information is called the 
MAIN J•~NTnY. '!'he other entries (usually briefer) 
nre l'nlkd AnnEn E:~~Tnms. 
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"WHAT IS A LIBRARY CATALOGUE 

TYPES OF CATALOGUE 

.As applied to a collection of books three function· 
ally different types of Catalogue may be recognised .. 
The functions of these three types may be indicated 
as follows: 

(i) Bibliographical description; 

(ii) Inventory; and 

(iii) .A tool for the fulfilment of the Lai\"S of 
Library Science by 

(a) disclosii!g to every reader his book; 

(b) helping every book to find its reader; 

(c) saving the time of the reader; and for 
that purpose, 

(d) saving the time of the staff .. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TYPES 

.A catalogue of the first type will be characterised 

by 

(a) one book, one Entry; and 

(b) that Entry an elaborate one. 
This type may be referred to as DESCRIJ?T:rvr-: 
CATALOGUE or Bibliographical Catalogue . 

.A catalogue of the second type will be charact~r .. 
ised by . · 

(a) one "book, one Ent;ry; and 

(b) tba t Entry a brief one. 
This type may be referred to as INVENTORY CATA· 
LOGUE. 
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\\'fiAT IS A LIBRARY CATALOGl:E 

A •·atalng-ue of the thin! type will be characterised 
by 

(a) 

(/,) 

(c) 

one hook, many Entrit>s; 

the .\Iain EntrY, in its Plaboration midwa,· . . 
hl'!lt'I•Pn the Entry in a Descriptive 
Catalogue and that in an Inventory 
Catalo"lle · and ,.. . 

the AtJ,]eJ Entrit•s (briefer) derived from 
the .\Iain Entry. Their number \\·ill als" 
be ill<li .. at .. d by the details of the ::'!Iain 
Entry. In ulOdl'rn card technique the 
l>1wk of the main eard gins a list of all 
the A•l•ll'tl Entri»s. 

Thi~ typ•• may bt• n.fern·d to as LIBRARY CATALOGl:E. 

Th·· D<•'f·riptin· Catalo6'1le i,; really a surnval of 
tht• loihliog-rnphi<·al tlt•;cription den loped for listing 
nwnu'<·ript~ uno] im·unabula. It will be seen from 
tht• tabular :;takm .. nt on p. 22 and from the discus
,;ion following tl:at "o t·laborate a ~Iain Entry is not 
I'<'•!Hin·•l for oht'lli••n<'<' to the Laws of Library 
8l'i<·Hce. The Fifth Law, in particular, will con
:;idt•r it a <h•tinill' fault. The second column of the 
tah!t· ,Jtow~ that if the De:;eripti,·e Catalogue errs 
on tl"• ,j,],. of over-Plaboration, the Im·entory 
Catal .. gm• may he arcu:;pJ of meugreni'~S. 

Co~TE~Ts o•· liAIX EsTRIES 

Th,• t,!l,!t• nl.<o ginos a <·ompurnti,·e view of the 
<!.tail:.: u:.:ua\ly gin'n in tlw Entries of the first two 
typ .. :.: ,,f .. atalog-ul' and iu the )fain Entries of a 
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ITEMS IN AN ENTRY OF 

Descriptive Catalogue 

1. Name of author or its 
substitute 

2. Title (Literal transcrip· 
tion of title-page' ex. 
eluding imprint) · 

~ 3. Edition if not included 
1:\:1 in 2 

4. Po.blisher 
5. Place of publication 
6. Date of publication 
7. Series nole 
8. Format, :;;ize 
9. Collation (elaborate) 

10. General deocriptive note 
ll. Peculiarities in binding 
12, Call numbt:r 
13. Accession number 
14. Annotation 

Inventory 
Catalogue 

1. Name of au- 1. 
thor or its 
substitute 

2, Short title (i.t, 2. 
title reduced 
to the nlini· 
.mum number 
of words) 

3. Call number 
4. Accession 

number 

ITEMS IN THE MAIN F.NTRY OF A LIBRARY CATALOGUE 

Minimum \ 

Name of au
thor or its 
substitute 
Short title 

Maximum I 
As prescribed in the C. c. codt 
and practised in the Madras 

University Library 

I. Name of author or its 1. 
substitute 

Name of author or its 1-1 
substitute rn. 

2. Title (Transc r i p t ion 
from title-page exclud
ing imprint, name of 
series, qualifirations of 
author, etc.) 

3. Edition if not included 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 

in 2 
Publisher 
Place of publication 
D.ite of publication 
Series note 
F'ormat, size 
Collation (brief) 
Call number 
Accession number 
Annotation 

2. Title (Transcription from 
title-page excluding in· 
formation about author, 
qualifications of con· 
tributor other than au· 
thor, imprint, and 
name of series, and 
the title shortened by 
omission of puffs) 

3. Edition if not included 
in 2. 

4. Series note 
5. Call number 
6, Accession number 

7. Format, size {. (d~ym,_bolk 
8 C II t

• In ICa JOn 
. o a 10n only) 



'VHAT lA A LIBRARY CATALOGUE 

Library Catalogue. The first column, with fourtePn 
itemH, shows the most elaborate Entry possible in a 
DPseriptive Catalogue. The second column (Inven
tory Catalogue) shows only four items in its Entry. 
The c-orn·sponding features of the !\fain Entry of 
the Library Catalogue are shown in three column~, 
the first giving the minimum number of items, the 
~econd the maximum one may expect to find and the 
ln~t, the number used in the Madras University 
Library and prescribed in the C. c. code. 

VAitiETIES OF CATALOGUING STYLE 

We may first considcr how many cataloguing 
• prneti<'<'S are theoretically possible. The third colum'l 

~howH !lutt, in the "minimum" style, only Name of 
Author (or its substitute) and short Title occur in 
th<' il!nin Entry. '!'he fourth column shows that ten 
tlllditionnl itrmH o<•cur in the "maximum" stylr. 
\r c cnn thus l'nwnerate all intermediate styles by 
taking ull possible romhinations of the ten additional 
it I' Ills of the "muximum" style none, one, two •.. 
n inc or ten at a time. Denoting the total number 
of styl<'s by N and adopting the usual algebraical 
notation for combination we get: 

N = 10Co+10C1+10C2+· .. +,oC9+1oC1o 
=(1+1)'0 
=2'0 
= 1024. 

This larg-e numh!'r of po~sible styles for the ]\fain 
l•;ntry Pxplains the bewihl<•ring variPty we find on 
l'Omparing catalogue~ of diffrrent libraries. Anrl 
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WHAT IS A LIBRARY CATALOGUE 

to this may be added the number due to possib!C> 
variations in the shortening of title, in the 
specification of collation and in the number and 
st~·le of Added Entries. 

WHY A LIBRARY CATALOGUE IS A HoTCH-POTCH 

Still further variations are introduced in practice 
, by refractory books and developmental changes 
occurring in the chosen language of the catalogue. 

It is therefore practically impossible to main
tain purity of style in a Library Catalogue, i.e. to 
sustain one style consistently for all time. The 
catalogue of a growing library can hardly escape 
the tendency sooner or later to become a hotch
potch.-

THE Lmrr.mY CATALOGUE TO BE HuMANISED 

The outlook and purpose of a library determi!H' 
and find themselves reflected in its catalogue. 

The saying of Horace: Habent. sua fat a libelli 

(Books have their destiny) has many implications. 
\Yith the ancient librarians of pre-printing and 
incunabula day.~ it often happened that each volume 
in the library was rare, if not unique. It was then~
fore naturally regarded not only primarily as a. 
po:-session but even as a curio with a special 
individuality. Catal~gue-forms developed in such 
an atmosphere could not J:>ut have been of the 
Descriptive Type. 

Again, till the turn of the present century libra
ries were looked upon merely as institutions 
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\\'HAT IS A LIBRARY CATALOGUE 

dtaq;~'<l with the care of books and the duty of 
producing them on demand. Library authorities 
WPre udmiu istrati vely minded. Libraries existed 
primarily to prP~erve their books and this often 
IHPHHt that thPy rarely quitted the shelves. Tlw 
mo"t Hnitable type of catalogue for such a library 
wa~ the Inventory Catalogue. 

The moclt>rn librarian, however, is chiefly con
('<'I"IH'd to n•veal as completely as possible· the 
mniPrial uvailabl<.> for readers. His function is 
""alP"lllllllshi p" rather than S<~fe-guarding. Thin 
outlook was fomu.U by a Hew ,·iew of the library as 
un inHtitution l'hlll'l'cd with the duty of making 
t'\'PI'~'OJie in its urea a customer and serving it~ 

<'UstonwrR so wPll, so promptly and with such exact 
n•fl'n'IH'P to their special needs that they become 
'regulars'. A library is not a museum but a 
\l'nrk,hop. ,. 

At·t·oi·tliHg· "' this view it is not the book rapidly· 
1\'orll out by t•onstunt use that should worry a 
library; it is the stuy-ou-the-sheh·es that nPed 
nt!t·Htion.-

IH thi" ronJH•t·tion I han• a grievance against the 
Sci!' En!!lisll dictionary. Its definition (which I 
summari"•) fbws the library at its ninPteenth cen
tury phnS<' ant! tht• 1935 Supp/emeut does nothin;:: 
to t'lll'l'!'et this: 

Lil11·ary: 11 pull lie institution or estalllishmPnt, charged 
with 

(1) thP cure of a collt•ction of books; and 
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WHAT IS A LmRARY CATALOGUE 

(2) the duty of rendering the books ace,essible to 
those who require to use them. 

It misses altogether the vital function: 

(3) the duty of making every citizen in its area a 
regular user of books. 

This giant dictionary exercises a giant influenee 
on lay library authorities. This serious omission 
therefore greatly handicaps implementing of the 
new and more human outlook of the library 
profession. Surely the British Library Association 
should take up this matter with the editors of the 
Dictionary. 

But can the new library spirit afford to wait till 
this is done? Certainly not. Every effort must 
be made to ensure that books reach their readers' 
hands. Readers must be brought to the library 
in ever-increasing numbers. They must b<:> given 
direct access to the shelves, they must be offered 
every help and comfort. l_tl_ __ a wo1·d, the library 
must be humanised. 

And the Catalogue too. It is not the "possession-
value'' of books that should govern it. Nor . . 
the Victorian value attached· to objective arithmeti-
eal accuracy in a periodical roll-call of the book~. · 

What type ;Jf catalogue will best help books to 
reach their readers' hands 1 The advance-guard 
of the library profession luis decided on the "One 
Book, Many Entries" type. The wisdom of this 
uecision is now being recog·nised e-ven by the non
professionallibtary authorities. 
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The next que,tion is, what details should the 
:11Iain Entry gi,·e f Here we meet the prejudice of 
age in favour of the merely old and familiar; even 
the library profP,sion has not yet fully escaped the 
timelag in this matter. The ghost of the Descriptive 
Catalogue--whose proper place is in manuscript 
libraries, national depository libraries and collec
tions of incunabula-is still found haunting modern 
libmrit•s. It makes the profession forget that 
"opt>n nt•ct..-s" is the order of the day. It robs it 
of ~trength to a8,ert: "One should no longer expect 
the lihmry l'atalog-ue to earry the bibliophile's load 
of iufonnatiou nbout publisher, place of publication, 
date of publication, format, size and collation. 
(hi<' may t>ither find such information in the book~ 
tht>UI"'h·es or in bibliographical records in thP. 
librury". 

Enn such n story as the following is quoted w 

its favour: 

r.·arl~t>ok (l!l:l4) 1
: 

".\ litt•rary l'llitor t>n~a~t>J in reading a manuscript 
t•f " now! nbont the ei~htet•nth century submitted 
for pnblit·utiun, ntwe t~kphoned me that he doubt...U 
tla• author"s knnwh.·d~t> of tht> pt>riod, as at one 
point in thtJ ~tory tht' ht>rt), int~rruptl'tl whilt> re-ad-

1 P. 12. 
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mg a classiral author, was represented as hastily 
putting the book in his pocket. The editor '• 
question was: "I thought all eighteenth century 
editions of that author were either quartos or folios 
and even a hero can't cram a folio into his pocket.'· 
When I offered to look up the question while he 
held the wire, he made the comment which lends 
point to this fotory. What he said was·" Don't 
take any trouble, just step to your catalogue an<l 
tell me if you have any edition of this work before 
1800 which is less than 15 centimeters in height." 
As I reported one 14 centimeters tall the submitted 
manuscript pas~ed on period accuracy". 

But one swallow does not make a sutmner! 

It is refreshing hoiVe>er to find simplification 
upheld by Currier in the Y ca rbook ( 1938) :1 

"Turning ... to ... main entry cards, it is noticeable 
that in the matter of the individual title simplicity 
is more enduring than amplification of detail. 
When we pile up minute bibliographical descrip
tion, we are in danger, as the· saying goes, of 
"putting out. our beads to be hit," and this often 
at undue expense an·d without sufficient recom
pense. Here is where skill must be used in 
distinguishing the needs of the library catalogue 
from those of the bibliography". 

Bnt years ago Cntter gave a warning in his Rules :2 

"Bibliographers have established a cnlt of the title 
page; its slightest pec-uliarities are noted; it is 
followed religiously, \vith dots for omissions, 
brackets for insertions, and uprights to mark the 
ends of lines; it is even imitated by the facsimile 

1 P. 21. 2 P. 24. 
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type or photographic copying. These things may 
oonccm the cataloguer of the Lenox Library or the 
Priuce collection. The ordinary librarian, in 
general, has nothing to do with them". 

The C. c. code' recommends complete omission: 

"It will be noticed that two sections which are still 
lingering in cataloguing codes are omitted, t1iz., 
collation and imprint. The persistence of these 
two sections is really due to the tradition of the 
priuted catalogue. But in a modern library, 
which is rightly compared to a workshop rather 
than a museum and which replaces the printed 
catalogue by the manuscript or type-written card 
catalog-ue, it is ft•lt that the information contained 
in tht•se two seetions is seldom sought by the 
majority of readers and hence is to bt> rrgarded a~ 
unnece,.,urily over-crowding the card. For the 
few that do want thrm, the accession register may 
lw made to furni~h the requisite information. 

u Furtlwr, with fP:!ard to the date of publication, it is 
contained in the Call :\umber, if the Colon Clas,i
fi<·ation is used. If any other scheme of classifica
tion whi<·h do<'S not g-ive the date of publication in 
the Cull NumbPr of the book is used, the date 
uf pnbli,•ation may be addPd at the end of the title 
portion of the entry. 

u \Yith n~~urd to collation, the exa<'t sizr is not usually 
of primt• importance to most of the readers. On 
the otlwr hnml. OYer~· rt•ader would like to have 
smnt• rongh indil•ation whetht"r the hook is of nor· 
mul sizP or uot - in pnrtil'ular, wht•ther it is a 
pnmphlet or a g-iant folio or whether it contains 

1 Pp. 56-57. 
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too many plates. A reference to Rule 037 of 
Chapter 03 and its sub-divisions will show the 
simple devices invented in the Madras University 
Library for conveying such information," without 
over-crowding the Entry. 
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A~'mning that in act•ordanre with general modern 
library practice an Entry is written on a card, and 
following the t~rminology of the C. c. code, we get 
the follo\\':ing definitions: 

The topmost horizontal line of an entry is to 
be <,ailed the Leading Line. 

'l'he seeti<lll of an entry that is written or at 
least b1 gun on the Leading Line is to be 
called the Leading Section. 

It' we rt>nwmhPr that arrangement is the very 
e'"·nce of a <·atalogue and that our habit is to sort 
and u rrangc a ~Pt of cards in the first instance by 
the t•on!Pnts of the topmost line, the appellations 
• • I ... u,Jing Line'' and ''Leading Section'' "'ill appear 
snfli•·iPn tly appropriate. 

LEADI:-iO SECTION, THE CRITERION 

For the moment, then, we may consider the 
,]iiTPn•nt l""sible wa~·s of composing the Leading 
SPl'lion of an Entry, Main or Added. "'e shall 
u"nme that the only elements that \\':ill in practice 
tt•nd to appl'ltr as the Leading Section of a Main 
Entry of a Lihrary Catalogue are: 

1. 

3. 
... 

!\urn•• of Author; 
Title; 

N nnw Clf S<•ries; and 

C'all XumbPr . 
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As the Added Entries are exclusively derived from 
the l\Iain Entry we may assume that their Leading 
Sections will as a rule be similar, though a few 
Leading Sections may consist oif the Name of a 
Subject or its equivalent Class Number. 

Let us now consider the following possibilitie~: 

1. All the Entries may have a word or woro.ls 
in their Leading Sections. 

2. All the Entries may have only a C'all 
Number or a Class Number in their Lead
ing Sections. 

3. Some Entries may have a Class Number or 
a Call Number and the others may have a 
word or words in their Leading Section~. 

ALPHABETICAL CATALOGUE 

In the first case the Leading Sections of all the 
Entries will consist of names of persons, corporate 
bodies, series, subjects and titles: The ob,·ious 
method of arranging Elltries of this kind is the 
alphabetical one. A Library Catalogue of this 
form is usually called an. Alphabetical Catalogue. 
Cutter's Rules recognises different forms of Alpha· 
betical Catalogue as determined by the contents ol' 
the Leading Section:· · 

.Alphabetic subject ca.lalog; a eatalog arranged alpha
betically by subject · heads, usually withont 
subdivisions. 

The term is also used to include alphabetico-classed 
catalogs. 
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Alplw.beli<'o-classed catawg, an alphabetic subject 
catalog in which the subjects are grouped in broad 
dasa•·s with numerous alphabetic subdivi-
sions. It may also include author and title 
entries iu the same alphabet. 

Author catal<Jg, an alphabetic catalog of author entries 
aud rntri•··' under editors, translators, etc. It al•o 
usually contains titles, but is then more properly 
call••<! an author and title catalog. See also 
Same catalog and Persffnal catalog. 

Di.-timwry ca-talog, so called because the headings 
(nuthor title, subject and form) are arranged, like 
the words in a dictionary, in alphabetical order. 

Snmo .-alaloy, n catalog arranged alphabetically by 
nmw·s of persons and places, whether used Ell\ 

nttthors or sttbj<"cts. A title catalog may h~ 

im·ludcd in the same alphabet. 

l't.'l'stnltd culalog, one whicl1 gi,·es under a person's 
nnmc both the books by and those about him. 

E.g., the "author" part of the Harvard University 
Library's •·atnlog, and of the catalog of the Public 
Libl'llry of !'iew South Wales at Sydney. 

Of lh<':-'<' thP Dietionary Catalogue is most used in 
llltlllt1 rll Jihl'nrh_1 :->. 

Pt'HF. CLASSJ}'JE!l CATALOGUE 

In the SPcoud !'ase the Lmding Se!'tions of all the 
Entrit'" will •·on,;ist of Class Number and Call 
XuJJtht'rs- nil ordinal numlwrs whose values are 
.t.-t.,nnin.,,l hy the s .. heml' of Classification u"ed. 
The only nt .. thotl of arranging the,;e Entries is Ly 
th<• onlinnl nlltw of tl11•se nmnbers. A Library 
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KINDS OF LIBRARY CATALOGUE 

Catalogue of this form may be called a Pure Classi
fied Catalogue. 

CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE 

In the third case the Entries fall into two distinct 
groups - those that have numbers and those 
that have words in their Leading Sections. The 
Entries in the for!ller group will be arranged by the 
ordinal value of the numbers, those in the 

.· latter alphabetically. A Library Catalogue r.f 
this form is usually called a Classified Catalogue 
with an Alphabetical Index or simply a Classified 
Catalogue. This type is in great favour with all 
academic, research and business libraries and 
deserves to be more generally used. 

In this book we shall deal only with two kinds of 
Library CatalQgue- the Dictionary Catalogue an-i 
the Classified Catalogue. 
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A Library Catalogue is like a box of tools: the 
]•;ntrie" may be named according to the use for 
whil'h they are designee!. "' e shall no IV introduce 
sueh names by means of examples. Here is the 
titl<>-page of 11 hook whose Entries are named in 
the ~ll<'('ePUiug pages: 

THE 1:-ITERNATJONAL PSYCHO-ANALYTICAL LIBRARY 

EDITED BY ERNEST JONES 

No. 30 

THE EGO AND THE 
l\fECHANISMS OF 

DEFENCE 
ANNA FREUD 

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN BY 

CECIL BA 11'\ES 

PUBUSHEO BY Lt:O~ARD AND VIRGINIA WOOLF AT THE 

HOGARTH PRE>S, 52 TA\'ISTOCK SQt'ARE, LONDON, AND 

THE ISSTITUTE OF PSYC":HQ-ANALYSIS 

1937 
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}.lAIN ENTRY 

With Maximum Details 

N.B. The names of the varrous sections of the 
en try are shown against them in the right-ha11d 
margin. 

SM95 :56 G7 
FREUD (Anna). 
Ego and the mechanisms of defence by 

Anna Freud. Tr. from the German by 
Cecil Baines. 

London, Leonard and Virginia \Voolf, 
The Institute of Psycho-analysis, 1937. 

X, !96 p. 22 em. 
(International psycho-analytical library, 

ed. by Ernest jones, 30). 
The author is the daughter of Sigmund 

Freud, the founder of the Psycho-analytical 
School. First English translation. A 
Psychoanalytic treatment of anxiety. 

92775 

Call Number 
Author 
Title 

Imprint (Place, Publisher, 
Date) 

Collation and Size 
Series note 

Annotation 

Accession Number 

THE DIFFER'ENT ENTRIES 

Classified Ca.talogu.:: 

'l'he following' are the Entrie-s according to the 
C.. c. code. Of the names in the right-hand margin 
the first is the Specific Name of th<:> kind of Entry 
to which it refers, the others form a Chain of its 
more general names arranged in the order of 
increasing extension. 
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SM95: 56 G7 
FREUD (Anna}, 
Ego and the mechani!m:t of defence tr. by 

Cecil Baines. 

(lnternational psycho-analytical library, 
ed by Frnest Jonea, 30). 92275 

Psychology 
P~<oycho·analyl'is 
Feeling 
Anxiety 
Vlorry 
Fn:ud (Anna) 
Uainea (Cecil), Tr. 
International psycho· 

analytical library, 30, 
Jon~ (Ernnt). Ed. 

!FREUD (Anna}. 

Egn and the mechanisms of defence. 
SM95:56 G7 

jnAIXES (Cedi). Tr. I 
Et~.o .md the mechanism!! of rlefen:e by 

FreuU. SM?5:56 G7 

hl'TEI:SATIONAL PSYCHO·ANALY_i i TICAL I.llli:ARY, ed by Emest jones.~ 

30. Freud: Ego and the mechanisms of 
ddt"nce, S~195:% G7 

ANXIETY. 

In (S} p•ycbology, Problem (II) 
Charactcorhtic 56 

31 

Call Num6er Entry 

Main Entry 

Back of the Main Card. 

.1utltt, Entry 
Book Index Entry 
lndez. Entry 
Added Entry 

TIGnJ/alt:W Entry 
!look Index Enlry 
Index Entry 
Added Entry 

Seriu Entr1 
Book Index Entry 
lndez Entry 
Added Entry 

ClftJ,..tUte,..istrc Dir_,;n·P~t 

E11lr'1 
Class lndu Entry 
Index Entry 
Added Entry 
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'

FEELING. 

In (S) psychology. 
Characteristic. 

IPSYCHO-ANALYSIS. 

In (S) psychology 

I PSYCHOLOGY. 

Main Class. 

I WORRY. 

In (S) psychology. 
Characteristic. 

JONES (Ernest). Ed. 

Su 

Problem 

SM95 

Problem 'II) I 
56 

I NT E R NAT I 0 N A L PSYCHO· 
ANALYTICAL LIBRARY. 

Cluzracltrisli£ Division 
Entry 

Class Index Entry 
Index Entry 
Added Entry 

Ep«ha/ Entr1' 
Class Index Entry 
Index Entry 
Added Entry 

Main Class Entry 
Class Index Entry 
Index Entry 
Added Entry 

Characteristic Division 
Entry 

Class Index Entry 
lnde.z Entry 
Added Entry 

Edi/()r (){ Striu E11try 

Cross Reference Index 
Entry 

Index Entry 
Added Entry 

The Class Index Entries called Characteri-stic 
Division Entries are reproduced here with fully. 
worked out Class Numbers and may be called .. 
Specific Subject Entries. 

/ANXIETY. 

Psycbcranalysis, SM95:56 

38 

Stuilic Subitct £11/ry 
Class Index Entry 
Index Entry 
Addtd Entry 
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Psycho-anOliJs-is. 

I WUI<I<Y. 

r~y~bo-analysis. 

SM9S,S 

5~195,56 
I 

SPtdtic S11liut Entq 
Class Index Entry 
Index Entry 
Added Entry 

Sptclftc S116;ut Entry 
Class Index Entry 
Index Entry 
Add,d Entry 

The following Entries belong to other books:-

I 
WEBB (~ydnty Mrs.). 

Hiseiii.5C! of organised acxiety. 
FrJttnmr -part of 
Ad.ilms; ~IOtl~m !llate. W G3 

lH .. ~Ib7 
Suals" 
li.1 \11".7 F7 
RA:\fASL'J .... N. Collected pape1s-. 

l'p . .n-xrz. 

C old,ihilt~r &try 
Aathor Anal}tical Entry 
Book lndes Entry 
lndu Entry 
Added Entry 

CrOJs Iit(tr~NU br,., 
Subject Ana.l)tical Entry 
Added Entry 

Dictia~wry Catalogue 

Here are the Entrit>S for the same book in the 
Didinnary Catalogue: 

na:uo (.\nna). 

1::~ and the m~hit.nums of Jdc.n~e tr, by 
Ceo.:tl l'-'inrs, 

(lntr-rnati<.}nal psycho--analytical library, 
:J. by l::rn=-t Jon~. 30)-
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Psychology 
Psycho-analysis 
Feeling 
Anxiety 
Freud (Anna) 
Baines(Cecil). Tr. 
Worry 
Intemational psycho

analyticallibrary, 30. 
jones (Ernest). Ed. 

BAINES (Cecil). Tr. 

Freud (Anna). 
Ego and the mechanisms of defence. 

r
iNTERNATIONAL PSYCHO·ANALY·j 

TICAL LIBRARY, cd. by Ernest Jones. 
30. Freud (Anna). Ego and the mecha. 

nisms of defence. 
SM95:67 G7 

WORRY. 
Freud (Anna). 

of defence, 
Ego and the mechanisms 

SM95:56 G7 

JONES (Ernest). Ed. 

Su . 
INTERNATIONAL PSYCHO·ANALY· 

TICAL LIBRARY. 

/

ANXIETY. 
Su 
WORRY. 
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Back of the Main Card 

Tramlator Entry 
Book Entry 
Added Entry 

Stria Entry 
Book Entry 
Added Entry 

Sptci/ic Su/Jj((/ Entry 
Subject Entry 
Book Entry 
Added Entry 

Editor of Striu EnlrJ' 
Cross Reference Entry 
Added Entry 

Su Reknnct Entry 
Subject Reference Entry 
Subject Entry 
Add~::d Entry 
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FEELING, 
Stt a!JD 
WORkY. 

IPSYCIIO.AN ALYSIS. 
Stt a/10 
\I"ORRY. 

[
PSYCHOLOGY. 

Su .1l1o 
WORRY. 

(/~~~,. LinR A't{tn,tct 
Entry 

Stt Allo Reference Entry 
Subject Reference Entry 
Subject Entry 
Added Entry 

Upper l.inll Bt/trmu 
Entry 

See Altt1 Reference Entry 
Subject Reference F.ntry 
Subject Entry 
Added Entry 

Up(Ju Li111l Rtftrmce 
Entry 

Stt A/Jo Reference Entry 
Subject Reference Entry 
~ubject Entry 
Added Entry 

A~ALYTICAL APPHOACll TO NAMES 

W c ~hull next mal•e 1111 analytical approach to the 
ll!tmes of Entrie~. "' e han• ~een that the Laws of 
Library s,.jl'llC!' oblige thP Library Catalogue to be 
of the "One book, many entries" type. ·we have also 
observed tl111t on<' o'l' these many Entries is usually 
llHl!ll' the ll!uin l~ntry, all others (Added Entries) 
hPiHg' deri'·"d from it. Thus in the first phase of 
unnly~is Wl' hm·p two t'lasses of Entries. 

l\[AIN ENTHIES 

~ruin l~ntriPs may bt> di!Tt•rcntiatcd according 
to the t>leniPnts tlmt tweupy tlu•ir Leading Sections. 
Of the fourtPen pos~iblt• constittwnts of a ~Iuin 
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Entry it has been customary to reserve tills 
privilege for: 

// 

(I) Call Number; 

(2) Author; 

(3) First word of title other than an article 
(or according to some the whole of 
the title) ; and 

( 4) (.According, e.g., to the old so-called 
author catalogue of the :I>Iadras Uri
versity Library) the Names of Series. 

--_/'It is not difficult to see why the other elements 
are excluded: they hardly ever determine a reader's 
approach. No reader asks for the "quarto book" 
or "the book of about 256 pages". And it is seldom 
that a serious reader approaches his books through 
the imprint. 

But most readers do make a subject approach. 
That is why the Call Number- a numerical expres
sion of the subject - is· given first rank among 
aspirants to the Leading Section. IV e shall see in 
the part devoted to Subject· ;Entries why the subject 
must be expressed as a Number in the Leading Se~-
tion of a ?>lain Entry, 

The author approach is only next in popularity. 
The title is often only a more or less dumsy indica
tion of the subject. The precise subject havin!-( 
been isolated and given first rank in the form of 
the Class Number, it is thus usually debarred from 
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the Leading Section. In Library Catalogues that 
will have words in the Lt•ading Section at any cost 
a Ritua tion sometimes arises when the author (the 
element usually installed in the Leading Section) 
does not exist or turns out to be a will-o'-the-wisp. 
Witness for example Cutter's statement' about the 
reputed German dread of Corporate Authors of 
Periodieal Publications. In such desperate situa
tions the title or rather its first word is usually called 
upon, in ad<lition to its own duties, to officiate in 
place of the Author. We have already referred to 
the remote dJUnce of the Name of the Series usurp
ing thiA po~ition. 

In elTt>et, then, we need recognise only four types 
of Main Entries:-

(1) Call Nwnber Entry; 

(:l) .\uthor Entry; 

(:l) TitlP Entry; and 

(4) ScriPs Entry . 

. Tlu' first of tlws<> belongs exelnsivPly to the Classi
fit•d Catalogue, the set'ond and third to the Dictionary 
and A nthor Cntulogues, while the fourth ma~· 

nppt•nr IIR u J"renk in any form of Alphabetical 
Cn tnlog·n<.'. 

I P. 44. 
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ADDED ENTRIES 

We may now turn to Added Entries. Let us 
first divide them into two main classes:-

(1) Analytical Entries; and 
(2) Ordinary Added Entries (often called 

simply "Added Entries"). 

ANALYTICAL ENTRIES 

These invite the reader's attention not to the 
book as a whole but to a certain part of it. For 
example, if the chapters of a book are h5· 
different authors a separate Analytical Entry may 
be given under each such author. These may be 
called Analytical Author Entries. Such a book 
may also be given Analytical Subject Entries under 
the Specific Subject of each chapter. If the subjects 
are expressed as Class Numbers and Entries made 
under them we have Analytical Class Number 
Entries (the C. c. code calls them ·Cross Reference 
Entries'). 

OTHER ADDED ExTRIES 

Classified Catalogue 

In the Classified Catalogue these may first be 
divided into three clas.ses :-

(1) Class Index Entries; 

(2) Book Ind<o>x Entries; and 

(3) Cross Reference Index Entries. 

1 Cllnpter 2. 
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CLASS INDEX ENTRIES 

ln a Clas~ Imlex Entry no name of a book occur~. 
Its heading is the name of a knowledge-class occur
ring in the scheme of classification and it ends with 

tl11• Class N u111her of that knowledge-class. Evidently 
no llook Numb<•r can figure in a Class Index Entry 
whoHe function is to Hhow the reader under what 
diHg-uise tlw knowlt•dg-e-class (suhje('t) appears iu 
tl1e ll!ain Entrit·s. '!'his elue leads him to the 
l'<'gion of the Catalog·ne where all books on the 
knowh•dp;e-rlas,,; in question are grouped in consr
eutive F~ntrit·s. The C. c. code further subdivides 
Cla"s Ind<'x Entri<'H into Yarious types accordir1g 
to tho nature of the (']ass whose name appears in 
the Leading SPl'! ion. 'l'lwse types are: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(fi) 

(7) 

(S) 

1\Inin Cla~H Entrv · - ' 
Common HUb-diYi~ion Entry; 

flpog•·n ph ienl Entry; 

Lnn.l.!'nage l~ntry; 

Epot·hal Entry; 

Favonrc<l Cntf'gory Entry; 

Alplwhl'!il' ll<·viee Entry; and 

ClaRsic Entry. 

AR moHt of tlwse numes HI'<' intPllil!·ible only in 
f<'rnJs of Colon Classifi<'ntiou we nee<! not discuss 
tlu•m hl'r!': Huhl 31 and it~ sub-divisions in tlte 
C. c. code give tht' IJI'rl'ssnry information. 
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BooK INDEX ENTRIES 

These are Entries containing the name of a SP''
cific book- its Heading, Title and Call Number . 
Their function is to find for every reader his book, 
whether he approach it through:-

(1) the name of the author; 

(2) the name of any collaborator (Joiut 
Author, Editor, Translator, Joint 
Editor, Joint Translator, Co=ent'l
tor, Compiler, Illustrator, Writer of 
Introduction, etc.) ; 

(3) its title if that is fanciful and d0€s not. 
indicate the subject; or 

( 4) the series to which it belongs. 

It is obvious that Book Index Entries may be 
named after the type of information that appears 
in their Leading Section. · 

Thus (1) Entries of the first type may be called 
Author Entries; 

(2) · Entries of tile second type may be 
given the generic name Collaborator 
Entries. and distinguished as Joint 
Author Entries, Editor Entries, 
Translator E~<tries, Commentator Eu
tries, Compiler Entries, Illustrator 
Entries, Introduction-writer Entries, 
Foreword-writer Entries, Joint Editor 
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Entries, Joint Translator Entries aml 
so on. 

(3) Entries of the third type may be call
ed (Fanciful) Title Entries; and 

( 4) En triPs of the fourth type may Le 
en llerl Series Entries. 

Cuoss n~:n:m;NCE INDEX ENTRIES 

In Cross UeferPII<'e Index Entries the names or . 
books do not oc·c·ur, nor do Class Numbers. Thl'Y 
have therefore uo direct connection with the Main 
E11try hnt o11ly with the Book Index Entries from 
whi<'h in a scnxP lh<>y are all derived. Since Book 
Index Entries are themselves derived from a Main 
Entry lh<> Cros~ Reference Index Entries may be 
cnllP<l "ch-ri\·atives of the second order". Their 
func·t ion ix to dirc<·t the r<>adf.>r to the Book Index 
l•}ntr~· wlu•re lw run find information about a book 
of whi .. h he rPnwmhers only: 

(1) any nltcmntive name of the author; 

(~) any nlternati\·e name of a collaborator; 

(a) nn~· nlt<·rnative name of the title; 

( ~) nny nltt•rnati,·e name of the series; 

( !i) t ht> II Hill<' of the editor of the series; or 

(G) tlw form of the book (En<'yclopedia, Perio-
dieal, Serial, Yearbook, Directory, 
<'1~.) or the nature of the institution, 
if tmy, relating to it. 
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Cross Reference Index Entries may be named 
as follows after the type of information they give in 
the Leading Section:-

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

1 
'> Alternative Name Entry; 
j 
Alternative Ti tie En trv · . ' 
Altemative N arne of Series Entry; 

(5) Editor of Series Entry; and 

(6) Label Entry. 

The term Label Entry is from the C. c. code. Th~ 
commonly accepted term 'Form Entry' was reject
ed as we ha\·e also Cross Reference Iudex Entrie$ 
with Headings l;ke Universities and Churches fr0111 

which reference may be made to the nam~s of 
individual institutions under I\ ltich Book Ind,·x 
Entries are givEn. 

OTHER ADDED ExrniEs 

Dictionary Catalog•re 

Let us now examine the Other Added Entries 0f 
the Dictionary Catalogue. They may fir~.t be 
dh·idecl in to three Classes :' 

(1) Subject Reference Entries ( calle;:l al~o .. 
Cross Reference Entries or ~imply 

Reference Enjries) ; 

(2) Book Entries (may perhap~ bP c·nllerl 
Substantial Entries as oppo>ed to 
RPf<.>rence Entries); and 
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(3) Cross Reference Index Entries. 

It must be remembered that the Main Entry in a 
Dietiouary Catalogue is an Author Entry and ia 
exeeptiunal ca~es a Title Entry. What follows 
\\·ill justify our first discussing 

BooK E:sTRlES 

The:;e are lh2 Entries in which the name of a 
spcl'itlc book occurs- its Heading and Title and 
Call Xumbcr (if the library is classified). As in 
t!J .. •·a>e of the Book Index Entries of a Classified 
Ca talo;;·ue, their function is to find every reader his 
book whaten•r be the >pt.•cific information (other 
than its author) through which he approaches it:-

(1) Its Specific Subject; 

(:!) .\ny Collaborator; 

(3) Its title (if only fanciful) provided it has 
n<Jt been used as the Heading of the 
~Iaiu Entry; or 

( 4) The series to which it belongs . 

. Book Entries may be named as follows after the 
typt• of information they carry III the Leading 
~t·l'tiun :-

(1) Entries of the first type may be callc.l 
Spt'cifie Subject Entries; 

(:!) Entries of the second type may be gn·en 
the generic name Collaborator Entrif's 
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and distinguished by the respectiv•~ 
names: Joint Author Entries, Editor 
Entries, Translator Entries, Commen
tator Entries, Compiler Entries, 
illustrator Entries, Introduction
writer Entries, Joint Editor Entries, 
Joint Translator Entries and so on. 

(3) Entries of the third type may be called 
(Fanciful) Title Entries; and 

( 4) Entries of the fourth type may be called 
Series Entries. 

SUllJECT REFERENCE ENTRIES 

In these the names of books do not occur. They 
establish no connection with the Main Entry but 
only with Specific Subject Entries, from which in a 
sense they are all derived. Since Specific Subject 
Entries themselves are derived from the Main 
Entry, Subject Reference Entries may be called 
derivatives of the second order. Their func·tion 
is to direct the reader to the Specific Subject Entry 
where he can find information about a book, 
approached through:--

( a) a synonym of the term that appears in the 
Leading Section of its Specific Subjecr 
Entry; 

(b) a subject other than but related to its Speci
fic Subject, such as:--
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(1) a subject of greater extension and smaller 
intension than the Specific Subject 
and containing it as a subdivision; 

(2) a subject of smaller extension and greater 
inten~ion than the Specific Subject but 
occurring as one of its subdivisions; 
and 

(3) the name of a subject collateral with the 
SpL~ific Subject. 

If the approa<'h i~ of the type (a) there will be 
no Book Entry with tl1e 8ynonym in question ad 

liPading and the Entry will be a See Reference 
Entry. 

Ii the appronPh is of type (b) the Entry will he 
a S<'<' Also Referenee Entry, some Book Entries 
lmving the name of the Subject in question as the 
Heading. The See Also Rl'ferenee Entries may be · 
rnllPd Upper Link Rcferpnce Entrie8, Lower Link 
.l~<'fer1•nre Entries· or Collateral Reference Entries 
a<'L'onling to the c·ntPgory of the subje<•t through 
whil'h the book is approached. The significance 
of the first two of thP~e names will become obvious 
wlll'n we estab!iRh in the Part dealing v:ith 
Snhjl'<'t Entry nn objeeti\·e 'Chain Procedure' for 
fin,Jing out IIP!Hlings for Specific Subject Entries 
nn<l Sec Also RL'I'Pn•n<•e Entries. 
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CRoss REFERENCE INDEX ENTRIES 

The Cross Reference Index Entries in a Diction
ary Catalogue are similar to those in a Classified 
Catalogue. 

NuMBER AXD FuNCTION OF ENTRIES 

The above analysis leads to certain inferences 
that will be to11sidered in detail ill later chapters. 
For the moment they may be illdicated by the 
followillg equalities relatillg to the number awl 
function of Entries in the two kinds of Catalogues: 

(1) Call Number Entry (Main Entry)+Class 
Index Entries (of a Classified Cata
logue) 

=Specific Subject Entry+St:e Refer
ence Entries (of a Dictionary Cata
logue); 

(2) Book Index Entries (of a Classified 
Catalogue) 

=Author Entry (Main Entry)+Book · 
Entries ~of a Dictionary Catalogue); 

(3) Analytical Entries (of a Classified Cata
logue) 

=Analytical Entries (of a Dictionary 
Catalogue) ; and 
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( 4) CroHH Reference Index Entries (of a 
Classified Catalogue) 

= CrosA Reference Index Entries (of 
a Dictionary Catalogue). 

These equalities may be tabulated thus:-

Entries of Dictionary Catalogue J Corresponding Entries of 
Classified Catalogue 

1. Specific Subject Entries & 1. Call Number Entries and 
Set Reference Entries Class Index Entries 

2. Othrr Book Entries and 2. Book Index Entries 
Author Entries 

J. Analytical Entries 3. Analytical Entries 

4. Cross Reference Index 4. Cross Reference Index Entries 
Entries 

5. Su Also Reference Entries 5. Noue 

ThP s~e AlM Reference Entries arc necessary 
mdy to thP Didionary Catalogue. Their function 
is performed in the Classified Catalogue by the 
wry or<lPr of the Call Number Entries. Thus the 
ClassifiPd Catalogue is able to perform all the 
fuuetions of thP Dictionary Catalogue with 11 

smnllPr numbt'r of Entries. 
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IY e shall conclude this part by bringing together 
certain general and special principles to be used as 
deciding factors in solving the various problem; 
that may arise from time to time. 

LAws OF LmRARY SciENCE 

The following are the special laws that form 
the foundation of Library Science in general and 
of cataloguing in particular: 

First Law: Books are for use 

Second Law: Every reader his book 

Third LaiV: Every book its reader 

Fourth Law: Save the time of the reader 

Fifth Law: A Library is a growing organism. 

These fundamental laws have been fully worked 
out and their general inwlications shown in the 
Five laws. The main task of most of the following 
chapters will be to effect a compromise between .the 
demands of the Five Laws on the one hand and the 
Law of Parsimony on the other. 

LAw oF· PARSIMONY 

Perhaps the most elemel!tary general principle 
governing cataloguing- or any other scientific-
practice is the Law of Parsimony.' Its watchword 

I Entia non sunt muJtiplicanif.a praeter necessitatem. William 
of Occam. 
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i~ economy- in materials, 8pace, time and energy. 
Its funetion is likl' that of the Finance Secretariat 
in a HwdPI'll Gonnmwnt: it would oppose anything 
tl1at in\·oh·es expeuditun·. 

Lt·ft to itsp]f tlw Law of Parsimony would pro
\'i,]e ouly for a catalogue of the title-a-line type. If 
au !']ahorate entry be insisted upon it would at 
h•a"t n•qnire it to be ~ingle; if Added Entries ale 
ilnpo,ed it would n~luire them to be brief. 

Throug-hout the following Chapters we shall "it· 
m•ss its struggle with the special Laws of LibrarJ 
S<·il'ne!•. \r e shall also see that many types of 
Entries are its creation-e.g. Class Index Entries, 
Cro's Heferen<:<: Judex Entrit>S, See Referenctl 
Entri<'s nut! S!'e Also H<•f!•rcuee Entries, in none of 
whil'h <lot·s the !Wille of a book appear. 

llut on their ~ide the La\\'s of Library Scienee 
han• a right tu insist that "'''onomy be interpretPd 
us ad nul Hl\·ing of <'Xpt•nse in money or time not 
only in IIH• library hndg<·t but also for the public 
n:--: a whoh•: a ~aving in the cataloguing section of 
•·xpt•ii'<' or lahonr that is transfterred to the refer
~~~··•· "·dion or to indi,·idual readers or to some 
futun• tinll' i< oln-iou,Jy illusory. The l'earbook' 
( 1 !1:~4) g-iws Sl'\'!'ral I'XIIlnples of false economy: 

"\nlumhia t·nin~rsity trirt.l. yrars ago, to eut its cata~ 
loguing- <·o-.t hy omitt i.ng many editor, translator, 
Hntl tit!,• '-'~lrd..:, whi(·h uutlt•r ordinary rules would 

t P. 46. 
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have been made. It is still engaged in the task 
of adding these cards, and the cost of supplying 
deficiencies is considerably more than the original 
cost of making the cards in the first place woulcl 
have been". 

SELECTIVE CATALOGUING 

During recent years the Law of Parsimony has 
made a new move against the innumerable Entries 
that are thrust into the Library Catalogue in the 
name of service to readers. In 1928 a book called 
Selective cataloguing (a suggestive title) and 
edited by Henry B. Van Hoesen was published by 
those enterprising friends of Library SciencP, 
H. W. Wilson & Co. 

In this book the Law of Parsimony raises some 
fundamental issues: 

( 1) Is a library to accept every book m•d 
every scrap that comes its way? l\Ia~' it not be wisl'r 
to discard some as valueless or outside its scopeY 

(2) Is everything that is accepted to be cata
logued f Is it not better to lea,·e some things 
uncatalogued and simply to. keep them 

(a) in accession order if they are accession-· 
ed at all; .or 

(b) in alphabetical order by authors; or 

(c) in rough subject· order 

till the time comes for their periodical eliminatior.l 
The rt>ference staff will be able to draw from the1u 
whenever occasion arises. 
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(3) Is everything that is shown in the cata
lo:.,'"lre to be given an independent entry? Is it not 
suffieient if sets of pamphlets and other slight and 
fugitive materials are brought to the notice of 
readers by an entry in general terms like "Pamph
lets ar<" not separately catalogued. They are placed 
on the sh<'h·es after books on the subject"f 

One of the earliest recorded accounts of selective 
cataloguing going to the extent of entire omission 
of certain items from the catalogue relates to the 
IIurvard University Library. Readi1zgs1 extracts 
it from the Library journal (1924): 

"The question of high costs brings up one more phase of 
s<'lc<'tive cataloguing which I must touch on before 
closing. So fur I have discussed only subject 
h<•ndings. Is selective cataloguing ever excusable 
ns applied to entire omission of catalogue entryY 

"The ne .. rssity of accurate and clearly arranged author 
hrtuling-s to l'Usure prompt tracing of essential 
bonks is axiomntic. \V' e agree that every mono
gruph should be recorded properly under its 
nuthor. How about monographs bsued as parts 
of srrit·s I Where is the boundary between mono.. 
g1·aph~ of this nature that must be recorded and 
the paper published in a society's proceedings I 
Wt• must stop somewhere from sheer lack of funds. 
Then there i• the pamphlet. Theoretically each 
pamphlet must have its author record, but is it not 
b<'!ter to mnke available on the shelves in ehrono· 
lo~i<'nl ordt r six thon•nnd tracts coveririg the 17th 

' Pp. 1~0-1:::1. 
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century of English history and postpone even 
author entries than to lock them in your uncata· 
logued reserve until the necessary five hundred (or 
is it fifteen hundred) dollars are forthcoming to 
catalogue them 1 l\Iay not librarians who have in 
custody huge collections of contemporary and 
ephemeral matter be forced more and more to adopt 
methods by which the material i,, so to speak. 
self-catalogued 1 Examples of self-cataloguing 
methods in our building are the English Civil War 
pamphlets al~ded to, collections of South American 
political pamphlets, courses of study, rules and 
regulations and leaflets in our Education collection, 
a file of 50,000 songs, and the vast fih's of railroad 
material in the library of our Bu,iness Sehool. 
Verily, selective cataloguing is already with us, not 
only as applied to omission of subject cards, but 
also as regards entire omis:;ion' '. 

Sharp' records: 

"Sheffield, for example. which has by general consent 
one of the most progressive library systems in th~ 
country, has drastically curtailed its cataloguing .. . 
Five (libraries) did not catalogue fiction at all .. . 
Mr. Cranshaw has estimated that GO per cent. of 
the stock of a municipal library is constantly 
changing; on this ground it is regarded by some . 
librarians as a wa,te of time and materials to cata
logue fiction and ·other ephemeral literature". 

Again we have Sharp• qtloting Cranshaw: 

"If a library possesses a shelf register, it can institute 
a real saving by omitting entries under certain 
popular subjects like wireless, sports, pastimes, hob· 

1 Pp. 19-20. 2 Pp. 159·160. 
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hies, gardening, cookery and other domestic heading;< 
the titles in which are in many ways as ephemeral 
as the fiction the library discards. Such books 
are rarely enquired for by author or title, the 
•uhjeet is the all.important thing. They are quickly 
worn out and superseded by new publications. Why 
tlll'n catalogue under subjects for a public which 
is not greatly interested in what you have on stock. 
but chiefly in what is available for loan at a parti
cu!Hr momr!1t. A >iJnple subject index card re
ferring the rc•ader to the place o' sheh·ing is usually 
enough; if further information is required the use 
of the shelf list will give the extent of the stock. 
This SUJ!~t'stion was not recdved with any great 
c•nthu>iasm when I broached it in 1933, bnt I find 
from a rec·•·nt di~est of library literature that both 
Detroit and Cleveland find it workable". 

The Rt•p•nt (l!l3i) of the Brown Unin•rsity 
Library "hows U111t it sets aside without <>ataloguing 
hooks in le-ss fn•quent demand. They are of course 
~o plnc·Pd us to he U\'ailable with only slight delny. 

The Laws of Library Sc·iPIWe stand dazed at th:s' 
new cu11p d'Nai of the re~ourceful Law of Parsi
nwny. Wt> only hope they will not in their de~pair 
hP so foolish as to mislPau Library Authorities into 
n•ddn~ thP Yidorian inn·ntory-outlook, insistin.l!: 
thnt P\'t>ry "s<•rup of pnJll'r thut comes into thl' 
library" ht• t•HI<•rt>cl und nct·mmteu for from year 
to Y<'!lr for l'Wr. Su!'11a bli11U revenge on the Law 
t'f P11 r~imony, n-..·oiling on themseln~, \\'ill only 
],rin,;: tlu·m to suicide. 
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CANON oF CoNSISTENCY 

\Ve shall next enunciate certain principles 
(Canons) that it will be useful to observe in 
framing any set of rules for cataloguing. 

Perhaps the most widely recognised principle is 
what may be called the Canon of Consistency. 

At the lower level this Canon stands for strict 
<'onsistency with the code adopted. Acomh' 
emphasises: 

"The paramount quality of a catalogue should be 
etrict Consistency with the rule on which it is baseJ. 
It matters, perhaps, less that the best available 
Code should be adopted, in the beginning to compih 
a catalogue, than that the most careful consistency 
should characterise the application of the rules 
when once they are chosen". 

~U a higher level the Canon of Consistency will 
impose it on the Code itself that similar situations 
shall be similarly dealt with. Cutter mentions it 
among the "reasons for .choice" in his Rules :2 

"Among the several possible methods of attaining the 
objects, other things being equal, choose that ~ntry 
that is consistent with other entries, so that one 
principle can cover all". 

\Ve must pay special· attention to Cutter's condi
tion "other things being· equal", or this CanO<l 
may lead us to unwanted results. Subject 
to this proviso the Canon of Consistency must he 
paramount in a Code of Rules for cataloguin!{. 

1 P. 21. • P. 12. 
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What Acomb' has stated at a lower level holds 
good at this higher level too. With some modifi. 
cation his statement will amount to this: 

Any dcparture from consistent practice will 
eventually cause trouble and its cumulative effed 
will be far greater in proportion to the apparent 
importance of the original lapse than can be fore
seen. The truth of this statement is difficult to 
demonstrate but it must be accepted as the result 
of experimwe and the principle it contains must be 
ndoptcd in the framing of any cataloguing code. 

CANON OF REL~]VANCE 

Another principle that should be borne in miz;cl 
both in framing and applying cataloguing rules 
mny he cal!Pd the Canon of Relevance. It demands 
thnt the items inchHled in an Entry should be rel"
vant to its 1mrpo"c. For Pxnmple, if the purpose 
of un Entry is to show what books the Library has 
by u partil'ular author, its Leading Section should 
contain the Name of that author while succeed
ing scdious should give names of books by him anc! 
otllPr nPcessary information, such as their Call 
Numbers. Similnrl), if the purpose of an Entry 
is to show what books the Library has on a SpeciJb 
Snhjed, its LPading Seetion ~hould be occupied by 
tlw name of that Specific Subject while latl'r 
~Pdions ~hould give the author, title and Cttll 

J P. 1!2. 
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Number of books on the Subject, other irrelevant 
details being omitted. 

If the object of an Entry is simply to direct the 
attention of a reader who remembers a subject by 
a particular name to the name under which he can 
actually find his books listed, the Leading Section 
should be occupied by the name the reader remem
bers and the only other substantial section should 
give the name under which the catalogue lists the 
books. It would be irrele\·ant to the purpose of 
such a See Reference Entry to mention names of 
books. 

CANON OF AscERTAINABILITY 

This Canon requires that no Entry shall include 
any information that is not definitely ascertainable. 
One might think it unnecessary to enunciate this as 
a principle but many difficulties in cataloguing in 
fact arise from overlooking this obvious rule. 

In cataloguing practice the term "ascertainable'' 
is taken in the restricted sense of "ascertainable 
from the words found on or at the back of the .title
page of the book". As ·a mle only the Subjec.t 
Entry takes the cataloguer beyond the title-page 
and even then it is siinply to seek the appropriate 
word for the Heading. 

INADEQUATE TrTLE-PAGE 

There are however books whose title-pages do not 
contain the information necessary for the 1\Iain 
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Entry. The volumes of the Mermaid Series of 
Elizahethan plays, for instance, have no title at all. 

Fo1· example:-

THE :MERl\IAID SERIES 

Thomas Otway 

with an introduction and notes 

by 

TnE lioN. RonEN NoEL 

In this <'IIH<' the Cataloguer has to supply [Plays] 
as the title to mukP the Entry intelligible. Authority 
for hnl<'kct iug words not found on the title-page is 
nHunlly dcriwtl from Cutter's Rules: 

"~12 A dditirms ma<le to a title are to be marked by 
inelmlin(:t Ow words in brack<'ts []. All additions 
to he lll·i<·f nJHl in the langunge of the title ..... . 
After n word spelled wrongly or unusually insert 
(Si<') or ( !) . " 

TITLE-PAGE WANTING 

What iA to he done when the title-page as a whole 
j" wanting! The Rule of the A. A. code for such 
t'aH<'H iH fnll<'r thnn Cutter's: 

"IH Titl"-1"'!1" U'<lllliug. ''h•·n the title-page is lost, 
snppl~· tho tith• from some bibliographical source, 
citing tht• authority in a note. If the title cannot 
he ast·t•rtninod. giw the half-title, running title, 
or C'olophnn. atul stnh' in a note which has been 
st>le<'ted; ;r t lwre is no half-title, running title, or 
colophon. ·mpply a title (within bracket<) and give 
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in a note the beginning of the text and a brief 
description of contents. 

"In the case ~f a book published without a title-page, 
give the half-title, running title, caption title, or 
colophon, as the case may be, stating in a note the 
form in which the title occurs". 

lrfORE THAN ONE TITLE-PAGE 

The ·canon of .Ascertainability demands de.fi
nite conventions for dealing with failure of ascer
tainability through there being more than one title
page. The convention recommended by the .A . .A. 
code is as follows: 

"142. Titles of works (other tlwn perindi<:als) in 
more than one volume. Works in more than one 
volume (other than periodicals) are, as a rule, to 
be catalogued from the title-page of the first volume, 
subsequent changes being explained in notes or 
shown in contents. 

"143. Same works publ.ished under different titles. 
If a book has been published under two or more 
titles, make full entry for each of the editions in 
the library and give in a note under each entry the. 
other title or titles under which the book has. 
appeared. If the library has but one of the edi
tions make full entry under this title and refel 
from the others. 

1. Meredith, George. Emilia in England. 
Afterwards issued under title: Sandra Belloni. 

Meredith, George. Sandra Belloni. 
Previously issued under title: Emilia in England. 
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2. Meredith, George. Emilia in England. 
Afterwards issued under title: Sandra Belloni. 

M eredil h, George. Sandra Belloni. 
See his Emilia in England. (The same work 

publiHhed under a different title). 

'' 144. Book.• with several title. pages. If a book has 
several title·pages, select the most general, and 
give otherii, if necessary, in a note or as contents . 

.. Thi.• rule applies only when the title-pages come under 
the same heading. If the several title-pages re
quire separate entry (as when one is the title of 
a series, the othrr that of a work in the series) each 
title will be used under its own heading. 

"Of an engraved and a printed title-page the latter is 
n•uully to be preferred and always when it bear~ 
a Inter date. 

"Of two title-pnges equally general choose the first 
wlwn one follows the oth•·r, the second when they 
fnee each other. 

"Cutter, 156-158. 

"H5 7'il/,·.< and tifle-paga_, i11 differ·ent languagts. Of 
tit!t·s n111l title-pnges in different languages, if only 
one i• in roman characters, use that; if both or 
1wit her are in roman, use the one in the original 
Jangun~e. 1\lention iu a note the unused title. 

"lu the cnse of Greek clussics with the title in Greek 
and ulso in Lutin on the same title-pnge, give both 
titles. 

Lmn.ARY o~o~ CoNou~s t't:PPLE:\tE:ST llt:LE 20 

"1 1'iflf-pllyf's attd tc.rt in trro or more languages. 

"Of tith•-pages in different lnngna[:!es, with text likc
wis{" in more than one lnn~n8J:t", choose the on~ 
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which is printed in roman or gothic characters. 
When neither title-page is printed in roman or 
gothic or when both are in one or the other of 
these types, select the one which is in the original 
language. When the original language cannot be 
ascertained, the main title-page is to be chosen, or, 
when that cannot be determined, the first. Mention 
in a note the other title or titles and the languages 
of the text. 

"The added title is to be quoted when it contains addi
tional information of importance. 

''2. Title pages in different languagts, text in one
language. 

"When there are two title-pages with text in only one 
language the title-page which agrees with the text 
is to be followed. Exceptions to this are Greek, 
Russian, Oriental and occasionally also American 
lndian texts with title-pages in the original and 
also in Latin, French, English or some other 
language which employs roman or gothic characters. 
Here the title in roman or gothic is always to be 
selected. 1\Iention in a note the other title and 
the language of the text. 

"3. One title-page with ti(les in two languages . . 

''When the title is printed in two languages on the 
same title-page (there being but one) give both' 
titles with the cllstomary abbreviations and notes. 

"Excepti011: When one of" the titles is in a language 
which employs charact~rs other than roman or 
gothic, it is to be omitted, only the title which is 
in roman or gothic type being then given. A not~ 
is to be made of the other title and the languag~ 
or languages of the text. 
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"In early and rare books, or when some material varia
tion exists between the two titles, both are to be 
given. 

"When there are more than two titles, give the first 
two which are printed in roman or gothic type. U 
one of the succeeding titles is in English, this also 
is to be given. 

"4. Arrangements or combinations of titles and title
Jlll~('s in different languages not provided for in 
rule' 1-3 ore to be submitted for special decision. 

"H6. Reprints u>ilh two title-pages. Wben a reprint 
indndt·~ in addition to its own title-page, a reprq
dudion of that of the original, follow the title
pnge of the reprint, and mention the other in a 
note, giving place and date of publication and 
quoting the title if it differs from that of the 
rrprint. 

A part from these recognised types of cases parti
('Ulur books mny present p<'culiaritit>s which will be 
nwt to tlw ht•><t ad\'antage only if the Canon of 
A"·<>rtninability is horne in mind. 

CANON OF PERliANENCE 

Aceonling to this Cnnon the item chosen to occupy 
the Lt·n•ling S~dion of an Entry should represent 
soinl'lhing permanent. The ideal is, however, 
sl'ltlom rPalisPd in prnctice. Most of the Entries 
in n Librnry Cutnlogue are N'am€'-Entril's (Names 
of 1wrsn11~ nnd rorpornte bodies- Governments, 
D<·pnrhnl'nts of Go,·ernments, So('il'li<'s, Institu
tion,, Pit•.). Cataloguers know vt>ry well how often 
th<''<' nnnws are ,-aried. People change their 
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names sometimes voluntarily, sometimes by marri
age, or on succession to an hereditary title. Reor
ganisation of administrative machinery may bring 
about changes in the names of Government Depar (. 
ments. Learned societies and institutions, also, 
form a common field for experiment in nomenclil
ture. There are Soci~-ties which have changrd 
their nanws twire or more in a year. EYen names 
of places are not free from such yagaries. The~e 

changes are e\·idently beyond the control of the 
Cataloguer, but the Canon of PermanE'nce has none 
the less to be satisfied. One solution r(>('ommended 
by the British Library Association is adoption of 
the earliest k-nown name for cataloguing purposes. 
But the American Library Association disapproves 
this evasion of actuality and appeals to the Canon 
of Currency. 

"\Ve shall see in later chapters how often in cata
loguing practice this Canon of Permanence marks 
a parting of the ways. 

CANON OF CURREXCY 

According to this Canon· the name chosen for the 
Heading of an Entry should be the current one. 1~ 

it is that of an authpr_ (PE>rsonal or Corporate) it 
should be written as giwn in the title-page of tloe 
book. If it is that of a. Subject the cataloguer 
should adopt the form most popular among its 
sp(>('ialists. ~Iany such situations will arise in day 
to day cataloguing. This Canon usually pull.• 
against the Canon of PermanE'nce. It ml)y E'Wll 
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oeeu~ionally come into conflict with the Canons of 
ConsiRtPncy and Ascertainability, but it is tl;eo 
business of cataloguing rules to devise a definite 
pro<·l'dnre for meeting such situations. The Class 
Index J~ntries of a Classified Catalogue and the 
Subject Entri<>B of a Dictionary Catalogue should 
be constantly revised to satisfy this Canon. 
A<·<·ot·,)ing to the Prolegomena:' 

"Cards whirh have old obsol~te terms for headings 
should be marked obsolete and, if practicable, be 
fnmished with an additional note in distinctive 
style showing the period when they were current. 
Also new cords should be written in t~rms of the 
rnrrPnt equivalent h<'adings". 

The C. c. code' also lays it down: 
"It is here thnt the need for repair of the catalogue 

com<·s,-internnl r•·pair as distinct from the repair 
of the physical card .... This process requires con
stunt vigilnnee and industry. Otherwise, instead 
of the entulogne !wiping tbe p~ople, it may prove 
to be harmful and misleading . .Again the need for 
•neh rPplacement of isolated ~ntries from time to 
time mukes it imperative that the physical form of 
entulngue >bould be sueh that any given entry 
eun he n•mowd. corrected or replne~d without dis
turbing the other ~ntries. This would rule out 
the lt•<li!<'r form of the catalogue and make the 
Car<! Cnhtlogue, the form par e.rcel/ence". 

Tho Cnnon of Curreney will even ask that 
libmrit>s should prefer locally etirl'<'nt terms tl) 
stnndnnl ones. Car or AutomobileT Cinema or 

' P. 66. • Pp. 168-169. 
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JI.Iovie ¥-local usage should decide. This Canon 
demands periodical research like that conducted by 
the New York Regional Catalogue Group and pub
lished in the Yearbook (1934).' 

CANON OF PREPOTENl'E 

Most of the Canons mentioned so far have been 
fully discussed in the Prolegomena since they are 
equally applicable in the field of Classification. But 
the Canon of Prepotency is special to Cataloguing. 
We have stated at the outset that arrangement is 
the . very essence of Cataloguing. The ordinal 
position of a given Entry among the rest is 
especially a vital factor. 

The question is: Can we single out any particular 
section of an Entry completely determining its 
ordinal position or is the potency that decides it 
distributed among its various sections f In other 
words, is the potency concentrated or diffuserl 7 
In the latter case, is it shared equally by all th<' 
sectionst Or is there some gradation in its 
incidence? 

Let us first make these is_sues clear by mean-s of 
an example. Take the case of a heap of letters to_ 
be sorted for despat~h._ The sorting naturally takes 
place in stages. Let us watch the shifting of 
Potency !from stage to stage. 

First stagB :-The letters are sorted according to 
their town of destination. Here the name of the 
town is the prepotential element. 

1 Pp. 58-84. 
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Second stage :-The letters received in a particu
lar town are now sorted in the first instance by 
streets. Here the name of the street is the pr~>
pott•utial element. 

Third stage :-The postman next arranges letters 
addrt>Ased to the same street by the house-number~ 
in that strcPt. liPre the house-number is the pre
pot<•utial elemeut. 

Fourth stage :-Letters addressed to the sa1ue 
l10use are finally distinguished by the name of t.he 
IHl<lrPssPe whi<"h here in its turn becomes the pre
poteutial eh•m(•nt. 

Thus at one ~ta~e or another all parts of tlte 
llthlrPss play 11 part in the sorting. If a mistak<! 
"'"''nrs at the first stage the letter will perhaps go 
thousmuiH of miles out of its way. I know of catieS! 
in whieh l••tters adtlresst><l to "Londa" (a town in\ 
tht> Bomhay l'resit!Pncy) have bl'f'll sent to London. 
Tllis invol\'l•d 5 Wt>cks' delay and extra work for 
SC\'('I'H) post oflit•Ps. 

If a mistake oerurs at the second stage the letter 
will go to a wrong part of the town, but can be re-
1ill'll<'<l to the right stret>t in a day or two. Still 
tht• intpn·t•ntion of the post office is necessary. 

It' tht•n• is a mistake only in the house-numher it 
t•nn I)(' rt>t'lifit>d by the postman himsPlf at tht> time 
of th•li\·ery. 

Tim~ we sPe that the poll•nc·y of the place-name 
in n poHtnl address is fnr grPater thun that of thQ 
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street-name or the house-number. \V e may expres.'> 
this by saying that the place-name is the prepoten
tial elemE>nt in the address. We know of cases in 
which lettE>rs addressed by young boys simply to 
"Father" so-and-so street, so-and-so town have 
reachro the right father's hands without much ado_ 
I know also of an address in which everything else 
was correct but which omitted the name of the 
addre-ssee. But since the letter came to the right 
house it reached him nerertheless. The name of 
the addressee had been renderE>d impotent by more 
powerful factors. 

Applied to letters, the Canon of Prepotence would 
insist that the name of the town be correctly, legibly 
and prominently written--of course a commonsenEe 
rule. Is it due to this Canon working behind the 
scenes that the topmost line of an address, since it 
is liable to be obliterated by postal marks, is re
served for the comparatively impotent name of the 
addressee while the prE>potential name of the to\\·n 
occupies the line fartheSt from such dangers Y-

Let us now take au example from the catalog~w 
itself. Let us assume that the catalogue cards of 
a library are filed in 26 cabinets, one for E>ach letLer 
of the alphabet. Le.t us also assume that E>ach 
cabinet has 26 drawers, one for each letter, and that 
each drawer contains 2,600 cards (100 per lett('r)
A mistake in the first letter of the Heading will be 
practically equivalent to loss of the card, for it will 
go to a wro11g cabinet altogether. A mistake in the 
second l!'tter will be almost as ~crious, for the rard 
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will go to a wrong drawer. A mistake in the third 
letter will misplace the cards about 100 removes 
from its correct position, while a mistake in the 
firth or sixth letter may involve no misplacing at 
all. Thus the first letter in a Heading is the pre
potential one. The preponderance of potency .in 
the Heading is reoognised by the practice of wrifutg 
it in block letters so as to minimise chances of error 
in filing due to illegibility. 

In alphabetical entries several cards may have 
the same Heading (different books by the same 
author, different books of the same series, different 
books on the same subject). In all such cases, the 
potency is obviously not exhausted in the Heading. 
In the Call Number Entry of a Classified Catalogue, 
however, the potency is entirely concentrated in the 
Leading Section, so that if the scheme of classifica
tion is an individualising one in which no two book!! 
can have the same Call Number, every other section 
is rendered impotent. 

Left to itself the Canon of Prepotence wouli! 
select the element for the Leading Section in such 
a way that all other sections would be rendered 
impotent. But the Laws of Library Science have 
a prepotence of their own which modifies that of 
the Canon itself! It must, therefore, content it
self with governing the construction of the Main 
Entry. If the Library Catalogue refuses to respect 
this Canon even to this extent it does so at its peril. 
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It would be most happy, no one will deny, if the 
Main Entry could be entirely faithful to the title
page olf the book in representing the name of the 
.Author. But in the case of any Alphabetical 
Catalogue this is prevented by a host of rules. .All 
these obstacles arise from the author's name having 
been invested with prepotency. The Classified 
Catalogue, however, which concentrates the pre-· 
potence of the Main Entry in the Call Number, 
renders the author's name and title impotent. The 
Main Entry is thus more free to copy the name of 
the author and title exactly as it appears on the 
title-page. 

In the Classified Catalogue, again, the element 
that connects any added Entry with the Main Entry 
is the Call Number. In this matter also the name 
of the author i~ impotent; we are therefore free to 
shorten it, for example by omission of forenames, 
whenever it occurs in the intermediate item of an 
.Added Entry. But in the Dictionary Catalogue 
the connecting element is the name of the author 
which is prepotential in the Main Entry. It must 
therefore be written in all Added Entries as fully 
as in the Heading of the Main Entry. Nor can we 
{lompensate for this by shortening the Call Number 
-its full form is necessary to trace the book on the 
shelves. ·· 

The Canon of Prepotency will similarly clarify 
other problems. 
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As this Canon is newly introduced we muy 
('X plain it formally as follows: 

When applied to Library Catalogue, Potency 
nwans potency from the point of view of arrange· 
ment. 

In a Catalogue Entry it is desirable to avoid 
diJTusion of potency throughout all its sections. If 
diffusion is inevitable it should at least progressive
ly decrease as we traverse the sections, i.e. the 
Leading Section should be prepotential. The ideal 
is to choose the Leading Section in such a way as 
to concentrate in it the whole potency of the Entry, 
i . .:. to make that section omnipotent and the others 
impotent. Even within the Leading Section this 
Cunon will seek to choose the Entry Word in such 
11 way that it shall be prepotential (the other words 
)pss potent). 
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11 WHAT IS SPECIFIC SUBJECTf 
FIND IT BY CHAIN PROCEDURE 

Let us first c·xnmine the Entries that can b~ 

deriwd from tJ,e ~ubject-matter of the book. If 
we n•me1nber that most of the questions arising in 
a library take the form "What has the library on 
a Speeific Subject f ", we shall realise that it is this 
cia~~ of Entries that is likely to be most useful. 

A<·<·ording to thl' Yearbool• (1938),1 when letters 
ll"<•r•• written to outstanding cataloguers asking them 
for n liRt of the Cataloguing problems which they 
frlt IH'<'<l<'d ori!!·inal investigation or further study, 
"the liPid of ~ubjeet headings was mi'ntioned more 
fn•quPntly than any otlwr as needing investigation." 
This is nnotlwr rf.'nson why we propose to deal with 
Snh,iPet I•~ntriPs first . 

• h~mning tlw t a read tor knows the Specific 
Snh.k!'! on which )I(' wants information, the library 
!'ntnlng·ne should diselose to him: 

( i) Book~ exclusively devoted to the Specifi~ 

SubjPl't; 

( ii) Books of a grPnh•r extension than the 
Spe<'ifie SuhjPrt, but ha·dng substantial 
portions de\·oted to it; 

1 P. 62. 
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(iii) Books of a smaller extension than tho 
Specific Subject but dealing with soe1e 

aspect or part of it; 

(iv) Books in Collateral Subjects which cont,tiu 
some information, though indirectly, on 

the Specific Subject. 

lYe shall discuss these four categories in order. 

SPECIFIC-SUBJECT ENTRIES 

A Classified Catalogue seeks to perform the first 
of these functions by making the :\Iain Entry 
of a book a Call Number Entry, that is, by placing 
in the Leading Section of the :\Iain Entry the Call 
Number which includes the Class N"urnber of the 
Specific Subject. All the resources of the library 
on any one Specific Subject are thus shown together 
in consecutive Entries ha,'ing the same Class Num
ber in their Leading Section. The Dictionary 
Catalogue seeks to perform the same function by 
means of the Added Entry known as Specific Sub
ject Entry which bears ·the name of the Subject 
in its Leading Section, i.e., as Heading. But it 
experiences quite a number ·of difficulties. For· the 
moment we shall confine ourselves to examining· 
them, reserving for a later chapter an account of 
the way in which the Classified Catalogue either 
evades or solves them. 

A CoNCRETE PRoBLEM 

Let us begin with a SlJPcific difficulty about whll'h 
much has been written. Cutter calls it Subject !'S. 
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Place. It is essentially a difficulty that arises in 
dealing with alternative names obtained by trans
po~ition of the constituent words of a doublet con
~i~ting of the name of a subject and the name of a 
plaec. Cutter 'M rule about it is: 

"164. The only Rati,factory method is Double Entry 
under the Local and Scientific Subject-to put, 
for iliHtanco, a work on the Geology of California 
under both California and Geology and to carry 
thiK practice through the catalogue". 

Dut in the Vl'ry middle of this rule he seems to 
lH• ~n<lclenly reminded of the Law of Parsimony and 
r .. ,.Js ohlige<l to PIIU with the sentence: 

''But as this profnHion of entries would make the 
<·atnlog very long, we are generally obliged to 
t•hoose between country and subject". 

But huw to <"hoose, that is the question. Cuttl!r 
i~ uppurpntly hafllt>cl. No rule is more violated by 
<•alnlog-uerM than that he lays down on this subject. 
It rrnd": 

''A work t renting of a general subject with SJll'Cial 
referent•e to a place is to he entered undt•r the 
plnt•o with mt•rely a refl·rence from the subject". 

·cutt,•r him~rlf rPcognises that: 
11 Tht>r~ iH not as yrt much uniformity in catalogs, nor 

liOl'S nny cnrry out this principle ... nbsolut<'ly". 

Hut he t•mploys nil his de,·erne~s to uphold his 
pr~"<·ripl ion by ~xumplf' nnd n rgnmf'nt. N everthc
h'~~, n~ Slwrp1 ~uy~: 

I P. l!3. 
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"l\Iany cataloguers are not in complete agreement with 
Cutter in this point. In his example he puts 
localised ornithology under the place with a refer
ence from the subject. His argument is intere,ting 
but not convincing". 

l\Iann' tries to improve upon Cutter. She says: 

"1. Use subject subdivided by country for scientific 
and technical headings, also most economic and 
education topics._. 

"2. Use country subdivided by subject for historical 
and descriptive subjects together with the political, 
administrative and social headings". 

How baffling this prescription is to the Canon of 
Ascertainability may be inferred from the follow
ing incident. It happened this year that the very 
first book I gave my class for practical work in 
Dictionary Catalogue was a volume of lJ1 onument'! 
.Asiae Minoris antiqua. It had been selected at 
random and independently by a member of my 
staff from among the new arrivals of the we~;>k 

Here the subject is" Archaeology". Does it con'e 
under the first or second category of l\Iann! Is it. 
a technical subject or hi_storical and descriptive·? 
In the Colon Classification "Archaeology" is giv~n 
as a problem division of "History". In the Deci
mal Classi.fica tion . '·,Archaeology" occurs under · 
both "Historv" and "Science". In class 913 it - . 
occurs in company with "Antiquities", in class 
570 in display type in company with "Biology". 

1 P. 181. 
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In the sub-class 571 it is headed "Prehistoric 
arehaeology" with the explanatory note "for 
archaeology of special countries, see 913". We 
had to argue in the class somewhat as follows: 
"Mann was probably guided in her determination of 
the subject by the Decimal Classification. As we 
lmve difficulty in interpreting her rules and though 
it will perhaps be admitted only as a last recourse, 
we muHt go behind the written words and examine 
thP probable illtention of their framer. It seems 
lihly that for the purpose of this rule Mann inten<l
e<l Archaeology to be rrgarded as a descriptive 
subject. 

Mann lwrsclf admits' how tantalising her rules 
will br to the Canon of Ascertainability and the 
Cuuon of Consistcney. She says: 

"As th~re are numerous subjects nearly on the border 
line, absolute consistency in decisions cannot always 
be preserved''. 

ThiR umounts to a confl'Ssion that it is hardly 
po,,ible to resi,t th<> tendency in the long run of 
thP problem of nltrrnative names of Specific 
Snbj<'<·ts to make the Library Catalogue a hotch
pot<'IJ. 

This tendPncy may however be considerablv 
minimi"Pd if thr <'ntulogurr will abstain from 
pln<'iug hooks on the srlf-same subject under twQ 

t P. 182. 
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or more Headings. In this connection the warn
ing given in the List should be remembered:' 

"It will of course be understood that where the refer
ence is simply "see" no subject entries are to be 
made under the heading referred from". 

Quinn repeats this warning :2 

"It must be clearly understood that a book should not 
be entered under one heading when there is already 
a direct reference to another. This is the purpose 
of the "See" reference as distinct from the "See 
also" one. 

WHAT IS SPECIFIC StrBJECT? 

The diffirulty discussed above with regard to a 
Doublet does not merely depend on a choice between 
alternative names obtained by transposition; it is 
more deeply rooted. It is in fact inextricably 
involved with the very concept of Specific Subject 
There are also other similar difficulties (isolated by 
Cutter) whose roots really strike the concept of 
Specific Subject. To my mind most of these diffi. 
<mlties are traceable to absence of a defini~e 

objective impersonal method of arriving at the · 
Specific Subject of a book. The impression pro 
duced by Cutter's rules is that he intends th~ 

Specific Subject of .a .book to be determined by the . 
cataloguer. But surely determination of the 
Specific Subject of a book belongs to classification 
rather than to cataloguing. Even classification 
should not be dependent on the discretion of an 

t P. viii, 2 P. 143. 
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individual clasRifier m an individual library. 
Areonling to the Prol.:gomena,' 

ClaHsifying usually implies: 

( i) presence and adoption of a scheme of 
classification; 

(ii) impli('it or explicit indication of the asso
ciatt•d 8Uecession of characteristics; 

(iii) u"signniPnt of a book to the appropriate 
class of the seheme of classification by 
uscrrtaining the way in whieh each of 
tllP characteristics of the scheme is 
sharPd by it; and 

( i\·) ussigmnent of the appropriate class num
ber to the book. 

\\ ThuR t!Pterminution of the Specific Subject of a 
", book iH Ultimately in the hands of the scheme of 

Pln.-"tieution adopted. \Ve shall see presently how 
\his >hifting ol' the burdt>n of determining the 
Sp•·•·ilic Suhjed of u book from the cataloguer to 
th•• ""'"'lllP of clu'"i fien tion will resoh·e all the night
IIHII'l' dinieultiPs in framing rules for the Specific 
Suhj••d Entry in a Dictionary Catalogue. 

• \\' <' mm•t lwgin with the very definition of th<.> 
t.•rm • Rp .. <·ific Subject of a hook'. Cutter says :• 

"It is its 'periul subjt•ct as distinguished from ... a 
,•In" whit•h includt•s that >Ubj~ct ". 

Shnrp "imply pnraphrns<>s :8 

"Th• ul'!uul subject us dllitinct from some broader 
[one] Pmhra<•in!l that subje<'t ". 

t P. !!~•. t P. 22. I P. ,65. 
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Such a definition seems to fight shy of recogn is
ing the helpfulness and appropriateness of adopting 
the method and terminology of the theory and art 
of classification. To emphasise the relation of 
the determination of Specific Subject to the art of 
classification in the Colon classification I coined 
the term 'IDtimate Class" 

In the Prolegomena• this has been defined as 
follows: 

"By the ULTIMATE CLASS of a book is meant the class 
of the lea't extension and the greatest intension in 
the basic Scheme of Knowledge Classification in 
which it may be placed". 

A DEFINITE PROCEDURE 

lf the scheme of classification in use possesses 
the necessary devices for fully satisfying the Canon 
of Hospitality in Array and the Canon of Hospita
lity in Chain, the IDtimate Class of a book will 
represent its Specific Subject. A definite procedure 
is to find the Class Number of the book and repre
sent it in the form of a Chain of Classes. The last 
link in the ehain gives the ·specific Subject. If will 
be seen later that this chain will be useful, too, iLr 
determining the See :Also Entries of a book. 

BAsiC RuLE 

Let us now examine some of the categoriP~ 

singled out for special discussion by Cutter ancl 
see how far this procedure will clarify the situatil•ll. 

1 Rule 03. • P. 176. 
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Cutter's ba~ic rule on the subject is: 

"161. Enter a work under its subject-heading, not 
under the heading of a class which includes that 
suhject' '. 

'l'o-<lay this rule will perhaps be written:

Enter a work under its Specific Subject. 

The next fourteen rules are chiefly intended to 
~how how this rule is to be implemented{ f) under 
l'ertain conditions. The first category considered 
is "Choic·e between pPrson and country". We 
~hall denote it us 

Person vs. Place 

Let us beg-in with a speeific book, say, History of 
the rcign of King Geor,qe V. Let us assume that 
it dPnls only with the history of England. If the 
D<'<"imnl (')n~Hiiiration is used its Class Number is 
!J4:l.OK3. Ht•rn·esen ting this as a chain, we get 

9 = History 

+ 9-t = Europe 

+ 9-t2 = England 

+ 94.2·08 = Windsor 

942·083 + George V 

The last link in tlw chain is the ultimate class of 
the book untl l'l')H't'Sl'nts its Spe(·ific Subject. Thus, 
by Cuth•r'8 Rule 161, the llt.>nding for its Specific 
~nh.i<'t·t Entry nhouhl be "0Porge V." 
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Let us see what Cutter prescribes. 
interesting study in the psychology 
mare! 

First Stage:-

It proHs au 
of the nigH-

Cutter's intuition points him in the right direl'
tion; he begins Rule 162 in the right way: 

"Put under the name of a king or other ruler all his 
biographies, and works purporting to be histories 
of his reign". 

But it is well known that intuition '~ill not tolerate 
ratiocination. 

Second Stage:-

E,·idently the Second Law argues with him: "The 
ordinary reader is more likely to look for this book 
under English History". Cutter is perturbed. 
His intuition pulls him in one direction, this suggeo
tion in another. Result: a st:>lf-stultifying 
commentary: 

"Books of this sort have really two subjects and ought 
to be entered twice". 

He agrees to enter the book both under "George V". 
and under "British History". There apparently 
can be two Specific Subjects for one and the same 
book! · 

Third Stage:-

The Law of Parsimony enters. The very sight 
of it throws Cutter into confusion. He returns to 
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d<>f'Pnd the intuition of Rule 162. He adds another 
sentence to the commentary: 

"The rule above is simply an economical device to save 
room at the expense of convenience". 

Iutuition merely sighs at this weakness of Cutter, 
not reali~ing that the worst is still to come. 

Fourth f:}tage :-

Cutt<>r turns to the Second Law with an implor
ing- look. But it is adament: "The requiremer'.t 
of the ordinary reader is paramount in the Library 
Catalogue. If your intuition goes counter to it and 
if th<· Law of Parsimony will not allow you to 
satisfy both your intuition and the ordinary reader's 
Il<'P<l, how dare you favour the former to the exclu· 
Hi on of the latter T" Cutter is powerlPSs. He 
adds to hi~ commentary yet another sentence, which 
\'irtuully turns out intuition and cancels the ruh· 
its.·! I': 

''l'erliups a bet!t•r J.>ractice would be to enter all lives 
of kili~s as well as histories of their reigns under 
country ouly". 

I worult·r if tlwn• exists anywhere else another 
~Ht·h i11stnnee ,,f direct negation of a rule by its 
romrn<'Htnry esp<'<'ially wh<'n the framer of the rule 
hirnsPif i~ the commentator and the rule and the com
lll<'nlary w<'re both written at the same time. Is it too 
mtwh to inf~r thnt this grotesque situation results 
frmn lat•k of 11 ckfinito procedure for arriving at 
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the Specific Subject and the refusal of help from 
classification which alone, here, can serve our turn f 

It may be asked: "If the help of classification is 
taken and the rule of Cutter is adhered to, will it 
not amount to a flouting of the Second Lawf" No, 
the Second Law need not feel flouted. It will be 
seen later that the very chain of classes which the 
class number has unfolded will help us to give a 
Se~ Also Reference Entry in the form: 

ENGLISH HISTORY. 

See also 

GEORGE V. 

The ordinary reader may look under English 
History. As he scans this entry he \Viii find sevE
ral books and at the end the direction "See al.so 
under George V." That should satisfy the Seconcl 
Law. 

Perhaps it may, but won't the Fourth Law pro· 
testf The reader will have to spend some time 
running through the entries ~nder English History . 
until he arrives at this See Also Reference and then 
he must travel to ano.tlier part of the catalogue to 
examine the entries headed. "George V." Surely 
this is not calculated to "Save the Time of the 
Reader". We shall leave it to the Law of Parsi
mony to answer. It may argue: "How much 
time after all will any reader have to waste as a 
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result of my See Also Reference? And when he 
"omes again for this particular book will not his 
pn,vious experience eliminate even that insignif.
•·nnt waste of time 7 ". But at this stage the Canon 
of Consistency will Plllphasise: ''I should cer
tainly prefer your having a definite procedure 
invoking the uid of classification, which will ensu~e 
uhsolute consiHtPnry in decisions of this sort". 
Perhaps the Canon of Ascertainability will also 
throw in its weight: "The cataloguers' vague 
unaided wuy of divining the Specific Subject of a 
book will oftpn make it unascertainable. I to'l 
prefer to accq>t the help of elassiiication to escape 
the nightmares that otherwise confound me". 

Evl'llt vs. Place 

Cnt!t•r 's rnle on this category is: 

"16:J. Events' or periods2 in the history of a country 
whic·h hnve n proper name may be entered under 
!hut numc with a reference from the country; those 
whosf' nam~._~ is common to many eountrh~s3 should be 
c•nter<•d uncler the country. 

'Yhy is CuttPr "in two minds" on this matterT 
How c·un the c·npacity of un event or a period to 
<'Onstitnte a SpPcifie Subjed hl> dependPnt on the 
ncei<ient of its hnving or not luwing bePn given a 
proper nnnw I The trouble is rE>ally due to the 
<'n tnlo~uer 's hPing obliged to function as classifier 

u 1 Burtholorncw•• dny. 2 War ot the Roses. I Civil War". 
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and yet being unv;illing to submit to the discipline 
of classification. 

History, ho1vever, explains and exonerates 
Cutter's "two minds". Cutter drafted his Rul,~s 
prior to 1876. In those days there was no scienti
fic scheme of classification in the field- no scheme 
that sought to satisfy the Canons of Hospitality 
and to individualise subjects to any helpful extent. 
At any rate the discipline of scientific classification 
had not yet been developed: the Decimal Classifi
<>ation with its wide influence in this field was yet to 
appear. In fact the first infant edition of the 
Decimal classification ( 42 pages- cf. the 1243 pages 
of the current eclition) and Cutter's Rules appeared 
simultaneously in 1876 as parts of the same Annual 
1·eport published by the Commissioner of Educu
tion. In such circumstances Cutter could not 
have thought of invoking the aid of the discipline of 
classification. This only makes more obvious his 
genius in having explored single-handed a terrain 
vague. 

The wonder, however, is why no attempt has been 
made since Cutter's time to harness the vast ex
perience gained by the phenominal progress of 
classification to re-exiu:illne and re-state the rules 
for a dictionary catalogue. . Why has nobody done 
more than reproduce Cutter's old rules in less terse 
and more ambiguous terms? Is it not due to the 
tyranny of blind tradition 1 Should we not get 
out of this slough of inertia 1 
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Ld us now examine the Decimal Chains for lV ars 
vf the Rose8 and the English civil war. 

9 = History 

+ 94 = Europe 

+ 942 = England 

+ . 942·06 = Stuart penod 

9 = History 

+ . 94 = Europe 

+ 942 = England 

+ 942·04 = Wars of the Roses 

+ 942·063 = Civil war 

'J'he last link in either chain is an ultimate cla~s 

and represents the corresponding Specific Subject. 
'l'lu•n by CuttPr's basic Rule 161 the Heading for 
the Specific Subject should be respectively: 

\VAns OF THE RosEs and CIVIL \VAR. ENGLAND 

Since "Civil War" is not a proper name it should 
be augmcntP<l by the individualising · term 
'F.nglnnd' - a !Prm that virtually mak~s it a 
proper name. The Canon of ConsistPncy rightly 
dPmunds this m<'lhod of upholding the basic Rule 
161 nnd qnu~hing <•ontr!Hiidory rulings lik(> No. 163. 

Subject vs. Place 

\Y e have nln·ndy dis<"ussed this eat<•gory in eon
HPdion with nltcrnntive names. Let us no1v re
{'XIlmine it. The intuition thnt hclpPd Cutter to 
hit upon the ri!!;ht prl'srription in Rule 162 appears 
to have fniled him hPre. Led simply by the Seconfl 
Lnw, und pl'rhnps in despnir, he enunriutes: 

"164. The only sntisfnetory method is double entry 
und~r the !ocnl and the srieotifie subjects--to put, 
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for instance, a work on the geology of California 
under both California and Geology and to carry 
out this practice through the catalogue, so tbat the 
Geographical student shall not be obliged to search 
for works on California under Botany, Geology, 
Natural History, Palaeontology, Zoology and a 
dozen similar headings and tbe scientist shall not 
be sent to California, England, Russia and a score 
of other places to find the Yarious treatises on 
Geology-'' 

Surely Cutter cannot ha,·e be€n in his normal 
condition when he drafted this rule. In his pur
suit of the elusive Specific Subject he has fallen very 
far from his usual high standard of drafting. In 
no other rule has he included arguments of this 
kind, which have usually been relegated to the 
commentaries. 

As additional proof that Cutter was not in a 
normal state let me show how he completed the ruli'. 
At the point where we left him, the sceptre of the 
Law of Parsimony e•idently flashed before his 
mind's eye, for he sudden!~· concludes as follo~vs: 

"But as this profusion of entry would make the catalog · 
very long, we are generally obliged to choose 
between country ~nd scientific subject". 

In this abnormal state of Iilind, you see, he has 
forgotten to make Rule 164 self-contained; he does 
not specify whether country or scientific subject 
should be chosm. When after-thought prompts 
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him he is driven to repair this serious omission by 
cHuHciating a Heparat(>ly numbered rule: 

"165. A work treating of a general subject with spe
cial reference to a place i~ to be entered under the 
place with merely a reference from the subject". 

In Rule 164 he speaks of scientific subject, in 
Rule 165 of general subject. Can we defend 
Cutter by ussumi11g that he meant Rule 165 to 
apply to non·~rientific subjectsf His example 
givPn under Rule 165 says "No": 

"Put l<'lugg '• Birds and seasQns Q[ New England under 
New Englund and under ornithology say See also 
New England''. 

\Y e hu\'e already shown how !IIann meets the 
situation, how incomplete her ruling is and how it 
ohligPs us to tnke refuge in the Lust Rule of Inter
prt'!ntioH. All this bPruuse Mann is in "two 
mi11tls" bPfore the problem of Subject vs. Place. 
ThiH eould hun• bePn avoided if she had recognised 
that dl'll'rminution of Spceific Subject is essentially 
11 prohlt·m of eJn,,ificution and had followed its 
lwnten tnH"ks. 

APPLY THE CHAIN-PROCEDURE 

LPt us ron"idl•r Mann's own examples and find 
out: 

(i) \\'hut n•sult will be obtained in their cas<J 
if we follow tl1e chain-procedure of 
classifiers for finding out the Specific 
Subject; and 
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(ii) What intrinsic features of the situation, 
viewed even as a problem in classiti
cation, had put :Mann "in two minds". 

Her examples are: 

(a) For country subdivided by subject: 
SPAIN.-History. 

lTALY.-Descriptive Travel. 

U. S.-Diplomatic and Consu,lar Service. 

U. S.-Anny. 

F&ANCE.-Social Life and Cu,stoms. 

(b) For subject subdivided by country: 
TRADE UNIONS.-U. S. 
l\hNEs AND l\IINING.-Germany. 

AGRICULTURE.-Engkmd. 

BoTAJ>.'Y.-U. S. 

EDUCATION .-N01''ll'UY. 

Now the Decimal chains for the first Pxamples m 
(a) and (b) are respectively: 

Spain 

· 3 = Social sciences 

+ 33 = Economics 
·.-~.-

331 = Labour 

+ 331·8 = Labouring Class 

9 _ History 

+ 94 

+ 946 = 

Europe 

·+ 331·87 = Organisation of labour 

331'87973. + United States 

These chains indicate that in both casE'S the ulti
mate class is geographieal and that the Specifi• 
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Subject iH essentially expressed in the name of a 
vlaee. 'fhis confirms the Heading. 

l!JPAIN.-Ili.'JtOf'y, 

but •·outnulict<. 

TRADE UNIONS.-U. 8. for which we should 
write: 

U. 8.-Trade Unums. 

pret·iscly as Cutter would have it. 

If Mann'R rule goes counter to the basic Rule 161 
on Sp .. dfic Subject Entry while Cutter's Rule 165 
•·onforn1s to it, it is evidently because they are 
ll<loptiug different methods for determining Speci
fk Snhjt•tt. If they had adopted an explicit 
nwthotl, prPfcrnbly linked to an accepted sche01e 
of' elnKHifkntion, this Hitnation would not have arisen. 

AN ANALYSIS 

Ll't UH now try to find out what led Mann to 
dt·\·iutl' from the busic rule. The terminology 
<IP\'t'lop•••l in th<• l'rulegomena and used in the Colon 
.. !assi.ti.cal iuu will help us in this task. 

In tht' l'Xnmpi<'H of group (a) the l\Iain Subjects 
n'r<' lJi,tor~· (g<'nl'rnl, cultural or military) and 
l:t'o~rnphy (trawl). Now for both thcse subjectd 
tht• gPogruphi<"al chnrneteristic is prescribed for 
,•)a,;,;jfi<'ation-<>xplieitly in tlw Colon Classification' 
nnd ituplil'itly in the Dcl'imnl Classifil'ation. 

I Rul<•o SO and UO. 
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But in the examples of group (b), according to 
the Colon Classification the Main Subjects are 
Economics, Engineering, Agriculture, Botany anu 
Education. For none except Economics is the 
geographical characteristic prescribed: moot 
works on these subjects do not need it. ~Iann wonlJ 

. probably hold that even Economics need not b~ 
di•·ided by the geographical characteristic. If eer· 
tain historical or descriptive books belonging to 
these classes need geographical subdi·l'ision, tlie 
method prescribed is to use an appropriate Commoa 
Subdivision. 

It is perhaps the fact that use of the geographic"! 
characteristic is essential and universal in the classi· 
fi(•ation of the Main Subjects represented in 
group (a) but not in group (b) which is responsible 
for lllann 's decision that the place contributes thP 
dominant word in the Specific Subject in group (a) 

but not in group (b). 

This really raises another fundamental issue in 
the implementing of the basic Rule 161. In l\Iann 's 
terminology this issue is~ 

Form Headings vs. Form Divisions 

:Mann' warns us that: 

"Form Headings should not be confused with Form 
Di·dsions under subject. As usual here the Form 
Headings are of equal importance to Subject 

t P. 185. 
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Heading~. They group together Entries for books 
having other than subject use" 

She c·ites as examples Readers and speakers, 
Debates and debating, and Scientific r£creations. 

Of Form Divi~ions she says that they are usually 
similar to those in any other system of classifica
tion. They may he used under any subject where 
it is necessary to suhdivide.' 

This conscious use Olf the discipline of Classifi
c·ation is refreshing l Let us therefore examine 
what light i~ thrown by the theory of classification 
on the problPm of Form Headings vs. Form Divi
siOIIH in particular and on that of SpPcific Subject 
m gPnc>ral. 

TilE I•'wsT STAGE OF CLASSIFICATION 

The Prolegomem12 mentions four stagPs in the 
c·lns,ifieation of a book. \Ve are here concerned 
only with the first two. In tlw first stage we deal 
with the Bubject-matter of the book and determine 
it~ Sp!.'cific SubjP!'t in terms of an acl'epted scheme 
of knoll'lPdgP l'!u,,i fica tion. \Ve do so by finding, 
in nrt•ordanrP 1dth the rn!,•s and de\'ices prPScribed 
by th!.' sc•llPnH', that one of its knowledge classes 
whic·h is lw~t fittPd to 8tand as ultimate class. 
Jlnving thus found ont the Specific Subject we ex
prPAS it at on!'e us n Cia's Number so as to escape 
the vng-nene'~ nncl in~tnbility incidPntal to verbal 
dt'~c·ription. 

I P. IR4. t Pp. 269-279. 
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Then we express this Class Number in the form 
of a Chain of Classes, as we have already illustrat
ed. The term which is specific to the last link o( 
the Chain should be used as the Heading for the 
Specific Subject Entry. If that term is too general 
and does not by it~Plf individualise the Specific 
Subject "'e should use as Subheading appropriate 
individualising terms. These are to be obtain~d 
from among the terms specific to the earlier links 
in the Chain in accordance with the Canon vf 
Context,' which reads: 

"The denotation of each term in a scheme of classifi
cation should be decided in the light of the differ
ent classes of lower order belonging to the same 
primary chain as the class denoted by the term". 

The commentary on this Canon reads: 

"This canon is necessitated by the fact that one an<l 
the same term denotl's several different entities. in 
popular as well as technical usage. It may be 
stated that this canon is usually overlooked by 
beginners. It leads ·to many absurd plaeings''. 

In most cases a single individualising term will bl' 
sufficient but more may occasionally be necessary. 

If this procedure is adoptro Cutter's Rules 16:l- · 
166 are superseded. · -The first four consider tht• 
claim of the name of a country to be used as Head
ing. But it will obviously ·have a claim at all only 
if it occurs as the name of the last link of the chain 
concerned. In discussing Cutter's Rule 163 we 

1 Prolegomf'M P. 71. 
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lmve shown how a general term like 'Civil War' is 
to br individualised by an additional term so that 
it may be us<"!l as the Heading in accordance with 
tlw ha~ic Rule 161. Rule 166 which deals with 
"Suhjccts that overlap" becomes redundant: basic 
Huh! 161 in association with the chain of classes 
<·orw<;rned will det·ide the liPading quite definitely. 

THE SECOND STAGE OF CLASSIFIOATION 

Let us next examine the 2nd. stage of classification 
nrHI see what help it can give in solving the difficul
tieA that arisP when we attempt to implement the 
hnsil' Ruh• 161 without recourse to additional 
~lll'<'ial rule~. According to the Prolegomena:' 

"The st•eond NIRg-e in the classification of a book is that 
of amplifying, by an appropriate Common Sub
diviHion !\umber, the Class Number reached at the 
t'JHl of the first stage''. 

A111l HI'I'Ol'lling to the Canon of Common Sub
dil·i:<lons enunciated in the Prolegomeuil :2 

"A seht•me of llook Clus.,ifieation should have a sche
dule of Common Subdivisions with the aid of which 
lllloks bPiong-ing to the sume knowledge-class may 
he tlill't•r••ntialt•d and further classified on the basis 
of the form of exposition adopted by the book". 

IIowPY<'l' detuiled thl' R<·hPme of knowledge classi
fkntion :ltlop!Pti muy be thPre always com!'s a time 
wltt>n furtlll'r subject di,·i~ion is impossible. Here 
IS the opportunity for further subdivision on the 

1 P. ~;ll, t P. 163. 
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basis of the 'form of exposition'. These further 
divisions are sometimes called 'Form Divisions', 
but the Colon Classification calls them 'Common 
Subdivisions'. Although in all the earlier editions 
the Decimal Classification called them Form Divi
sions, in the current edition it has adopted 'Common 
Subdivisions'. 

These Common Subdivisions are involved in llll 
schemes of Classification and are represented in the 
Class Numbers. There may thus be difficulty in 
distinguishing which part of a Class Number relat<ls 
to the Subject-matter and which to Form of Exposi
tion or Common Subdivision. To meet this diffi
culty the Prolegomena' prescribes the Canon of 
Distinctiveness : 

"The Notation of the Schedule of Common Subdivisions 
should be tolerably distinct from that of the Sche
dule of the Knowledge Classification which forms 
the basis". 

Whether the notation obey this Canon or not, in 
representing the Class Number as a Chain in order 
to arrive at a Specific Subj€et the cataloguer must 
exclude from it the portion relating to the Connnon . 
Subdivision. This means: he must remember that 
the terms that relate to· the mere Form of Exposi
tion (Common Subdivision) can have no place 
among and should not be ailowed to compete with 
the terms that deal with the Subject-matter. If 
this important rule is observed many of the tanta-

1 P. 163. 
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li~ing Hituations that arise in applying Cutter's 
basic Hnle 1 Gl will be avoided. 

TIH• Common Subdivision part of the Class 
),' umlwr ~hould however be usPd for constructing 
!-lulJIH•:ulings. '!'his accords with Cutter's rule: 

"191. Muke a form entry of encyclopedias, indexe~ 

urul works of similar PRACTICAL FoaM, . . . the 
SJll'eial ones in groups under their appropriate 
s11bjects. 

'' Th11s an agricultural dictionary will not be rntered 
nnuer DICTION ARIES, but Under AGRICULTURE, in 8 

little division DidionarU:s". 

A11<l with 1\fann's' pres!'ription: 

"Ponn subdivisions may be used under uny subject 
whrre it is nrt·t'.·AAry to subdivide". 

Nucl1 Snl>hl'lt<lings may for convenience be called 
Common SnlHlivision Subht'auings (l\lann's "Form 
lliYi,ious ") in t·ontra<listindion to the Individua
li,ing SnbiH•auings that may be necessary, as we 
h:m• indi<"nl<•u, wlwn the Heading itself consists of 
n g!'ll<'l'lll term. It mny he noted, by the way, that 
il' both l)"Jl!'s of Snhlwuding have to he used in th 
'anw Pntry tlw Conunon Subuivision Subheading 
'hnn!.l t'Ollle ln~t. 

Om· ,]isl'n~~iun so fur makes it elt.>ar that it will 
1"' h··~t to kaYe it to the 8<"heme of dnssification, ~~~ 
;\!ann rP!'Oilllllt>IHls, to deeide what Common Sub
di\·i~ion Snbhl';tllin~" should be us1>d in a Dictionary 

1 P. 184. 
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Catalogue. The Prolegomena1 enumerates the 
Conmwn Subdivisions current in the Decimal 
Classification, Colon Classification, Subject Classi
firation and Expansive Classification. The List• 
tabulates them independently as follows:-
Bibliography 
Biography 
Collected works 
Collections 

Dictionaries 
Drama (about) 
Essays, Addresses, etc. 
Fiction {about) 

Hand books 
History 
Outlines, Syllabi, etc. 
Periodicals and Society pub-

lications 
Poetry (about) 
Statistics 
Study and Teaching 

Here are some examples of the use of Common ~uh
di,·ision Subheadings: 

AsTRONOMY.-History Ir<st:RANCE.-Dictio~tarics 
BIBI..E.-Bibliograph y lNSl:RA l'CE.-P eriod icals 
BIBI..E.-Study and Teaching 

CIVIL \VAR.-England. Bibliography 
GEOLOGY. Jndia.-Musett~n 

' Pp. 164·165. 2 P. i::t. 
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umnlwr repre~~uti11g the country or place will 
fig-ure in the Common Subdivision part and not iu 
the Subje•·t (first Htage) part of its Class Number. 
Thi~ 11 ill nutomutically spare the cataloguer the 
tnsl1 of dl'ciding ad hoc whether the name of the 
pln<'P should form Heading or Subheading. 

Two EXAMPLES 

Cousidl'r the two titll.'s Mining in India anrl 
Eildio,qraphy of Iudian music. Their Colon Chains 
of the firHt and s<•corul stages, Class Number of the 
fin,t ~tnge, full ChtHs Number, and its Common Sub
di\·ision purt nre respectively: 

I l = Eng-ineering 

1 
r>.~ - ~lining- (First + stage ends) 

- II is wry (Second 
sta~c begins) 

India 

D.1,, 

+ D,k2 = 

N = Fine Arts 

+ N8 = Music + . 
N84 = Asia (Style of) 

+ K842 = India (First + stage ends) 
N842a =Bib I i o g raphy 

(Second stage 
begins). 

In the first example, the lust link in the Chain of 
tl.1<' first singe Class Number n•presl'nts "Mining"; 
its kpe<'ifi<' Sub,i<'d II<'ading is therefore "Mining". 
TilL' do1uinunt word pertaining to the second stage 
( i.,· .. as fnr UH the Common Subdivision goes) i~ 

"History". !IPill'L• "History" is the Subheading. 
"I ndin" i~ requir<•d for individualisation. Thus 
tht' full JlPuding for tho first book IS 

)hNtStl.-llislory. l11dia. 
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In the second example, the last link of the Chain 
of the first stage Class Number is India. Hence 
"India" should figure in the Specific Subject Head
ing. But "India" by itself does not individualise 
the subject. Applying the Canon of Context we 
find that the second link contributes the necessary 
individualising term "hlusic". The SEt<ollCl ~!age 
of the Class Number contributes the Common Sub
division Subheading 'Bibliography'. The full 
Heading is therefore 

INDIAN MvsiC.-Bibliography. 

In this way the Colon Classification will help the 
cataloguer to a,·oid several pitfalls. But if a 
library uses a scheme of classification that does 
not observe the Canons of Classification so well in 
building the Common Subdivision part of the- Class 
Number, the cataloguer, like the classifier himself, 
must be on his guard. Such pitfalls, discussed 
in detail in the Prolegoo1ena,' are. restated here in 
terms of Cataloguing. 

CoNFLICT BETWEEN HEADINGS A:-;o SvBHE,\oixos 

The first pitfall is due to 'the occurrence of cei'tain 
terms both in the category of Common Subdh·isions 
and in the category of. Knowledge Classes. Care 
must be taken to see that no mistake oeenrs on 
account of this. 

(a) The term History, for example, oecurs in 
both categories. The Canon of Context and the 

I Pp. 273·279. 
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Canon of Enumeration should be carefully borne 
in mind in deciding whether a book whose title con 
tuins the tcm1 History should have History as the 
li<'adiug of its Specific Subject Entry or whether 
some other subject should be placed as Heading with 
History as a Suhheading. 

'l'o give a conerete example: a Methodology of 
'history should have for its Heading 

HISTORY. 

But for a hook on the History of Indian Philosophy 
• IliHtory' is merely a Subheading, thus: 

INIHAN PHILOSOPHY. History. 

(b) The h•rm Bibliography also occurs in both 
<'atpgorie~ nnd l'L'quires ~imilar precaution. 

(c) Terms lilw Encyclopedias, Societies, Perio
dit•al~, CongTP~H·s, Yearbooks and Biographies also 
o!'rur in both categories. Here also a book 
Hhould have the appropriate term of this category 
(Ent•ydope<lia, ek) for the Heading of its Speci
fic Suhjcct (Form) Entry only if the subject-matter 
t'O\'l'rt•d hy thP hook is not specific but answers to 
thP definition of GcnPrnlin. If on the other haLrl 
lht> subjPt•t.matter belongs to a Sp('('ific Class of 
Knowlt•dge thP Specific Subje!'t should be used as 
lhP Ilt>nding- whil!' th!> Subheading 8hould be chosrn 
from nmong the terms l~nryclopedias, Periodicals, 
l'lc. 
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For examplP: 

(a) (1) The Encyclopaedia Britamzica should 
have for the HPading of its Specific Subject Entry: 

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS. 

(2) But for the Encyclo}Jaedia of social 
sciences this term will appear only as a Subheading: 

SoCIAL SciENCES. Encyclopaedias. 

(3) Similarly the Browning cyclopaedia 
should bear as the Heading of its Specific Subject 
Entry: 

BROwNING (Robert). Encyclopaedias. 

( 4) The Banking cyclo1~aedia 

BANKING. Encyclopaedias. 

and so on. 

(b) (1) .Again, since the Indian antiquary deals 
with all kinds of subjects it should have for the 
Heading of its Specific Subject (Form) the term 

PERIODICALS. 

(2) But the Indian journal of obstetric-~ 

should have 

OBSTETRICS. Pe1-iodical;'. 

MAIN SUBJECT 

(ii) .A second 'kind of pitfall awaits us m 
detprmining the Main Subject of the book. It may 
occur in various forms. 

DECEPTIVE TrrLE 

(a) .A common mistake of bPginners is to put 
too much faith in the title without first confirming 
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it by refer~nce to the contents-table, preface, or if 
uPreHHary the whole book. 

'l'here are for example three books with the title 
Grass. One by K. Rangachari is a botanical book 
the second is a poem, while the third, by Merian C. 
Cooper, deals with the migration of tribes in Persia 
and belongs to human geography. 

OBLIQUE INTENTION 

(b) Another cause for SU<'h a pitfall is the diffi
eulty of deciding the main intention or purpose of 
u book. 

(I) Con~idcr for t>xample, the solid, thought
provoking book: 

HoYDI'N (:\laude), ole., Sovcn pillmrs of fire. 

It is a sympo~ium of the following seven essays. 

1'hc u•ay of retiyion by Maude Hoyden; 

Tho human fact by L. P. Jaeks; 
Erclt"lton come tru6 by A. E. Richardson; 

1'!10 riddle of mo11cy by the Marquis of Tavistoek; 

1'/tc m1 wit hi a I he bellim.<e cirili.<afion by C. R. W. 
1\e\'inson; 

7'/te co-mi11a •·rfo-rmation by Bernard Acworth: and 

rto}lia while ymt tl'ait by E. Denison Ross. 

No wondt>r if a lwg-inner is puzzled by the range of 
thP~P t>s~nys and is tPmpted to consign it to the 
dn~s 0PJH'ralin I But if tlu• whole book is studiPd 
and its hnl'kgrnnnd prop('rly rl~t<'rmined it becomes 
l"IPIH thnt its mnin pnrpos(' is Ptiologicnl analysis 
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of present-day social ills and maladjustments. Its 
proper place, therefore, is in the class Social Patho
logy. The foreword confirms this new. 

(2) To take another example: a book in meta
physics may apparently be engaged in attackin,; 
.Monism while its real intention is to establish 
Dualism. Such a book should be classed under 
Dualism. 

(3) Chesterton's Brozrning, similarly, should 
be giwn the Subject Heading BRoWNING. 

( 4) So also the Subject (Form) of a literal 
Tamil translation of Kalidasa 's Sakuntala should 
be taken as Sanskrit, not Tamil, Literature and 
:\laude's English translat,ion of Tolstoy's works 
belongs to Ru~sian Literature. 

One rule that ·will often be helpful to beginners 
is: "Reduce the title to one wor9, the most signi
ficald. The .Main Subject of the work will then very 
probably be suggested: by that word". In the 
following examples tht> one word to be retained i~ . 
shown in italics:-

(1) Gramrr.ar of politics. 

(2) Science of "society. 

(3) History as a scieriee. 

(4) Adventures in plil?osophy. 

(5) Kumber books for infants: a graduated serie• 
of exercises in addition and subtraction. 

(6) ,lf&ney and a changing civilisation. 
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FuRTHER SunnrvrsroN 

iii A third pitfall may be met with even when 
the Main Subject of a book has been correctly deter
minr'(l. AR in the case of the second pitfall this 
may be due to: 

(a) Putting faith in the title without first con
firming its appropriateness by reference to the 
!'ontents-table, prefa~e, or if necessary the whole 
hook. 

Example :-A book by A. S. J. Easter has thtJ 
title International banks. This suggests that 
the Subject is "Rank of International Settle
nwut". But the prrface and the text show that 
tl~t• hook dPuls <>uly with "the London banks operat
inl{ mninly in l'orr•ign countries". It would there
foro be mor!' uppropriate to take "Commercial 
Ranks" ns the Subject elf the book. 

OBLIQUE INTENTION 

(b) Diffir•lllt)· in dc~iding the main intention or 
JHII'Jlo~r· of tlw hook. 

E:ra 111 ple :-A book by Harry Mamilton Laughlin 
hn~ the title Dura/ion of the several mitotic stages 
in !he di!'idiug root-lip cells of the common onion. 
In this title, thP term onions occurs. This might 
!t•:HI a lll'g-imtr-r to t'onsider this a book on onions. 
Hut rnrPfnl pPrusnl will show that the purpose of 
tla• book is to ~tudy tho dynamics of mitosis and the 

<mimt has bl'l'll tukl'n only as a n•presl'ntative plant 
for C'XpPrimPnt. In fact we rPad on page 25 of 
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the book under the heading Material for Experi
ments: 

"The temperature-range having been decided upon, it 
is next necessary to select suitable material. The 
onion, having proven to be so well adapted to the 
sort of study in hand, was chosen for the completer 
investigations. Not only has it long been known 
to show mitotic rhythm; but it presents a homoge· 
neity of samples not so easily obtained in other type~ 
of organisms .... :Moreover, one sample may be 
taken without disturbing the activity of the others, 
at least during the few hours of ,ampling. They 
are not difficult to prepare cytologically ... Finally 
the cells are large and the rate of mitotic activity 
permits convenient (10-minute) sampling 
intervals''. 

This settles it that the Subject of the book is not 
Dnions but Mitosis, a topic in Cytology. 

ANoTHER PrT~'ALL 

(i\·) Books of Partial Comprehension' form 
another source of trouble. If the emphasis is ob\·i
ously on one branch or aspect of the Subject com
prehended the Specific Su):ljert of the book C[\n be 
determined as that aspect· or branch. The book 
must otherwise be given a Subject Entry unclei· 
every branch 01 aspect that it comprehends. If 
on the other hand the baok comprehends all divi
sions and aspects of a Subject, that Subject itself 
should appear in the Heading and no other Subject 
Entry is called for. 

1 Prolegomi11a. Pp. 143-148. 
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A part from the He general hints which may be 
applied in association with any scheme of classi.fi
"ation, eaeh sc-heme of classification needs special 
rules to facilitate objective determination of Head
ings for Specific Subject Entries. The better the 
~chem1~ satiHfies the Canons of Classification thP 
fPWPr will he the ~pct·ial rules required and the Jess 
tl11• eataloguer will need to concern himself even 
with the general hints given above; for, as we have 
nlr!'udy pointPd out, the results of these general 
hints will have been embodied in the Class Number. 
Sp•~.,iul hints and rulPs will apply only at the stage 
of Chain-procedure, i.e. when the Class Number 
hus been cxprPHSed as a Chain and the Heading is 
to be dl'riwd from its links. 

A HPt of speeiul rul(•s applying to the Colon Classi
li<·ution is hen• given as a model. Only the last 6 
nrc HubstnntivP rules; tlw rest merely offer defim
tions and dcvPlop a prt"Cise terminology. 
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SPEOIAL RULEs FOR DERIVING THE SPECIFIC SUBJEC'r. 

FROM THE CoLON CHAIN 

(1) As we evolve the Chain the first link with a 
small letter or: 9 (not immediately followed by 
an Arabic nwneral or Capital letter) marks the 
beginning of the phase corresponding with the
second stage of classification - Form (Common 
Subdivision) phase. The phase that ends with the 
preceding link corresponds with the first stage of 
classification - Subject Phase. 

It is possible to have Chains without a Form 
Phase. It is not, however, possible for the Subject 
Phase to be absent. The extreme possibility is of 
there being only one link. This will happen if thc
Class Number is of a single digit and then that 
digit ·will represent a Main Subject. One canr.ot 
strictly speak of a Chain of only one link but W\' 

may call it a degenerate . Chain. 

(2) To make later reference easier a Chain with 
a Form Phase may be ralled a Compound Chain and 
a Chain without a Form Phase a Simple Chain. A 
chain containing links with two small letters or a 
small letter and : 9 may be called a Complex Chain. 

(3) If in evolving the Subject Phase of a Chain 
we come upon a link having a zero followed in the 
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succeeding links by a capital letter, the Chain may 
be called a Bia~sed Chain. 

( 4) 'l'he phase of a Biassed Chain comprising 
sequent links with a zero followed by a capital 
Jetter but without a small letter or : 9 may be 
called the Bias Phase. 

( 5) The section of the Subject Phase preceding 
a Bias Phase may be called the Basic Phase of the 
Chain. 

(6) If the luRt link of the Form Phase of a 
Chain contains an x and ends with an Arabic nu
lllPrul (oth\'r than: 9), the Chain muy be called a 
ClnH,ic Chain. If the last link of the first Form 
l'luiHe of a Cotuplcx Chain has a similar characte
riHii<", the ~eetion of the Chain ending with that link 
mny ho ealled the Clnssic Phase of the Chain. 

(7) If the !aRt link of the Form Phase of a Chain 
<'tHIH with a Chronologiral Number of three or more 
digits the Chnin mny be called an Epochal Chain. 
ll' tlw last link of tltP first Form Phase of a Complex 
Chain has a similar eharacteristic, the sedion of 
the Chain cndin~ with that link may be called the 
Epn<'hal Phase of the Chain. 

(!I) If the last link of the Basic Phase of a 
Bia~Rt'd Chain or the Snhjt'('t Phase of an Unbiassed 
Chnin or the Form Phase of a Chain ends with n 
Chronological Numlll'r of two digits it may be 
enll<'tl a Fulse Link. 
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S = Psychology 
~ 

SM95 = Psycho-analysis 

~ 
Sl\195 :5 = Feeling 

~ 
SM95:56 =Worry 

V =History 
~ 

1
·= "' ..c 
u 

fl 
J 

V3 = Great Britain (First phase ends) 

~ 
V3a = Bibliography (Second phase begins) 

0 = Literature l 

01 ~ Indo-Germanic 1.: 
""~' j..cu'" 013 =Greek 
~ Hi 

013:1 = Poetry (First phase ends) I 0.. 
~ g 

013:1:9 ~ Criticism (Second phase ends) I U 

013:1:9..-1 =Aristotle. Poetics (Third phase ends) J 

S = Psychology 1 
~ · > Epochal Chain 

SM9S = Psycho-analysis j 

S = Ps)·choloe:y 1 u " l 

u }"~~," ~ . J·l"l;f ·..c;; SM95 = Psycho-analysts · -+ IU 
SM950T = For Teachers 1 " ~] 

SM950T3 +For teachers in ~~ ~ I j 
Adult schools J J 
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(!!) All Fal~e Link~, and the Bias Phase of a 
Chain, are to be ignored in deriving the Specific 
SubjP<'t anrl the Heading for the Specific Subject 
Entry. The link that first precedes a False Link 
may he <·allt·d the Last Effective Link of the Pha8'! 
COn!'Cl'lled. 

(10) Til!' liPading of the Speci?c Subject Entry 
IM to be Ill<' term rPpresent<>d by the last digit of 

(a) the LuHt Effe,·tive Link of the Subject 
Pha~p or tlw Basic Phase of the Chain, 
ns the case may be; 

(1,) the la<t digit of the Last Link of a Classic 
Chain or the Clas"ic Phase of a Chain: 
and 

(c) tlw Chronologi!'ul Number at the end of 
thP Last Link of an Epochal Chain or 
till' Epochal Phase of a Chain. 

( 11) If thP tt·rm dPriwd for the Heading by 
HulL• 10 doP~ not by itself individualise the Specific 
Snhj .. ..t bnt, in ordl'r to seeure individualisation, 
hu" to hP intt•q)rl'ted as specifil'd by the Canon of 
C'oniPxt, tlw inrliddnalising word is to be derived 
from lht• la"t dig-it (or tlw Epochal Numb('r) of one 
or mon• of I ht• pn•!•Pding links, as may he required. 
'l'h,• "nmllPr tlw munb<•r of .,;u,•h links used and 
tlw "malin lh<• number of individualising words 
tlw lwt!Pr. The individunlising word or words 
may lw ''nll<'tl the Iudiddunli~ing Snblwading. The 
~fain ITentling and the Individualising Subhl'ading 
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are to be regarded as separate sentences. The In
dividualising Subheading is to be in ordinary 
italics. 

(12) If there is a Form Phase after the link 
contributing the Heading a further Subheading is 
to be the term represented by its Cotmnon Subdivi
sion digit, i.e. small letter or: 9 or in certain 
specific circumstances 9. This Subheading may be 
called Common Subdivision (Form) SubheadiPg. 
It should be in ordinary italics and should be re
garded as a separate sentence. It should come 
after the Individualising Subheading, if any. 

(13) If the Common Subdivision digit used in 
Rule 12 is b, e, y or z, the Arabic numeral or nume
rals inunediately following it should be taken along 
with it in deriving the Common Subdivision Sub
heading. 

(14) If the Common Subdh·ision digit contri
buting to the Common Subdivision Subheading 
happens to be amplified· geographically, the name 
of the geographical area is to be added as another 
Subheading. It may be·. called an Amplifying 
Subheading and written and treated like any other, 

(15) In the case of a Complex Chain that is .. 
nPither Classic nor Epochal and has neither a 
Classic nor an Epochal P~ase, a second Common 
Subdivision Suhheading may be derived from the 
second Common Subdivision digit and written, 
treated and amplified (if neressary) as the :fir~t 

Common Subdivision Heading. 
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.ANOTHER CLOUD 

If a dPfiuite proeedure like the one indicated above 
for rlPtPrminiul.{ !liP Rpeeific Subject of a book and 
for choosing the proper Heading and Subheading i 

for the Spe<'ific Suhjel't Entry in terms o!f an effi
<'i<'nt ~chmue of da~Rification is not followed, one 
iH likely to meet not only the difficulties already 
rli~r·u~H<'d but HevPral others as well. Before 
!Paving the subject we may refer by way of illustra
tion to another doud raised by Mann as a result 
of the traditional non-co-operation between cata
loguing and ela~sifiration. llfann1 makes it appear 
II big iRHlte: 

Subdi,•,:sitm of headings 

"a. /Jy subject. Tl1e tendenry to group under one 
l•eading all the books eovering one field is desirable 
up to a eertnin point, but such procedure will lead 
to a day of rt•<'koning when the entries under one 
t•uption become so numerous that it is difficult to 
different inte lwtwct•n titles. \Vhen this happens 
I he subject must. he subdivided. For example, if 
there nre thirty-five or fifty cards under Drama 
the entnlogtWI' should go over them carefully, select
ing all those treating the history and criticism of 
the rlrama, the t.r·ehnique of the drama, and other 
•p<'cilll phases, nnd •••gregate them from the gene· 
rnl hooks, The ht•adings would then read: 

DitAMA 

Drama-History nut! criticism. 

1 P. lti3. 
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Drama-19th Century. 

Drama-Technique. 

"When the average public library reaches 50,000 volume 
mark, subject heaclings demand more attention than 
at any other time, because many of the broad head
ings begin to need expansion as new additions are 
made in the book collection". 

Here are some obvious criticisms. In the 
first place, 1s not "history and criticism" 
a Form Division f How does it occur under "By 
subject"? Besides, will this problem arise at all 
if the play of <1iscretion on the part of the catalo
guer in determining the Heading and the Subhead
ing of Specific Subject Entries is reduced to a mini
mum by obliging him to decide them in terms of a 
schE>me of classification and in accordance with the 
Chain-procedure? In the Colon Classification, 
assuming that the element of criticism is dominant 
in a book on the history and criticism of drama it 
will be numbered 029. . Here 02 is the Subject 
part of the Class Number and 9 the Common Sub
division part. The full Chain is 

0 = Literature + .. 
02 = Drama (first stage ends) + . 

029 = Criticism (second stage begins) 

Thus Drama is the Specific Subject of the book anJ 
must be used as the Heading. Since the Class 
Number has a Common Subdivision part that 
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Htunds for rritiei~m the c-ataloguer will not have 
the optiou of leaving the Heading simply as 

DnAMA. 

Ire mn"t a<lrl a Hnhhcading and will arrive at 

DnAMA. Crit·idsm. 

Ir thP hook i~ predominantly historical he will have 
urrivc<l in a Himilar war at the Heading 

]) I< AM A. II iHt ory. 

A"~nmiug for the sakp of argument that the scheme 
of l'!a"ifil'ntion u~ed treats "History and Criti 
"i"m" ll~ ll ~ingh• Common Subdivision, he will 
l'CIII'h 

DHAMA. History and criticism. 

liP will hy uo mean" have bPen able to stop with 
DRAMA. 

Cr.EAR THE Cr.ot'n 

\\"hut ,]o II'<' gain by gidng the c-ataloguer free
<lom in this matter! "\\ill anything be lost by 
11111king it obligatory for him to do evcrything that 
th<· Jit·,t Htag<· riMs Nmuh<'r, the Common Subdivi
sion ]'\ tnnlu•r ntH I their Chnin demand T Why 

'l">nld "thP <lay of rPaehing the 50,000 volume 
mark'' IIIHl not thP wry dny of cataloguing be the 
"<In~· of l't'<'koning" I Is not this tPndPncy to 
pro<'I'IIHtinnh• tnH'L'llhiP to tlwre heing no definiie 
<•hjPrtin lli'OrP<htr!' for arriving at thP Spe<'ific 
Rnh,i<-1'1 IIPading f And is not the absence of 
Hlll·h a pro<'Pdnrl' duc to negiPd of the help of 
( 'ln~sifi<"ntinn T The f11et is that hll'k of the discipline 
that <"ln"ifi<"tllion alonP e~m providP h11s mad!' it 
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possible for Cataloguing to slip into pitfalls that it 
might otherwise have learnt to avoid. 

AN APPEAL 

The Subject Entry attempts to make the Dic
tionary Catalogue serve the purpose of classifica
tion. What Classification indicates by Class Num
bers the Subject Entry wants to indicate by word.;. 
Now numbers and symbols are more efficient, more 
stable and less ambiguous than words. By their 
very nature they demand a clearer and more sys
tematic approach. They are free from the 
distracting associations bound up with words. Thus 
the Specific Subject and the appropriate Heading 
are more co.nsistently and unerringly revealed by 
an approach through Class Numbers. This factor 
must be fully exploited by the Dictionary Catalogue. 
Classification and Cataloguing should be made to 
supplement each other in the most intimate way. 
Each should unhesitatingly take ·from the other 
what it is best fitted to .give; their resources must 
be 'pooled. One should not persist in doing clum
sily by one method what c&n be done by another far 
more efficiently. There must be a scientific Jivi~ 
sion of labour and an ungrudging sharing of its 
fruits. Such an agreed co-operation will sharpen 
both classification and cataloguing without in the 
Irost prejudicing their true individuality. 

The rules for a Dictionary Catalogue stand in 
need of a recodification exploiting these intrinsic 
potentialities. 
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See RRFEnF.NCE ENTRIES 

Suh,icct Reference Entries in a Dictionary Cata
logue are, as Mann' puts it, of two kinds: 

(i) See RPfercnce (referring from a term 
under whi<'h no books are Pntered to one under 
whi<"h books are c•ntered) and 

(ii) See also Reference (referring from a 
term nmlcr which books are entered to another 
n•la!<•rl term wlwre also books are entered). 

See REFERENCEs 

Sec Rd"pn•nees were mentioned in the last chapter 
wl1en argument and illustration demanded their 
U~l'. But the main function of that chapter was 
to deal with the determination of the Specific 
Bub.icet of a book. ·we showed that this question 
is bcHt answPred by an approach through classi1i. · 
c·ntion. We said that if the scheme of classification 
in use sntisfips all the Canons of Classification 
(partieulurly tlw Canon of Hospitality and the 
Canon of Distin<"tivPness- in the first and SPrond 
stng·cs of <"lnssifiNltion) we may d!>pPnd upon the 
Class Number to show us the Specific Subjed. We 
rt•Ina rkPd that Cntnloguin~ should ti!Prefore lenvc 
this prohh•m in the hands of ClaH8ifirntion, which is 
b"'t fittPd to soh·e it. This does not mean, how-

I P. 187. 
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ever, that Cataloguing will find it easy to deal with 
Specific Subject Entries: many difficulties remain 
even when the Specific Subject has been taken over 
from classification. But these subsequent difficul
ties lie exclusively in the sphere of Cataloguing. 

They arise in the process of expressing the Class 
Number of the Specific Subject in words suitable 
for adoption as Heading. As we saw at the 
beginning of the last chapter, the term available to 
denote the Ultimate Class (=Last Effective Link 
= Specific Subject) is by no means unique: there 
are ~everal alternative terms. 

The Law of Parsimony will not allow us to enter 
each book under every possible alternative name 
of its Specific Subject: it presses us to choose a 
sing-le name. We have also seen what Catalogu
ing should do to satisfy the demands of the Canon 
of Consistency. The Second Law is to be placate<! 
by See Reference Entries from every other possible 
alternative name of the Specific Subject. 

But the Law of Parsimony is inexorable! It wants· 
to reduce even the See Reference Entries. To see 
how far we can yield to its pressure without undue 
injury to the Second.Law, let us enumerate the 
various ways in which See References and alterna
tive names and forms of names arise. 

CoNFLICT OF LANGUAGES 

The first consideration is: In what language is 
the subject to be named 1 One obvious principle is 
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that as far as possible all names should be in one 
language, whatever be the language Of the book or 
the language in which the subject is named on its 
title-page. 

'!'he next qneHtion is: ·what should that one 
In ng-unge he T I-f pre the concept of favourP•.l 
lnuguagt! !lt>V!!Ioped in the Colon classification may 
he UReful: 

"0331. The FAVOUIIED LANGUAGE of a library is 
the language in which the majority of the books 
of the lihrary are written. 

"Normally the languHgt• of the country is likely to be 
the Favom·ed Language. But under the peculiar 
conditions of India, and liiadras in particular, the 
I~avoured J,nngunge of many of the libraries, is 
likl'!y to be Engli~h ". 

Although this works very well for classification 
pnrpo~es, it may b<> made inoperative in catalogu
ir)g whPn politi<•nl and other external considerations 
<'nnw into play. Then the ~ubjPct should be named 
in tlw language adoph>d by the library for othf'r 
pn rts of the <'Rtalogue and for other purposes
tiH' offi<'illl language of the library. 

'l'lwre nrP, howp,·er, mnny diffieulties in applying 
thi8 prineiple uniformly. Cutter reeoguises thi~ 

in the R~tlt>s: 

"167. When possible let the heading be in Engli•h. 
but a foreign word may he used when no English 
word ~xpresses tho subject of a book. 
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"Ex, ECORCHEDRS, EMIGRES, RASKOLNIK. :Many terms of 
the Roman or civil Jaw are not exactly translatable; 
neither Fault nor Crime gives the idea of Culpa; 
the Debitor inops is not our bankrupt or insolvent; 
he would have been very glad to have the privi
leges of a bankrupt. &>me other technical terms, 
and some names of bodies, sects, events, should be 
left in the original language. The use of the Latin 
names of Greek deities (Jupiter, Neptune, Venus, 
in place of Zeus, Poseidon, Aphrodite) is a mani
fest inaccuracy. Yet it may be defended on the 
plea: (1) that the Latin names are at present more 
familiar to the majority of readers; (2) that it 
would be difficult to divide the literature, or if it 
were done, many books must be put both under 
ZEus and JuPITER, PosEIDON and NEPTUNE, etc., 
filling considerable room with no practical 
advantage". 

Many similar examples might be drawn frCim 
other languages. 'Vedanta' is not exactly trans
latable by 'Philosophy' nor does ·'Logic' give the 
idea of 'Nyaya'. 'Campu', a literary form in 
Sanskrit and some other Indian languages, has no 
equivalent in English. Even where there are 
approximate equivalents it. is felt that the English 
word does not convey the specific aroma of the 
original. In such cases the British Museum Catll
logue is inclined to rec~onise the desirability of 
retaining both terms. For example, 

Philosophy of Grammar. Sphota. 

Prosody. Chhandas (Sanskrit). Yappu (Tamil). 

Rhetoric. Alamkara (Sanskrit and Tamil) . 
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Such untranslatable words are continually 
app<>aring. 1\fahatma Gandhi's Satyagraha 
{Sanskrit) has naturally been absorbed by all the 
Sanskritic and other associated Indian languages. 
The English terms 'Soul-force', 'Non-co-operation', 
Non-violence' and 'Passive Resistance' express only 
partial aspects of it and Jack its characteristic 
nromn. 'l'hPr<> are several books containing a few 
png-es on this nPw political weapon and even a few 
hooks PX<·.luHively devoted to it that use these terms 
to express the idea. Yet books in European 
languages are also bringing the original term 
Satyagmha into currency. 

It is obviou~ that in such cases we should give 
s ... e References from the rejected term to that 
<'hOH<·n 11s the li<•ading of the Specific Subject Entry. 

A ~Jwcial form of this problem is that of place
nunJes. Assuming that the language of the cata
log-ue i" J<;nglish, ar<> we to adopt the original Indian 

, nnme Tnnjavur or the English form Tanjoref; 
Knshi or BenarPs f; Iran or Persia T; Wien or 
YiPIIIHI r; RuyablS('('ffill or Ccdl'd Districts'; Nippon 
Ol' .Japnn T; 0Pst<•ITcieh or Austria T 

Cutter's angwpr is: 

"42. Give names of l'LACES in the English form 
(ll<•f,•r from the v<·rnacular, if necessary)". 

Thus we have nnotlu'r source of See Reference 
EntriPs. In tho next rule Cutter unnecessarily 
\'iolat<'S the Cunon of Consistency: 
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"43. But if both the English and foreign forms are 
used by English writers, prefer the foreign form". 

This rule offends the Canon of Ascertainability 
abo but none the less it continues to be a souree for 
See Reference Entries. 

The ..4. • ..4.. code embodies the8e two rules of 
Cutter in the sing-le Rule 130. But it satisfies the 
Canon of Ascertainability by adding in a not'l 
.a useful hint towards choice of the correct form: 

"In deciding between different forms of plaee names 
refer to Standard Gazetteers such as Lippincott·~ 
uew Gazetteer; Longman's Gazetteer; Century Cy. 
clopaedia of names; Ritters Geographisch-statis
tisches Lexikon; Vi.vit>n de Saint-Martin's Nou
veau di.ctionnaire de geographic universallr. 

For place names in the United States American libra
ries will follow the fom1 prescribed by the U. S. 
Geographic Board provided it has made a decision 
(See its latest report)". 

CoNFLICT OF STAGES IN THE SAME LANGUAGE 

Assuming- that choice·of language has been madi', 
one still has to recognise that growth with consr.- . 
qnent change in words is a common phenomenon in 
Jiving- languages. It is not the concern of the cat!).
Joguer to know whether the change in words is due 
to natural internai ·forces or to the influx of 
foreign elements either a~ruptly or imperceptibly. 
What does concern him is the particular term or 
form of a given term that he should use in the Head
ing O'f the Subject Entry. Here the Prolegome·na1 

1 P. 64. 
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refers to the Canon of Currency: each of the terms 
uHed to denote Subjects in the Headings of Subject 
Entries must be that in current use among special
i~ts in those subjects. But current when T Surely 
at the time when the catalogue entry is written. But 
~lH the C. c. code remarks :1 

"There are forces, beyond the control of individuals 
which <·hange the meaning of terms in course of 
time. The vici.situdes in the meaning of terms 
like Philo•ophy, Philology, Anthropology, Socio
logy and 30 on, are cas<'s in point. Nobody in the 
world, much less the classifier and the cataloguer, 
<·un arrest this Remusiological change and evolution 
of the words in humun use. Apart from the 
chung<•s that come through ages,-a library cata
logtw, being a permanent entity, has no doubt to 
take note of these--the recent publication of the 
""JlJlh'mentnry volume of the Big Oxford Diction
III'Y demonstrates the extraordinary rate at which 
new terms are born and, old terms rhange their 
('Olour and meaning evl'n in a single generation. 

"Whnt <•an not be p1·evented must be met by suitable 
IH lj nst Ill<' u ts' '. 

'Suitnbh> ntljnstments' means See R{"ference Entries 
from (Prm~ suppressed to the tPrm used. It may 
ftirt.ht>r hnppPn that at om• stage the term chosell 
for lhl' Ilt>n<lin~ of the Specific Subject Entry hns 
to be l'lumgPd for IntPr ones following changes in 
u~nge among Sp<'<'inli~ts. 'l'hc Canon of Currency 
will in~i~t on this. The See RefPrPnCl'S also will then 
~hnn• the l'hnng-!', 

I i'p. 168·109. 
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Here again place-names form a special problem. 
Cutter provides for it as follows: 

"44. Use the modern name of a city and refer to it 
from the ancient, provided its existence has been 
continuous and there is no doubt as to the identity". 

See Reference Entries from the ancient names an~ 
obviously called for. 

CoNFLICT oF SPELLINGs 

We must next consider the details that anse m 
representing the chosen terminology in the Head
ing. Every problem in the grammar of the 
language concerned may give rise to See ReferePce 
Entries. 

The first problem to be considered is spelling. 
Since the Heading is prepotent in the arrangement 
of the Entries of a Dictionary Catalogue and since 
its prepotency is inseparable 'from its spelling, the 
greatest attention must be paid to it. 

Some words, unfortrinately, have variant spel
lings. Choice of one for the Specific Subject Entry· 
will incidentally decide wl)ich shall be used for See 
Reference Entries. 

Variation in the· spelling of proper names will 
be dealt with in the Part on Name Entries; we 
shall confine ourselves here to the other classes of 
words. 

The American Library Association has gone into 
the question and the result of its findings is embodib-d 
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in its Li<Jt. Here are some examples. The spelling 
in the second column is to appear in the Heading 
of the Specific Subject Entry and that in the first 
Hhonld have See Reference Entry:-

Aesthetics 
Acthcr 
Bahaism; llchaism 
Cabbala, Kabab, Kabbala 
Caffres, Kaffers 
Califs, Kalifs, Khalifs 
Caryokinesis 
C)phcrs 
Dakoits 
Damascening 
Dayaks 
Dykes 
Elect ricut ion 
Encyclop;cdias 
Esquimaux 
Ectichcsm 
Fibres 
Gastropoda 
Gauging 
Gypsies 
G) psy moth 
Ilin<loos 
IIi ndoostanee 
I Ion uropathy 
Kaki 
Kathodc rays 
Kdts 
Konmis, Koimys 
?-I a ilia 
11ahommedanism, 1\luham

mcdanism 

Esthetics 
Ether 
Babism 
Cabala 
Kafirs 
Caliphs 
Karyokinesis 
Ciphers 
Decoits 
Damaskeening 
Dyaks 
Dikes 
Electrocution 
Encyclopedias 
Eskimos 
Eetishesm 
Fibers 
Gasteropoda 
Gaging 
Gipsies 
Gipsy moth 
Hindus 
Hindustani 
Homeopathy 
Khaki 
Cathode rays 
Celts 
Kumiss 
lllafia 
lllohammedanism 
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Marathas 
Masks (plays) 
Mastersingers 
Medireval 
l\Ietre 
Moghul empire 
1\Iould 

l\Iahrattas 
Masques (plays) 
Meistersingers 
Medieval 
Meter 
Mogul empire 
Mold 

.Another difficulty associated with ~pelting relates 
to the writing of compound words. Are the two 
elements to be written tog-ether or separately and 
in the latter case should they be hyphened? The 
List recommends writing them as a single worrl 
and giving See References from the other alterna
tive forms. The following are ~ome examples in 
which the tenns given in the first column are to be 
used for See References and those in the second for 
the Spl'cific Subject Entries. 

Chap-books 
Coffee-houses 
Earth-worms 
Eye-strain 
Fire-places 
Folk-lore 
Free-masons 
Hand-ball 
Head-gear 

Chapbooks 
Coffeehouses 
Earthworms 
Eyestrain 
Fireplaces 
Folklore 
Freemasons 
Handball 
Headgear 

The List recommends retention of the hyphen in 
'Head-hunters'. The Subject headings, on thl' 
contrary, retains the hyphen in almost all cases, 
though ag-reeing with the List in omitting it in 
'Photogravure', 'Photoheliograph ', Photolitho-
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graphy ', 'Photomechanical' and 'Photomicrogra
phy'. 

CoNFLICT oF SINGULAR AND PLuRAL 

Among morphological forms singular and plural 
have chiefly Pngaged the attention of cataloguers. 
1\fann' reromm(•nds: 

"l'.•o plu>·a.l ralhu than singul4r forms. The plural 
form is usually adopted for the Subject Heading. 
It i• inclusive, e.g., Ca.n<ll might mean one canal, 
88 the Pnnnma Canal, but 88 soon as Canals is used 
all phases of the Subject including tbe commercial, 
en~rilwering- and transportation treatises may be 
~nter<'d under this Heading. Singular and plural 
mny both h~ n~e~ssury if the two forms of a word 
have a difft>rent meaning, as Theater and Theaters". 

Sharp• repeats this recommendation as a general 
rulr hut he would exempt cases of 

''Fruit and possibly Flowers, with references if 
nect'~sary ". 

The Lisf would have further exc~>ptions: 

"'l'he plurul is us~d ruther than the singular except 
where Mibjeds are generally thought of under the 
><ingular. The singular form is used for Fruit.~, 
in order that th~ same Heading may cover both 
Fruit and Trt•e ". 

'J'h""" rrmnrks ar<> rather disquiPting for the Canon 
of A•rrrtninability und the Canon of Consist!"ncy. 
Tlu ... Li,<f doPs not givP any objertive method of 

1 P. 178. t P. Ill. 
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dealing with the matter. The following tabular 
statem('nt gives in the first column some of the 
terms for which the List recommends the singular 
form; for the terms in the second column it rPcom
mends the plural form. No doubt a subtle guid
ing principle can be distinguished. But however 
this may be, the List recommends a See Reference 
Entry from the rejected form to the chosen form. 

Cross Apes 
Eye Arches 
Family Annies 
Foot Boys 
Fish Cats 
Fur Cows 
Grape Dogs 
Horse Flowers 
Leg Flies 
Paint Grasses 
Pear Guns 
Wood Mice 

CoNFLICT BETWEEN NOUN AND ADJECTIVE 

Conflict betl,·een noun and adjectival form looms · 
large in the choice of wt!rds for Specific Subject 
Heading. There appears to be no agreement on 
this matter. Shall 1ve say 

ENGLISH HISTORY, or· 

HISTORY OF ENGLAND! 

If we adopt the noun form will not the Law of 
Parsimony object to the introduction of the new 
connecting word 'of'f No doubt it will: we cannot 
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n<lopt the noun form unless we have a device by 
whi<'h the ••onneding word will become unneces
~ary. u~ag-e has established that the two nouns 
are to he treated as two independent sentences. Thus 
II'<• are to write 

ENoLAND. History, or 

IIJHTORY. Engl<Lnd. 

WP Hhall see later which of these forms is to be 
H<lopted. But we observe that this device simply 
hnnwHRes for cataloguing purposes the tendency of 
modern analytical languages to define the function 
of words by position rather than by connecting 
words or by morphological variations-to exploit 
Hyntnx so fully as to make the latter impotent and 
lll'n<'e umwcesAotry, a tendency carried to its logicnl 
•·on,·luHion in the familiar telegraphic style. 

NouN EQUIVALENTS 

The UHe of Chain Procedure will help us in many 
!'UH!'S to br!'ak up a IIPnding into elements like 
Main liPading, Individualising Subheading, Com
l!lon SubdiviHion Subheading and Amplifying Sub
heading, pac•.h of whieh is written as a separate seu-
I<•Jl('l'. Most of tlwse elements will consist of 
JHlllllH. Thus mnny of the types of noun-equiva-
h•nts ( '•ompomu'l subje!'t-names) enumerated in 
l'uttl'r's Rules• are automatically resolved into sets 
ot' nouns and arrunged in a dPfinite order. 

' Pp. 71-75. 
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There will still however be some noun-equivalents 
that cannot thus be resolved by the Chain Proce
dure into sets of nouns. The most important rule 
for dealing with such irresolubles is given by 
Cutter: 

"175. Enter a Compound subject name (noun-equiva
lent) by its first word, inverting the phrase only 
when som~ other word is decidedly more signifi
cant or is often used alone with the same meanin!r 
as the whole name". 

While Cutter would thus use inverted headings only 
sparingly, Mann is more liberal. Her reasons are 
not however convincing. They amount to simple 
preference of classified to alphabetical order. We 
shall deal with them in chapter 15. 

The proper course will be to decide each case "on 
its merits. In many cases the question "Which 
is the prepotent word in the name~equivalent from 
the point of view of specificity of subject f" ·will 
indicate the word that should be written first. We 
shall write 

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM. 

and not . -

SYSTEM, DIGESTIVE. 

ZoDIACAL LIGHT. 

and not 

LIGHT, ZODIACAL. 
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DoMESTIC EcoNOMY. 

and not 

EcoNOMY, DoMESTIC. 

In the light of this test it is difficult to reconcile 
tlw prescriptions of the List. We are asked to use 

Libraries, Children's 
Libraries, College 
CatalogH, Library 

Children's literature 
School libraries 
~l<•dicul librul"ies 

1 
I 

~ 
J 

} 

Inverted. 

Not inverted. 

Nor is it ensy to reconcile prescriptions like the 
following in Subject headings: 

Then!<••·, Open air 
Pensions, lllilitury 
:\funmu·riptH, Persian 
Blind, Po<·try for the 
Ele<•tric lumps, Portable 

Open ai1· sehools 
Civil servh·e }ll'Usions 
Pf'rsinn nt>wspUJll'l's 

Children's po<•try 
Portable en!(ines 

) 
' I 
J 

l 
t 
J 

Inverted. 

Not inverted. 

"'hntcn~r be the form chosen, the rejected form 
should bo usl'd as Heading for a See Reference 
Entry. 
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COMBINED TERMS 

The List as well as Subject headings introduces 
another class of noun-equivalents which Mann' calls 
Combined terms: 

"Terms are combined into a compound heading to be 
used for books covering two phases of a subject so 
closely allied that one is rarely discussed without 
the other, e.g., Fla·ur and flour mills; Dyes and 
dying; Clacks and watches, Manners and customs. 

"Reference should always be made from the second 
part of the heading to the one chosen as W atche.• 
See CTiocks and Watches". 

Almost every page of the List and Subject headings 
contains examples of such combined terms. 

ALTERNATIVE NAMES (SYNONYMS) 

Both in the Classified and the Dictionary Cata
logues there is another problem to be faced, for it 
is a matter of experience that hardly any Specific 
Subject has a single name. Most· Specific Subjects 
have several alternative tzames. Here is an example: 
According to the List, heredity, ancestry, atavism, 
descent, inheritance (biological) and transmission 
(biological) are synonymous terms for the sam~ 
Specific Subject! A reader interested in this 
Subject may, therefore, mention any one of the~e 
six names. The Second and Third Laws insist 
that the library catalogue· shall disclose to him all 
books in the library on the Specific Subject under 
whatever name he may look for it. An actual count 

1 P. 179. •P.177. 
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~hows that the List gives an average of at least two 
synonymous names for each Specific Subject and 
it points out that still further synonyms must sug
gest themselve8 in cataloguing.' Mann also recom
mends a generous use of synonyms.• The C. c. 
code prescribes in Rule 311 that a Class Index Entry 
is to be given using as heading the name as weU 
liB the current altern11tive names of each subject. 
The following commentary" on this rule is 
significant:-

"It is difficult to give theoretical standards for the 
number of different alternativ" Headings under 
which a Class should be given Class Index Entries. 
. . . One paradoxieal direction may be 'Be pro
fuse,. be profuse but not too profuse' . The object 
of the Class Index Entries is to inform the reader 
about the Class Number under which he can find 
hiH material•, however remotely or vaguely he re
members or gives the name of the subject in which 
be is interested. lienee, it follows that every 
ronceh·uble nomenclature and synonym must be 
drawn upon to construct the Headings for Class 
Index Entries. But at the same time there is a 
practical limit to the number of catalogue card~ 
beyond which the increase in number may tend to 
l1inder rather than bl'!p. 

"The corre<'t line of demarcation between a helpful 
ITendin~ nnd an obstructive Heading can only be 
drawn hy the selective instinct of the cataloguer 
for what is paying. Tbis flair is more often born 
with the ratalogu~r than acquired. It is the same 

' P. Y!l. • P. 187. 
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CoMBINED TERMS 

The List as well as Subject headings introduces 
another c.Jass of noun-equivalents which Mann' calls 
Combined terms: 

"Terms are combined into a compound beading to be 
used for books covering two phases of a subject so 
closely allied that one is rarely discussed without 
the other, e.g., Flaur and flour mills; Dyes and 
dying; Clocks and watches, Manners and customs. 

"Reference should always be made from the second 
part of the heading ta the one chosen as Watche.< 
See Clocks and Watches". 

Almost every page of the List and Subject headings 
contains examples of such combined terms. 

ALTERNATIVE NAMES (SYNONY:Il:S) 

Both in the Classified and the Dictionary Cata
logues there is another problem to be faced, for it 
is a matter of experience that hardly any Specific 
Subject has a single name. ~lost Specific Subjects 
have several alternative names. Here is an example: 
According to the List, heredity, ance~try, atavism, 
descent, inheritance (biological) and transmission 
(biological) are synonymous terms for the 5ame 
Specific Subject." A reader interested in this 
Subject may, therefore, mention any one of the~e 
six names. The Second and Third Laws insist . 
that the library catal9g_ue shall disclose to him all 
books in the library on the Specific Subject under 
whatever name he may loo~ for it. An actual count 

1 P. 179. • P. 177. 
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shows that the List gives an average of at least two 
syuonymous names for each Specific Subject and 
it points out that still further synonyms must sug
gest themselves in cataloguing.' Mann also recom
mends a generous use of synonyms.• The C. c. 
code prescribes in Rule 311 that a Class Index Entry 
is to be given using as heading the name as well 
as the current alternative names of each subject. 
The following commentary" on this rule is 
significant:-

"It is difficult to give theoretical standards for the 
number of different alternative Headings under 
which a Class should be given Class Index Entries. 
. . . One paradoxical direction may be 'Be prO· 
fuse,. be profuse but not too profuse' . The object 
of the Clnss Index Entries is to inform the reader 
about the Class Number under which be can find 
his materiab, howev<'I' remotely or vaguely he re
members or gives the name of the subject in which 
he is interested. Hence, it follows that every 
conceiYnblc nomenclature and synonym must be 
drawn upon to construct the Ileadings for Class 
J ndex Entries. But at the same time there is o. 
practical limit to the number of catalogue card~ 
beyond which the increase in number may tend to 
hindt•r rather than h<'lp. 

"The corrN•t line of demarcation between a helpful 
Heading nnd an obstructive Ileading can only be 
drawn hy the selective instinct of the catalo~er 

for what is paying. This flair is more often born 
with the oatnloguer than acquired. It is the same 

t P. ••II. S P. 187. 
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old case of nature v&sus nurture here. Those that 
are not born with the minimum of this flair may 
never develop into satisfactory cataloguers. At the 
same time, given the minimum, much can be added 
by training and experience". 

ALTERNATIVE NAMES (By transposition) 

Synonyms are not the only factor in the problem 
of Alternative Names o'f Specific Subjects. They 
might be if all the names of all Specific Subjects 
consisted of single words. But we know that many 
Specific Subjects have at least two words in their 
names, while some may have more than two. We 
shall first confine ourselves to those whose names 
contain only two essential words. For convenience 
we shall call them Doublets. Consider, for example, 
the Specific Subject "Education in India". I shall 
take it for granted that in the Heading of an Entry 
this Subject receives the form: 

EDUCATION. India . 

.An alternative name arises by transposition: 

INDIA. Educatio-n. 

For convenience, as we· have seen, it is usual to 
call the second word in a Doublet of this 
kind Subheading and the first, Main Head
rng. The Second Law reminds us that a 
reader interested in this Subject may look 
for books on it under eitlier of the Headings we have 
mentioned. It may even s~ggest his looking for it 
under "Indian education". Cutter rightly points 
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out in his ,Rules1 that it is by no means possible to 
teach the public to expect one and only one of th~se 
alternative forms of Doublets in a Library 
Catalogue. 

SYNONYMous DouBLETS 

It is also po8Hible to have Synonymous Doublets 
like "Capital punishment" and "Death penalty''. 
Theoretically, if the number of synonyms of the 
two terms of a Doublet be m and n respectively the 
number of Alternative Headings will be 2mn. If 
the number of Hynonyms of the two terms in n 
Synonymous Doublet he p and q respectively the. 
nwuber of additional Alternative Headings will 
be 2pq. Similarly, a third Synonymous Doublet 
may give rise to 2rs additional .Alternative Head
ing-R. Thus the total number of .Alternative Head
ings available to denote the Doublet may be 2( mn+ 
pq+ rs+. . . ) . Quinn recommends the following 
fi\·e synonyms for a Doublet:-

BRITisH HisToRY, 

ENGLAND, III"TORY OF. 

ENGLISH IIIs·roRY. 

GREAT BRITAIN, HISTORY. 

HISTORY OF ENOLAND. 

There are two obvious criticisms of this example. 
In the second hPading the Canon of Consistency 
~·ould rPqnire omi~sion of the preposition 'of'. 
And the alternative heading: 

IIIsTORY OF GREAT BaiTAIN. 

1 P. 73. 
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should be added so as to bring the number t<> 
2 X 3 X 1 = 6 as required by the formula. 

In the same way one may work out the number 
of Alternative Names obtainable for Specific Sub
jects that require three or more words to denote 
them. For example, the formula for the number 
of Alternative Headings available to denote a Trip
let will be 6 (mnp + qrs + tuv ... ) where m, nand 
p are respectively the number of synonyms of the 
three terms of the Triplet, q, r and s respective! y 
the number of synonyms of the three terms in a 
synonym of the Triplet, t, u, v the number of 
synonyms of the three terms in another synonym 
of the Triplet, and so on. For the amusement of 
the theoretical cataloguer who understands "Per
mutation", let me give the following formula for 
the total number of Alternative Ifeadings that may 
be coined to denote a Specific Subject whose name 
consists of n words. It is 

n! CP1P2P3 ... p.+q1q2q3 · .. q.+r1r2r3 ... r.+ ... ) 

The Law of Parsimony may well. be bewildered 
at the very possibility of such multitudinous ways 
of naming· a Specific Subject. But how much mo•·!l 
bewildering is the task of a cataloguer who out of 
deference to the Law attempt!! to choose a few only 
of the many possible alternative names has been 
shown by Cutter with mapy concrete examples under 
the heading Compound subj~ct-names in his Rules.1 

1 Pp. 71-75. 
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Even the valiant Cutter is driven to despair: 

"Is there any principle" he asks, "upon which the choice 
between these . . . can be made so that the cate
Joguer shall always enter books on the same subject 
under the same heading! I see none. When there 
is any decided usage ( i.B. custom of the public to 
dc•ignate the subject. by one of the names rather 
than by the other)- the Canon of Ascertainability 
will no doubt smile at this suggestion - let it ba 
followed .... A• is often the ease in language, 
UMnge will be found not to follow any uniform 
course''. ' 

The fact is that the Law of Parsimony is ftere 
violently pitted against three canons: the Canon 
of As<'ertainability, the Canon of Permanence ·aud 
the Canon of Consistency. The coruruentary al
rcauy quoted in this section shows that the O.c.code 
would seem to recommend with equal desperation: 
"Let flair flout these Canons and support Parsi
mony at all costs".' 

'Ve have here another of the unavoidable factor~ 
that tond in the long run to make every Library 
Catalob"'le a hotchpotch. 

CHoiOE BETWEEN SYNONYMS 

We have now seen that as far as their mere num
bl•r is concerned thE' alternative names of Specific 
Snbje!'ts bnffil' the Classified Catalogue and the 
Di<'!ionary Catalogue in equal measure. But there 
i~ one other point at which this problem creates a 

I P. 168. 
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difficult situation for the Dictionary Catalogue 
alone. It will be shown later how the Classified 
Catalogue escapes this difficulty. 

The Second Law would urge that in a Dictionary 
Catalogue every book should be given a Subject 
Entry headed with every one of the alternative 
names of its Specific Subject. But this would swell 
the catalogue too much. Recognising as it were the 
legitimate protest of the Law of Parsimony, Cutter 
prescribes in Rule 168: 

"Of two exactly synonymous names, choose one and 
make reference from the other". 

Again, in Rule 170 he lays it down: 
"In choosing between two names not exactly synony

mous, consider whether there is difference enough 
to require separate entry; if not, treat ·them as 
synonymous''. 

How do these rules benefit the Law of Parsimony! 
Suppose the library has 100 books on "Heredity". 
If the Second Law has its way the library catalogue 
will have 100 Subject Entries not only under 
"Heredity" but also under each of its five alterna
iive names: "Ancestry"; "Atavism", "Inheritance 
(biology)" and "Transmission (biology) ". !11 
-other words, there will be 600 Subject Entries.· But 
according to Cutter's ruies cited above there. 
need be only 105 Subject Entries-100 Regular 
.Subject Entries headed, say, "Heredity" for each 
of the 100 books and five· See Reference Entries, 
like: 
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ANcESTRY. See HEREDITY. 

-directing the reader for titles of books to the Entries 
under "Heredity". This satisfies the Law of 
Parsimony without serious violence to the Second 
Law. 

Rut Cutt<>r's rule of choosing between synony
mous Heading~ for the Regular Subject Entry 
baffles the Canon of Ascertainability, the Canon of 
Permanence and the Canon of Consistency. In Rule 
169 Cutter prescribes: 

"In choosing between synonymous Headings, prefer the 
one that-

(a) is most familiar to the class of people who con
sult the libracy; 

(b) is most used in other catalogues; 

(c) have fewest meanings other than the sense in 
which it is to be employed; 

(d) comrs first in the alphabet so that the reference 
from the other can be made to the exact page 
of the catalogue; and 

(e) brin[!'R the subject into the neighbourhood of 
other related subjects". 

This rnlr naturally causes greatest distress to 
the Canon of Consistency. As if this long list of 
nlt<>rnntive methods of choosing the Heading were 
nilt by itsPlf sufficiently alarming, Cutter supplA
ments his rule with the following note: 

"8ometimes one and sometimes another of these reasons 
must prevail; each case is to be decided on its own 
mPrit ". 
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Sharp simply records Cutter's prescription, dis
approving only its preference for the Synonymous 
Heading that comes first in the alphabet. He says~ 

"This is the relic of the days of the printed catalogue 
and scarcely applies in these days of card 
catalogue ".1 

But even if this particular prescription is exclud
ed, the Canon of Consistency will still be dissatis
fied over choice of the Heading for the Regular 
Subject Entry from synonyms in a Dictionary 
Catalogue. And there seems to be no way of 
removing this discontent. 

Popular vs. Technical Terms 

It is usually prescribed that common words be 
used as Specific Subject Headings, technical terms 
being reserved for See Reference Headings. F'or 
example in the Subject headings we find: 

Ornithology 
Osteology 
Osteoplasty 
Otitis 
Pasteurisation 

See Birds 
See Bones 
See Bone-Surgery 
See Ear-Diseases 
See Milk-Sterilisation 

The Prolegomena? calls this practice "A Helpful 
and Harmless evasion" a~d would support i~ as 
follows: 

Apart from Parsimony such a provision also invests 
the Library Catalogue with an element of evasion, 
which is of advantage to the choice of Specifie 

1 P. 116. 2 P. 139. 
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Subjert Heading without resulting in any dis
advantage to the users of the Dictionary Catalogue. 
The Derived Composite Terms are likely to take 
time to get settled and may also be unsettled and 
changed from time to time by usage and by the 
committees on terminology in different subjects. 
But the FuNDAMENTAL CoNsTITUENT TERMS 
will be relatively more stable. Hence by 
mooring itself to the FUNDAMENTAL CoN
STITUENT TERMS and by merely providing the 
necessary apparatus to deal with the Derived 
Composite Terms, a Dictionary Catalogue escapes 
many of the ordeals of terminological f!ickerings 
and fights leaving them to be negotiated by and 
reflected in the See Reference Entries. These re
fcr<'nces can be added from time to time to satisfy 
tile Canon of Currency but the Specific Subject 
Entries themselves can be left intact under the 
more stable Headings made up of Fundamental 
ConHt itueut Terms. 

In the following commentary occurring in the 
Rules' Cutter would also apppar to support this 
prartice: 

"It sonlt'times happens that a different name is given 
to the same subjeet at different periods of its history. 
Wilen the method of study of the subject, or its 
ohjrcts or the ideas connected with it, are very 
different at those two periods (as in the case of 
AwnEMY and C'IIEMIST&Y), of course there 
umst be two h<•adings. There is not so much 
rcnson for separating Fluxions and Differential 
rnlt•ulus, which differ only in notation. And there 
is no reason at all for separating NATURAL Pm-

I P. 70. 
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LOSOPHY and PHYSICS. I am told that 
medical nomenclature changed largely three times 
within the last century. How is the cataloguer, 
unless he happens to be a medical man, to escape 
occasionally putting works on one disease under 
three different heads Y" 

CHAIN PROCEDURE IS INDEPENDENT OF LANGcAGE 

. So far as alternatives due to permutation of the 
nouns constituting the Main Heading and the Sub
headings are concerned, we have already seen that 
the Chain Procedure singles out a particular per
mutation for use as Specific Subject Heading. This 
procedure will incidentally secure uniformity of 
treatment independently of the language of the 
catalogue. An example will make this clear. Let 
us consider the Specific Subject: Bibliography of 
English History. Neglecting morphological changts 
and connecting words, we isolate the three nouns 
in the following order: 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. England. History. 

With the equivalent phrase in the Tamil language 
we get: 

ENGLAND. History. Bibliography. 

In French the corresponding result will be: 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Histm-y. England. 

Thus because of difference in syntax the Specific 
Subject Heading will. differ in various languages 
~ven whE-n the constituents of the Heading are re- · 
duced to noun-form. The Chain Procedure, on tlJ.e 
other hand, will protect the Specific Subject Head-
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ing from the vagaries of syntax, emancipate it from 
the hold of particular languages and prescribe the 
ordPr of the constituent elements on the basis of 
the scheme of classification. An international 
code for Dictionary Catalogue should welcome this 
service of the Chain Procedure. 

This doPa not however save us from the necessity 
of writing See Referl'llce Entries for the rejected 
permutations though in certain cases we may be 
able to decide that some of them are not likely to 
occur to readers. F.or example in the case men
tioned above we may not require See Referenct> 
Entri!'s for the following headings: 

liJsTonv. Jliblwyraphy. England. 

ENGLAND. Biblwgraphy. Hi.story. 

But we muHt give See Reference Entries for the 
otlwr threp permutations as follows: 

1. BIDJ.JOORAPIIY. Ili«tm"y. England, 

Soo 

ENGLAND. Hi.•tory. Biblwgrapl!y. 

2. Bmi,JOmtAPIIY. England. H~tory. 

Sen 

ENoLANo, lli«tory. Biblwo•·aph.y. 

3. HJR'I'ORY. Engla.nd. Biblwgmphy. 
Seo 
ENGLAND. History. Biblwgraphy. 

LocAL CoLLECTIONS 

One Pxception to the Chain Proc!'dure or to any 
othPr way of arriving at the Main Heading of Spe-
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cific Subject Entries is warranted in what axe 
usually called "Local Collections", i.e., according 
to Sayers, everything in literary form written about 
the locality (in which the library is situated) or by 
those who have lived in it. All such items will have 
the name of the locality as the :Main Heading of 
their Specific Subject Entries. If the Chain Pro· 
ced11re is followed we must take that permutation 
of the constituent elements of the Specific Subjeet 
Beading which gives :first place to the name of 
the locality with least disturbance to the relative 
order of the others. The other elements will then 
naturally become Subheadings. 

The List has given the following special set of 
Subheadings to be used for Local Collections: 

Subheads to be used under Cities 

Amusements 
Annexations 
Antiquities 
Architecture 
Arsenals 
Arts 
Asylums see Hospitals 

and asylums 
Atlases see Description

Maps 
Banks 
Benevolent institutions 

see Charities; Hospitals· 
and asylums 

Bibliography 
Biography 

Boundaries 
Bridges 
Business 
Business associations 
Carnivals see Festivals, 

etc. 
Cemeteries 
Census 
Centennial celebrations,etc. 

·. Charities · 
Churches 
City hall 
Claims 
Climate 
Clubs 
Commerce see Business 
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Commercial institutions 
see Business associa
tions 

Conventions and public 
meetings 

Courts 
Crime and criminals 
Custom house 
Description 

Guide books 
Maps 
Views 

Directories 
Ecclesiastical institutions 

sec Churches; Religious 
institutions and affairs 

Education 
Elections 
Epidemics 
Exhibttions 
Fairs 
Ferries 
Festivals, etc. 
Finance 
Financial institutions see 

Danks, Business asso
ciations 

Fine arts see Art 
Fires and fire prevention 
Foreign population 
Fortifications 
Galleries and museums 
Genealogy 
Geology 
Gilds 
Government and politics 
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Guide books see Descrip-
tion-Guide books 

Harbor 
Historic houses, etc. 
History 
Hospitals and asylums 
Hotels, taverns, etc. 
Inqustries 
Intellectual life 
Labor and laboring 

classes 
Learned institutions and 

societies 
Libraries 
Lighting 
Literary institutions see 

Learned institutions and 
societies 

Literature 
Manners and customs see 

Social life and customs 
1\Ianufactures see Indus

tries 
Maps see Description-

Maps 
Markets 
Monuments 
Moral conditions 
Morgues 
Museums see Galleries and 

museums 
1\I usic 
Musical organisations 
Name 
Parks 
Paving see Streets 
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Police 
Politics see Government 

and politics 
Pour 
Population 
Post-office 
Prisons and reformatories 
Public buildings 
Public lands 
Public meetings see Con

ventions and public 
meetings 

Public schools see Educa-
tion 

Public works 
Railroads 
Reformatories see Prisons 

and reformatories 
Registers 
Religious history 
Religious institutions and 

affairs 
Riots 
Sanitary affairs 

Schools see Education 
Scientific institutions see 

Learned institutions and 
societies 

Sewerage 
Social conditions 
Social life and customs 
Statistics 
Street railroads 
Streets 
Suburbs 
Taxation 
Theaters 
Topography see Descrip-

tion 
Vtews see Description-

Vie\\s 
Vital statistics see Statistics 
Voters 
Voting precincts 
Ward 
Water supply 
'Wharves 

These Headings are only suggestive: each library 
must adapt them to the peculiar needs of its Local 
Collection. 

If the Local Collection relates to a district or a 
county and not mer!,!lY. to a town in which the 
library is situated there is a further complication. 
Is the division to be first .by locality and then by 
subject or vice versa Y This is still a moot point. 
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Brown is said to have stated: 

''lily own preference is for a topographical arrange
ment with e subject subdivision. This appears to 
me not only the most practical method as esta· 
bliHhed by a rather long experience, but aL~o be
cause the essential characteristic of a local collection 
is topography". 

There are those who uphold the opposite practice 
and there are still others (like Ormerod) who would 
overlook the Law of Parsimony and adopt double
entry. 

This subject has been fully discussed by Murray 
in the Yearbook (1934) 1 which also gives a full 
bibliography, 

I Pp. 110·126. 
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13 SUBJECT ENTRIES AND THE CLASSIFIED 
CATALOGUE 

In the last chapter we saw that the chief difficulty 
experienced by the Dictionary Catalogue in provid
ing Subject Entries was in translating the Specific 
Subject of a book into a suitable heading. We saw 
that problems were raised by every branch of 
grammar. The result was a multiplicity of namPa 
(nouns and noun-equivalents) for any given Speci
fic Subject. The Dictionary Catalogue has not 
developed any systematic method for choosing 
among these names. The only attempt so far has 
been the authoritative lists of Subject Headings 
published by central agencies like the American 
Library Association and the Library of Congress. 
Even these lists show no uniformity of treatment. 
The Chain Procedure developed in the last two 
chapters may give some relief but its success 
depends very much upori the scheme of classifica
tion in use and not every scheme attempts indi
vidualisa tion of subjects. ·. 

This apparently insoluble difficulty is avoided 
when the Classified Catalogue makes its Specific 
Subject Entry 9. Call Number Entry. As we have al
ready seen, numerical specification of a subject is 
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free from all the ambiguities and uncertainties of 
verbal description. The language of numbers is no 
doubt not intelligible to the reader. But to make 
up for this the Classified Catalogue provides Class 
Index Entries in its alphabetical section. A Class 
Index Entry, it must be remembered, does not men
tion specific books; it has the same function as a 
See Reference Entry in a Dictionary Catalogue. 
It consists mainly of a name of the Specific 
Subject used as Heading, with the Class Number 
undPr which the hooks are listed. It is given 
for euch of the alternative names of a Specific 
Subject. Thus the embarrassing choice of one of 
them for special treatment is avoided. 

So far as the work of finding out alternative 
names is concerned the Classified Catalogue shares 
the difficulty equally with the Dictionary Catalogue. 
Yet even here the C. c. code has developed a new 
type of Cla~s Index Entry (Subject Entry) which it 
calls Characteristic Division Index Entry. This 
kind of Entry is applicable only to synthetic types 
of Classification. It is claimed for it that it leads 
to considerable ~aving in the number of Class Index 
Entries. 

\V llY HEPIWDU('E SLICES OF DICTION ARIES' 

We may illustrate the economy effected by the 
Characteristic Division Index Entry by taking a 
particular subject, say Medicine. Is it necessary 
to load the catalogue with names of diseases, like: 
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{1)-

Nephradenoma 
Nephralgia 
N ephrapostasis 
N ephratonia 
Nephrauxe 
N ephrectasia 
Nephrectomy 
N ephrelcosis 
Nephremia 
N ephremphraxis 
Nephria 
Nephritis 
Nephrocele 
N ephrocolic 
N ephrocystosis 
N ephroecysipelas 
Nephrohydrosis 
N ephrohypertrophy 

{2)-

Adrenalitis 
Alveoli tis 
Amniotitis 
Angitis 
Angiocarditis 
Angiocholitis 
Angiodermatitis 
Annexitis 

Nephrolith 
N ephrolysis 
Nephromalacia 
Nephromegaly 
N ephroparalysis 
Nephropathy 
N ephrophthisis 
N ephroptosia 
Nephropyelitis 
N ephropyosis 
N ephrorrhagia 
Nephrosclerosis 
Nephrosis 
N ephrospasia 
Nephrotuberculosis 
N ephrotyphoid 
Nephrotyphus 
N ephrozymosis 

Antiaditis 
Aortitis 
Aponeurositis 
Apophysitis 
Appendicitis 
Arthritis 
Gastritis 

. Tonsilitis? 

LAW OF p ABSIMONY .. 
Is the Library Catalogue to ignore the exis

tence of dictionaries T DoE:s not the Law of Par
simony show that such a course is wasteful, that it 
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is desirable to recognise the existence of other 
informative books and to economise in the Class 
Index Entries by providing the necessary appara
tus for drawing the maximum possible help from 
themt 

To show how a Classified Catalogue based on a 
synthetic ~chemc of classification can take advant
age of the existence of dictionaries and other 
reference books in constructing the class numberd 
of DERIVED CoMPOSITE TERMS from FuNDAMENTAL 
CoNSTITUENT 'l'EnMs (which alone are to be speci
fied in the library catalogue), we shall illustrate 
from the Colon Classification. 

Taking N ephrauxe, we find from the dictionary 
that it is hypPrtrophy of the kidneys. In the library 
catalogue we nePd therefore give only the Character
i~tiP Division Ind~>x Entries: 

KIDNEYS. 
In (L) Medicine, Organ (1) f;haracteristic, 51 I 

and 

·I HYPERTROPHY. 
In (L) Medldne, Problem (2) Characteristic 412 

The rPader who knows what Nephrauxe is (and 
he will otherwise have already consulted the 
dictionary) will naturally look for books on it under 
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the Class Number L51: 412. In the classified part 
of the catalogue guide-cards like 

L Medicine; 
L51 Kidneys; and 
L51: 412 Hypertrophy, 

will be inserted in appropriate places. They will 
lead him on to the right region so long as he has 
taken the trouble to find out that his topic belongs 
to the Main Class Medicine, denoted by L. 

To take another example: the dictionary tells us 
that Aortitis is inflammation of the aorta. The 
catalogue gives the number 34 for Aorta and 415 for 
Inflammation. Thus L34 :415 is the number for 
Aortitis. 

EXTENT OF SAVING 

As these examples show, the Colon Device givrs 
the maximum possible satisfaction to the Law of 
Parsimony in the matter of terminology. And so it 
will be with every synthetic scheme of classification. 
The saving can be explained S!fllbolically as 
follows: 

FuNDAMENTAL CoNsTITUENT 
vs. 

DERIVED CoMPOSITE TERMS 

Suppose that in a given subject there are . 
a divisions on the. .basis of characteristic A, 
b divisions on the basis of characteristic B 
and c divisions on the . basis of characteris
tic C. Then it is possible to form abc 
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classes by combining them in all possible ways. The 
catalogue should give the FuNDAMENTAL CoNSTI
TUENT TERM of the subject; then since the meaning 
of any DERIVED CoMPOSITE TERM can be got from a 
good dictiona•·y there is no need to load the cata
Iogue with the abc DERIVED CoMPOSITE TERMS indi
cated by the abc classes: enumeration of the a+b+ 
c FuNDAMENTAL CoNSTITUENT TERMS is sufficient. 
and it is a matter of elementary algebra that a+b 
+c is considerably smaller than abc! 

A NuMERICAL EXAMPLE 

To rE>alise how great a saving this implies in the 
a<·tual number nf Entries, let us suppose that there 
are 100 divisions on the basis of the First 
Charaderistic, 200 divisions on the basis of the 
Second and 300 divisions on the basis of the Third. 
As u result of the Colon Device only 600 FuNDA
~n:NTAL CoNSTITUENT TERMS neoo figure in the catn
logue. The reader and the reference staff should 

use the <'atalogue in conjunction with a good dic
tionary or othPr suitable reference book to construct 
rlnss numbers to represent any of the 6,000,000 
DF.mVED CoMPOSITE TERMS as and when need arisE's. 
There is surl'ly a great difference between 600 and 
6,000,000! 

SoLVITUR AMBULANDo 

One might ask: How are readers to know hO\v 
divisions in the unit schedules are com
bined to form a dass 7 Theoretically it may look 
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difficult. But it has been found in actual practice 
that readers easily accustom themselves to this task 
and that without necessarily understanding the 
details of the scheme. In most cases where familiar 
<'lasses are wanted readers help themselves easily 
after the slight initiation they get from their first 
visit to the library. And if a reader is pursuing 
an unfamiliar subject the reference staff can always 
direct him. Theoretical speculation on this ques
tion without actual experience is sure to creat.e 
nightmares. Solt-itur amb1tlando. 

HoLISTIC VIEw 

In a modern library, moreover, the catalogue 
does not exist in a vacuum. The open access sys
tem, the classification scheme, the classified 
shelf-arrangement, the plan of the stack-room, the 
floor guides, gangway guides, bay guides and sht>lf 
guides, the reference staff and their careful and 
sympathetic initiation of readers, the fact that from 
the school library onwards one is gradually accus· 
tomed to modern library arrangement and apparatus 
and that provision is nowadays regularly made in 
schools and colleges for drilling students in the use 
-of a classified arrangement and classified catalogue · 
both formally and informi}lly- all these fact6rs, it 
must be realised, hang together with thE> Librar-y 
Cafalogue. It would.b!l absurdly abstract to develop 
any one of these as if th!l others did not E-xist. We · 
must take the Holistic View. The Dictionary cata
logue, with its insoluble problems, may have been 
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the best available in mid-nineteenth century condi· 
tions; but to-day it is neither necessary nor sufficient. 
Only bigotry or perversity can argue: "The books 
are already arranged in classified order. The 
C"atalogue may just as well be alphabetical" or "The 
!'II I'd catalogue is in classified order; let the printed 
<"atalogue he in dictionary order". We must not' 
lw hlinclPd hy the fascination of the familiar; we 
mu~t follow the path of evolution. The Classified 
Catalogue must be boldly affirmed. To-morrow 
may evolve something even more efficient; bnt 
thi~ will he entirely prevented if the reign of tl1e 
Di<"tionary Catalogue is unnaturally prolonged. It 
~hould be allowed to retire honourably before tbe 
Classifil'd Catalogue which after all, as will be 
~hown in Chapter 15, is its own image. 
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The beginning of Chapter 11 has shown that 
there are three situations that warrant a See Also 
Reference Entry. We shall first consider the 
obligation thrown on the Library Catalogue to dis
close to a reader interested in a certain subject not 
only the books dealing with that subject in a morrJ 
or less exhaustive way but also all books dealing 
with some aspect or part of it. This makes it neces
sary to enter a book not only under its Specific 
Subject but also under every subject of greater 
extension that contains it as a subdivision of any 
order whatever. 

UPPER LINK REFERENCES 

This demand naturally affronts the Law of Parsi
mony. Cutter, therefore, rules without argument: 

"187. Make references from general subjects to their 
various subordinate subjects". 

To realise how far this simple rule satisfies the Law 
of Parsimony, let us suppose that a readcr h 
interested in University Education. The List gives 
many subordinate S)l~jects such as 

''ClasS-day; Commencements; Academic costume; Cur· 
riculum ; Academic degrees; College fraternities; 
Hazing; Research; Scholarships; Self-government 
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(in education); Student life; Student volunteer 
movement; Studenta' periodicals; Exemption from 
taxation; also, headings beginning College like 
College athletics, College entrance requirements, 
College plays; College Sermons; College songs, 
College stories, College verse" 

and so on. 

LPt us ~uppose that the library has ten books in 
eaeh of twenty of these subordinate classes. The 
La IVH of Library Scim1ee then require 200 Entries 
llll<h•r the Heading University Education. Cutter's 
rule tries to satisfy them by giving 20 See Also 
R!'f!'rence Entries in the form, say, 

CoLI.EoEs AND UNtVERstTtES. 

Soe also 

REsEARCU. 

Or bettPr still, these 20 Entries may be consolidated 
info one in which the 20 subordinate sub
jects n re listed ulphabetically in two or three 
columns aftpr the ronnecting phrase See Also. 
This is a simple method of satisfying the Law of 
Parsimony. But the rule is too vague to satisfy 
th1• C'unnn of Asrertainability. Mann' admits: 

"It is almost impo"ible to make n1les for the use of 
'see nlso' references. The thing to remember is the 
purpose of sueh refet·enees. They must be mad~ 
as judgment diehtt<•s, and the Cataloguer must con· 
stnntly drnw on his knowledge of classification a• 
w~ll as his information of subjects. 

I Pp. 187·188. 
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"It is wise for the beginner to conform to the printed 
lists of subject headings ·. . . . but the suggestions 
found there should not be accepted without thought 
and consideration. It is only by analyzing the whys 
and wherefores of these suggested references that 
one comes to understand their use". 

Sharp' feels no less embarrassed: 

"The l!'reate.,t difficulty of the cataloguer in this con
nection is to fix limits at which his cross-referencing 
shall begin and end. l\Iany dictionary catalogues 
are imperfect through under cross-referencing. but 
as, on the other hand, a completely referenced cata
logue would become very complicated, cataloguer> 
have to adopt a medium course and leave the rest 
to the intelligence of the user and to the expert 
knowledge of the staff". 

CHAIN PROCEDURE AGAIN 

It is surely desirable that some definite procedure 
should be instituted for deciding exactly what See 
Also Reference Headings are called for by a given 
book. The following example will show that the 
Chain Procedure developed for arriving at the 
Specific Subject will also be useful here: 

Consider again 

J 
SM95:56 G7 

FREUD (Anna). 
Ego and the mechanisms of defence. 

1 Pp. 12R·l24. 
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Its Chain is 

S = Psychology 

+ 0 SM95 = Psycho-analysts 

+ SM95 :5 = Feeling 

+ Sl\!95 :56 = Worry 

The ln"t link givl>S the Speeifie Subject ""\Vorry". 
A St·e Also RPference Entry should be provided 
from eneh of the prPl'Pding links: 

I PSYCHOLOGY. 
Su n/10 

WORRY. 

r 
PSYCHO-ANALYSIS, 

Su abo 
WORRY. 

I FU.LING. 
Su ,,IJo 
WORRY. 

'J'hi" IH'O!'ednrt• satisfips the Canon of Ascertain
ability. It may tlwrefore be stated as a definite 
ruiP nnd 11<lded to the Rules of Chain Procedure 
rodifiPd to\\'ardH the Pnd of Chapter 11: 

Rnl<' 16. Provide See Also Reference Entries 
with !WPrY one of the links of the Basic 
Snbj!'1:'t phase of the Chain as Heading 
nnd rPferring to the Specific Subject 
defined by the Chain. 

Tht>st' rE'ferenct>s may be called Upp!"r Link 
RefE'rences. 
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L.\ W OF pARSIMONY AGAIN 

The Law of Parsimony, however, may still pro 
test as follows: "Cutter's Rule 187 sharpened by 
Chain Procedure Rule 16 implies the writing of 
many See Also Reference Entries. There can in 
fact be as many of these Entries as there are classes 
in the scheme of classification, assuming that we 
consolidate into a single Entry all having the same 
Reading. If the Heading is the name of a class 
of low order (great extension and small intension} 
the names following the connecting phrase See Al,;o 
will be very numerous- the name of every clas~ 
occurring in every chain emanating from the Class 
involved in the Heading. Such Entries will be too 
long for easy reference. Each such entry will, in 
fact, be equivalent to a section of the schedule of 
classification without its economical filiatory 
arrangement". 

In other words, the name of a class will ha•e to 
appear in See Also Reference Entries to the number 
of its own order- if the. class is of the tenth order, 
its name must appear in ten See Also Rt>fPrence 
Entries. Cutter himself. calls these "a pyrami.i 
of reft>rences ". 

SYNDETIC' ~NGEMEXT 

One concession that has been adYocated in re8-
ponse to this general pleading of the Law of 
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Parsimony is what Cutter has called Syndetic 
Arrangement. 

In the words of the List' this "method of short
t-Ding the liHt of references is to refer from tb.e 
most general to the next less inclusive heading and 
from the later to the next lower: 

e.g. Zoology See also Vertebrates 

V ertebrate• See also Mammals 

Mammals See also Carnivora 

and so on to the specific animals I" 

In the terminology of the Prolegom.:na this 
IUPiliiS that each See Also Reference will 
li11k up only two consecutive links of a Chain, 
so that no class-name appears in the body of more 
than one See Also Reference Entry. This would 
no doubt I'Onsiderably simplify See Also Reference 
lDntric~. 

Particular cases of its plea will certainly incline 
us evPn more strongly to support the Law of Par
simony. One implication of Cutter's Rule 187 is 
thut the names, e.g., of all the English poets muet 
appear in <>ach of the See Also Reference Entries 
having for their Headings 

Liternture; 

English Literature; 

P<wtry; and 
English poetry. 

t P. 123. 
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Under Literature, in fact, the names of all men of 
letters of every kind in every language must 
appear! 

Sharp' sees the reasonableness of the protest of 
the Law of Parsimony against sueh extravaganc~ 
anrl concedes 

''Such references are usually couched in general terms 
to save time and space. " 

Another equally glaring case is that of listing in 
the See Also Reference Entry having the name of 
a country as Heading all its provinces, districts, 
taluks, towns, etc.. And, conversely, the name of 
a town must appear under its country, province, 
district and taluk. 

Under the name of each country we must also 
mention the names of all its rulers, minister~, 

judges, administrators, patriots, ambassadors an<l 
so on; under the Heading "Mathematics" the namP& 
of all mathematicians; tmder "Physics" all physi
cists; under "Art" all artists and so forth. 
"Cauching in general terms" is evidently the way 
to propitiate the Law of .Parsimony in this matter. 

But Cutter has made it plain in his commentary 
that Rule 187 is meant to provide for all such· ela
borate Se.e Also References: 

''Cross-references shonl!l be made by Fuli from Classes 
of persons (Merchants,. Lawyers, Artists, Quake", 
eta.) to individuals belo:nging to those classes; from 

1 P. 123. 
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Cities to persons connected with them by birth or 
residence, or at least to those who have taken part 
in the municipal affairs or rendered the city illus
tt·ious; from Countries to their colonies, provinces, 
counties, cities, etc. (unless their number is so 
great or the divisions are so well known that refer· 
ence is useless); also, under the division History 
to rulers and statesmen, under Literature to authors. 
under Art to artists, and so on ; from other Subjects 
to all their parts, and to the names of persons di'!
tinguished for discoveries in them or knowledge of 
them. Short and Medium will make such of these 
references as seem most likely to be useful". 

So mueh for Upper Link References. 

LOWER LINK REFEllENCES 

We now pass on to what may be called Lower 
Link RPferen~Ps. In terms of Chain Procedure 
they will be obtained by providing See Also Refer
ence Entries using every one of the links of a higher 
order nnd rPfPrring to the link that contains them 
ns their common universe. Cutter himself realis~J 
how much more numerous than the Upper Link 
RcfprpncPB the Lower Link References would be. 
Tie seems to hav<> enunciated his rule on the subjec.t 
nlmoRt in drPnd of the Law of Parsimony: 

''IRS. 1\[ake references ocrasiona11y from specific tJ 
general subjects". 

Tlw Canon of Ascertainability demands elucida-
tion of this "occasionally". But Cutter devote~ 
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his co=entary to propitiation of the Law of 
Parsimony and virtual annulment of the rule itself. 

"Of course much information about limited topics is to 
be found in more general works; the very best des
cription of a single plant or of a family of plants 
may perhaps be contained in a botanical encyclo
paedia. This fact, however, must be impressed 
upon the inquirer in the preface of the catalog or 
in a printed card giving directions for its use; it 
is out of the question to make all possible refer
ences of the ascending kind. From CATHEDRALs, 
for example, one would naturally refer to CHRISTIAN 
ART and to EccLESIASTICAL .AacHITECTURE, because 
works on those subjects will contain more or less 
on cathedrals. But so will histories of architecture 
and histories of English, French, German, Italian 
or Spanish architecture ; so will travels in England, 
France, Germany, Italy, Spain. .And any one who 
desired to take an absolutely complete survey of 
the subject or who was willing to spend unlimiteJ 
time in getting information on some detail. would 
have to consult such books. Yet the cataloger may 
very excusably not think of referring to those sub
jects, or if he thinks of it may deem the connection 
too remote to justify reference, and that he should 
be overloading the catalog with what would be 
generally useless". 

The Canon of .Ascertainability persists in ask
ing "When does the occasion arise for applrmg 
Rule 188 T" The List' attempts an answer: 

"The best material on a specific subject is often found 
in a work upon a larger subject, so general in it> 
nature that it is not advisable to analyze it. Refer-

1 Pp. vii-viii. 
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ences are therefore made from the specific to the 
general in cases where most general works can be 
expected to contain material on the specific subject. 
Cure should be taken not to make a reference of 
this kind unless justified by the works actually in 
the library. If the books on arts and crafts con· 
tain nothing on mosaics, a reference from Mosaics 
to Arts and crafts would be useless and misleading". 

This argument favours Analytical Entries for a 
eomprPhPnsivP book rather than See Al.'io Referen
ees from subordinate to more general subjects, for 
not l•very book in the larger class may deal with 
the subordinate subjeet in question. 

The following- pro!Pst of Hyde (from Readings') 
is not without significance: 

"!\ext let us take up the question of introducing See 
also refrrences from specific to general . . . The 
A. L. A. list is filled with references of this type 
as 11 mntter of deliberate policy . . . When one 
thinks about this, theoretically, this course 
seems to be reasonable, but library science has de
veloped by the t••stiog of the various theories in 
practice, and discarding theories which do not work 
out happily in practice. This 'theory when adopted 
as a general working principle, does not work 
sutisfoctorily . . . I say, thereiore, boldly hut sym
pathetically, that the systrmatic inclusion of see 
al.so rrferctll'es from spt•cific to gen<•ral in the A. L. 
A. list is a mistake; that the next edition should 
not contain them as a matter of general policy; ... 
and that the use of sueh references to meet special 

1 Pp. 140·141. 
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conditions in individual libraries should be left to 
the judgment of individual cataloguers in charge 
of the catalogues of such libraries, - not suggested 
in the 1 refer from' column". 

CoLLATERAL REFERENCEs 

Lastly we have the See Also References from col-
lateral subjects. Cutter's Rule 187 provides for 
these as well: 

"187. Make references from general subjects (to their 
various subordinate subjects and also) to eo-ordi
nate and illustrative subjects". 

We find for example the following prescription in 
the List: 

Libraries, Children. Refer from Child study; 

Children; Libraries and schools. 

l\Iachinery. Refe1· from 

Industrial arts; l\Ianual training. 

Anthropology. Refer {rum 

Archaeology; Evolution; History; Science. 

Gardening. Refer from 

Botany; Country life; Home economics; Indust
rial arts. 

Navigation. Refer from· 

Astronomy, spherical and practical; Carriers;· 
Commerce i Mathematics; Naval art and 
science; Nav~l history; Ocean trigonometry. 

It would be a good exetcise for a beginner to 
analyse the Headings given in the right hand 
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columna of the List under the caption Rr:fer from 
into 

Upper Link References; 

Lower Link References; and 

Collateral Link References. 

Collateral Link References baffle the Canon of 
AHcertainahility much more seriously than the other 
See .Al.<o References. Even the Chain Procedure 
which providPs an objective method of determining 
the latter gives us no help with these. As Mann 
puts it '"l'hey must be made as judgment dictates". 
One thing still vPry necessary in Dictionary Cata
loguing is an objective method for arriving at the 
Collateral Link RPferenees as definitely as Chain 
Pror·cdure doPs in the rase of Upper and Lower 
Link References. 

1t "hould also he investigated whether, pending 
diArovery of an objPctive method, it is worth giving 
Collnteml Link References. If it is considered a 
matter for incidental judgment, may we not then 
rnthPr leave it to the reference staff, whose experi
!'IH'Il is fur richer than the cataloguer's, to bring 
Sll<'h collnteral subjects to the notice of enquirers~ 
S<'lwdulPs like thost' of the Det'imal and the Con
gress Clnssificntion also give ample hhits on this 
subject. 
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ARRANGEMENT 

Cutter's justification of an elaborate set of See 
Also References in the teeth of the Law of Parsi
mony and the Canon of Ascertainability appears in 
the Rules :1 

"The systematic catalog undertakes to exhibit a scienti
fic arrangement of the books in a library in tbe belief 
that it will thus best aid those who would pursue 
any extensive or thorough study. The dictionary 
catalog sets out with another object and a diJferent 
method, but having attained that object - facility 
of reference - is at liberty to try to secure some 
of the advantages of classification and system in 
its own way. Its subject-entries, individual, gene
ral, limited, extensive, thrown together without 
any logical arrangement, in most absurd pro:rimity 
- Abscess followed by Absenteeism and that by 
Absolution, Club-foot next to Clubs and Com
munion to Communism, while Bibliography and 
Literary History, Christianity and Theology, are 
separated by half the. length of the catalogue -
are a mass of utterly disconnected particles without 
any relation to one another, each useful in itself 
but ouly by itself. Brit by a well-devised net
work of cross-references the mob becomes an army, . 
of which each part is capable of assisting many 
other parts. The effective force of the c~talog is 
immensely increased". · 

1 P. 79. 
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Mann' repeats this apologia: 

"While the dictionary catalog is supposed to take no 
account of logic it bas been developed in such a 
way that many of the principles of classification 
have been introduced. It is not a simple index 
with no consideration for the grouping of like sub
jects, nor is it devoid of references which tend to 
correlate and unify the entries. Mr. Cutter caJlij 
it a syndetic catalog, which he defines as follows: 

"Syndetic, connective, applied to that kind of dictionary 
catalog which hinds its entries together by means 
of cross.references so as to form a whole, the re
ferences being made from the most comprehensive 
subject to those of next lower degree of comprehen
•iveness, and from each of these to their subordi. 
nate subjects ... These cross-references correspond 
to and are a good substitute for the arrangement 
in a systf•matic catalog. References are also made 
in the syndetic catalog to illustrative and coordi
llate aubjects". 

Quinn• Pchoes the same sentiment: 

"In a Dictionary catalogue the entries are, as the name 
implies, arranged in alphabetical order ... As the 
subject-entries are given by specific subject or topic, 
and not under classes, or the larger subjects of 
which they form a part, topics more or less related 
will he separated according to their various names . 

. "In a correctly compiled 'syndetic' (i.e. connective) 
catalogue, however, this separation of subjects pre
sents no difficulty to user" of the catalogue as the 

t P. 17~. t Pp. 129·130. 
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subject-entries are linked by means of reference• 
... from general or allied subjects (the 'Ste also 
reference' in a descending scale rarely from the 
lesser to the greater), in order that the whole re
sources of a library upon any given subject in all 
its aspects may be fully ascertained". 

But Sharp1 doubts the efficacy of syndesis in achiev
ing the benefits of a systematic arrangement: 

"The dictionary catalogue depends ultimately for its 
success on an elaborate scheme of cross-references, 
which is seldom found to be complek; and ('ven if 
it is, the process is likely to become wearisome, and 
there is the possibility of mi>Sing one or more vital 
headings". 

DRIFTING 

Quinn• unintentionally gives away the case for 
the Syndetic .Arrangement when he suggests: 

"It would be possible to include a classified synopsis of 
the subject-headings contained in the catalogue a' 
a preface the use of which would show the enquirer 
beyond doubt that he had not overlooked any 
portion of a whole class or subJect". 

Some of the items in ·the List and Subject head
ings show unconscious recognition that systematic 
arrangement is more . effective. Geological 
strata like .Arch::ean, Cambrian and Permian, fo.r 
example, are to be subheadings of "Geology, Strati
graphic" instead of independent Specific Subjec·t 

1 P. 130. 2 P. 130. 
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Headings as required by Cutter's basic Rule 161. 
Note also the grouping of 

Artificiallight; Negatives; 
Developing and develo- Plates; 

pers; Printing processes; 
Enlarging; Retouching; and 
Exposure; IVastes, Recovery of, 
Failures; 

.as Sublwudings under "Photography" 

und the grouping of 

Costume; 
Curricula; 
Entrann· requirements,· 

Exami11ation; and 
Finance 

11s Subheadings under "Universities and Colleges''. 

In a syndetie arrangement all these Subheadings 
should appear as in<lependent Specific SubjPct 
Headings, provision being made for thl'ir being 
linked hy See Also Reference Entries with 

Photography and 

l'nivrrsities and C~lleges. 

CAMOUFLAGE 

Mann' <'hangPs the whole pattt>rn of things. She 
presl'ribPs inverted headings to secure logical 
arrallfft'mt•uf, thus making alphabetisation a mere 
cnmoutlnge: 

"Use in••erlrtl hea<lings, A problem arises if a term 
surh as Patholo!rlcal psychology is used, however. 
The general ll'roup Psychology is going to lose all 

t Pp. 178-179. 
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the books which treat of this subject in its appli
cation to medicine, because the two groups will not 
file together. In a case of this kind the term may 
be changed to bring the new subject into relation 
with the main group to which it belongs; in other 
words, a .term must be found which will allow the 
special application of the subject to alphabet with 
the main subject. Such headings are called 'In
verted headings'; they are adopted when it seems 
desirable to keep classes together and so preserve 
somewhat logical arrangement. In this case 
Psychology, Pathological can be used. A refer
ence is made from Pathological psyclwlogy for the 
reader who knows this term, to the heading choseu. 

"A number of very good reasons for grouping the 
various aspects of a question together in the dic
tionary catalog warrant the use of these inverted 
headings. Such an arrangement ( 1) brings all 
hooks on every phase of one subject together, 
(2) frequently gives a grouping different from the 
classification on the shelves, and ( 3) relieves the 
readers of the fatigue and the trouble of searching 
in several places in the catalog to find related 
topics''. 

Is IT NOT SIGNIFICAloiTf 

This inherent tendency of the systematic to oust 
the syndetic arrangement cannot be considered 
insignificant. No doubt. Quinn1 refE"rs to. this 
tendency in beginners as : · 

"Characteristic and common mistakes which display a 
want of understanding, as to the real difference 
between classified and dictionary catalogues.'' 

1 P. 145. 
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But it persists in subtle forms even in veterans. We 
have already seen evidence of it even in the monu
mental List and Subject headings. Must we not 
infer from this that a systematic spectral display 
of subjects is more natural than their alphabetical 
scattering! 

"WHAT HAS HISTORY TO SAYf 

How did this artificial scattering come into 
vogue f ~'he Apectral arrangement presupposes a 
comprehensive scheme of classification armed with 
a fairly hospitable notation. But even before such 
a scheme was invented there was already an urgent 
demand for the inclusion of some form of Subject 
l<}ntries in the Library Catalogue. The AlphabP· 
tical Classed Catalogue was tried but from the start 
was obviously too cumbersome. The Canon of 
Ascertainability set all its weight against it. 

Here is Quinn's (old) 1 analysis of its failure: 

"The late Prof. Justin Winson characterised it as 'the 
mongrel alphabetico-classed system, a primarily 
classed system with an alphabetical graft upon it is 
a case of confusion worse confounded'. The great 
difficulty both to compiler and user is to know 
where the subjeets leave off and the classes begin 
-in other words, whether a subject or a elaa!l 
entry is Jikt']y to be the one wanted. One of tha 
best examples of this kind of catalogue is the late 
Mr. Forh•scue 's 'Subject Index to the British 
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conditions in individual libraries should be left to 
the judgment of individual cataloguers in charge 
of the catalogues of such libraries. - not suggested 
in the 'refer from' column". 

CoLLATERAL REFERENCES 

Lastly we have the See Also References from col-
lateral subjects. Cutter's Rule 187 provides for 
these as well: 

"187. Make references from general subjects (to their 
various subordinate subjects and also) to eo-ordi
nate and illustrative subjects". 

We find for example the following prescription in 
the List: 

Libraries, Children. Refer from Child study; 
Children ; Libraries and schools. 

Machinery. Refer [!'Inn 

Industrial arts; Manual training. 

Anthropology. Refer frrmt 

Archaeology; Evolution; History; Science. 

Gardening. Refer fro·m 

Botany; Country life; Home economics; Indust
rial arts. 

Navigation. Refer from · 

Astronomy, spherical and practical; Carriers; · 
Commerce; Mathematics; Naval art and 
science; N ~v~l history; Ocean trigonometry. 

It would be a good exercise for a beginner te> 
analyse the Headings given in the right hand 
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subject-entries are linked by means of referenc~• 
... from general or allied subjects (the 'S<B also 
reference' in a deseending scale rarely from the 
lesser to the greater), in order that the whole re
sources of a library upon an~· given subject in all 
its aspects may be fully ascertain•~d ". 

But Sharp1 doubts the efficacy of ~yndesi~ in athie,·
ing the benefits of a systematic arrangement: 

"The dictionary catalogue depends ultimate!~- for its 
success on an elaborate scheme of cross-referenc~ .. s. 
which is seldom found to be complett>; aud ewn if 
it is, the process is likely to become wearisome. and 
there is the possibility of mi,sing one or more vital 
headings''. 

DRIFTIXG 

Quinn• unintentionally gives away the case for 
the Syndetic ..lrrangement when he suggests: 

"It would be possible to include a classified synopsis of 
the subject-headings contained in the catalogue a' 
a preface the use of which would show the enquirer 
beyond doubt that he had not owrlooked any 
portion of a whole class or subject". 

Some of the items in the List and Subject head
ings show unconscious recognition that systematic 
arrangement is more . effectiw. Geolo_gical 
strata like Arch~an, Cambrian and Permian, for 
example, are to be subheadings of "Geology, Stra~i~ 
graphic" instead of independent Specific Subject 

1 P. 130. •P.130. 
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Headings as required by Cutter's basic Rule 161. 
Note also the grouping of 

Artificial light; Negatives; 
Developing and develo- Plates; 

pers; Printing processes; 
Enlarging; Retouching; and 
Exposure; lVastes, Recovery of, 
Failures; 

.us Sublwndings under "Photography" 

n1Hl the grouping of 

Costume,· 
Curricula; 
Enlraucc requirements; 

Examination; and 
Finance 

as Sublwadings under "Universities and Colleges''. 

In a synddic arrangement all these Subheadings 
should appear us in<lependent Specific SubjE>ct 
IIra<lillg~, proviHion being made for their being 
linked by See Also Reference Entries with 

Photography and 

t'nivrrsities and Colleges. 

CAMOUFLAGE 

!lfann' l'lmng<'s the whole pattrrn of things. She 
JlrCHrribPs inverted headings to secure logical 
arra"!l''m.ellf, thus making alphabetisation a mere 
<~:unouflngo: 

"U.<e in1•erled he!UUngs, A problem arises if a term 
snrh as Patholo~cal psychology is used, however. 
The general group Psychology is going to lose all 

1 Pp. 178·170. 
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the books which treat of this subject in its appli
cation to medicine, because the two groups will not 
file together. In a case of this kind the term may 
be changed to bring the new subject into relation 
with the main group to which it belongs; in other 
words, a .term must be found which will allow the 
special application of the subject to alphabet with 
the main subject. Such headings are called 'In
verted headings'; they are adopted when it seems 
desirable to keep classes together and so preserve 
somewhat logical arrangement. In this case 
Psychowgy, Pathowgical can be used. A refer
ence is made from Pathological; psychology for the 
reader who knows this term, to the heading chosen. 

''A number of very good reasons for grouping the 
various aspects of a question together in the dic
tionary catalog warrant the use of these inverter! 
headings. Such an arrangement (1) brings all 
books on every phase of one subject together. 
(2) frequently gives a grouping different from the 
classification on the shelves, and ( 3) relieves th~ 

readers of the fatigue and the trouble of searching 
in several places in the catalog to find relater! 
topics". 

Js IT NOT SIGNIFICANT? 

This inherent tendency of the systematic to oust 
the syndetic arrangement cannot be considered 
insignificant. No doubt Quinn1 refE"rs to this 
tendency in beginners as :·. 

"Characteristic and common mistakes which display a 
want of understanding, as to the real difference 
between classified and dictionary catalogues." 

1 P. 145. 
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But it persiijts in subtle forms even in veterans. We 
have already seen evidence of it even in the monu
mental List and Subject headings. Must we not 
infer from this that a systematic spectral display 
of subjects is more natural than their alphabetical 
scatteringf 

'WHAT HAS HISTORY TO SAYf 

How did this artificial scattering come into 
voguef The spectral arrangement presupposes a 
comprehensive scheme of classification armed with 
a fairly hospitable notation. But even before such 
a scheme was invented there was already an urgent 
demand for the inclusion of some form of Subjt:>ct 
Entries in the Library Catalogue. The Alphab~
tical Classed Catalogue was tried but from the start 
was obviously too cumbersome. The Canon of 
Asccrtainability set all its weight against it. 

Here is Quinn's (old) 1 analysis of its failure: 

"The late Prof. Justin Winson characterised it as 'the 
mongrel nlphabctico-classed system, a primarily 
classed system with an alphabetical graft upon it is 
a case of confusion worse confounded'. The great 
difficulty both to compiler and user is to know 
where the subjects leave off and the classes begin 
- in other words, whether a subject or a class 
entry is lil<Ply to be the one wanted. One of the 
brst examples of this kind of catslogue is the late 
Mr. For!t•seue 's 'Subject Index to the British 

1 Pp. 27·29. 
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:Musewu Catalogue', and he apparently experienced 
the difficulty of deciding, as for instance a book on 
the Elephant appears under Elephant, but 
a work upon the Elk must be looked for 
under 'Deer'. The usefulness of this parti
cular catalogue cannot be gainsaid as its valu< 
is too well known, mainly because there is no other 
form of subject-catalogue for the library of thd 
British lluseum. Besides it has such a compre
hensive series of cross-references that difficulty io 
largely obviated. and then again it is only meant 
as a subject supplement to the principal catalogue. 
Admirable as it is, we may see how it works out in 
practice. Suppose we are interested in Law. 
l'"nder the heading 'Law' we find a large number 
of entries divided into particular kinds of law a< 
'Commercial', 'Criminal', Ecclesia.stical'. etc .. 
and these &re further subdivided under the names 
of countries. One would suppose that the subject 
would be here treated in a most exhan.<tive manner. 
Bnt that is not so, as if we require books on the 
Laws of England we must turn to the word 
'England'. Thus we have books on English cri
minal law under 'Law'; a book upon English gene· 
ral law under 'England'; and . a book say upon 
English election law under 'Elections, Law of'. 
If it is right to put ·books on the law of election; 
under Elections it might be assn.med that books on 
criminal law would go under 'Criminal law: but 
there is not even a refer~nce to say .,..bere they are 
to be found. Admittedly 'Law' is a large and 
complex subject .and would fill many pages if the 
books upon it were brought together. As it is the 
searcher must take a long time to ascertain in any 
exhaustive manner what books upon the subject 
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are contained in lllr. Fortescue's Indexes. Even 
if inquiry is narrowed down to say Italian law, 
searclw• must be made in many places without 
touching •pecial Italian law at all. However, 
there iH no system but has its drawbacks, though 
probably the alpbabetico-classed has the most". 

l<'ailing a code for translation of Specific Subjects 
into ordinal numbers that would automatically 
arrung'' them in the proper filiatory order, 
arrangement of Specific Subject Entries was 
perforce alphabetical. But all honour is due tc, 
the pioneers who ovE>rthrew the author catalogue 
tradition and established the subject catalogue 
nt leuKt in this tentative form. 

\VHAT noEs PsYCHOLOGY SAYT 

But why is this artificial alphabetical scattering 
continued after the invention of schemes of classifi
cation of the type required T According to the C. c. 
code~ it is partly due to human nature: 

"It hns been said that the revolutionaries - the tradi
tion-breakers - of one generation themselves be· 
rome the conservatives of the next generation, 
fondly rlin~ing to the n<'w tradition, which they 
th••mst>lves founded in the plare of those that they 
lu·ol<c down. So it is in library cataloguing. Th! 
fnseinntion of grappling with the difficulties with 
whieh the dictionary catalogue bristles has so 
narrowed the vision that the immediate and next 
stn~e of evolution in the catalogue iB either not 
p<'rceived or resisted with bigotry". 

' P. f. 
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THE MAN-IN-THE-STREET BoGEY 

The profession that has given so much thought 
and labour to development of the Dictionary Cata
logue lfondly finds many a justification for calling it 
the most serviceable if not the only and eternally 
serviceable form. The stock argument is appeal 
to the needs of the lowest common intelligence. 
Wheatley has pricked this bubble: 

"Some persons seem to think that everything is to be 
brought down to the comprehension of the fool; 
but if by doing this we make it more difficult for 
the intelligent person, the action is surely not poli
tic. The consulter of a catalogue might at least 
take the trouble to understand the plan upon which 
it is compiled before using it". 

But the retort is ready-made in Quinn (old) :1 

"Mr. Wheatley's experience is not that of public libra
rians generally, as not one person in a thousand 
does take this trouble. 

"However this may be, there is no difficulty in attain
ing the happy medium whereby the ignoran~ 

(speaking, of course, comparatively) find his wants 
met as readily as the most learned, and with sim
plicity and thoroughness. It has been put in other 
words thus: 'The right doctrine for a public library 
catalogue is that it shquld be made not fro~ the 
scientific cataloguer's point of view, with a mini
mum of indulgence for ignoramuses, but from the 
ignoramus's point .of view with a minimum of 
indulgence for the scientific cataloguer. That the 

1 P. 20. 
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person who not only does not know but does not 
even know how to search should be primarily 
provided for' ". 

-We must be glad that "the man in the street" 
nn<l the "average reader" are not legal personali
ti£'fl or they would l1ave the law of torts on us I 

"The one (form) that will answer most of them with 
lea.•t trouble and loss of time to the user is that 
known as the dictionary catalogue" 

with its ~yndetic arrangement. That is the burden 
of the song. The Yearbook' (1934) occasionally 
J<ounds uncomfortable notes: 

"Shall we continue to follow exactly such rules as 
'refer from general to specific, but not vice versa' 
on the theory tl1at the public looks under the 
general f A specialist, on being asked whether if 
he wanted material on Juvenile delinquency and 
found nothing be would need to be told to look 
under Crime and criminals, replied, yes, that it 
would never occur to him to look und<•r Crime and 
criminals if he wanted the specific subject Juvenile 
delinquency. Yet the small boy found in a publie 
library last summer looking dazedly at a cross· 
reference which said: 'Firearms, see also Pistols, 
Hiflcs, Shotguns .... ' when a•sisted said that what 
he wanted was rifles. 'Then why did you not 
look under Riflcs'f brought no response". 

Bnt the fas<'ination of the old and familiar iR 
n ppn rrn tly inescapable. 

t P. 91. 
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A PsYCHOLOGICAL DnAMA 

In Sharp' we find material for a psychological 
analysis of this uncanny hold of tradition. He 
begins rather sarcastically: 

"The reason for this long maintained popularity is 
that it is so perfectly simple to use. Just as any 
one who· can spell may u>e a dictionary intelli
gently [question] so may one use a dictionary cata
logue. It is only necessary to turn up the desirecl 
name, subject or title, and there will be found, 
either an entry for the book if the library posses
ses it, or a reference to some other heading under 
which the entry will be found. This sound• 
delightfully simple . . . but it is not always so 
simple to use if one wants to do something more. 
than make a casual reference. True, as far a> 

the works of an author are concerned, there should 
be no difficulty whatever, but when one comes to 
subjects, trouble may begin". 

Then he puts in a positive defence for the Classi 
Jied Catalogue: 

"It is often urged in favour of the dictionary cata
logue that the user need have no· knowledge of th<> 
classification scheme employed. But need th" 
user of the classified catalogue have any know
ledge of the classification if he doesn't want to b•' 
bothered Y In nine cases out of ten users have 
little or none". 

Follows an offensive against the Dictionary
Catalogue: 

1 Pp. 29·30. 
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"A reader going to Italy will probably want to see 
what books the library has got on Rome, but he 
may be also going to Florence, Venice, and Naples; 
he will want to see some general guides to Italy as 
well. If he is using a dictionary catalogue, it will 
be necessary to consult all these headings- and 
possibly others - in widely separated parts of the 
catalogue before he can a.certain the library's com
plete resources on those places in which he is 
interested. The dictionary catalogue depends 
ultimately for its succe;s on an elaborate scheme 
to cross-references, which is seldom found to he 
com plcte ; and even if it is, the process is likely to 1 

become wearisome, and there is. the possibility of : 
missing one or more vital headings". 

When the Dictionary Catalogue gnashes its teeth 
us it were at such desertion he tries to make 
amends: 

"It should however be made clear that no form of 
catalogue ran give a completely satisfactory collo
cation of subjects as it is called. People interested 
in nome, for instance, will have to look in many 
places in a classified catalogue to find all thP-ir 
sources of information respecting the books they 
mny care to read. They must look in religion for 
the history of the Papacy, in literaturt> for 
the writings of the great classical authors, in 
ancient hi•tory, in modern history and in geography. 
The advantage is not therefore altoget'Mr on the 
side of th'• classified catalogue". 

Thl' ('Jn~~ifh>d Cntalogu!', we may imagine, glares 
as if to redure him to aslws for this weakness. But 
Sharp <·ollects his rournge and declares that he 
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can no longer be victim to tradition. He begins 
with an explanation and ends with a positive 
assertion: 

"Some of my readers may hold the opm1on that the 
dictionary catalogue is being condemned as having 
faults that are largely imaginary. Hence the 
admission that no one form of catalogue is perfect, 
but personal experience with this particular cata
logue has revealed very real and serious short
comings. On the surface, it appears to be perfectly 
and delightfully simple, and for casual enquiries, 
as has been said, it may serve tolerably well; and 
it must be confessed that the majority of the 
public's references to our catalogues are extremely 
casual; so much so that instead of being an 
aid the catalague becomes a snare and an innocent 
perverter of the truth, because readers do not grasp 
either its arrangement or its limitations. But for 
those who are concerned with a subject in all its 
ramifications, it is more difficult to use, slawer in 
yielding information, and less satisfactory in its 
resnlts, than the classified farm". 

The Dictionary Catalogue is now desperate and 
it sends the veteran Quinn to open fresh negotia
tions. Sharp is embarrassed: 

"Here we are at variance with such a justly recognised 
authority as J. Henry Quinn, who has had even 
longer experience with l.his type of catalogue: In 
Quinn and Acomb's Ma;nuai of caial,oguing and. 
indexing, he says speaking of the dictionary cata
logue, that "In a correctly compiled syndetic (i.e. 

connective) catalogue • ·. . as the subject entries are 
interlinked by means of references . . . the whole 
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resource• of a library upon any given subject in 
all its aspects may be fully ascertained". 

But he soon recovers and concludes: 

"It is exactly against this scheme of cross-referencing 
that out· complaint is lodged. Even where it ii 
done properly and thoroughly the process of trac
ing a subject through its ramifications is wearisome 
and confusing". 

"Have you so completely turned against mef'' 
-crie8 the Dictionary Catalogue. What can Sharp 
do 1 He tries to console it: 

"One thing, however, needs to be made clear. While 
it is true that the dictionary catalogue does not 
follow a •ystematic order in the same sense as the 
classified one, it must not be assumed that it does 
not follow a system, because it most definitely does. 
It does, for instance, group like subjects together 
within limits, which are governed by the incidenc~ 
of the word or first word used for the heading, 11!1 

in the case of Rome; and it co-ordinates the whole 
of a series of subject entries by a system of cros~
references, A good deal can be done too by the 
inversion of snbject words and by other means to 
bring about a still greater collocation of subjects. 
lnHtead of putting books on Life, Marine, Fire and 
other insurance under their adjectival forms, tbey 
can be grouped under the substantive word, with 
subdivisions as: 

INSURANCE, Fire 

Lf{8 

.. varint·". 
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Mann's camouflage again ! It amounts to this : 
"1Vhenever possible give up your basic principle 
about Specific Subject. Smuggle in as much filia
tory arrangement as the alphabet will allow. In 
other words, become as nearly a Classified 
Catalogue as you can". 

AN UNREAL CoNTROVERSY 

It seems to me that the roke of controversy about 
the merits of Dictionary and Classified Catalogu&s 
has obscured the possibility of combining the 
advantages of both. But in fact this has already 

1 been done in the modern Classified Catalogue with 
Alphabetical Index. A survey of the controversial 
literature on the subject shows that the partisan of 
the Dictionary Catalogue has always in view what 
we have defined as the Pure Classified Catalogue
He fails to recognise that the ground has been taken 
from under his feet by this grafting of the Alpha
betical Index (Dictionary Catalogue) on to the Pure 
Classified Catalogue. I am not· for forcing the 
old respected Dictionary Catalogue to the humilia
tion of becoming as nearly a Classified Catalogue 
as possible by inversions and other camouflage. 
On the contrary, I would· .ask it to recognise' the 
honour paid it by its junior's having virtually 
become a Dictionary. C.atalogue. For that is what 
a Classified Catalogue with an Alphabetical Index 
surely is. 
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EQUATE Tm:M 

This will be realised if we see exactly how the I 
Classified Catalogue can be derived from the 
Dictionary Catalogue: 

1. Take out all the Specific Subject Entries of 
a Dietionary Catalogue. Express their Headings 
in terms of the more stable and definite numerical 
equivalents. Arrange them ordinally according 
to these Number-Headings. They then form Call 
Number Entries that fall into a sequence of their 
own. 

(2) Convert the See Reference Subject EntriPs 
into Class Index Entries by substituting for the 
subjt'(·t referred to its numerical equivalent. 

(3) Insert additional Class Index Entries shoW·· 
ing the numerical equivalents of the names 
originally used as Headings for Specific Subject 
EntriPs. 

( 4) Omit all See Also Subject Reference 
Entries. 

Measure (1) would go a long way towards 
snti~fying the Canon of Permanence. 

M!'asures (2) and ( 3) would give great satis
fnrtion to the Cnnon of Ascertninability and 
introdu<•e an <•lement of impartiality in dealing 
with synonyms. 

1\fpasure ( 4) would be pleasing to the Law of 
Pur~imouy. One need not shed tears over the 
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disappearance of See Also's: the function they 
perform very ineffectively by syndesis wm 
be ideally fulfilled by the precise and systematic 
assembling of the Call Number Entries that have
replaced the Specific Subject Entries. Their 
Headings (Call Numbers) will align them in perfed 
filiatory order- the order every reader wants, 
though he need not understand the meaning of the 
Call Numbers. As Sharp' puts it in popular 
language: 

"The (Call Number) Entry not only falls under the 
subject with which a book deals but it falls in close 
proximity to entries for books on related subjects, 
whether they be wider or more specific ones ... It 
is no longer necessary to look under I for books 
on Italy in general, under R for those on Rome. 
back to F for those on Florence, and on to V for 
those on Venice. They, with those on Assisi, 
Genoa, Naples, and other places, will be found 
together in a little group or section of their own". 

In this refashioning of the Dictionary Catalogue
this adaptation, rather, of the Classified Catalogue 
to the useful traditions of the Dictionary Catalogue 
-all the Laws and Canons are better satisfied. 

THE LAST TRENCH 

Somebody may set up the. Fourth Law to say": "! 
have suffered a loss. Originally a reader could 
see what books the library had on a Specific Subject 
simply by looking ~der that Subject. But now 

1 P. 35. 
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he has to look under the name of the Specific Sub
ject for its number-equivalent and then for 
his books under the Class Number. This 
means at least double expenditure of time." But 
the Fourth Law cannot really be so superficial. 
It will surely rather say: "You can't hide from 
me the trouble due to Synonyms and Alternative 
N'aml's in the Dictionary Catalogue. The odds in 
favour of a reader hitting first go upon the Specific 
Subject Entry und not having to reach it through 
a S1•e UPference Entry are hardly one in ten. I 
don't mind the change at all". 

\\'hal about Quinn's "ignoramus"! \Veil. 
he is at lea~t expected to know the name of his 
Sp('<:·ifie Subject and if he looks under that he will 
be dirPeted to a certain number. Then the guide. 
('a!'(ls or captions distributed throughout the cata
lognP will make it easy for him to find his way to 
that number without at all worrying himself to 
1\lH l(•rstund the whole scheme of classification, 
though nobody can help him if the very idea of 
filiator~· arrangement "does quite definitely set in 
motion Rome sort of psychological opposition" in 
his mind. 

Sharp' is very clear on this point: 

"The common ~riticism of the classified catalogue is 
that it is too complicated for the ordinary man to 
understand. If this is really true, it is poor com
pl<•ment to what is called average intelligence. It is 

l P. 88. 
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not really difficult to use, and does not necessarily 
involve any knowledge of the classification". 

THIRD LAw JuBILANT 

But there is a positive advantage. Let us suppose 
-our reader looks up "Carnivora". Under its 
Call Number he will find the Entries for books on 
the subject. And these entries v.ill be flanked on 
one side by entries on specific animals like Lion and 
Tiger and on the other by entries on Mammals, 
Vertebrates etc. which may all interest him if they 
are thus incidentally brought to his notice. The 
Third Law will be pleased. But in the Dictionary 
Catalogue the entries neighbouring Carnivora may 
all be foreign to his interests; those that concern 
him will have been carried far away by tl:eir alpha
betical order. Thus neither the Second nor the 
Third Law is satisfied. 

CANONS RECALLED TO SERVICE 

There are also certain other incidental advantages 
in systematic arrangement of Specific Subject 
Entries. There has always been a demand that 
the names of subjects should be ·clearly defined. 
Readings' quotes Richardson: 

"Whatever names are used must be clearly defined. 
This is the first princ.iple of subject cataloguing. 
whether the arrangement is alphabetical or syste
matic, that the subject word shall be so clearly 
defined that there is no mistaking what is to go 
under it. It is bard ~o lay too much "tress on this 

1 P. 108. 
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matter. It is the Alpha and Omega of subject 
cataloguing of every sort; besides which even 
uniform names and the question of arrangement 
are quite secondary". 

Now we have demonstrated in the Prolegomena 
that if the arrangement of the Subject Entries be 
systematic or filiatory this definition of the subjects 
is in most rases made superfluous by the Canon of 
Enumeration and the Canon of Context. These 
helpful Canons become inoperative, however, if the 
Specific Subject Entries are scattered as the alphtt
bet demnnds. 

A LAST CLOUD 

But ewn to the last Sharp 'a indulgence (does he 
cull it fairuessT) towards the old Dictionary Catu. 
Iogue mises a cloud of confusion. As a final 
homuge he says :1 

"The classified catalogue does not bring together all 
the material on a oountry or on any other subject; 
no kind of catalogue can do that satisfactorily and 
rompl<•tely. It brings together all the books on 
Italian hiHtory in general, and on specific periods 
and citi<'s, bnt for those on geography, literature. 
art., political economy, and so on, the enquirer must 
look under other heads. Some of these separated 
lll'adings are actually brought together in the 
dictionary catalogue, as may be shown by two 
simple examples: 

"In the Hampstead dictionary catalogue, under Italy 
we get the following subdivisions: 

1 Pp. 35·36. 
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Description and travel 
Army 
History 
Language 
Literature 

Mythology and folk-lore 
Religion 
Social and political 
Miscellaneous 

which in a Dewey classified catalogue would be 
distributed among classes 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9. 

An even better example is provided in the British 
Museum Subject Index where, nuder England we 
get the following which in Dewey are relegated t<> 
different parts of classes, 2, 3 and 9. 

England 
Antiquities 
Army 
Church of England 
Churches 
Colonies and Dependen

cies 
Constitution and Gov

ernment 
Court 

Law 
Navy 
Nonconfonnists 
Parliament 
Politics 
Population 
Royal Air Force 
Social Life and History 
Topography 
Trade; Finance; Taxa-

History tion 
History, Ecclesiastical 

Are there really readers of such encyclopaedic 
interests as to warrant so conglomerate a group
ing of subjects Y We may recollect the indictment 
of the British Museum Subject Index by "so justly 
recognised an authority as J. Henry Quinn" quoted 
a few pages back. The. Yearbook (1932)'" also 
exposes this claim: 

"We have barely towhed upon the tangled and com
plicated question of _geographical subjects. That 

1 Pp. 59·61. 
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is the rock on which most of the compilers have 
been wrecked. I have left it to the last becawe 
of its importance. 

"It is important first, because the geographical entrie~ 
generally are so exceedingly numerous, next only 
to the per•onal names; secondly, because problems 
arising from books on subjects with geographical 
relations and the rules that may be derived from 
them have a much wider application than is gene· 
rally realized. 

"Countries, states, cities, and other localities, regional 
divisions 11B well as other geographical units, are 
r<'cognized by all those different rules, except those 
of Von Wyss, as individual subjects and they ara 
treated as such. 

"Ilut the chief difficulty is that countries, states, and 
citiPH~ etr., are very complex, so complex, in fact, 
that one eun really expect to find practically any 
or every subject treated in some relation to a geo
graphical locality, large or small, from the 
philosophical systems of ancient Greece to the 
butt<•rflirs of Michigan, from the economic condi· 
tions in Germany after the war to the special 
Rystem of paying the school teachers in Chicago. 

"Some of these subjects are iutegrant parts of the 
country or city in question; some of them would 
hardly have any meaning without a reference to 
such a locality, or at ]Past not any specific meaning, 
as, for instanc<\ Economic conditions, History, 
description and travel, and so forth. Other subjects 
have a tl<•finite and specific meaning in themselvei 
without this purtieular local reference. In such 
coSt'S the l"!'ference to the geographical name serve~ 
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only to modify the subject or limit its scope to that 
particular locality. 

"It is an ever-recurring problem ... when to make the 
entry under the geographical name, the country or 
city with a topical subdivision, and when to make 
the other subject the main entry with geographical 
subdivision. 

"Zedler and Dolgar follow this practice, and enter 
almost everything with a geographical relation 
under the name of the country or city involved. We 
find thousands of entries like these: 

England-Student laws 

Ldpzig- Textileworkers- wages 

Bavaria- Game laws. 

"One can easily imagine the consequence of this prac· 
tice, when it is carried out consistently. The entire 
range of possible topical subject headings would 
be hidden behind geographical names, scattered 
through the entire alphabet. 

"Schleimer seems to have found the golden mean, 
following most closely the Library of Congres~ 

practice in this matter. He makes specific topical 
subjects the main entry word and gives the country 
or city as subheading". 

Thus in the Dictionary Catalogue, either accord· 
ing to Quinn all the sepaJ;ated headings are- not 
brought together under the .country or, according 
to the Yearbook, if th.ey are it will be a hindrance 
rather than a help. 
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CuTTER's APPROVAL FAusroHTED 

We can hardly find a better conclusion for thi~ 
discussion than Cutter's appreciation of the Classi
fied Catalogue as quoted by Quinn (old) :1 

"One who is pursuing any general course of study finds 
brought together in one part of the catalogue most 
of the books he needs. He sees not merely books 
on the particular topic in which he is interested, 
but in inlmediate neighbourhood works on related 
topics, suggesting to him courses of investigation 
which he might otherwise overlook. He finds it 
an assistance to have all these works spread out 
before him, so that he can take a general survey of 
the ground before he chooses his route; and as h~ 
goes back, day after day, to his particular part of 
the catalogue he becomes familiar with it, turna to 
it at once, and uses it with ease. The same is true 
of the numerous class who arc not making anY 
investigation or pursuing any definite course of 
otudy, but are merely desultory readers. Their 
choice of books is usually made from certain kinds 
of literature or classes of subjects. Some like 
poetry or essays or plays; others like religious 
worlts or phiJo,ophical works, or scientific works, 
not caring about the particular subject of the book 
so much as whether it be well-written or interest
ing. To these persons it is a convenience that 
their favourite kind of reading should all be con
tained in one or two parts of the catalogue, and 
freed from the confusing admixture of titles of a 
different sort. An alphabetical list of specific 
subjects i~ to them little more suggestive than 

I Pp. 23-24. 
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an alphabetical list of authors. It is true that by 
following up all the references of a dictionary 
catalogue under Theology, for example a man may 
construct for himself a list of the theological 
literature in the library; bnt to do this require• 
time and a mental effort, and it is the character
istic of the desultory reader that he . is averse to 
mental effort. What is wanted by him and by 
the busy man when now and then he has the same 
object, is to find the titles from which he would 
select brought together within the compass of a few 
pages; few, that is, in comparison with the whole 
catalogue. It may be 500 pages, but 500 pages are 
better than 10,000 ". 
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Let us now examine the .Added Entries that can 
be derived from the series note. .A series note 
may have three constituents: 

( i) name of the series; 

(ii) name of the editor or editors of the series; 
and 

(iii) the serial number of the book in the series. 

Nothing is to be gained by projecting the serial 
number into the Leading Section. Hence no Entry 
can be derived from the serial number. But we 
cnn derive .Added Entries by projecting into the 
Leading Section either the name of the series or tho 
name od' the editor or editors of the series. Th4> 
Entries thus derived may be called "Series Entry" 
and "Editor of Series Entry" respectively. 

·we may now discuss 

(i) whether both these types of .Added Entries 
should be given; or 

( ii) if it is sufficient that one of them be given ; 
or 

(iii) if neither is necessary. 

In actual practice there are several styles of cata
logue that uphold the third course; there is hardly 
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any current style that adopts the first; the C. c. 
code prescribes the second. 

THE DEMAND oF THE LAws OF LIBRARY SciENCE 

To understand the relative values of these differ 
ing practices we must of course examine them in 
the light of the Laws of Library Science. We have 
also to remember the claims of the Law of Par~i
mony, for the Laws of Library Science left to them
selves would certainly plump for the first course. 
They would say: "1\Iany readers may ask for a book 
about which they remember nothing but the nam~ 
of its series or of the editor of the series. It is 
the duty of the catalogue to find such a reader his 
book. How can it fulfil this function unless we 
give an Added Entry under name of Series an<l 
name of Editor as well T ". 

THE PROTEST OF THE LAW OF p ARSI1110NY 

One can very well imagine, on the contrary, the 
vehemence with which the Law of Parsimony would 
remonstrate against such an extravagant provision 
for Added Entries. If allowed its own way the 
Law of Parsimony would tolerate Entries nE-ither 
for Series nor for Editor of Series. 

When such a clean-cut- conflict arises between the 
general Law of Parsimony and the special Laws of 
Library Science it is not right that the latter should 
be sacrificed. We must explore the possibilities o~ 
a compromise and if none is possible uphold the .. 
claim of the Special Laws .. 
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S.EARCJI FOB COMPROMISE 

In looking for a compromise, let us compare a 
Series Entry with the corresponding Editor of 
Series Entry. In the former the Leading Section 
will consist of the name of the Series followed by 
the name of the Editor or Editors with the necc·s· 
sary connecting words. And the different publi
cations of the series will appear, let us say, in 
numerical order in the succeeding sections. Simi
larly in the case of the Editor of Series Entry, tlie 
Leading Section will give the name of the Editor or 
Editors of the Series followed by the necessary 
connecting words and the name of the Series, while 
all the succe-eding sections will be exactly like those 
in the Series Entry. Now the pleading of the Law 
of Parsimony will be: "Is it necessary to repeat 
exactly the same details in exactly the same order 
in two sets of entriesf Remember, a series may 
contain tens of publications and the length of the 
entry will be proportionately great. If the cata
logue is on cards such an entry may have to be con
tinued over several; if it is in print such an entry 
may occupy a page or more. \\1ly such lengthy rep~
titionsf". No doubt the Special Laws of Library 
Sei1•nce will grant the reasonableness of this. It is 
to facilitate sueh a rapprochmeut that we improvi~P. 
a new category of Added Entries known as Cross 
Reft>rl'nce IndPx Entry. This directs the attention 
of a reader who remembers a particular Heading 
for n book but no other possible one, from the 
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Heading he remembers to that under which his 
books can be found. 

CoMPROMISE 

Now the compromise will take this form: Give 
up either the Series Entry or the Editor of Series 
Entry. If the Series Entry is retained provide a 
Cross Reference Index Entry from the Editor of 
the Series. If on the other hand the Editor of 
Series Entry is retained provide a Cross Reference 
Index Entry from the Name of the Series. By this 
means the Law of Parsimony will have gained al
most half its points and the Special Laws have lost 
very little. The Fourth Law may protest: "The 
reader will have to spend time going from one entry 
to another". But in a compromise there must be 
capitulation on both sides. 

WHICH TO RETAIN 

Though the compromise is now accepted in prin
ci pie there is still some little difficulty in imple
menting it. The question is, which Heading shall 
be retained for the Book Index Entry and which 
shall be transferred to the category of Cross Refer
ence Index Entryf If the Law of Parsimony is 
asked it will say: "I am perfectly indifferent. It 
is a matter solely for the Special Laws of Library 
Science". The Special Laws will perhaps ·pres~ 
the claim of the Series Heading to be retained ill 
the category of Book Index Entry. They will 
argue: "Most read~r~ will remember the name ot' 
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the series rather than the name of its editor". But 
this is only an impression formed by the reference 
staff of the library. If it is asked for a quantita
tive measure of the frequency with which the name 
of the series or the name of the editor of the series 
figures in enquiries, perhaps no library could fur
niRh figures. Statistics on this point will have to 
be gathered in several libraries for a fairly long 
time before the impression of the reference staff 
can be confirmed and no doubt some trouble should 
be spent for the collection of such statistics if there 
is no more summary way of deciding the issue. 

SuMMARY DisPosAL 

But perhaps the application of some fundamental 
(•anons can show us one. First let us apply the 
Canon of Permanence. Is it likely that a seriPs 
will have the same editor or editors for everT Is 
not the editor subject to three kinds of mortality 1-
First, phyRiological mortality: there is surely every 
chance of a series outliving its editor. Again, 
in tlw business world, even if the editor continue 
phyRicnlly aliv~, official mortality may sever his 
eonnec•tion with the series- he may give place to 
new editorR. And thirdly, there is "nominal" 
mortality. Is not ehunge of name one of the points 
on which cutnloguing codes violently differT Even 
~hl' committee responsible for the Anglo-Americau 
code t•ould not come to an agreernPnt. The Code 
could only say: "the English practiee is one and 
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the American practice is just the opposite". Iu 
face of these difficulties the Canon of Permanence 
will surely hesitate to vote for retention of the name 
of the Editor of Series in the category of Book 
Index Entry. 

But this is not all. The Canon of Ascertainability 
raises a more fundamental issue. It asks if every 
series has an official editor. We must confess th11t 
most series have no editors. Of course we may 
argue: "If there is an editor for a series the 
Editor of series Entry should be relegated to the 
category af Cross Reference Index Entry. If there 
is none the Series Entry may be retained in the 
category of Book Index Entry!" But then the 
Canon of Consistency will protest! 

THE DECISION 

In the light thrown upon the problem by these 
three Canons we may immediately decide in favour 
of retaining the Series Entry in the category of 
Book Index Entry and relegating the Editor of 
Series Entry to the category of Cross Reference 
Index Entry. And this is the practice set forth in 
the C. c. code.1 

VACILLATION 

The A. A. code2 also rather favours this rule, 
though it is not for a rigid application of it in all 
cases. It prescribes: "Enter the series und~~ its 
title unless it is universally known under the nam~ 

1 Rule 321 (4) and Rule (4) (1). 
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of the editor or publisher". The Second Law of 
Library Science may be pleased with this decision 
but the Canon of Ascertainability will ask: "How 
is a library to know that a series is universally 
known under the name of the editor or publisherf" 
But in deference to the Second Law it may suggest: 
"By all means give an Added Entry in such 
cuRes- a Cross Reference Index Entry from the 
name of the Editor or Publisher to the name of the 
Series, but let 1he Book Index Entry remain under 
the name Oil' the Series". This will also satisfy the 
Cunon of Consistency. 

LONG SERIES 

W c may finally refer to another possible compro
mise between the Law of Parsimony and the Law!! 
of Librury Science. Here is typical advocacy by 
Sharp:' 

"In these days when every other book is one of a series. 
the practicing cataloguer will probably find it 
necessary to limit the number of series entries that 
he makes". 

While the Luw of Parsimony may vote for this the 
Cunon of Consistency is surely entitled to protest. 
But e\·en the C. c. code,• in spite of its respect fol' 
the Cnnon of Consistency, yields here to the pressura 
of the Law of Parsimony and says: 

"It is particularly long •eries like those of some govern
ment.• with a numbl'r of secondary and ternary 
series that have made the cataloguer stand at bay'". 

I P. 196. 
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"Governmental and other series of this type have 
long names and they include hundreds of publica
tions. In such cases it may be conducive to 
economy to replace a whole set of series-cards by 
a single card, directing attention to the printed liHt 
of the volumes of the series, if such a list could be 
found in any of their publications" . 

.A similar economy is recommended also by Mann :1 

"The contents-book can be used in lieu of a series card 
in many cases" 

In the catalogue itself there will be only one guide· 
card or caption: "For a full list of the volumes (If 
the series See contents-books kept at the referencP 
desk". 

The Yearbook (1936) 2 contains a valuable su~

gestion on this point: 

"A list of items in standard series. The bulk of cata
logues could be reduced to some extent by printing 
lists of the items in standard series. A large 
library could usefully substitute a printed Jist for 
the extensive entries in the card catalog, and such 
lists could be made available to other libraries. 
Especially when unit cards are used for serie.< 
entries do catalogues become needlessly bulked out, 
as an entry like the Teachers College CIYnlributions 
to edueation, for instance, takes up nearly a tray 
in itself. A homemade list, clipped from publishers' 
c8talogues, photostated from standard bibliogra
phies, or even entered i.n such bibliographies as tho 
Prussian lnstruetions directs, would be a help, but 

1 P. 294. 2 Pp. 53·54. 
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a printed list available to libraries throughout the 
country would serve even better". 

The Law of Parsimony will be immensely pleased 
if such economy ran be effected by inter-library co
operation - which indeed need not be confined to a 
single country; it might well be international. The 
Laws of Library Science will have no objection 
whatever if the Law of Parsimony is accommodated 
by such sensible methods. 
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AliRANGEMENT 

We have next to consider how the different 
Entries that have the name of a given Series a~ 

Heading should be arranged among themselves. 
Here the prescription of the A. A. code' shows uttPr 
disregard of the Canon of Consistency: 

"Arrange the contents numerically if the publishers 
have assigned numbers, otherwise alphabetically 
by the names of the authors or where such arrang~
ment would be more useful, as in the case of 
biography, by subjects". 

The Canon of Consistency asks: "Will not such 
various practice confuse the readert Neither 
readers nor the reference staff will be able to count 
on any definite order among entries oo such a type". 
As may be expected the C. c. code' prescribes a uni
form numerical arrangement. It even goes to the 
other extreme and says: 

"If the publisher has not assigned serial numbers, the 
books are to be given a serial number in the order 
of the accession or in any other convenient arbi
trary order, or if more appropriate the serial 
number may be replaced by a year or a year and 
a number or any othe• similar entity appropriate 
to the book". 

1 Rule 128. 2 Rules 14141 and 14142. 
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But it may be objected: "Is it appropriate to intro
duce numerical order in a sphere where alphabetical 
arrangement reigns supreme T" Against this the 
C. c. code' can only weakly invoke the Law or 
Parsimony: 

"If the different books in a series are to be arranged in 
the Series Index Entry alphabetically by the namo 
of the author the consolidation of the Series Entry 
. . . would become impossible, if the series is in 
progreBH. On the other hand, if the volumes in 
a 'eri<'s are arranged in a serial order ... consoli
dation i• possible and thus some saving can h~ 

effected". 

Co:-~NECTING ELEMENT 

In the Classified Catalogue the element that has 
prPpoten<·e in connecting the Series Entry with the 
Main Entry (Call Numb<>r Entry) is the Call Num
ber and it must therefore he given in full in the 
SPries Entry. But as the Name of the Author 
und the Title are impotent in this respect th<>y may 
hi' ~horiPrwd. This accounts for the prescription 
of th,!' C. c. code: 

"322~. If th<• !leading is of the Fourth kind (Name 
of S<•ries) enumerated in Rule 321, the Intermedi
ate Section is to consist, in order of 

1 the S.•rinl Number of the Book, or the entity by 
which it is replaced; 

2 the Heading of the Main Entry of the book, with 
the provision that in the case of personal 

t P. 196. 
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names, it is sufficient if the surname only is 
written; 

3 a colon ; and 

4 short title of the book". 

But in the Dictionary Catalogue the element pre
potent in connecting the Series Entry with the Main 
Entry (Author Entry) is the name of the Author, 
which must therefore be written as fully and in tl:e 
same way as in the Main Entry. Economy may be 
practised in shortening the title, but the Call N um
ber should be written in full because it has also to 
serve the important purpose of showing the loca1 ion 
of the book on the shelves. 

Examples: 

In the Classified Catalogue we have: 

I WILEY FARM SERIES, ed. by A. K. Getmen and C. E. Ladd. 
5. Cox and Starr: Seed production aod marketing. J :31 F7 

But in the Dictionary Catalogue we must write: 

I WILEY FARM SERIES, ed. by A.K. Getmen and C. E. Ladd. I 
5. Cox (Josepb F.} and Starr (George E.}. Seed production and 

marketing. 1:31 F7 

Introductory Card 

Acomb1 suggests the following economy: 

"No purpose is served by repeating it (the editor's · 
name) on each card in the series-entry, and it id 
sufficient, therefore, to· make an introductory car~" 

t P. 95. 
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which simply shows the name of the series followed 
by the name o.f the editors. 

Example:-

I WILEY FARM SERIES, I 
Wiley Farm Serlet~, 1d. by A. k.. Getmen and C. E. Ladd. 

The succeeding eards showing the namM of the 
books in the series may omit the name of the editors. 

"In the event of the editorship being changed, the name 
or names necessary to indicate the alteration can 
be added to the (introductory) card after the ori
ginal description". 

EDITOR OF SERIES ENTRY 

According to the C. c. code 

"41. An Editor of Srries Entry is to consist of the 
following sections, in the order given:-

(1) Heading (Leading Section); 

(2) the connecting word 'S•e'; and 

( ~) the Ilea ding to which reference is made. 

"411. There is to be an Editor of Series Entry using 
as Brading the name of the Editor or the names 
of the Joint Editors, as the case may be, that may 
occur in the Series Note in any of the Main Entries 
of the catalogue. 

"4111. The ITeailing is to he written on the analogy 
of Ruh•s 126, 127 and their subdiviswns. 

"413. The Heading to which reference is made is to 
consist of the name of the series written as indi
cat<'d in Rules 3214 and 3215. 
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ExamplB 

I LADD (C.E.) and GETMEN (A.K.). Eds. 
Su 
wiley Farm Series. 

But Acomb1 recommends the following form: 

I LADD (C.E.). 
Su, 

WILEY FARM SERIES. 
Wiley Farm Series, ed. by C. E. Ladd, de. 

Unless it be to satisfy tradition there appears ! u 
be no purpose in loading the Entry with such details. 
The Canon of Prepotence will support the Law of 
Parsimony and the simpler form prescribed by the 
C. c. code. 

THE SERIAL NUMBER 

AND 

INTERDEPENDENT SERlliS 

Minor difficulties may arise about the way irl 
which the serial number is to be indicated when it 
takes the form of a year or some complicated nota
tion as in the case of the Publications of the League 
of Nations. Again, a book belonging to a sllb
series of a major series may have an independent 
serial number under each. An elaborate techni
que for dealing consistently "'ith such minor details 
has been indicated in the C. c. code.1 

1 Rules, 141; 1411; 14111; 1413; 14)31t 1414; 14141; 1415; "42• 1421; 
1422; 142201; 142202; 1423; 3214; 32141; 3215; 3224 and 3225. See ah• 
examples 3, 5, 9, II, 12, 13 and 14 on pages 190-195. 
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ANALYTICAL ENTRIES 

31 Author Analytics 

32 Subject Analytics 

33 Catalogue vs. Bibliography 
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31 AUTHOR ANALYTICS 

Composite books raise a problem of their own in 
eataloguing. They have been defined as follows " 
by the C. c. code: 

"0841. A Book is said to be a Composite Book if it is 
made up of portions or parts which are distiuct, 
independent, and co.ordinate contributions by two 
or more authors. 

"08411. A Composite Book is said to be an Ordinary 
Composite Book if its constituent contribution~ 

have a common generic title page or title 
or a common index or any combination of these. 

"08412. A Composite Book is said to be an Artificial 
Composite Book if it is not an Ordinary Composite 
Book". 

The Laws of Library Science demand that each 
of the items in a composite Book lie treated as a 
sPparate work. The Main Entry can only shew 
the book as a single unit but its constituent parts 
should be given independent Analytic Entries both 
for Authors and for Subjects. We shall confine 
this C"hapter to the former. 

Cutter's Rules supports the demand of the Laws 
of Library Science: 

"193. Enter in full every work, forming a part of a 
set, which tills a whole volume or several volumes. 
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"194. 

(a) 

(b) 

AuTHOR ANALYTICS 

Enter analytically, that is without imprint

Every work, forming part of a set, which has a 
separate title-page and paging, but forms only 
part of a volume of the set. 

Every work which, though not separately paged 
or not having a title-page has been published 
separately, whether before or since its publica· 
tion in the work under treatment. 

(c) Under author (1) every separate article or 
treatise over' pages in length; (2) treatises of 
noted authors; (3) noted works even if bv 
authors otherwise obscure, 

"195. l'ilake analytieals for the second and subsequent 
authors of a book written (but not conjointly) by 
several authors" 

Rules 241 and 275 deal with the details that the 
Entry should give. We notice in clauses (b) and 
(c) of Rule 194 an attempt to satisfy the Law uf 
Parsimony and the slighting of the Canons of 
Ascertainability and Consistency that results. 

The A. A. code gives only this laconic permission: 
"170. Analytical entries: Ana.lytic Entries under 

author or title may be made for distinct parts of 
works or collections whether with or without sepa
rate title-pages (Cutter, 193-196, 2-11, 275)" 

It shows the style of Entry by six sample cards on 
pages 79-80. It is hoped that in the next edition 
this rule will be worked out in greater detail so as 
to indicate, at least in general terms, when sueh· 
entries are obligatory .. 

1 This limit must be determine.d by each library to itsell, witil 
the understanding that there may be occasional exceptions. 
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The C. c. code exempts encyclopedic works and 
memorial volumes from Analytical Entries. It baa 
an elaborate set of rules for recording them in a 
Classified Catalogue: 

"613. In the case of Ordinary Composite Books other 
than encyclopaedias and memorial volumes, there 
are to be Book Index Entries with an Eighth kind 
of Heading, over and above the seven kinds of 
Headings enumerated in Rule 321. 

"61311. The Eighth kind of Index Entry is to consist 
of the following sections in the order given:-

(1) Heading of contribution (Leading Section): 

(2) Title of contribution; 

(3) The connecting words 'Forming part of'; and 

(4) Heading of the Book, omitting forenames in 
the case of namE's of persons, followed by a 
colon and the •hort title of the book and call 
number of the book. 

"613801. For convenience of reference, an Index Entry · 
of the Eighth kind is to be called a "Contributor 
Index Entry". 

"61:!81. The name of the contributor of each distinct 
contribution in the hook is to be used as a Heading 
for a Contributor Index Entry. The Heading i• 
to be written on the analogy of Rules 121, 122 and 
llwir subdivisions. 

"61382. The Title of contribution is to consist of th~ 
•lwrt title of the contribution. 

"61384. Tht" Fourth section is to be written on the 
aualo!(y of Rule 3224 and the Call Number is tG 
be taken from the lllain Entry. 
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Just one example of Contributor Index Entry: 

I WEBB (Sydney Mrs.). 
Diseases of organised society. 

Forming part of 
Adams: Modern state. W G3 

I 
The C. c. code1 has similar elaborate rules for 

artificial composite books. 

Quinn• prescribes the following style of writing 
for a Dictionary Catalogue:-

I FISH, Simon 
A supplication for the bewrs (1529). 
(In Ward. Tracts,,,,,) [19271 

820'8 

This overlooks the Canon of Prepotence. 'fhe 
prepotential element that connects this entry with 
the Main Entry from which it derives is the name 
of the Editor. The item in curved brackets shouhi 
therefore take the form: 

In Ward . .A. C. (Ed.) Tracts, etc. 

Quinn himself, on a later page3 recognises this 
obligation to the Canon of Prepotence. 

"The author's name is usually given in such entric' 
in this reversed form to serve as a guide to the :Main 
Entry". 

Quinn• is for liberal analytics: 

"There are books, encyclopaedic in character, that are 
difficult to catalogue efl'ectively without takin~ 
up much space. .A good example of this type is 

1 Rules 622; 6221; 62211; 6222; 6227; 623; 624. 
2 P. 217. 8 P. 22l. • Pp. 218·221. 
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the work edited by Dr. William Rose entitled "An 
Outline of Modern Knowledge". The names of 
the twenty-two authora are set out in two titl~

page~~, approximately in alphabetical order, and 
the twenty-six subjects are also named on these 
title-pages .... Each of the articles can be regarded 
as equivalent to a treatise on the subject, summa
rizing, as it does, the results of the latest know
ledge and ideas. To index these contents in their 
entirety involves, at least fifty entries, but they are 
of unquestionable value and add to the usefulness 
of the library . , . Some cataloguers might consider 
that simple entries under the editor and under the 
general subject of 'Knowledge' are sufficient to 
meet the case, but such entries alone are inadequate 
in view of the importance of the authors and th~ 
subjects of the book". 

The Law of Parsimony may well lose its breath 
at tliis wholesale capitulation to the Laws of 
Library Science. Quinn1 himself realises this ani} 
tries to make amends: 

"The increasing number of 'omnibus' books now pub
lished raises the question of the desirability of the 
analysis of their contents. 'Vhere these contents 
are too numerous or consist mostly of collection> 
of short stories or excerpts of the type of 'Great 
Short Stories of Detection, Mystery, and Horror ', 
edited by Dorothy L. Sayers, which contains sixty
six stories, or 'Great Sea Stories of all Nations ', 
edited by II. M. Tomlinson, with one hundred and 
fifty seh•cti<>::Js it is unnecessary either to set them 
out in detail or to attempt to analyse them 

I Pp. 221-22t. 
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There are Yolwnes of light essays, as for example, 
those of E. V. Lucas, James Agate and others, 
that need no analysis and, fortunately for the 
cataloguer, usually bear distinctive titles of which 
these are €xamples: 

I LUCAS, E. v. 

One day and another. 1909 824'91 

J 
AGATE, James. 

While horse and red lion: essays in gusto. 1924 
824'91 

We shall reserve for Chapter 33 another treat
ment of the issue raised by the Law of Parsimony. 
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As readers' approach to books is mostly through 
subjects Subject Analytics are even more vital than 
Author Analyties. Cutter's Rules prescribes: 

"914. Enter analytically, that is without imprint-

• • • 
"(d) Under SubJect treatises important either (1) a~ 

containing the origin of a science or a controversy 
or developing new views, or (2) as treating th•! 
subject ably or giving important information, or 
(3) for length. 

"Absolute uniformity is unattainable; probably no one 
will be able to draw the line always at the same 
height. It is most desirable - and fortunately 
easiest - to make analysis when the subject is well 
marked, as of biographies or histories of towns, or 
monographs on any subject. General treatises or 
vogue essays are much harder to classify and much 
less valuable for analysis. In analyzing collection~ 
of essays original articles should be brought out in 
preference to reviews, which are commouly not 
worth touehing (excepting in a very full cata· 
Iogue) either under the author of the work reviewed 
or und••r its subject. Of course exception may 
be made for famous reviews or for good reviews of 
famous works. A work giving a careful literary 
estimate of an author may be an exception to thi~ 
remark; reviews of the 'Works' of any author are 
most likely to contain such an estimate. Many 
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reviews, like Macaulay's are important for their 
treatment of the subject and not worth noticing 
under the book reviewed, which is merely a pretext 
for the article". 

Quinn is for generous subject analysis. Let us 
call upon each of the Laws of Library Science to 
put forward its claim in this important matter. 

SECOND LAw 

The Second Law would throw on the Library 
Staff the burden of helping the reader to find Ha 
MATERIALS from all possible books housed in the 
library. This obligation can be discharged only 
by making the catalogue fully analytical and giving 
profuse subject cross-references. It would be 
impossible for any individual, however gifted, to 
carry all such information in his head. If the 
cross-references are not made sufficiently full the 
library may have to turn away many readers un
served, while the materials they seek await them all 
the time on the shelves. 

THIRD LAW 

The Third Law will plump for Subject Analytics. 
It will ask that a book be cross-referred from seve
ral subjects. For e:x~ample, it has been found 
necessary to prepare ten cross-reference cards for 
More's Shelburne essays.. It will hardly fh~d its 
legitimate quota of readers among students of 
Metaphysics if its excellent essay on The Pragrnd
tism of William Jam-es is not cross-referred from 
"'Pragmatism". 
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The experience of the Essay's amd studies pub
lished by the English Association gives another 
practical demonstration of the service that cross
reference can render to the Third Law. These 
volumes adorned the shelves almost undisturbed 
for years because the name of the "English Asso
ciation" and the general appearance of the books 
led most students to suppose their contents too 
'highbrow' for any but the severest specialist. But 
from the moment the individual essays were cross
referred from appropriate headings these volumE'S 
were seldom on the shelves. For example, the 
cross-reference from the heading "Shelley, criti
dMm" to the essay on Platonisn~ in Shelley in the 
fourth volume of the set began to draw to it a cou
tin nons stream of borrowers. It went out on !oat! 
on 23rd December, 2nd January, 21st January, 
25th January, 4th February, 13th February, 12t.h 
1\farch, and so on without rest. It was such a 
triumph for the Third Law that the Second Law 
was hurd put to it to find this book for every reader 
that asked for it. In fact, the demand for the book 
eould be met only by restricting the loan to a shorter 
period than usual and r<'gulating the issue by regi&
tration in advance. 

Another interesting example of the extraordinary 
power of subject cross-reference in finding for 
EVERY DOOI{ ITS READER is th& case of the ponderoUS 
composite volumes constituting the Complete works 
()f Count Rumford. A cross-reference card with 
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the heading "Coffee" to pages 615-660 of the fifth 
volume containing an essay entitled Of the exceUent 
qualities of Coffee and the art of making it in the 
highest perfection made all the difference to the 
career of that volume. Instead of remaining an 
inert victim to the ravages of silverfish (an insect 
which attacks unhandled books in the tropics) it 
began an unending series of triumphant marches 
to readers' houses. 

Even with books that are generally popular a 
careful cross-reference entry can increase their 
circle of readers. For example, Will Durant's 
IJiansion-s of philosophy began to attract a new and 
wider circle of readers as soon as its tenth chapter, 
on the Breakdown of marriage, was cross-referenced 
under "Marriage". 

These few instances suffice to illustrate the 
importance of cross-reference in increasing the use 
of books. The Third Law would therefore urge 
library authorities not to plead shortage of funds 
when the proposal for the staff necessary for cross
referencing comes up before them. 

FoUBTH LAw 

The Fourth Law will vote wholeheartedly for 
Subject Analytics. If a catalogue gives only a· 
single entry for each book and makes no attempt 
at analytical cross~r:eferences, the only course open 
to the reader is to .examine every book to see if It . 
gives any information on his subject of study. 
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Suppose, he is interested in critical literature 
dealing with Matthew .Arnold. There may be about 
hnlf a dozen books in the library dealing exclusively 
with this subject and they will be found together 
on the shelves. But a patient search by the reader 
will disclose to him that the library possesses much 
other material on the subject. Here are some items 
whieh he may find useful:-

AnNoLD (lli.). Poems, pp. 4-16. 

PALOnAVE (F. T.). Landscape in poetry, pp. 257-
278. 

SWINBURNE (A. C.). Essays and studies, pp. 123· 
183. 

HuTTON (R. H.). Literary essays, pp. 310-360. 
QmLt.ma-CoucR (A.). Studies in literature, pp. 231-

245. 

KER (W. P.). Art of poetry, pp. 139-160. 

DmNKWATEn (J.). Victorian poetry, pp. 86-90; 96-
100; 121-123. 

GRIEI~~ON (II. J. C.). Background of English 
literature, pp. 68-114. 

GntERRON (II. J. C.). Lyrical poetry from Blake tQ 

liAI<DY, PP. 90-121. 
SQUIRm ( S. J.). Essays on poetry, pp. 88-97 _ 

!l!oNnom (H.). Poets and their art, pp. 175-178. 
ELLIOTT (G. II.). The cycle of modern poetry, 

pp. 58-6~. 

PAUL (II. W.). Matthew Arnold, pp. 6-50; 99-105. 

ENGLISH AssoCIATION. Essays and studies, Vol. III, 
pp. 71-91. 
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TRAILL (H. D.). The new fiction, pp. 76-103. 

HuTTON (R. H.). Brief literary criticisms, pp. 256-
281; 288-303. 

STEPHEN (L.). Studies of a biographer, Vol. II, 
pp. 71-114. 

CoLLINS (.J. C.). Posthumous essays, pp. 171-198. 

HENLEY (W. E.). Views and reviews, pp, 75-82. 

BIRRELL (A.). Collected essays and addresses, 
Vol. II, pp. 170-198. 

RALEIGH (W.). Some authors, pp. 300-310. 

SAINTSBURY (G.). Essays in English literature, 
Vol. II, pp. 265-275. 

GossE (E.). l\Iore books on the table, pp. 381-387. 

WILLIAMS (S. T.). Studies in Victorian literature, 
pp. 71-160. 

HARRISON (F.). Selected essays, pp. 1-19. 

WALKER (H.). Age of Tennyson, pp. 214-219. 

ENGLISH AssociATION. Essays and studies, Vol. XV, 
pp. 7-19. 

HuTTON (R. H.). Contemporary thought and 
thinkers, Vol. 1, pp. 214-226. 

FITCH (Joshua). Lives of Thomas and i\Iatthew 
Arnold, pp. 241-274. 

To discover these references· for himself the 
reader may have to examine most of the books on 
the literature shelves, and of these the library may 
have hundreds. Even if the readers has patience· 
for so thorough a search 'it will therefore take him 
hours and perhaps days to prepare the above list. 

Consider similarly the national wastage involved . 
if from year to year professor after professor and 
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student after student are to examine book after 
book from the perhaps large literature collection 
·of a library in unearthing its resources on Matthi.'W 
Arnold. The Fourth Law asks: "Is it not more 
economical from the wider point of view to introduce 
a division of labour here by setting apart a few per
sons to prepare such exhaustive lists on all possible 
subjects f Such work once done will be of use for 
ever''. 

Let us take another example. An eminent research 
worker needed to consult all available literature on 
the Zeeman Effect. We had only four books ex
•·lnHively devoted to the subject and no others, there
fore, appeared on the shelf labelled "Zeeman 
I<;ffect". But our catalogue gave the following 
seventeen references:-

HAAs (A.). Introduction to theoretical physics, 
Vol. II, pp. 125-132. 

KoNEN (II.). Licht und Materie, pp. 360-388. 

WATTS (W. Ill.). Study of spectrum analysis, 
pp. 167-173. 

BALY (E. C. C.). Spectroscopy, pp. 529-558. 

CAMP!l~>LL (N. R.). Series spectra, pp. 73-78. 
JonN~ON (R. C.). Spectra, pp. 27-30. 

KAYSER (II.). llandhuch der Spectroscopic, B. 
2, pp. 611-672. 

BAcK (N.). Ilandhuch der experimental Physik, 
B. 22, pp. 1-189. 

VAN YLEOK (J. II.). Quantum principles, pp. 230-
257. 
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HuND (F.). Linienspectren, pp. 78-111; 201-207. 
CAMPBELL (N. R.). Modern el-ectrical theory, 

pp. 83-102. 

ABRAHAM (M.). Theorie der Elektrizitat, B. 2, 
pp. 71-79. 

STONER (E. C.). Magnetism and atomic structure, 
pp. 212-244. 

SoMMERFELD (.A.) . .Atomic structure and spectral 
lines, pp. 294-303; 384-405. 

BmTWISTLE (C.). Quantum theory, pp. 112-118. 

BALY (E. C. C.). Spectroscopy, Vol. 3, pp. 308-416 . 

.ANDRADE (E. N. da C.). Structure of the atom, 
pp. 501-581. 

When the enquirer was shown these seventeen 
cross-reference cards he was delighted that we had 
saved so much of his time. 

LAw OF pARSIMONY 

This brings us to the economic aspect of cros~
referencing. Such analytical cross-reference cards 
can be prepared only if the library has an adequate 
technical staff with high academic qualifications 
and thorough professional training. Four years' 
experience has shown that a full-time staff of five 
is necessary to deal with the annual accession of a 
library adding 6,000 volumes a year and that on an 
average every volume requires six cards. This · 
amounts, roughly, to an average cost of ten iumas 
per volume. 

The Law of Parsimony may well protest. But 
the Fourth Law would urge library authorities to 
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v1cw it from another angle - from the national 
angle, so to speak. If this cross-referencing is not 
done, what will be the wastage entailed in highly 
paid research workers' spending hours of their time 
in search f For if the work is not done thoroughly 
once for all by the library staff, in the days and 
years to come the time of many students interested 
in the Zeeman Effect will be wasted in the same 
process of search. And this will mean wastage 
not only of the nation's money but also of its best 
brains. Research should not be allowed to dege
nerate into fumblings of this kind I 

All the peoples of the world are competitors in 
rcsearrh: research-workers in our country should 
not be unnecessarily handicapped. 
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Calibatn: "0 ho, 0 ho! would 't had been done! 
Thou <lidst prevent me; I had peopled else 

This isle with Cali bans". 

The Laws of Library Science remind us of Cali
ban. Left to themselves they would seduce Cutter, 
Quinn, C. c. code and everybody else, flooding the 
Library Catalogue with their new Analytical 
Entries till the long-recognised Author Entries and 
other less numerous types would be almost lost to 
view. But the Fifth Law might hold back. Sharp' 
thus mildly words its ultimatum: 

"One of the needs in public libraries to-day is for more 
analytical cataloguing, because there is increasing 
number of books, the value of which is partially 
lost by the absence of such entries: composite studie• 
of philosophical, religious, and economic subjects, 
and many others. There are at least three rea
sons why more of this kind of work is not done in 
British libraries as distinct from American ones, 
where the value of analytical cataloguing is gene
rally recognised. . . . A second, that cataloguing 
has often to be done by members of the staff in 
between other duties, which nearly always means 
that the work has to be scamped and entries res
tricted to their minimUli\. A third reason is that 
analyticals have a way of bulking card and sheaf. 
catalogues to an embarrassing extent, and as the 

1 P. 19. 
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average British library has no provision for sepa
rate catalogue enclosures, outside, but adjacent 
to, the space reserved for books, the number of 
entri<·s has again to be severely restricted''. 

Even America which usually allows the first Four 
Laws to have their own way seems sympathetic for 
once to the Fifth Law. Lewis expresses it in the 
rear hook (1934) :1 

"There should be many analytics; they are important 
for quick and efficient reference work and for the 
complete nee of the many valuable sets that Jibra
ri<'s acquired .... But there is one danger in many 
annlytics - the size of the catalogue is increasing! 
much faster than the number of volumes in th~: 
library. Catalogues are becoming unwieldy and) 
it is possible that we are defeating one of our 
goals, that of enabling the public to find the answers 
to their own questions, by frightening them with 
mere size. Should we move some of these analy
ties when a complete book or later information i~ 

published 7 l\Iust we not become selective and 
weed out the older entries! The reference assistant 
immediately asks how are we going to find that 
old<•r information when we need it I Could we not 
depend on bibliographies to record for us that which 
is worth while in much of the older literature! The 
vertical file, if it is to be a useful reference tool, 
must be kept weeded out. Why not the catalogue 
ns well! Let ns make more effort to have the 
cutnlo~rne up to date, and Jet the occasional question 
for minm· information of past years be answered 
from encyclopaedias and handbooks. In addition 

t Pp. ~2-~3. 
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we could revise our subjects for older liooks and 
reduce the number of entries. If the cataloguer 
may make a suggestion to both the executive and 
the reference department, should we not throw out 
the culls, especially from the older books? It will 
require careful thought, but what use are librarieo 
unless the collection is alive? Elimination of deail 
material is surely demanded if we are to continue 
onr claim of usefulness". 

This difference among the Five Laws is an 
opportunity for the Law of Parsimony, which Juts 
been sitting glum and helpless all the while. It 
throws in its lot with the Fifth Law. Taking a 
hint from Lev.-is it asks: ''Are you not turning the 
Library Catalogue into a bibliography¥" In the 
theory of Library Catalogue the relation between 
cataloguing and bibliography is in fact an 
important question. The Yearbook (1936)1 
records: 

"It seems very doubtful if library catalogues can ever 
afford to be answerable for all bibliographical pur
poses and there is the authority of A. \V. Pollard 

I for saying that 'the aims and ideals of the biblio
( grapher and the cataloguer are by no means the 

same'''. 

The first Four Laws are not deaf to this. They 
have no objection to cutting out Subject Analytic8 
in all cases covered by bil}liographies printed. and 
published in book form. They agree with the Law 
of Parsimony that it is cheaper to buy a copy of the· 

.. 
1 P. 49. 
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Essay and literature indea; and subscribe for its 
annual supplements than to write out some 50,000 
Subject Analytical Entries for the publications thPy 
cover. They even say that their agreement to 
such an arrangement had long ago been indicated 
in the Rules :1 

"Mr. Fletcher's excellent essay index, if it is continued, 
will make analysis of this sort less necessary". 

The Fourth Law, as anxious to save the time of the 
staff as that of the reader, would in fact make com
mon cause with the Law of Parsimony in shifting 
the burden of Subject Analytics from individual 
libraries to national or even international organisa
tions. It would press the need for publication 
on an international basis of bibliographical books, 
periodicals ·and abstracts like 

E•say and general literature index. 

Revue Semestrielle des publications mathemati-
ques. 

Science abstracts. 
Ch~mical abstracts, with their cumulative indices. 
Bibliography of American natural history. 
llibliographit~ Genetics. 

The annual bibliography of English language an<l 
literature. 

Orientali.sche Bibliographie. 
Religionsgeschichtliche Bibliographie. 
Bibliographie mt•thodique du pragmatisme ameri

cain. 

1 P. 83. 
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Psychological abstracts. 

Bibliographical bulletin of international affairs. 

Bibliographie der Sozialwissenschaften. 

A detailed account of such bibliographies publish
ed so as to SAVE THE TIME OF THE READEH will be 
found in Chapters III to XI of Henry Bartlett Vat' 
Hoesen's Bibliography, practical, ewumerative, 
historical. 

The influence of this Fourth Law has even pro
duced bibliographies of bibliographies like the 
following: 

DARROW (K. K.). Classified list of published biblio
graphies in physics. 

WEST (C. J.) and BEROLZHEWE& (D. D.). Biblio
graphy of bibliographies in chemistry. 

MATHEWS (E. B.). Catalogue of published biblio
graphies in geology. 

PEDDIE (Robert .Alexander). List of bibliographical 
works published since 1893. 

All bibliographies should be assembled near the 
catalogue cabinet so that they may .be used in con
junction with it. In the presence of a skilled 
reference librarian this combination will be capa
ble of more intensive analysis than the Library 
Catalogue alone. The Law of Parsimony and· the 
Fifth Law can thus be satisfied without violence t•}. 
the other Laws of Library Science - without cur· .. 
tailmen t of service to readers. 
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We have repeatedly seen that the relative merits 
of the Classified Catalogue and the Dictionary 
Catalogue ultimately depend upon choice of the 
!\fain Entry - the basic Entry in which the fullest 
information is given, from which all other Added 
Entries are derived, to which they are linked and 
to which they refer the reader for further 
information. 

Arrangement (sequence of entries) is a vital 
factor in any Catalogue. The prepotent element 
of any Entry tends to be concentrated in its Lead
hog Section, An Entry is fitted to function as 
1\[ain Entry in proportion as this is so. The Entry 
in which prepotrncy can be entirely concentrated 
i 11 the Lending Scetion so that other sections are 
from the point of view of arrangement impotent 
is ideally fitted to be the Main Entry. Further, 
the better the Leading Section of an Entry 
sntisfi<'s the Canon of Ascertainability and the 
Canon of Permanence also, the more suitable it i~ 
for use as Main Entry. We have seen that a Call 
N nmbrr Entry satisfies these tests more completely 
than nny other. The importance of these tests 
hecomrs even grenter in the entaloguing of Perio<li
<':tl Pnhlil'ntious. 
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THE ALTERNATIVES 

There are four possible claimants for the Lead-
ing Section of the Main Entry of such Publication: 

1. Class Number; 

2. Name of Corporate Author, if any; 
3. First word of title (other than au 

article) ; and 

4. Name of Editors. 

The last three elements . are given with the 
Periodical itself. But the Class Number is pro
vided by the scheme of classification in use. The 
Colon Classification provides a Class Number which 
completely individualises the Publication, i.e. no 
two Periodical Publications can receive the same 
Class Number. In the other schemes indivicluali
sation is not attempted. 

THE CHOICE OF THE CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE 

If the Colon Classification or any other indivi
-dualising scheme is in use the Canon of PrE'potency 
and its two associates will arrange the elements 
competing for the place of Leading Section in the 
following order of precedence:-

(1) Class Number 

(2) Name of Corporate Author, if any 

(3) First word of title 
( 4) Name of Editors. 

Here the element "Class Number" that occu
pies the first rank' satisfies the Canons of 
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Aseertainability and Permanence absolutely. The 
Canon of Prepotency will also be absolutely satis
fied if we put the Call Number instead of the Class 
Number in the Leading Section. But the C. c. code 
forfeits this advantage in prescribing Rule 71: 

"The main entry of a Periodical Publication ... ie to 
consist of the following sections:-

(1) ClaRs Number (Leading Section); 

(2) Heading; 

(3) Title-portion; 

( 4) Series note, if any ; and 

(5) Volume periodicity note". 

\VHY CLAss NuMBER AND NOT CALL NuMBERT 

Why does it thus deliberately court diffusion of 
pn>potency in the case of Periodical Publication~ 
whill' it Pliminates diffusion in the case of ordinary 
hookx 1 It is out of deference to the Law of Parsi
mony. If the Book Number that individualiseR 
Nl!'h volume of the Periodical Publication is added · 
in thP L<'adiug Section there will be as many Entries 
nR there are volumes or at least all the Book Num
hl'rs muxt he written out in one Entry which will 
thnR he disfigured by overcrowding. 

But <'Vl'n as it is there is no serious loss: the 
!'iwn presrription will see to it that the Entries of 
nil volunws of a Publication are brought together 
in the urraugPmPnt evPn though there be changes 
i1i the Ht•nding or Title. Earh of such changes 
will no doubt im·olve an extra Entry but all such 
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extra Entries will be automatically kept together as 
provided by the following rules of the C. c. code: 

"831. In the case of complexity of kind 31 enumerated 
in Rule 8 (Change of title or of name used as 
heading or both) a separate l\Iain Card is to be 
made for each different title and heading. 

"8311. The Class Number in each such card being the 
same, the cards are to be treated as a set of 'con
tinued cards' as per Rule 0381. 

"8312. The entry in all but the last card of the set is 
to be 'closed for publication' as provided in Rule 
71422". 

Suppose a Periodical Publication has 500 volumes 
and has changed its title 10 times. The writing 
of the Class Number in the Leading Section will 
involve 10 Entries only whereas the writing of the 
Call Number will involve 500. Thus the prescrip
tion of the C. c. code fully satisfies the Law of 
Parsimony without violence to any of the Laws of 
Library Science, indeed with special respect to th~ 
Fifth Law. 

Here, as an example, are the :Main Entries' for 
a periodical that has seen changes in its own name 
as well as in that of its learned godfather: 

1. IL :4 :7m73 :M88 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY SURGEONS. 

Ullittd Statts 
Transactions. 1891-1893. · 

[1 V. per year. 1891-1893] 
cMUinlld ;, tlu tuxt card. 

1 c. o. oode P. 255. 
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I L :4 :7m73 :M88 e<mlinU<d 1.} 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF kAILWAY SURGEONS. 

Unittd SttJttl. 
Railway surgeon. Y. 1·4. 1894-1897. 

[I V. per year, 1894-1897] 
etmlinwd in tlu 1tt.rl card, 

3
' I L :4 :7m73 :M88 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
SURGEONS. America. 

ttmlinuttl 2., 
OF RAILWAY. 

4. 

5. 

Kailway aurgeon V. 5·10. 1898-1903. 

[1 V, p<r year, 1898--1903) 
tmtinwd in t/11 ntzl card, 

I L :4 :7m73 :M88 eontinNtd 3. 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY SURGEONS. 
Railway surgical journal V, 11-27. 1904-1920, 

[I V, per year 1904-1920] 
coHt;,nud in tAt trtxl card. 

I L :4 :7tn73 :M88 umlinutd 4. 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF. RAILWAY SURGEONS. 
Surgical journal. V, 28-. 1921-, 

[I V. p<r year 1921- ) 

Instead of 48 Main Entries we have managed with 
5 and can continue to do so indefinitely provided no 
further change occurs in the title or name. 

THE DICTIONARY CATALOGUE's CHoiCE 

If the s~hl'me of Classification in use does not 
give a unique Class N' umber to every Periodical 
Publication the Canon of Prepotency will arrange 
the l'lrmcnts competing for the Leading Section of 
the Main Entry in the following order of prece
dPneo, sending the Class Number to the last place:--
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1. Name of Corporate Author, if any; 

2. First word of title; 

3. Names of Editors; and 

4. Class Number. 

In the order given by an individualising scheme the 
prepotency of the Class Number is so great that 
the next three elements are in1potent. But in thu 
above sequence the prepotency of the first two ele
ments is nearly equal and their order might there
fore be reversed. This leads one to expect differ
ences in practice and even danger to the Canon or 
Consistency and the Canon of Ascertainability. 
And so in fact it is. The A. A. code is the first to 
~how disrespeci to these two Canons. In Rule 121 
it prescribes: 

''.A regular periodical issued by a society or an insti
tution is ordinarily to be entered under its title, 
especially if this is distinctive in character. When, 
ho«ever, the successive parts appear at long inter
vals annually, biennially, etc.,- or when the publi
cation contains only the regular proceedings, trans
actions and annual reports of the society, it is to be 
entered under the name of the .latter; with added 
entry or reference under the title if it is distinctive. 
In doubtful cases entry under the society is to be 
preferred". 

This involved drafting, wi_th the pitfall "ordin
arily", shows that the A. A. code has been divider] 
in its mind by tile _virtual equality in prepotence 
of "title" and "name of society". 
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Quinn' cleverly turns the last sentence of the 
above rule to good account: 

"The rule laid down in the A. A. code is that the title 
of the joumal shall be used as the heading, except 
in certain cases (Rule 121, p. 36). The exceptions 
are likely to be very numerous, however, and to 
avoid confusion, the practice suggested here will 
be that 'Society' publications shall be put under 
the name of the society issuing them, but the 
ordinary journals shall go under the title of the 
journal concerned''. 

DISOHETIONARY INCONSISTENCY 

In its Appendix on transliteration the A. A. corle 
juHtifi<'H dis('rl'tionary violation of the Canon of 
ConHistency by means of the folJowing principle: 

"A catalogue is not a learned treatise intended for 
speeial srholnrs, and bound to an erudite consist
ency at whatever cost of convenience. It is simply 
n l<ey to op<'n the doors of knowledge to a partly 
ignorant nnd partly learned public, and it is very 
importnnt that such a key should turn easily. A 
good catalogue, therefore, will be a compromise 
between the claims of learning and logic on the one 
hnnd, and of ignorance, error and custom on the 
other.'' 

Quinn's prPRrription amounts to saying that in 
Rule 121 the k~y has been left too much in the hands 
of "error and ('URtom". Sharp• is more explicit: 

.,. It is easy to se~ from this that unless the enquirer is 
fumiliar both with the provisions of the rule and 

I Pp. liS-liP. • P. 816. 
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with the nature of the periodical, he is at a loss to 
know what head to look under; he would, in fact, 
be utterly at sea if it were not for the added entry 
or reference''. 

The Guide fails equally in the eyes of the Canon 
of Consistency: 

"7 4. Title (Main entry). Main entry is to be made 
under the title of a society publication rather than 
under the name of the society when such title form~ 
an independent phrase". 

Examples: 

I JOURNAL Fim rvord: 
journal of Hellenic stuc.lies. 

I SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF HELLENIC 
STUDIES. 

Journal of He!lenic studies. 

Cutter is quite definite: 

"60. Societies are authors of journals, memoirs, pro
ceedings, transactions and other publications". 

"133. PERIODICALS are to be treated as anonymous and 
entered under the first word, :not an article or 
serial number''. 

In his commentary on the latter rule, Cutter 
again excludes from the ~erm Periodicals the. cases 
covered by Rule 60. His remarks under the 
former rule are significant: 

"When to enter under societies is the most difficult. 
problem in cataloguing, so difficult that the Ger-
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mans evade it, not entering them at all, and the 
BritiHh !If useum solves it by putting them in a 
separate catalogue". [I] 

The difficulty is illustrated by his commentary on 
Rule 133: 

"There are, however, some 'journals' published by or 
'under the auspices of', societies which are really 
periodicals and should be so treated in entry, the 
society being not the author but the editor. Again, 
there are works which occupy the border line 
between the two classes, in regard to which the 
puzzled cataloguer should remember that it is not 
of much importance which way he decides, provided 
he is careful to make all necessary references. Ex
amples of such doubtful case are 'Alpine journal; 
a record of mountain adventure and scientific obser
vation. By members of the Alpine club '; which 
contains nothing of or about the Club itself; -
' Journal of the American Institute, a monthly 
publication devoted to the interest of agriculturA, 
commerce, etc. Edited by a Committee, members 
of the Institute', and 'Journal of the Society of 
Arts and of the Institutions in Union', both of 
which are journals both in the sense of record of 
proceedings and of periodical publications". 

The trouble is due to giving the position of prc
potmt'e (in arrangement) to an element that 
flouts the Canon of Ascertainability. The Classi
fied Cutulogue escapes this difficulty by making the 
Ch1~s NumbPr prepotcntial and thus reducing the 
title as well us the nume of society to impotence. 
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EARLIER OR LATER NAME 

Let us now examine the difficulties that result Ih 

a Dictionary Catalogue from violation of the Canon 
of Permanence when the title or name of a society 
occupies the Leading Section. It is imperative 
that all the volumes of a set should appear together. 
In the Classified Catalogue, where the Leading 
Section is occupied by the unchanging Class N" mn 
ber, we can write different Entries for the different 
names and titles and they will still hang together. 
But in a Dictionary Catalogue one must show all 
the volumes under any one Heading and simply 
record the changes in a note. 

"iVhich name is to be used as the Heading? Her<>, 
as recorded in Rule 121 of the A. A. code, is 11 

parting of the ways: 

"(American Library Association). If a periodical has 
changed its name, enter under the latest form. 

"(British) Library Association Rule calls for entry of 
periodicals which have changed their names under 
the earliest form with brief entries under later 
forms". 

"Library of Congress Practice 

"l\Iain Entry is under the latest form of names". 

In a commentary on Rule 133 Cutter recommend~: 
. . 

"When a periodical changes its title the whole may be 
catalogued under the original, with an explanatory 
note there and a reference from the new title to 
the old ; or each part !llay be catalogued under it. 
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own title with references, 'for a continuation, set', 
'For the 1'revious volumes, see' " 

Cutter's second alternative would scatter a set 
und iK then•forc rult>d out. The Canon of Perma
H.,nce and the Law of Parsimony would no doubt 
prder his first alternative to which the rule of the 
(BritiHh) Library Association also conforms. 

Rule 55 of the Guide shows that the overlooking 
of the Canon of Permanence involved in the pre
~<'ription of the American Library Association auJ 
the Library of Congress has brought upon them a 
!'hHII<•nge from the Canon of Ascertainability as 
Wt>ll. The rule in question cannot be said to have 
nwt the situation fully. It says: 

"In case of subsequent changes of name, ali entries 
and refc•rences are to be revised to conform to th~ 
new name, after it may be assu,med to have become 
fixed. These changes are usually not made on th'! 
cards until a year after the new name has appeared 
on the publications, as experience has shown that 
the Soc·ieties themselves often find the change in
expedient, and continue to experiment until a 
satisfactory form is evolved. Temporary refer
enres are made from the latest name, to serve in 
the interim''. 

Why this makPshiftT; what advantage is to be 
guined by courting so much trouble1 Remember 
thl' rPported rase of a society changing its name 41 
timPs in 14 years I 

The Fifth and Second Laws would combine to say 
that but for this makeshift serious harm will result. 
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A library is a growing organism whose span of life 
extends to many generations of readers. The 
term Every in "Every reader his book" covers all 
future generations. The Library Catalogue can
not therefore be prepared once for all; it mu~t 

adapt itself to the requirements of new generations 
of readers as they come into existence. 

Let us take the case of what is now known as tho 
Indian Mathematical Society. It was originally 
known for a short time as the Analytic Club, then 
later as the Indian Mathematical Club. According 
to Cutter's rule and that of the British Library 
Association, its journal should be catalogued under 
the Heading 

I ANALYTICAL CLUB. bulia. 

The Laws of Library Science might well exclaim 
"What an anachronism! Hardly a single mathe
matical reader is left to-day of the generation that 
knew the 'Analytical Club'. Surely the Libra! y 
Catalogue should not take shelter under the Law of 
Parsimony and refuse to make the entry recogni
sable to the present generation of readers. If this 
involves pestering routine, it is only the natural 
penalty for having ignored the Canon of Perma
nence in filling up the Lea.,U.Ug Section of the ~uiu 
Entry". 
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MANY COMPLEXITIES 

The complexities that arise in the cataloguing of 
Periodical Publications are not due solely to change 
of titles or names. The C. c. code has isolated 18 
lypes: 

"Periodical Publications may present one or more of 
the following primary kinds of complexities: 

11. Change in volume-periodicity. 

12. Volumes being numbered in two or more sequen· 
ces, the Mequences being termed New Series, 
First Series, Second Series, etc., or by similar 
names. 

13. Volumes being numbered simultaneously in two 
or more sequences. 

21. Non·publication of volumes in certain periods, 
but the sequence of volume numbers being 
continuous. 

22. Break in the sequence or irregularity in the 
numbering of volumes due to non-publication 
or other causes. 

23. Two or more volumes issued as a single volume 
or bound as a single volume. 

31. Cbnnge of title or of name used as heading or 
both, but the numbering of the volumes being 
continued in the original sequence. 
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32. Change of title or in name used as heading or 
both, with change in the sequence of volume 
numbers. 

41. Amalgamation of two or more Periodical Pub
lications under the title of one of the 
amalgamated Publications, and the numbP.r
ing of the volumes continued in its original 
sequence. 

42. Amalgamation of two or more Periodical Pub
lications under the title of one of the amalga· 
mated Publications but with change in the 
sequence of volume numbers. 

43. Amalgamation of two or more Periodical Pub· 
lications under a new title with its Class 
Number the same as that of one of the 
Publications amalgamated. 

44. Amalgamation of two or more Periodical Puhli· 
cations under a new title and with change in 
the Class Number. 

51. Splitting up into two or more Periodical Publi
cations with one of them having the original 
Class Number. 

52. Splitting up into two or more Periodical Publi
cations, the original Class Number not being 
borne by any of them. 

61. Having monograph· supplements or book supple
ments without separate pagination and title
page. 

62. Having monograph supplements or book sup- · 
plements with separate pagination and title
page. 
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63. Having a ~equence of supplementary or extra 
volume• having separate pagination and title
page, and capable of being regarded as a 
Periodical Publication by itself. 

64. The Hupplemrnts of the kinds 62 and 63 being 
covered by the cumulative indexes of the Ilfain 
Perio<liral Publications. 

TECHNIQUE FOR THE CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE 

The C. c. code gives profuse illustrations of all 
Rtwh complcxitiP~ all(] preciHe rules in Card Techni
que for dealing with every possible combination of 
them in a ClaRHified Catalogue. Some of these 
indications are reproduced below: 

"7132. If the Periodical Publication is current in the 
library, the last volume number if the volume 
numbers are given and the last year number are 
to be in pencil. 

In such a ra•e the entry is said to be 'open for th~ 

library' ". 

The latest volume number and the latest yettr 
nmnber are written in pencil so that they may be 
changed aA eu<·h volume is completed and accession
<>d. Some libraries do not write these numbers at 
all. But in vi<,w of the notorious impunctuality of 
Perio<lieal Publications it is s!'ldom possible to 
gueHs the number and year of the last completed 
volume. The simple device suggested in this rule 
has proved a source of great relief both to reference 
~tnff and readers. 

"7133. If the Periodieal Publication is discontinue~] 

in the library, the last \'olnme number, if volume 
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numbers are given, and the last year number are 
to be inked. 

In such a case, the entry is said to be 'closed for th~ 
library' ". 

"714. The Series note, if any, is to be enclosed in 
circular brackets and is to be constructed in accord
ance with Rule 141 and its subdivisions, except that 
the series numbers of all the volumes of the Periodi
cal Publication are to be given in succession at the 
end of the note. Further, if the first volume of 
the set does not belong to the series, the volume 
number or in its absence the year number of the 
earliest volume of the set which belongs to the 
series is to be written as the denominator under 
its corresponding serial number. If any of the 
later volumes of the set happen to go off the series, 
the volume number or in its absence the year of 
the next earliest volume that belongs to the series 
is to be written as a denominator under its corre
sponding serial number and so on. 

715. The Volume Periodicity note is to be enclosed in 
square brackets and is to mention the number of 
volumes normally published in a year and the 
number of separately bound parts constituting each 
volume, if the volume is bound in more than one 
part. If more than a year is taken for a volume 
to be completed, the approximate number of years in 
which a volume is completed is to be given in this 
section. 

71501. In the former case· the note is to consist of the 
following, in succession, 

1. the number ~dicating the number of volumes 
per year; 
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2. the word~ "V. per year"; 

3. a Kemi-colon; 
4. the number of separately bound parts in a 

volume; 

5. the words "parts per volume''; 

6. a full stop; 

7. the year of eommencement; and 

B. a daHh; 

with the proviHion that (3), (4) and (5) are to be 
omitted if each volume is bound as one part. 

71502. In the latter case, the note is to consist of the 
following, in succes.,ion, 

1. the words "IV. for"; 

2. the number indicating the number of years; 

3. the word ''years''; 

4. a semi-colon; and 

5. 6 7, 8 and 9 same as 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively in 
Rule 71501; 

with the provision that 4, 5 and 6 are to be omitted 
if each volume is bound as one part. 

71503. If the publication is irregular, the note in squarp 
brackt•ta is to commence with the word "irregular". 

7151. If the Periodical Publication continues to be 
published whether taken in the library or not, no 
fif(nre iY to be added after the final dash, mention
ed in Rues 71501 and 71502. In such a case, the 
entry is said to be "open for publication". 

7152. If the Periodical Publication has ceased to 
be published, the year of the last published volume 
is to be inserted after the dash mentioned in Rules 
71501 and 71502. 
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In such a case, the entry is said to be "closed for 
publication''. 

Information for this Volume Periodicity note m~y 
have to be sought outside the publication itself. 
That is why it is to be enclosed in square brackets. 
It may not be possible to discover in what year a 
periodical publication was begtm. But the cata
loguer should spare no pains in hunting for the in
formation in all possible bibliographical sources 
and should not rest till he has fotmd it. The chapter 
entitled "Bibliographical suggestions" in the 
Gu.ide maps out the regions where this information 
should be sought. No doubt this process may often 
take an indefinitely long time. But this does not 
mean that the cataloguing should be postponed and 
the periodical held up in the cataloguer's heap till 
the required information is obtained. Such a pro
cedure would contradict the whole spirit of Library 
Science. The space within square brackets in the 
catalogue card should be left blank and the publica
tion released for public use. A list of such incomplete 
cards should be maintained so that they may not 
be forgottt>n. The blank space is to be filled as 
soon as the necessary information has been 
obtained. 

EXAMPLES OF THE TECHNIQUE 

Note :-In the following ~xawples numbers to be 
written in pencil as per Rule 7131 are shown in 
antique type. 
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CARD TECHNIQUE 

1473 :N02r 
CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON. 

Year book. V. 1-37. 1902-1938. 

[I V.peryear.1902- I 
'!'his entry implies that an unhrCiken set of this Serial 

is current in the library. 

1
502:2:M72 
INIJIAN. Fir.l/ wrwd. 

Indian antiquary, etc. V. 3-62. 1874--1933. 

[I V, per year.!872-!933l 

This publication U. evidently "closed" both for the 
library and for publication. 

The words represented by "etc." are "A journal of 
oriental research in archaeology, epigraphy, eth
nology, geography, history, folklore, languages, 
literature, numiJlmatics, philosophy, religion, etc., 
etc." 

1
771:M99 

WHO'S. Firstword, 
Who's who In America, etc, V. 16. 1930/1931. 

[I V, lor 2 yeano. !899/!900- I 
This entry shows that the library has only one volume 

of this Serial which however •-till continues to b~ 
i,..ued. In this case the entry is "closed for the 
library" but "open for publication". 

Tht• "ete." represents "a biographical dictionary of 
notable living men and women of the United 
Stnt<'R". 

I Nl :M64 
STATES!dAN'S. F1rst rt~Drtl. 

Statf!Aman'" year book, etc. V. 1-21: 
1884; 1887-1893; 1928-1938. 

(I V. per year !864- I 
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This entry implies that a broken set of this Serial is 
current in the library. 

The "etc." represents "ststistical and historical 
annual of the ststes of the world". 

l Im3:M87 
ANNALS. First word. 

Annals of botany. V. 1-52. 1887-1938. 

s. 

[1 V. per year. 1887- ) 
This entry implies that an unbroken set of this Periodi

cal is current in the library. 

6. I T4k21 :M41n I PRESIDENCY COLLEGE. Madras. City. 
Calendar. 1926/1927-1933/1934. 

[1 V. per year. ] 
In this case the volumes of the Serial are not consecu

tively numbered. The "year of the volume" is the only 
factor that distinguishes one volume from another. As 
the year of commencement has not yet been discovered a 
space for it is temporarily left blank within the square 
brackets. 

7. I W :26m2 :N29 
MADRAS CHAMBER OF LOCAL BOARDS. 

Local self· government quarterly. V. 1-2. 1931/1932-
1932/1938. 

[IV. per year. 1931/1932- ] 
It is to be noted here as well as in example (6) that the 

"year of the volutne" is an artificial one spreading ovet• 
two calendar years. BU:t in example (3) a similar 
notation stands for two full calendar years. 

8. 

I ~~ I 
BURMA. HIGH COURT. · 

Indian law reports, Rangoon series, etc. V. 1·11. 1923-1933. 

[I V. per year 1923- ] 
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The circular brackets are reserved for Series 
Note and the square ones for Periodici~y Note. 
Complexities 21 to 23 are to be given as· notes in 
crooked brackets, while numbers 41 to 64 give rise 
to notes in inverted commas. For convenience of 
reference these four types may be called notes of 
the first, second, third and fourth species 
respectively. 

TECHNIQUE FOB CoMBINATION OF CoMPLEXITIES 

The C. c. code prescribes: 
''If either two or more species of notes or two or more 

notes of the same species occur in the same Main 
Card the following rules are to he observed in 
writing the Main Card. 

"891. Notes of the same species are to be put in a 
single s<•ction and are to he deemed to be separate 
sentences. 

"892. Notes of different species are to be put in 
different s<·etions. 

'' 893. Sections formed of the different species of noteq 
are to be arranged among themselves in the order 
of the numeral epithete of the species". 

To state the whole technique in detail would 
simply reproduce chapter 8 of the C. c. code. The 
following examples must suffice: 

ExAMPLES OF Tim TECHNIQUE 

Fi•·st Examp~ 

J 

A.,J ;KOOI J 
1.1 ROYAL SOCIETY OF I.ONDON. 

A~traC'Is of the papers printed In the philosophical transactions. 
V. 1·4. 1~00/IH14-1837/IMJ. 

[lr,.gular, 1800/1814-1837/1843] 
Ct1nli11111d tm tlu "1Jtl ~a,.d. 
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1
'
2 I Am3 ·.K601 CtmliltU~tJ 1. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF LON DON. 
Abstracts of the paper.!. V. S-6. 1843/1850-1850/1854, 

[Irregular. 1843/185o-1850/J854] 
CoNiinutd on tlu 1uxt CDrd. 

C.mlinud 2. r 1.3 'Am3:K601 
ROY AT. SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Proceedings. V. 8-53, 1856/1857-1893, 

1.4 

1.5 

[Irregulac. 1855/1856-1904/1905] 
"'Split partially inlo GnJ3: K60J Royal Society of London. 

Proceedings, Series B'', etc, 

Am3:K601 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Proceedings. Series A, etc, V. 115·142. 

Co1ttimud 3., 
1927-1933. 

[Irregular. V. 76- . 1905- 1 

I Gm3 :K601 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONUON. 

Proceedings. Series B, etc. V. 76-95: 
1923; 1927-1933. 

[Irregular V. 76· . 1905- 1 

101·113; !905/1906-

"Split partially from Am3 :K601 Royal Society of London 
Proceedings.'' 

Second Examplt 

I 

2
•
1 I B .. 2:N07 

INDIAN MATHEMATICAL CLUB. 
Journal. V, 1·2. 1908-1910; 

[I V, per year, 1908-1910] 

{ No. V. for 1909 . .} . { Bound together. V, 1·2 ~ 
um/inwd on tilt mxt ca,.d. 
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2.2 l Bm2:N07 
INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. 

Journal. V. 3-I4. I9U-!922, 

Co~llnrud 1.1 

[I V. per year, J91Z-J922] 

{ Bound together. V. 3-4; 5-6; 7-8; 9-10; 11-12; 13-14 } 

Ctmti11111d tm tlretJt¥1 tard, 

CIJ7di,uttl2 f 2.3 I Bm2:1'i07 
INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. 

Journal. V. 15-18. !923/1924-lBSl/1932. 

[IV, for two years, !923/1924-1931/!932] 
11 Each V, from V, 16 hu aa mpplement Bp2 :Nt6 Indian 

Mathematical Society, conference, report." 
''S#il fJa,.tiol/y inltt l:!m2 :N07J Indian Mathematical Society. 

Mathematic~ student.'' 

2
'
4 I Bm2 :N071 

INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. 

2,5 

Mathematics student. V, 1-6. 1933-1938. 

lJ V, per year. 1933- ] 
'Split lflrlially {rom Blll'l2 :N07lndian Mathematical Society, 

Journal.'• 

'

Bp2:Nib 
INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. CONFERENCE, 

Report V. 4·7. 1924-1931. 

[I V. for two yure, 1924- ] 

{ V. 4 and S bound with Bm2 :N07 Indian Mathematical 

Society. Journal, V, 15 and 16 rf'spect1vely. } { V, 1-4 not 

1eparately publiahed, but included in B•d :N07 Indian 

Mlilthcmatical Snciety, Journal, V, 9, 11, 13 and 15.} 

"Supplement to Bm2 :N07 Indian Mathematical Society. 
Journal." 

Third Examp!.e 

3
'
1 l c .. ss :1.99 

ANNALEN. Firtt 01t1rd. 
Annalen der Physik. B. 1 .. 30i 31 .. 60 (-Ne•· Fol~e B. 

1799-1819. 

(3Il, per year.1799-1819] 
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CARD TECHNIQUE 

I Cm55:L99 
ANNALEN. First word. 

Annalen der Physik u.nd der physikalischen 
(=Neoeste Folge B.l-16). 1819-1824. 

[3 B. per year. 1819-1824] 

c •nlimud I. r 
Chemie. B. 61-76 

Continu~d on t/u flrxt eard. 

I Cm55:L99 
ANNALEN. First word. 

Annalec. der Physik nnd Cbemie. B. l·ll 
(=Ganz<n Folge77·87). 1824-1827. 

[3 B. per year. 1824-1827] 

c ... timu.· 21 

{ Each of the V. has an alternative title-page giving the title 

as Annalen der Physik. } 

Conlin~Ud on flu next card. 

I Cm55:L99 
ANNALEN. Ftrst W()l'd. C""'inutd 3' 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie. B. 12-30 
(=Ganzeo Folge 88-106). 1828-1833. 

13 B. per year. 1828-1833] 
Continued on tile tUxt card. 

I Cm55:L99 
\ ANNALEN. Fint word. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie, B. 31-60 
(=Reihe 2, B. l-30=Gaozen Folge 107-136).1834-1843. 

(3 R. per year 1834-!843] 
"Has as supp!nnmt Cm55 :L991 Annalen der Physik und 

Chemie, Erginzungsband.'' 
Coniinued on tlu next card. 

C•ntimud 5.1 r.rn55 :L99 
ANNALEN. First word. 

Annalen der Physik und Cbemie. B, 61-90 
( = Reihe 3, B. l-30=Gan~o Folge 137-166). 1844-1833. 

(3 B. per year. 1844-!853). 
''Hal 41 IIIPPitmmt cw~s.s :L991 Annalen der Ph}'Sik und 

Chemie, Erg3.nzv.ngsband.11 

Contitmed on llu next card. 
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3.7. 
Colfli,wd 6.1 

J 
Cm5S :1.99 
ANNALEN. First word, 

3.8. J 

3.9. I 

3.10.1 

Annalen der Pbysik und Cbemie. B. 91·120. 
( •Reihe 4, B.1-30•Ganzen Folge167·196), 1854-1&63. 

(3 B. per year. 1854-1863). 
·:no$ QJ 1upp/unmt Crn5S :L991 Annalen der Physik and 

<..bernie, Erg3.nzungsband." 
Continwd mtlu tuzl eard, 

Cm55 :L99 
ANNALEN, Pint WIJrd. 

Colflinu1d 7. f 
Annalen der Physik and Chemie, B. 121-150 
( • Reihe 5, B. 1·30~ Ganzen Foige 197·226). 1864-1873. 

(3 ll. per year, 1&64-1873] 
Hat a1 mpphwunl CmSS :L991 Annalen der Physik und 

Chemie, Erg3nznn&~band." 
Continued"" t!u n~zt eard. 

Cm55:L99 
ANNALEN. Firtl word. 

ContimmJ 8.1 
Annalen der Physik and Cbemie. B. 151-160 
( • Reihe 6, B. 1·30-Ganzen Foige 227-236). 1874-1877. 

[3 B. per year. 1874-1877] 
"Has us JufJ~Itmml CmSS :L991 Annalen der Physik und 

Chemie, Erg3nzungsband", Ha.1 a1 supp/t,tnt CiL96 A" 
Continued "" tAt ,.,:d eard. 

CmSS :L99 
ANN A LEN. /first u•cwd. 

Annalen der Phvsik und 
Ganzen Folge 237-305). 

Continwd 9.1 

Chemie, Neue Folge. B. 1·69 (-
1877-1899. 

(3 B. per year, 1H77-1899] 
"Hat tU tupp/tWf.tnl c,,sS :L991 Annalen der Physik und 

Chemle. Erg3.nzungsband", 
Co111itu11d '"' tlu t~~zl card, 

3
·
11 ·1 c .. 55:L99 Continwd 10., 

ANNALEN. Fir1t wunl. 
Annalen der Physik. f'olge 4. B.l-87 (-Ganzen Reihe 306. 

392). 1900--1928. 

(3 B. per year, 1900-1928], 
C(111fi,lltd ON tlu ntxt card. 
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3.12-~ C..55,L99 
ANNALEN. FirJt W(lf'd, 

Annalen der Physik. Folge 5. B. 1-3 
395). 1929. 

[3 B. per year, 1929]. 

Continwd 11. t 

( = Ganzen Rei he 392-

Continutd on tlu nut 'ard. 

ANNALEN. Fi"t Wf»'d, 

3
·
13 1 Cm55:L99 

Annalen der Physik. FoJge S. B. 4~15 
407). 1930-1932. 

Cottlinutd 12.1 
( = Ganzen Reihe 396-

[4 B. per year. 1930-1932] 

3
'
14'1 Cm55:L99 

ANNALEN. First rtJord, 
Annalen der Physik. Folge 5. 

408-42!). 1933-1988. 

[3 B. per year. 1933- ] 

J.IS.I Cm55:L991 
ANNALEN, First word. 

Conlinued on tile nt:rt (ard. 

Conli,utd 13. 

B. 16-32 ( =Ganzen Reihe 

Annalen der Physik and Cbemie, Erganzungsband. B. 1-8. 
!842-1878. 

[Irregular. 1842-1878] 
"Supplemt-'111 to CmSS. L99 Annalen der Physik and Chemie." 

3
'
16'1 CiL96 A 

POGGENDORFF (Johann Christian). Ded. 
Annalen der Physik und Cbemie, Jubelband. 

TECHNIQUE FOR THE DICTIONARY CATALOGUE 

The card technique for the Dictionary Catalogue 
as prescribed by the Library of Congress is given in 
the Guide: · 

"For current periodicals the following order is pre
scribed: 

1. For title, followed by a blank line; imprint;· 
collation; frequency of publication. (When the 
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fin<t volumP is in the library, the volume number 
and the date of first publication are included in 
the title). 

2. Beginning a new card, a note giving the various 
titles unde.· which the periodical has been published. 

3. Note giving successive editions. 

4. Notes giving changes in place of publications and 
publisher~, when important. 

(2, 3 and 4 may be combined if changes of title, 
editor and imprint occur simultaneously) 

Sufficient space is left to permit insertion of 
information regarding earlier or later 
volumes which come to hand. 

5. Specification on a new card of the volumes in the 
library, introduced by the phrase "Library has" 

6. A separate concise entry for each series which 
bears a diiTerent title with notes "preceded by". 
"continued as" or a direct reference to the current 
name. 

7. Added entries under the name of editor~. 
subject.,, etc. 

"When a periodical ceases to be published, the informa
tion contained on the card ~pecified under 5 is 
transferrerl to the blank line provided for that 
purpose on rare! 1, the former card being cancelled. 
On the other hand, if a periodical continues under 
a new name, the cards containing bibliographical 
notes and statem<'nt of what is in the library are 
placerl after the new title. Under the old title 
there remain the usual brief entries, referring for 
continuation to the new name. In current titles 
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the last date and statement of the number of 
volumes are written in pencil". 

"64. Order of Mtes. The order of notes is in gene· 
ral the same as that observed in periodicals: 

Frequency of publication. 

Volume numbers irregular ... 

Notes of connection with other publications. 
Title varies. 

Editors. 

Imprint varies. 

No more published. 

Notes concerning contente. 

(The order of notes varies considerably according 
to the length of the en try) . 

Matter to be Mted. While no definite rule can 
be madb as to what should he noted in addition 
to the above items, there are certain types of 
material which are usually selected for special 
mention. 

Indexes (not separately paged) . 

Bibliographies. 
Monographs with special titles ·(except when the 

whole set is monographic). 

Historical notices of the society. 

Lists of publications of the society. 

Lists of members of the society. 
Supplements and appendixes (not separate!:; 

paged). 
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First Example 

l llullftmit 11alitmalt duuimc11, 6dlu-ldlrt1 tl arts dt Bcrdta11z -. 
Actes. 

Bordoatll (etc.) 1839-
v. l11111., plates (part col.) portll, maps, plan~, facisms, tables 

diagno. 201-321. 
Vols.-15-have imprint: Bordeaux, Parisi v. 16--Paris. 

Title varies: 1839-47, Actes de l'Academie royale dee sciences, belles· 
lettres et artl de Bordeaux. 

1848-59. Reeueil des actea de 1 'Academie dee scieneea, bellea· 
lettreo et art. de Bordeaux (1854-69, Aeademie imperiale ••• ) 

1860-70. Actes de 1 'Academie imperiale ... 3. eerie. (Half-title: 
Recueil deo actea ... ) 

lHil-72. Actes de l'Academie nationale (Half-title: 
.Recueil ••• ) 

The first aeries of proceedings was published under the title 
., Seance publique"; the second eeriea comprises v. 1-21 of the pre
..:·nt publication, 1~39·59; the third s~ies. v. 22 - 1860-

Vols. 39-40 ia8ued in 1 v.; also «-45, 49-50. 
"Compte rendu des acancea", appended to each volume, begin· 

ning witb v. 18, 1856. 

LiKt of mf'JUhl."rs in Nl<:h \'Olume. 

A supplementary volume waa iBBued with v. 40; Sur lea observa
tion• pluviomctriquea faitee da011 l'est de la France ... de 1688 a 
1870 par V. Raulin. 1887. (xv. 86Q p.) 

A ppoudod to v. 44-46: Algebro do l'bannonie, par Anatole 
Loquin. 

"Lea laureate de l'Aeademie (1713-1893) par Aurelieu Vivie" 
• . 65, p. 423-491. 

"Table metbodique des publieatione de l'Audemie de Bordeaux" 
by L. de Lomothe: v. 9, 1847, p. 751-795. 

"Table mcthod.ique . , . 1848 inelusivement juequ'a 1860 e.J:C!lu
sh·t'ment, par Jules de Geree": v. 22, 1860, p. 259-286. 

AS162.B81 14.217UM 

Second Examp/6 

·I A.,~ri<a" ir'tllf tJ1fd 1tul•11tKiatiun. I 
The bulletin of the Am~tiean iron and tteel association. v. J-46; 

Sept. 1866-Dec. 1912. Philadelphia. 1866-1912. 
46v. in 26. illua,, plates, table!', 271-371 em. 
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Weekly, Sept. 1866·Feb. 1895; 3 no. a month, Mar .. 1895-Dee.l897~ 
oemimonthly (irregular) Jan..189S-D<e. 1907; monthly (irregular) 
Jan.IS98-Dee.l912. 

An earlier serifS of bulletins was isso.ed by the as50ciation undtr 
title L'Bulletin of tbe American iron association, 1857-1858. 

Editor: !fay 21, 1879-Dee. 1912, Jamee M. Swank. (M.r. Bwanlt 
was SE't"retary of the association from Jan.. 1, 1873; be i& mentioued 
as editor of this publieatio~ however, until May 21, 1879.) 

The work of the !lSSOciation was taken over by the .A.meriean iron 
and &teel institut" Jan.. 1913, and the Bnlletill ..,.. oontillned ao 
lfonthly bnllrtiD of tbe Ameriean iroD and st""l institute. 

1. Iron industry and trade - Soei£ties. 2. Steel indust:ry 
and trade - Societies. L Swank, Jameo lfoore, 1832-1914, eeL ll 
Title. 

TB301LA45 8-21171> 

Alturic1111 irt111 tlU stu/ i7Uiit•U, New V ark. I 
Btt.lletio of the American iron and steel inslitute. v. 1- jan .. 1913-
New York, American iron and steel institute, 1913--
•· illas., plates (part col.) 25i em. 

llonthly, Jan. l!ll3-Feb., 1917 (title reads :Monthly bulletin); 
bimonthly, lli.r.-.Apr.1917 - (title reads Bimonthly bulletin). 

Sup'?rsedE'S the Bulletin of the American iron and steel assoeiation 
published, 1866-1912. 

C.ontains articles on iron and steel statisties, on the improve
ment of methods of producing iron and steE"l and on th\! promotion. 
of health a.nd oafety among employees. 

L Iron illdustry and trade - Societies. 2. Steel iDdustry 
and trade - Soeieties. I Title. II Title: :Monthly Btilletin. 
m Title: Bi-monthly bnlletin. 

TS300.A46 15-2006~ 
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43 ADDED ENTRIES 

SUBJECT ENTRIES 

In the Classified Catalogue the Main Entry 
(Class Number Entry) forms the Subject Entry. 
There iH thu8 no need for an Added Subject Entry. 
In the Dictionary Catalogue Added Entries should 
appear under the name of the subject of thtl 
Periodical Publiration as Main Heading with 
an appropriate l<'orm Subheading. The following 
is the prescription of the Guide;: 

"73. A dd6d Entries 

• • • • 
"2. Subject headings: Collections, memoirs, report9, 

transactions, etc., of societies or institutions are to 
be entered under the name of the subject or sub
jects of which they treat, with subdivision 
8or-1".efie.s; for puhli(>ations of universities, museums, 
and other ins! itutions, and of certain commission~. 
which are not societie9 in the ordinary acceptation 
of the word, the form SociRties, etc., is to be used, 
the "etc." to be disregarded in filing. 

" (The charter, constitution, by-laws, lists of members, 
and similar publications which contain as a rulo 
little or no matter dealing with those subjects and 
relate ahnOilt exclusively to the organization or 
manag<•ment of a so<"iety, are not to he entered 
nuder subject.)". 
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ALTERNATIVE NAME ENTRIES 

The Second Law and the Law of Parsimony 
would suggest as a compromise that there should be 

(1) in the Classified Catalogue, a Class Index 
Entry under every conceivable alterna
tive name of a Periodical Publication 
and similarly 

(2) in the Dictionary Catalogue, a correspond
ing number of equivalent See Reference 
Entries. 

Examples for Classified Catalogue: 

Set 1 

1.1. I JOURNAL. Fird word. 

Journal fur die reine and angewandte Mathematik. 
Bm55:M26 

1
·
2 I CRELLE'S. Fird word. 

Crelle's Journal. 
Bm55:M26 

Set 2 

2.1. I DEUTSCHEN MORGENLAJSDISCHEN .GESELLSCHAFT. 

Zeitschrift. 
55 5 504: :M4. 

2
·
2 I ZEITSCHRIFT. First word. 

2.3. 

Zeitschrift der deutscben morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. 
504:55:M45 

I z. First word. 

z.D.M.G. 

. . 
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Set 3 

3.1 l INDIAN MATHEMATICAL CLUB. 

3.2. 

3.3. 

Journal. 

I INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. 

journal. 

I JOUkNAL, Firll word. 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Club. 

3.4. I JOURNAL, First w.,d, 

4.1. 

4.2, 

4.3. 

4.4. 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society. 

Set 4 

I BURMA, 
HIGH COURT. 

Indian law report•, Rangoon series. 

I BUkMA. 
HIGH COURT, 

Rangoon law reports. 

I INDIAN. Fird w.,d, 

lndlan law reporll, Rangoon series. 

I RANGOON. Fir~t rvoJ.i, 

Nanaoon law reports. 

,S I BURMA. FirdrvorJ. 

Burma law report!!, 
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ADDED ENTRIES 

ALTERNATIVE NAME ENTRIES 

The Second Law and the Law of Parsimony 
would suggest as a compromise that there should be 

(1) in the Classified Catalogue, a Class Index 
Entry under every conceivable alterna
tive name of a Periodical PublicatioD 
and similarly 

(2) in the Dictionary Catalogue, a correspond
ing number of equivalent See Reference 
Entries. 

Examples for Classified Catalogue: 

Set 1 

1.1. I JOURNAL. First wtmi. I 
Journal fur die reine and angewandte Mathematik. 

Bm55:M26 

1
·
2 I CRELLE'S. First word. 

Creue•s Journal. 
Bm55:M26 

Set 2 

2.1. I DEUTSCHEN MORGENLAI'DISCHEN ~ESELLSCHAFT. 
Zeitschrift. 

5 
5 

504:5 :M4. 

2
·
2 I ZEITSCHR!FT. First word. 

2.3. 

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. 
504:55:M45 

I z. First word. 

z.D.M.G. 
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Set 3 

3.1 j INDIAN MATHEMATICAL CLUB. 

3.2. 

3.3. 

Journal, 

I INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. 

journal. 

I JOURNAL, Firll WQrd. 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Club. 

3.4. I JOURNAL, First word. 

4.1. 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society, 

Set 4 

I BURMA, 
HIGH COURT. 

Indian law report", Rangoon series. 

42 I BURMA. 
HIGH COURT, 

4.3. 

4.4. 

Rangoon law reports, 

I INDIAN. First w.rd, 

Indian law reporta, Rangoon series. 

I RANGOON. First rv~rJ, 
Rangoon law reports. 

•
5 I BURMA. Firn rvtml. 

Burma law reports. 
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ADDED ENTRIES 

Corresponding examples for the Dictionary Catalogm 
may be oonstructed on the following model: 

J CRELLE'S, Fir II 'IJ1(1f'tf, I Crelle's Journal. 
&e 

JOURNAL. Fird ,_d, 
Joomal fqr die reine und angewandte Mathematik. 

The Guide prescribes Added Entries from other 
types of Headings as well: 

'' 72. Added entr~s. l\Iake added entries for editol"> 
(if important) compilers of indexes, societies whose 
proceedings are included in the publication, title, 
etc." 

But the C. c. code deliberately reco!llillends omi!'
sion of such Editor Entries for Periodical 
Publications. Entries for societies whose pro
-ceedings are included in them, however, come under 
the category of Analytical Entries which should of 
-course be given. 

ANALYTICALS 

But as for regular Author and Subject Analyti
-eals for Periodical Publications, no! The Law of 
Parsimony will fly into a rage at the very thought 

o()f them, and rightly so. · 

The number of periodicals in the world runs to 
thousands (60,000 is one of. the estimates). Ev~n 

the Madras University Library receives abou~ 

1,400 of them. The. Yale University Library 
receives as many as 11,500. In many of them the 
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~rticles on any one topic are widely scattered. Much 
time will be required for collecting them in lists and 
it is not proper for every individual library to 
attempt it: it is eminently a problem for interna
tional c1fort. Abstracting and analysis of Periodical 
Pu!,lications on an international basis is in fact far 
more advan<'ed than that of books. 

Cnoss REFEI!ENCE INDEX ENTRIES 

This Class of Added Entries gives rise to no 
~liffPrence between the Dictionary Catalogue and 
the Classified Catalogue. 

According to the C. c. code: 

"74. A Periodical Publication is to be given Cross 
Reference Index Entries of the Fourth kind viz., 
Lahel Index Entries and no other kind". 

"741. The Label Headings to be used are "Periodi
<·uiH" and "Serials". 

ThP t••rms "Periodicals" and "Serials" are de
ll ned in Rule 08 of the C. c. code. Roughly speak
ing, if the Colon Classification is in use, m in the 
Class Number will indicate "periodical". Other 
PPriodicnl Publications may as a rule be considt>red 
.o·•Priul~. 

ln pxmnples illustrating these rules the C. c. code 
direds thut a Label Entry, say under Periodicals, 
i~ to bP gi1·en for every possible alternative name 
ot; u publicution. But this is an unnecessary flouting 
nf tlw Law of Parsimony. It was evidently re
~ommPnded under a mistaken deference to the 
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Second Law, whose requirements, in fact, are
amply provided for by the .Alternative Name 
Entries already dealt with. 

We have found from later experience that th~ 
Fourth Law would be better satisfied if the ClaEs 
Number of the Periodical is added at the end of 
each Label Entry. 

The Guide prescribes some additional Label 
Entries: 

"73. Added entries (Form l!eadVr!gs, etc.) 

1. Form Headings: All the publications of a society 
are to have added entry under the form heading; 

(a) Societies. 

(b) Learned institutions and societies. 

(The latter a subheading under name of country 
or place where the society's headquarters are 
located"). 

The Law of Parsimony perhaps demands that th~ 
latter, deriving from the practice of the British 
Museum, should be given up. 
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51 PERSONAL NAMES 

NAME ENTRY 

By Name Entries is meant Entries that have all 
their Headings names of persons or of Corporate 
Bodie~, or of certain prescribed substitutes for 
them in exceptional circumstances. 

In the catalogue of the "One Book, One Entry" 
type, all the Entries are N arne Entries. 

In the Library Catalogue, on the other hand, it 
is not so; there are, for example, the Subject 
Entries. Whether their Headings be Numbers, as 
in the Main part of the Classified Catalogue or 
nuwe~ of subjects, as in the Dictionary Catalogue 
and the Index Part of the Classified Catalogue, 
thPy are not in general N arne Entries in the sense 
in whi<"h this phrase has been defined. But somc 
Snbjet't Entril's may also be Name Entries. They 
will be so if a person forms the subject of study, as 
in ClwstPrton 's BroU'·ning, Bradley's Shakespear·e 
and Ludwig's Napoleon. 

Again a SNies Entry will not ordinarily belong 
to the category of N arne Entries; but it may become 
a Name Entry if for individualisation the name of 
the Series has to begin with the name of a Corpo
rate Authority as in 
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UNITED STATES. AGRICULTURE (Department of-). 

BuLLETIN SERIEs. 

On the whole, it may be stated that Name Entries 
are the most numerous in a Library Catalog-ue. 
This is one reason why more attention has be~n 
paid to them than to Subject Entries. 

There is also another and perhaps more import
ant reason. In all forms of catalog-ue except the 
Classified one, the Main Entry has been invariably 
an Author Entry i.e. Name Entry. The result is 
that the Canon of Prepotence has obliged catalo
g-uers to pay the fullest possible attention to 
names - their choice and their representation in 
the Heading. 

It may also be mentioned that even in the Classi
fied Catalogue though the name of the author or 
any collaborator is impotent in the Main Entry, the 
Canon of Prepotence invests it with full importance 
in the Author and Collaborator Entries appearing 
in the Index Part. 

LANGUAGE AND SPELLING 

The writing of Personal Names may appear a 
simple matter, but actually it is full of difficulties. 
First there is the question of la11guage and its 
developmental stage and spelling discussed already 
in Chapter 12 in connection with names of subjects. 

The Canon of Ascertainability would make us 
copy the name as it occurs. on the title page. "This 
may be done (the C. c. code prescribes it) in the 
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Main Entry of a Classified Catalogue, since thb 
name of the person is impotent for purposes of 
arrangement. But in the Name Entries of the 
Index Part of such a catalogue and in all the Name 
Entries of the Dictionary Catalogue, the names are 
prepotent. If a person's name occurs in different. 
languages or in different stages of a language or 
with different ~>pellings in different books, obedi · 
!'lice to the Canon of Ascertainability will prevent 
assembly of all the books under one Name Head
ing. However, the C. c. code prefers to stand by 
this Canon even in its Index part and would com
pPnsnte for consequent scattering by providing 
Cross Reference Index Entries linking up equiva
IPnt name-forms. 

Perhaps the C. c. code claims to satisfy the Canon 
of Consistency also by sueh a prescription. 

Cutter gives up the Canon of Ascertainability 
and propounds the following rules: 

'' :12. Give the names, both family and Christian in 
the VERNACULAR form if any instance occurs of the 
me of that form in the printed publications of the 
author. 

"R.rrrpt that the following go under the Latin form: 
(a) nneient Greek authors, (b) certain medieval 
names and several from the renaissance and Re· 
formation periods, (c) popes. 

"~~- If 11n author has written in several mod<lt·n 
languagu, ehooRP that in which he has writtPn 
most. 
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"35. When an author's name is VARIOUSLY SPELLED, 

select the best authorized form as heading add the 
variants in parentheses, and make references from 
them to the form adopted. 

"Of course, great care must be taken not to entet· 
separately works in which au author spells hi' 
name differently, as Briant and Bryant, Easterr
brooks and Eastabrook, Erdmann and Erdtmann. 
On the other hand, different people who spell their 
names differently should be separated, as Hofmann 
and Hoffmann, Maier, 1\Iair, l\Iajer, 1\Iayer, Mayr, 
Meier, l\Ieh·, l\Iejer, Meyer, Meyr, Schmid, Schmidt, 
Schmeid, Schmiedt, Schmit, Schmitt. (On the 
arrangement of such names in a card catalogue 
see § 303). 

"In German Christian names there is a want of uni
formity in the use of C and K (Carl, Conrad, Kar!, 
Konrad) and f and ph (Adolf, Adolph). Occa
sionally an author uses both forms in different 
books, or writing only in latin (Carolus. Rudol
phus) does not show which form he prefers. Where 
the author thus leaves the point undecided. K and 
f should be preferred to C and ph (except in 
Christoph). Swedish f is to be preferred to v. as 
Gustaf, not Gustav". 

But Cutter respects the Canon of Asrertainability 
in the next, and in a later rule: 

"36. When family names are written differently br 
different members, follow the spelling adopted b~

each, even though it '!!honld separate fathet and 
son. 
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"41. FoRENAMES are to be Ulled in the form employed 
by their owners, however unusual, as Will Carle
ton, Sally (Pratt) lHcLean, Hans Droysen, Fritz 
Reuter''. 

'l'lw A. A. code is divided in its loyalty to the 
Canon of Ascertainability and has therefore several 
rules on the subject: 

"42. Variations due to language, traDJlliteration, etc. 

When a person regularly uses a foreign form of 
his name, enter under this form. 

Leschetizky, Theodor, not Leszetycki, Teodor. 
Tschermak, Gustav, not Cermak 

"This practice applies to authors whose works have 
originally appeared in a foreign or adopted tongue, 
nnrl whose names may therefore be given in the 
form thus adopted by them. 

"Follow this practice also in the ease of transliterated 
nnmes, if the author has himself consistently userl 
a particular form when among foreigners, or i~ 

always known by a transliteration differing from 
the one provided for in these rules. 

Rangabc not Rankabes 

Vlachos, not Blachos 

"4~. Writers of midrlle ages and the renaissance and 
reformation periods. Authors of middle ages and 
the renaissance and reformation periods who have 
translated their names into one of the classic 
lnng-nages, or who, with or without reference to 
tl1c original, have adopted a name Greek or Latin 
in form, are to he entererl under the adopted form. 
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Agricola, Rudolf, not Bauer. 
Xylander, Wilhelm, Mt Holtzmann. 
;\Ielanchthon, Philipp, not Schwarzerd. 
Oecolampadius, Johannes, not Hausschein. 

''On the other hand, enter under the original name 
when it has become firmly established, through the 
author's own usage or otherwise, so that he is known 
by that rather than by the adopted name. 

Reuchlin, Johann, not Capnion. 

"In either case refer from the form of name not adopt. 
ed as entry word. 

"44. Post-reformation and modern writers !mown 
under a Latin form. Post-reformation and modern 
writers whose names are found both in Latin form 
and in the vernacular are to be entered under the 
Latin form whenever this is decidedly better known. 
Reference is to be made from the vernacular. 

Grotius, Hugo, with reference from Groot. Hugo 
van. 

but 
Ritschl, Friedrich Wilhelm, not Rit>chelius, 

Fridericus. 

"45. Popes. Give names of popes in Latin and refer 
from the vernacular form of the forename and 
from the family name. 

Pius II, pope, with reference from Pio and from 
Piccolomini. Enea Silvio. 

".46. Sovereigns. Give names of sovereigns in th• 
wrnacular and refer .from the English form. 

Franz Joseph I. emperor of Austria. 
Friedrick I, Barbaros~a. emperor of Germa]ly. 

Wilhelm II, German emperor. 
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Henri IV, king of France, 

Umberto I, king of Italy. 

"4 7. Bible characters. Give names of Bible cha· 
racters in Engli•h, and as far as possible in the 
form in which they appear in the authorized 
version. 

James, Saint, apostle. 

"48. Saints. Give names of saints other than Bible 
characters in Latin, unless they are decidedly 
hetter known under the vernacular or some other 
form. 

Latin form-

Benedictu•, Saint, abbot of Monte Cassino. 

Gregorius, Saint, bp. of Tmtrs. 

Joannes, Eleemosynarius, Saint, patriarch of 
.11 e.ralllb·ia. 

Zeno, Saint, bp. of Verona. 

Vincentius Lerinensio, Saint. 

V m·narular f11f'11V-

Birgitta, Sninl, of Rwerlen. 

Bernard de Clairvaux, Sa.int. 

Genevieve, Saint, of Paris. 

English form

Patrirlt. Saint. 

Augustine, ,<!.oint, abp. of Canlet·but·y." 

It is for ronaideration whether so many special 
rules may not be avoided, by fo1lowing the Canon 
of Asccrtninability and leaving all possible variant 
formR of nanH'~, howPver popular, to be used ns 
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Headings of Cross Reference Index Entries and t() 
be linked up in that way. 

Some authors complicate the problem still fur
ther by giving their names in two different 
languages either on the title-page or in two differ
ent parts of the book- say on the cover and on the 
title-page. The Canon of .Ascertainability will 
make us adopt the former for a Cross Reference 
Index Entry and the latter for the regular one. 
In the British Museum Library, I came across a 
curious case of this kiud which had considerably 
delayed the cataloguing of a certain book. The 
cover and the title-page had respectively the names 
Srisaila Tatachari and Tirumalai Tattachari. The 
difficulty was at once cleared when it was pointed 
out that the first was the Sanskrit and the second 
the Tamil form of the same name. 

TRANSLITERATION 

Transliteration of names occurring in script~ 

other than that officially adopted by the library is 
another source of trouble. 

If the authors do not provide their own transli
teration the library can adopt the standard one; 
but many authors give their own transliteratioi1 
which is often different. 

The title-page of this. very book mentions two 
persons of the same name. But the second uses 
1t and dh where the first has a and th. The se~ond 
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tran~literation was fixed more than fifty years ago, 
I gather, when no system was yet generally observed. 
But except for the absence of diacritical marks the 
first name agrees with the standard code approved 
by the lntemational Congress of Orientalists. As a 
result of this difference the two names cannot be 
filed together. The C. c. code will copy the names 
as they appear on the title-page and will make up 
for the resulting dispersal by linking the standard 
form of the second name to that given on the title
page by a Cross Reference Index Entry. 
The C. c. code would defend such strict conformity 
to the Canon of Ascertainability as follows: 

"The cataloguer has no business to question the right 
of authors to [transliterate or even] mutilate their 
own names llll th~y plea..•e. Any attempt to re
construct the nam•·s of the authors so as to bring 
them into conformity with tradition or [standard 
codt>s] or philology or even semantics will be 
\\TOnging the authors and will amount, in the long 
run, to courting chaos. Hence whatever the title
pnge ~:ives as the name of the author must be 
faithfully follow~d in accordance with the rule." 

Ilrre nre some examples not only of deviation 
from the standard form but of utter lack of con
~ish'IH'Y· IIPre the same nnme occurs in three 
ditTerl'nt forms in aA ronny books: 

In the Siddhanla-kmonudi (1904) the name of 
one of the editors occurs as 

Vfisndev Lokshman Shiistri Pansikar 
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But in the Pandava charita (1911) it occurs as 

Wasudeva La.xmana Shastri Panashikar 

And in the Bhattikavya (1928) as: 

Wi\sudev Lakshman Shastri Prulliikar 

Cases like this no doubt make the C. c. code's un
flinching loyalty to the Canon of .A.scertainability 
appear most irritating. 

Cutter provides two rules for meeting difficulties 
of this kind both of which slight the Canon of 
.A.scertainability. 

"38. When an author living in a foreign country ha• 
transliterated his name according to the practice 
of that country and always uses it in that form, 
take that as the heading, referring from the form 
which the name would have under Rule 37; but if 
he has written much in his own language, use th~ 
English transliterated form. 

Ex. Bikelas Demetrius, with reference from Vikelas, 
Dmitri. 

"39. If a name which would properly be spelled by 
the English alphabet has been transliterated into 
a foreign alphabet, refer from the foreign form. 

Ex. Sifner, See Schiefner." 

In its Report {1934)' the Library of Congress 
states: 

"Since English is the only official language common 
throughout India, use of the individual translitera-

'· P. 187. 
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tions of personal names as favoured by the per
sons themselves seems legitimate for the modern 
East Indian writers, particularly for those writing 
in English or other Western languages." 

This satisfies the Canon of Ascertainability by its 
conclu~ion while denying it by its method. 

Suruames vs. Forenames 

The name of a person seldom consists of a single 
word. In European names a combination of sur
name and forenames {Christian names) has been 
long established and except for occasional omission 
or contraction of forenames a consistent convention 
~P<·m~ to he followed. Muslim names are of all the 
moHt profuse and difficult to manage: the C. c. code\ 
iHolatl's nine possible constituents. Other names 
<·ome midway between modern European name:;: 
and Muslim names in the problems they present t<> 
the <'ataloguer. 

EuaoPEAN NAMES 

In Europe there is at present no struggle between 
~nrnnme and forenames. But the Canon of Pre
pot<'ll<'<' was not so favoured in earlier centuries. 
In the l'nrly sixteenth century for example (when 
nlphalll'ti<'al arrangement first came into vogue) 
lhP Pnlrie~ in catalogues like those issued by the 

'· Pp. 71·72. 
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Sorbonne were "arranged in alphabetical order of 
authors' Christian names". Again, Conrau 
Gesner, born at Zurich in 1516 and reputed to be 
the first universal bibliographer, arranged the 
entries in his Bibliotheca universalis alphabetically 
by Christian names of authors. But he seems to 
have vaguely sensed the Canon of Prepotence, for 
he also added n summary list of authors in which 
the names were inverted- a kind of cross-reference 
index. 

So also Antonio Franceseo Doni's La liburia 
(1550) gave in its first part a list of Italian authors 
alphabetically arranged by their Christian names. 
The same was the case with the national biblio
graphies of France of that period. In Francois 
Grude de la Croix du Maine's Premier volume d<l 

la bibliotheque (1584) the entries were alphabeti· 
cally arranged by the Christian names of authors 
but they were accompanied by an index of surnames. 

The first catalogue to recognise the insistence of 
the Canon of Prepotence, that the word first written 
in a Name Entry should be that which occurs least 
frequently, v·iz., surname, was Andrew J\Iannsell":i 
Catalogue of English printed books (1595). This 
draper turned bookseller did not hesitate, though 
with all modesty, to throw overboard the system of 
"the learned men that have written Latin Cata
logues". "They make. their Alphabet by the 
·Christian name", he writes, "I by the Sir name''. 
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'l'hus forenames alone first held the field; then 
surnames came to be recognised as possible rivals 
and were accommodated in special indexes though 
not in the entries themselves; finally from the seveu
t(>enth century onwards, surnames ousted forf'
nameij everywhere except in the names of 
sovereigns and popes (vide A. A. code Rules 24, 31 
and 32). · 

'l'he Canon of Prepotence is justified in having 
secured this inversion of words in personal names 
in spite of the anomaly that the Library Catalogue 
thus reverses the order obtaining on title-pages and 
in general usage both in books and conversation. 
For its duty is to prevent diffusion of prepotencll 
and have it concentrated in the Leading Section 
and even there in as few words as possible. 

'!'his does not however solve all difficulties con
nected with European names. Compound sur
names, surnames with prefixes, compound fore
names, unused forenames, and variation in the 
number of forenames are other complications. 

Is it to be 

37 

(1) CARMICHAEL (Amy Wilson-) 

or Wilson-Carmichael (Amy) T 

(2) TERRA (Hellmut De) 

or DE TERRA (Hcllmut) T 

(3) MARTINI (Giovanni Battisa) 
nr llfAR1'INI (Giambattista) T 
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(4) SrrAw (Oeorge Bernard) 
or SHAW (Bernard) Y 

The C. c. code would leave all such problems to 
the Canon of Ascertainability, i.e. would follow the 
title-page and give Cross Reference Index Entrice 
to make up for the resulting scattering of books by 
the same person. The A: A. code and Cutter give 
varying rules: they would follow the will-o '-the-wisp 
of usage, best known form and so forth in prefer
ence to the Canon of Ascertainability. 

NAMES WITH PREFIXES 

We hope that the revised A. A. code will be abl<+ 
to offer greater respect to the Canon of Consist
ency and greater clarity in treatment of surnames 
with prefixes. For lack of local knowledge tho 
C. c. code has virtually repeated the rules of the 
A. A. code. 

NoN-EURoPEAN NAMES 

As modern cataloguing rules were all framed in 
Europe and America the "Surname tradition" ha~ 
influenced treatment of non-European names as 
well. This has sometimes led to curious results. 
For example the Catalogue (1936) of the Library 
of the India Office uses such unnatural inversion& 
as: 

AIYANGAR (Krishnaswamy S. ·, 

AIYANGAR (Ramaswami l\L g.' 
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AlYANGAR (Sriniva•a V. V.) 

AIYAa (N. Sankara) 

ArYAR (Hama.,wami, 111. S.) 

ArYAB (Hamanatha P. and Haghava l'.) 

ArYER (Ramanatha l'. aut! Ranganatha N. S.) 

MuoAI,IAR ( Lakslunanaswmuy A.) 

M UDALIYAR ( ltamaswamy A.) 

SART!tl (Ramaswamy K. S.) 

8ASTRIAR (Ramaswamy K. 8.) 

SASTRY (K. R. R.) 

Any South Indian will see how wantonly th~ 

Canon of Pn•poten~e has been overridden. Sincll 
in European names the last word is the prepoten
tial one, the last words of other names also are 
without investigation taken to be prepotential. 

Western cataloguers are confirmed in their mis
hli<e when an author like the last-mentioned K. R. 
H. Saijtry on his title-page contracts the prepotcn
tinl word of his name into an initial and favours 
the less potent patronymic 'Sastry', perhaps in 
irnitation of what is apparent in European names. 

The draft rc,·ised rules of the A. A. code kini!ly 
~upplied to me by Mr. R. II. Gjelsnesa show the 
pnormous ltlllotmt of research that is being devoted 
to these (jll!'f<lions. But local usage has a wide 
runge of vnriation. Comparison of the discussion 
of' Hindu and Muslim names in the C. c. code' 

I Pp. 61·70. 
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with that given in the 1934 Report' of the Library 
of Congress will show how easily the real aspects 
of the case will be missed if local investigation is 
not made by joint committees of expert cataloguers 
and experts in cultural history and usage. 

Perhaps the appeal of the C. c. code" may be 
quoted here : 

"It has been seen how the value and significance of the 
different words in a Hindu name varies in the 
different parts of India. It may not be easy for 
one, not acquainted intimately with Hindu culture, 
to evaluate them correctly. To secure uniformity 
of practice in cataloguing, a dictionary of names 
- personal names, caste names, house names, and 
all other kinds of patronymic names - is a great 
desideratum. It does not seem to, have been yet 
attempted seriously. Perhaps, instead of one dic
tionary for the whole of India, it would be more 
convenient to have different dictionaries for the 
different linguistic areas, as the practices in differ
ent linguistic areas are different. Preparation of 
such a dictionary will be one of the most valuable 
pieces of work to be undertaken by the different 
provincial library associations. Perhaps the Indian 
Library Association ... may take tbe initiative in the 
matter and induce the different provincial associa
tions to proceed with the work along some standard 
lines. In this work the library associations may 
have to seek the help of other leamed bodies inter
ested in philological, historical and anthropological 

t Pp. 186-187_ • Pp. 67-68 and 75. 
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studies. Perhaps, it may take long before the 
library aHSociations of India attain sufficient 
maturity to take up that work. But there is one 
other agency which may interest itself in this. 
During the last ten years or so, increasing numbers 
of young men engage themselves in research work 
and prepare Doctorate Theses in the different 
Indian Universities. It would be quite fitting if 
those who guide such research work, start some 
young men on this problem. The work will require 
not only a systematic investigation of the records, 
printed books and manuscripts of the past hut also 
a large amount of field work and personal enquiry. 
Universiti<•s will be making no inconsiderable con
tribution to scholarship and to efficient and uniform 
style of entalo!(uin!l' if they direct their attention 
to this difficult piece of work. 

"I have made out a case in the commentary to Rule 
1212 for the need for research in Hindu names. I 
think there is even 11 greater scope for research in 
Muslim names. In addition to the intrinsic com
plexity of such names, there seem to be also some 
special features characterising 1\fuslim names of 
difTerrnt nationalities such as Spanish, :Moorish, 
Turldsh, Egyptian, Arabie, Persian, Afghan and 
Indian. The whole problem is bristling with diffi
culties and uncertainties. The present practice in 
libraries can at best be described as 'drifting'. The 
Osmnnia University and the Aligarh University 
will be doing a great service if they would set some 
young men on the investigation and systematisation 
of this problem and publish an authoritative 
dictionary of Mus lim names." 
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Library .Associations throughout the world 
-1 should put their heads together and arrive at an 

agreed set of rules for the treatment of personal 
names. Such an international code is very neces
sary now-a-days when the libraries of almost every 
country have books by authors belonging to almost 
every one of the others. The co-operation insti
tuted between Britain and America at the begin 
ning of the present century should be made world
wide. There is ample evidence indeed that doing 
all it can, the ..4. • ..4. code Revision Committee is to 
make its work cover every nationality. But I 
doubt if the task of finding the prepotential element 
in every kind of name can be accomplished without 
internationally co-ordinated local re~earch aloi<g 
the lines outlined above. 

HoMONYMS 

Homonyms are a source of trouble in Name 
Entries. In the case of entries that have 
homonyms as headings, the Canon of Prepotence 
demands that the Heading be augmented so as to 
exhaust potency within itself. The revised form 
of Rule 37 of the ..4.. A. code proYides for thi~ 

augmentation as follows: 

"40. Dates and Designations. Add dates of birth 
and death in the heading when they. can be dis· 
covered with a reasonable amount of search. 

"41. Distinguish persons of the same name whose dates 
are not known by descriptive designations denoting 
profession, occupation _etc." 
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The C. c. code has virtually adopted this mode of 
individualisation, with the exception that the 
augmentation is to be made only if the catalogue 
actually presents homonyms. But the .A . .A. code 
has borne the Fifth Law in mind and made it obli
gatory to acid these augmentations even in antici
pation. In the 1908 edition this is made clear by 
the words 

"they •hould he added in the heading even if not nece•
Hary at the time for distinguishing persons of the 
Harne name''. 

Libraries that grow only slowly at a rate of, say, 
n few thouHand accessions a year can have no idea 
of the rigour of the Fifth Law. They may feel 
that they can get on without propitiation of the 
Canon of Prepotence. But experience of the colossal 
rate of growth in some national, central and uni
vcrHity libraries forces one to realise the prudence 
of following it even in anticipation. 

IIJxnu HoMONYMS 

A much more formidable legacy has fallen to the 
"hare of the Indian librarian. It is at once the 
prize and the penalty he has for the unique an•i· 
<)nity of his national culturP, and for the Pxtra
ordinary and unexampled productivity of his 
authorial ancpstors even at the dbtant time, ttl 
which few othrr nations are able to trace their 
lit<>rary r<'mains. 
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In a learned note on Authorial polyonymy and 
homonymy i1~ Sanskrit literature contributed to the 
C. c. code1 my esteemed friend Prof. S. Kuppu
swami Sastri, perhaps the greatest living authority 
on Sanskrit bibliography, states: 

"One golden rule, however, "l'fhich a librarian, who is 
concerned with the classification and cataloguing of 
any consid~rable collection of Sanskrit books, can 
easily remember and follow is - ''Ref us• to be 
guided by mere names." 

"Polyonymous alia.ses and homonymous parallels are 
bound to cause even greater trouble and confusion 
in the sphere of library classification and catalogu· 
ing than in the investigation of crinles and settle
ment of legal claims. Longstanding usage esta
blished by reliable evid'ence is certainly useful to 
a co\lsiderable e:rtent in helping one out of the 
difficulties in the former as in the latter. . . . It 
would be certainly worthwhile for any institution 
intended for the promotion of culture 
to undertake the preparation of a concordance to 
authorial Polyonymy and Homonymy in Indian 
literature; and this would afford ample scope for 
intelligent, interesting and useful research for a 
number of scholars. for a number of years." 

It is a matter for gratification that this sugges
tion is now being fulfilled larg<>ly by the University 
of :Madras in its work on the rension of the Cata
lo_qus catalogorum of Sanskrit works and it is 

1 Pp. 118·112. 
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gratifying to find that this work is done under th~ 
<li rcetion of the learned professor himself. 

CHANGE OF NAME 

Another vexatious factor in the choice of personal 
names is change of name. This factor accounts 
for two' of the six rules of A. A. code on which thtl 
American Library Association and the (British) . 
Library Association could come to no agreement. 
As already shown in Chapter 41, another• of these 
six rules also relates to names, though of another 
kind. 

Chango of name is a fact external to the cata
loguer; he has no control over it and can only face 
it. Meanwhile, rules that do not consciously 
recognise the canons can only divide these principles 
ngainst themselves. 

We might get over the difficulty by giving a re
gular entry under each of the names denoting the 
author. But this course is ruled out by the Law 
of Parsimony which will allow Regular Entry for 
one name only, the rest being related with it by 
Cro~s Reference Index Entries. 

In choosing between several alternative names 
the C. c. code, as usual, gives the greatest weight to 
the Canon of Ascertainability. But the usual 
rPsult also follows: scattering under different 
IIea<lings of books by the ~arne person. 

t Ruleo 83 and 41. • Rule 121. 
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The A. A. code neglects the Canon of Ascertain
ability and seeks to assemble all books by the same 
person under one Heading. In choosing the name 
for this Heading the British practice is, as usual. 
to uphold the Canon of Permanence. And so the 
prescription is "Enter all books under the earliest 
name''. 

The American Library Association abandons 
even the Canon of Permanence and prescribes 
"Enter all books under the latest name". This 
may involve rewriting all old entries whenever an 
author changes his name. "Yes", says the American 
Library Association, "We know that is the penalty 
for flouting both the Canon of Permanence and the 
Canon of Ascertainability. But even at this ro"t 
we ought to give satisfaction to the Laws of Library 
Science!" 

The results of these three different practices may 
be shown by an example. We have the following 
entries in the 1936 Catalogue of the India Office: 

1. DuNDAS (Lawrence John Lumley) 1st Baron 

Ronaldohay. India, a bird's eye view. 1924. 
2. DuNDAS (Lawrence John Lumley) 2nd Marquess of 

Z ctland. Steps towards Indian Home Rule. 1935 

3. RoNALDSHAY (Lawrence John Lumley Dundas) 
lst Baron. See DuNDAS (L. J. L.) ht Baron 
Rona ldshay. 

4. ZETLAND (Lawrence John Lumley Dundas) 2nd 
Marquess of. See Du:NDAS. (L. J. L.) 2nd ~Iarqnes3 
l':et.land. 
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TheHe entries conform to the British practice. 
According to the American practice both books 
will appear under Zetland and there will be one See 
Reference from Ronaldshay to Zetland. As he has 
not written any book under the name Dundas, no 
Cross Reference may be necessary from that name. 
According to the C. c. code the first book will appear 
under Ronaldshay and the second under Zetland 
and See also References will be provided from 
Ronaldshay to Zetland and vice versa. 

To judge between these three practices (they are 
the only possible ones) we must invoke the aid of 
the Laws of Library Science. A reader is usually 
introtluced to a book by a reference to it in conversa
tion or print. The first book will usually be re
ferred to as Ronaldshay 's and the second as 
Zetland 's. The s~ond and the Fourth Laws 
therefore favour the practit'e of the C. c. code. But. 
the Third Law would prefer the American method. 
It might equally hnve approved the British practice 
if it were not that from the read<>r's point of view 
Duntlas is 'unheard of'. But the Fourth Law 
would say: ''Why should a reader seeking the fir~t 
book and looking up 'Ronaldshay' have to spend 
time following a direction to Zetland f Even if 
hut little actual time is wasted the psychological 
effect is adverse. SaYing the time of the reader 
very largely means securing for him the most 
favourable psychological tempo". 
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The .A. • .A.. code neglects the Canon of Ascertain
ability and seeks to assemble all books by the san~e 
person under one Heading. In choosing the name 
for this Heading the British practice is, as usual. 
to uphold the Canon of Permanence. And so the 
prescription is "Enter all books under the earliest 
name''. 

The American Library Association a band.ons 
even the Canon of Permanence and preseribes 
"Enter all books under the latest name". This 
may involve rewriting all old entries whenever an 
author changes his name. "Yes", says the Amerienn 
Library Association, "We know that is the penalty 
for flouting both the Canon of Pennanenre and the 
Canon of Ascertainability. But even at this ro:,t 
we ought to give satisfaction to the Laws of Library 
Science!" 

The results of these three different practices m:.y 
be shown by an example. We have the following 
entries in the 1936 Catalogue of the India Office: 

1. DuNDAS (Lawrence John Lumley) lst Baron 

Ronaltkhay. India, a bird 's eye view. 1924. 
2. DuNDAS (Lawrence John Lumley) 2nd ;ll arq uess of 

Zetland. Steps towards Indian Home Rule. 1935 

3. RoNALDSHAY (Lawrence John Lumley Dundas) 
lst Baron. See DuNDAS (L. J. L.) ht Baron 
Ronaldshay. 

4. ZETLAND (La\\Tence John LlmJley Dundas) ~nd 

ll!arquess of. See DuN'DAs. (L.J .L.) 2nd ~[arques3 
l':rtland. 
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Th(!He entries conform to the British practice. 
According to the American practice both books 
will appear under Zetland and there will be one See 
Reference from Ronaldshay to Zetland. As he has 
not written any book under the name Dundas, no 
Cross Reference may be necessary from that name. 
According to the C. c. code the first book will appear 
under Ronaldshay and the second under Zetland 
and See also References will be provided from 
Ronaldshay to Zetland and vice versa. 

'fo judge between these three practices (they are 
the only possible oneR) we must invoke the aid of 
the Laws of Library Science. A reader is usually 
introduced to a book by a reference to it in conversa
tion or print. The first book will usually be ro
f(•rrcd to as Ronaldshay's and the second as 
Zetland 's. The Second and the Fourth Laws 
thcrel'ore favour the praetiee of the C. c. code. But 
the Third Law would prefer the American method. 
It might equally hnve approved the British practice 
if it were not that from the read£>r's point of view 
Dtmtlas is 'unheard of'. But the Fourth Law 
wonld say: "Why should a reader seeking the first 
book nnd looking up 'Ronaldshay' have to spend 
time following a direction to Zetland T Even if 
hut little artual time is wasted the psychological 
effect is adverse. Saving the time of the reader 
very largely means securing for him the most 
favomable psyehologiral tPmpo ". 
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The Third Law may ask "But how is a reader 
seeking the first book to be informed of the second 7' · 
The Fourth Law will say "The next entry will 
direct him to 'Zetland' for other books by the 
same author". But the Third Law may retort: 
"Is not this direction also a failure of psychologi
cal economy?". "Yes, perhaps it is. But in face 
of the Law of Parsimony we can't have it both 
ways. We must choose the lesser evil. If you 
prevail there is every chance of the reader's going 
away in disgust without having taken even the 
first book. But by the procedure of the C. c. code 
which satisfies both the Second Law and myself he 
is sure to arrive at the book he deliberately seeks 
and there is always the chance of his being a reader 
of the second book as well. Anyway, a bird in the 
hand is worth two in the bush". 
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All the difficulties due to language, spelling, 
homonyms and change of name arise also in the 
case of Corporate Naml's and solutions of them are 
~<imilar in the various codes. 

A Classified Catalogue has the advantage in this 
matter. Its unflinching loyalty to the Canon of 
Ascertainability and strict adherence to the title
page does lead to less scattering of entries here 
than in the case of personal names. This is because 
most of the publications of Corporate Bodies are 
periodicals or serials which in the alphabetical part 
of the catalogue are given Epochal Class Index 
Entries and not Book Index Entries. This means 
that the Corporate Name Entries correspond with 
the See Reference Entries and not with the Author 
Entries of the Dictionary Catalogue. Each alter
native name of a Corporate Body (whether due to 
linguistie causes or change of name) is thus treat
eel in the same way; we avoid Dictionary Cata· 
Iogue's need of singling out one of them for 
special treatment. 

Moreover, as the Main Entry is a Class Number 
Entry in which the name of the author is impotent 
and as the Class Number of a publication is usually 
unaffected by C'hanges in the name of the Corporate 
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Author, the Cla~sified Catalogue is able completely 
to fulfil the Canon of Ascertainability by simply 
inserting a new Contin1ted Entry for every change 
of name o£ the Corporate Author, as has been 
explained and fully illustrated in Part 4. 

As the Main Entry in a Dictionary Catalogue is 
an Author Entry and since it is imperative that all 
volumes of a Periodical Publication be entered 
together, the Canon of Ascertainability has to be 
disregarded: one of the alternative names has to 
be singled out, however embarrassing it may be, 
for use in the Main Entry, the rest being relegated 
to See Reference Entries. This also has betn 
explained and illustrated in Part 4. 

CoNSTRUCTION oF THE NAME 

We shall next deal with a fundamental difference 
between a personal and a corporate author. The 
former has a name of his own and the title-pagE 
gives it definitely. But the name of the latter may 
very often have to be constructed by the cataloguer. 

Rule 123 of the C. c. code divides Corporate 
Bodies into four classes: 

1. Government: A Government or a. Local Authority 
or any of their parts; 

2. Instituticn: Any other type of Corporate Body 
having continued existence and having functions 
beyond that of convening and holding periodic 
conferences; 
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a. Ctmference: Not of the member• of any single Cor
porate Body of the first or second or fourth type, 
convened and held !Jy a Body, which ha.s no exist
ence beyond the conference convened and held by 
it or whose primary function is only that of 
convening and holding such conferences periodi
cally; and 

1. lJepblldcnt Body: A Body inclndir.g a Conference, 
constituent or subordinate to or created by or de
JH'Hdent on any Body of the first throe typos and 
whose existence is contingent on that of the pa:-cnt 
Body. 

GoVERNMENTS 

Practically all the codes agree m regard to the 
first word in the name of a Government or any of 
its parts or departments. They all prescribe 
the name of the geographical area whose affairs 
ure governed or administered by it. The A. A. 
code elaborates this fundamental idea in twelve 
rul(>S and the C. c. code in sixteen. The specifica · 
tions of the latter are more precise in several 
details. There is one point on which these codes 
<liffer. In writing the name of a department a~ 
Hub-heading, the A. A. code re-commends the writing 
of its words in the natural order; but the C. c. code 
reromnwmls inversion: 

"123142. The word or group of words in the name of 
the specific body indicating its sphere of work 
is to be written first and tbe other words in the 
nnme are to be added thereafter. 
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The following ten examples illustrate the ~elec

tion of the prepotential word for inversion to 
satisfy this rule. Incidentally they will also show 
the detailed way in which this Code has dealt with 
this subject. 

"Examples: 

MADRAs. INST&UCTIOY (Department of Pub lie-). 

UNITED STATES. EoucATiox (Bureau of-). 

MADRAS. ToWN-PLANNL."G (Director of-). 

MADRAS. EDUCATIONAL (District - Officer). 
Tanjare. 

1>1AoRAS. INSTRUCTION (Deputy Director of Public 
-). Fi"flance. 

MADRAS. INSTRUCTION (Deputy Director of Public 
-). Elementary Education. 

MADRAS. GIRLS' SCHOOLS (lnspectre...<s of-). 
First circk. 

GREAT BaiTAJN. ScOTTISH EoucATION (-depart
ment). 

MANCHURIA.. FINANCE (Department of-). Gene
ral affairs. (Bureau of-). 

1>liNCHURIA. INDUSTRY (Department of-). Gene
ral affairs. (Bureau of-)." 

It must be stated that the A. A. code records the 
adoption of the inverted form by many librariPs 
and in the revised draft the use of such inverted 
forlllll for Reference Entry is indicated. 
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:SoCIETlEH AND lJ<~TlTUTlONS 

The C. c. code designates them by the 
JtUJue Institutions and treats them alike. 
on the subject are: 

Common 

Its rules 

! '12J2. If the Corporate Author is an Institution, the 
Ilea<.liug is to consi•t of the name of the Institution 
in the slwrtest form found on the title-page, half
title-page, vr any other part of the book and omit
ting honorific words and 'puffs' if any, at the end 
or beginning. If the Corporate Author is " 
department, divillion or subdivision of an Institu
tion, the above Heading is to be used as the ll!ain 
Ilea<.ling. 

~ • Examples: 

IN'l'EHXATIONAL l\lARITI:\IE AssoCIATION. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SociETY. 

MADRAs liiAHAJANA SAnnA. 

AsiATIC SociETY OF BENGAL. 

SouTH INDIA TEACHERS' UNION. 

CAMnnmoE PHn..o~oPBIOAL SociETY. 

!loYAL SociETY OF LONDON. 

IlEALE AccADEMIA NAZJONALE DEr LrNCEl. 

Mm'NT WILSON OnHERVATORY. 

SAINT BARTHOUJMEW 's llosPITAL. 

TANJOilE Co-OPERATIVE BANK. 

BuYPT ExPLORATION FFND. 

f'A"~EmE Ix~TtTPTtO~ OF WA~HINOTON. 

Tli<IVERS!TY OF MADRAS. 

ANonnA llNrvER~ITY. 

a or. 
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JoHNs HoPKINs lJ'NrvERSITY. 

:MADRAS CHRisTIAN CoLLEGE. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND. 

BODLEIAN LIBRARY. 

SARASWATI 11AHAL LIBRARY. 

RAMANUJAN MEMORIAL CoMMITTEE. 

SRINIVASA SASTRI ENTERTAINMENT CoMMITTEE. 

EuROPEAN CoMMISSION oF THE DANUBE. 

"123201. If the name of the Institution does not indi
vidualise it, the Heading is to be augmented by an 
individualising word or group of words added as a 
separate sentence and underlined. This ts to 
consist of-

1. The name of its place if it is a localised inst itu
tion; or 

2. The name of the country to which the institution 
belongs, if it is a national body; or 

3. The name of the province, district, taluk, state, 
country, or any such division of a country, if it 
is a provincial, etc., body; or 

4. The name of its headquarters, if it cannot be 
individualised conveniently by 1., 2., or 3., above 

"Exampks: 

INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION. Genera. 

PRESIDENCY CoLLEGE. Cal<;utta. 

PRESIDENCY CoLLEGE. Madras. 

Ht~'<"DU HIGH ScHooL. Shiyali. 
HINDU HtoH ScHOOt,. Triplicane. 

UNIVERSITY CoLLEGE. London. 

YouNG MEN'S CHRISTl!\" AssocrATIO"- Tan}rrre. 
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NATIONAL GALLERY. Lond<Jn. 

CHEMICAL SociETY. L<>ndon. 

DANTE SociETY. Catmbridge. (Massachusetts) 

JWy.u. OBSERVATORY. Greenwkk. 

GENERAL llosPITAL. Madras. 

IMPEmAL BANK OF INDIA. Calcutta. 

TnEOROPlllCAL SoCIETY. Tanjore. 

but simp/,y 

TnEOsm•mcAL SociETY, if the pa .. ent society i8 

"""'"'· 
NATIONAL REsEARCH CoUNCIL. Japan. 

NATIONAL REsEARCH CoUNCIL. United States. 

DEMOCRATIC PARTY. United States. 

PROVINCIAL CoNGRESS CoMMITTEE. Madras. 

PROVINCIAL CoNGREss CoMMITTEE. Sindh. 

JusTicE PARTY. Madras. 

INTERNATIONAL AssociATION OF PuBLIC EMPLOY-

MENT SERVICES. United States and Canada. 
TEACHERS' GUILD. Tanjore. 

TEAC'llERS' Gun.D. llladras. City. 

LANDTIO!.DERS AssociATION. Madra.<. 

LANDTIOLDERR As.<OCIATION. Tanjore. 

LANDHOLDERS As.<OC!ATION. Tanjore. Taluk. 

RATEPAYERS AgsociATION. Mylapore. 

RATEPAYER.q AssociATION. Triplicane. 

INTER-TfNIVERRIT\' RoARD. India. 

IMPF.RIAT, LIBRARY. India. 

TMPF.RTAI, LrnRARY • • Japan. 

(hEAT WEsTERN RAJI,WAY. Great Rrifat',n, 
OnF.AT WE<TF.RN RAn.wAv. United Slates. 
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STOCK ExCHANGE. Washington. D. C. 

STOCK ExcHANGE. Montreal. 

LINNEAN SociETY. London. 

LINNEAN SociETY. New South Wales. 

LINNEAN SoCIETY. New }' ork. 

Sou·rH INDIA AssociATION. Calcutta. 

''123202. If individualisation is not attained by 
Hule 123201. the year of foundation may be given 
as a further individualising term written a> 
separate sentence. 

"Examples : 

STATE AGRICULTURAL SoCIETY. S~J~tth Carolina. 
1839. 

STATE AGRICULTURAL SociETY. S01tfh Carolina. 
1855." 

But the A. A. code distinguishes between 
Societies and Institutions as follows: 

'I DEFINITION. 

associated 

SoCIETIES 

A society is an organization of persons 
together for the promotion of common 

purposes or objects, such as research, business, re
creation, etc. An academy is a learned society 
devoted to the cultivation and promotion of litera
ture, of arts and sciences, or of some particular art 
or science. 

"SPECIFICATION. This section includes academies, 
associations, and societies of all kinds. scientific, 
technical, educational, benevolent, moral, etc., eve11 

when strictly local or named from a country, state. 
province, or city; also. clubs. gilds. orrlers of 
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knighthood, secret sc:ieties, Greek letter fraterni
ties, Young men's and Young women's Christian 
associutiond, affiliated societies, political parties, 
religious •ects, etc., 8B distinguished from institu
tions (establishments) . 

INSTITUTIONS (ESTABLISHMENTS) 

'' DEPINITION. Institutions (establishments) are en-
titi•·• whose functions require a plant with building~, 
apparatu•, etc. as <listinguished from bodies, 
organiz<·d groups of persons such as societies, 
associatiom, etc., whose duties may be performed 
equally well in one place or another. The neces
sity of having a permanent material equipment 
tends to identify the institution with a locality. 

"S!•ECH'lCATION. This section includes colleges, uni-
ver~:;ities, schools, libraries, museums, gallaries, 
observatories, laboratories, churches, cemeteries. 
monuHteries, convents, hospitals, asylums, prisons, 
theaters, botanical and zoological gardens, build
ing-R, sic. 

"The desig-nations academy, athenaeum, college, insti
tute, lyreum, museum, etc., and similar terms in 
other languages are used interchangeably for cul
tural associations and educational institutions; 
these are to be entered as societies or institutions 
nccording" to the nature of their organization." 

Th<1 hnHir rules for dealing with them are as 
follow~ in thr revised draft of the A. A. code: 

"3. GENEI!AL RuLE. Enter a society under the first 
word (not an article) of its latest corporate name, 
with reference from any other name hy which i~ 
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is known, and from the name of the place where its 
headquarters are established. 

"If the name of the place does not appear in the cor
porate name, it is to be added in the English forru 
and is to be printed in italics. 

Academy of natural sciences of Philadelphia. 
with •·eference from 

Philadelphia. Academy of natural sciences. 

Ateneo de Honduras, Tegucigalpa. 
with reference from 

Tegucigalpa. Ateneo de Honduras. 

American academy of arts and sciences, Boston. 
with reference from 

Boston. American academy of arts and sciences. 

College of physicians of Philadelphia. 
with reference from 

Philadelphia. College of physicians. 

Royal college of veterinary surgeons, London. 
with refe.·ence from 

London. Royal college of veterinary surgeons. 

Colegio de abogados de Lima. 
with reference from 

Lima. Colegio de abogados. 

"35. GENERAL RuLE. Enter an institution (using 
its latest name) under the name of the place in 
which it is located. 

Boston. Public library. 

:Manila. A ten eo. 
with reference from 

Ateneo de l\Ianila. 
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J'hiJa<lelphia. Childreu 's hospital. 
with reference from 

Cl1ildren 's hospital of Philadelphia. 

Boston. Gwynne temporary home for children. 
with reference from 

Gwynne temporary home for children, Boston. 

Gratz. Anua-kindcrspital. 
with reference from 

Anna-kindt•rspital, Gratz. 

Loudon. St. Bartholomew's hospital. 
with reference f rmn 

St. Bartholomew's hospital, London. 

Pnris. ~lu>ee national du Louvre. 
with reference from 

~!usee national du Louvre, Paris. 

Louvr<·, Musee national du, Paris. 

llumhurg. lnstitut fur allgemeine botanik. 
u•ith reference {rum 

l1"titut fnr ullegemeine botanik, Hamburg. 

Louvuin. lJniversite eatholique. 
u~th reference {ron. 

Universite catholique, Lrnwain. 

Greenwich, Eng. Royal obs•·rvat<Jry. 
u•iflt refer·e,.ce from 

Royal obsen·atory, Greenwich. 

Kalocsa, Iiungary, Ilaynald observatorinm. 
u•ifh reference from 

Haynald obsPrvatorium, Kalocsa, llunga.nJ. 

"36. NAME~ BEOJNNtNo wtTn A PROPER NouN OR Pao

N:R AoJECTI\'E. Eut.•r an institution of the United 
l'ltHtes or of the British ~mpire whose name brgins 
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with a proper noun or a proper adjective under 
the first word of its name and refer from the plaee 
where it is located. For other countries follow 
the general rule of entry under place. 

"This exception has not been applied to hospitals and 
benevolent institutions nor to Carnegie, Passmore
Edwards, and similar public libraries which be
cause of their number as well as the nature of their 
grants and endowments, tend to become better 
known, at least outside of their immediate neigh
bourhood, by the name of the city in which they 
are located than by their own name. "Where only 
the building is a private donation, the library 
being otherwise endowed and supported by public 
taxation, the presumption i,s particularly strong 
in favour of entry under the place. 

Harvard university. 
with reference from 

Cambridge, l\Iass. Harvard university. 

Corcoran gallery of art, 1Va.•hingto-n. D.C. 

with reference from 
Washington, D. C. Corcoran gallery of art. 

Smithsonian institution. 
with reference from 

Washington D. C. Smithsonian institution. 

British :Museum. 
with reference from 

London. British museum. 

Carnegie institution qf Washington. 
wi-th reference from 

Washington D. C. Carnegie institution of 
Washington. 
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"Initials of personal names occurring at the beginning 
of the name of an institution are omitted, but fore
names when given in full are included. 

Smiley public library, Redlands, Calif. 
with reference from 

A. K. Smiley public library, Redlands, Calif. 

Rr<llunds, Cali£. A. K. Smiley public library. 

Redland.•, Calif. Smiley public library. 

Eno<·h Pratt free library, Baltimore. 
with reference from 

Pratt free library, Baltimore. 

Baltimore. Enoch Pratt free library. 

llrighnm Young university, Prova, Utah. 
with reference fram 

Provo, Utah, Brigham Young university. 

"Alfe•·nati••e. Omit forenames when the name of 
an inst itntion begins with a personal name. 

Pmtt free library, Baltimore. 
uritlt reference from 

En01·h Pratt free library, Baltimore. 

Baltimore. Pratt free library." 

Is THE DISTINCTION NECESSARYf 

In thf' fir~t place, the distinction is in many cas~s 
very rliffi!'ult to recognise. A comparison of the 
clPfinition~ in Rules 1 anrl 33 quoted above will show 
thnt no rlifT0r<'nN' is re!'ognised in the object of 
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societies and institutions. The only distinguishing 
factor is stated to be: 

"The necessity for having a permanent material equip
ment tends to identify the institution with :\ 
locality". 

But this tendency is overcome in many cases . 
• 

Witness the transfer of the Agricultural Collegl' 
from Madras to Coimbatore; the Madras Christian 
College from Madras to Tambaram; the Engineer
ing College from Madras to Guindy; and several 
institutions from Calcutta to Delhi. Again accord
ing to Rule 36 quoted above even this subtle factor 
of material equipment is to be overlooked and an 
Institution treated like a Society if its name begin~ 
with a proper name or an adjective derived from 
one. The second paragraph of Rule 35 is aleo 
significant. It appears from all this that the real 
factor behind the distinction is not 'material equip
ment' (which, by the way, a Society too must use to 
however small an extent), but the fact that many 
common institutions - like museums, churches, 
hospitals, zoological gardens - have no distinc!ive 
names. If this is recognised a simple solution in 
conformity with the treatment of Societies is ready 
to hand. These common institutions, at least in 
their locality, are simply _called 'the Museum'. 
'the Church', 'the Hospital'. These names 
are sufficiently distinctive for their patrons. Then 
why not use them as the first words of their res
pective headingsf Then like in all other homonyms 
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they may be augmented by individualising subhead
ings. The individualising element will evidently 
he the name of the appropriate geographical area 
and if that proves insufficient the date of founda
tion may contribute to an additional subheading. 
Thus the name of the locality will follow and not 
precede the name of the Institution. The value 
of this solution is recognised in the provision of 
Added Entries in the examples given under Rule 
35 above. 

It muHt next he asked "Is it necessary to use 
Place Name Entries even for Added Entriesf Why 
~honld the contagion of Place Name Added EntriC's 
he nllowl'd to infect even the ease of Societies T ''. 

Is thPI'P really any substantial reason why this 
uniform treatment should not be adopted since it 
saves all the trouble and waste arising from a 
difference without a distinction and relieves th<· 
catalogue of quite a number of Added Entri~sY Of 
eourse there is the sentimental fascination of the 
old and familiar which would fain keep Cataloguers 
for t•ver under the spell of the tradition originate•l 
hy the Italian who was made keeper of printed 
books in the British Museum Library in 1837. But 
~urely a century of respect will suffice. Already 
ewn the Briti~h Museum iH giving up Panizzi's 
hold-nil "Academies". It require-s only one addi
tional ~tcp in the same right. direction to strike out 
the nnme of the locality as well. 
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The wholesome reform in the cataloguing rules 
outlined above will lead to another benefit. We have 
already seen that all codes agree in making the 
name of the geographical area the prepotential 
(first) element in the name of a governmental 
author. It will surely be convenient if no other 
corporate body is allowed to compete with a 
government in being designated in this way. 
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In the laRt chapter we saw how the name of the 
corporate author is to be improvised even though 
it is not explicitly given on the title-page. There 
muy be hooks whose title-puges neither carry the 
nume of a personal author nor permit improvisa
tion of a corporate author. In such cases what 
Hhould be the Heading for the Main EntryT Three 
possibilities may be distinguished. 

PsEUDONYMs 

Let us first con"idcr the cuse wh~n the title-page 
gives u psPudonym. In accordance with the Canon 
of Ascertuinuhility the C. c. code prescribes adop
tion of the p"cudonym for the Heading of the Main 
Entry and for the Author Index Entry. If the 
real name is known, it may be added within smt
ahlc endoHurcs in the Main Entry after the Pseu · 
donym. It may also be used for Cross Reference 
Index Entry in the alphabetical part. Thll 
Pseudonym is to be the favoured name throughout. 

But the A. A. code deliberately flouts the Canon 
of AscPrtainnbility and degrades the pseudonym 
by mnkin~ it change position with the real name 
wlwrcver it is known. But it conc!'des retention 
of the psPudonym 's privileged position "When the 
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writer habitually uses his pseudonym or is gene
rally known by it" as in the case of George Elliot_ 
thus flouting the Canon of Consistency as well. 

All arguments used in discussing change of naml's 
apply here too. The A. A. code and the C. c. code 
differ about the relative priority of pseudonym 
and real name. But on the cataloguer's duty of 
unmasking the real name both code.s are at one. 
The long twelve page commentary on the subject is 
proof of the earnestness of the C. c. code' in this 
matter. 

CoLLABORATOR 

If the title-page mentions neither personal name 
nor corporate author nor pseudonym, the C. c. code 
shows an unusual fondness for some personal name 
being used as the Heading and pleads for the name 
of any collaborator mentioned on the title-page to be 
allowed to function as Heading, qualified of course 
by an appropriate descriptive word. It is not 
easy to find a justification for this prescription 
either from fundamental principles or from 
tradition. 

FIRST WORD OF TITLE 

Equally difficult to justify is the prescription of 
the C. c. code for cyclopaedias that the first word 
of their title is to be used as the Heading only for 
those that belong to the class Generalia or Science 

t Pp. 106-118. 
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G•.!Hcral or UHcful Arts or Soeial Scienc.es. The 
...4. • ...4.. code rightly preseribes uniform treatment for 
all cyclopaedias and dictionaries. 

If even the name of a collaborator does not occur 
on the title-page of a book, the C. c. code prescribes 
entry under the first word of the title other than 
an article or an honorific. The ...4. • ..4.. code would 
adopt this procedure even in cases where the C. c. 
code prefers entry under a collaborator's name. 
'VIwn the name of the author can be discovered, 
bP<'auHe of thPir differing attitude to the Canon of 
AHcertainability the two Codes again part company. 
as in the case of pseudonyms, on the position of 
reluth·e priority of this name over the first word 
of title. 

But the advantage of u~ing the first word of 
title ns Heading is doubtful. It often happens that 
this first word is not the prepotential element in 
tin• title and is therefore not remembered by read· 
er". Then the first word entry fulfils none of thP. 
Lnws of Library S<"ience. Why then should it bf, 
given T Is it merl'ly for technical satisfaction of 
the cataloguer's conscience T There is evidence 
that Cutter st·n~ed this. For at least he enunciates: 

"121. For ANONYMous BIOoRAPHIEs if the title men
tions the subject of life. omit the title-entry leaving 
only the subject entry. 

"The wor•l .•ubjert in ita lies should hP added to the
hendin:r to show why the entry iq made under it. 
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'The A.L.A. rules do not except anonymous biogra
phies from the first word entry. 

"On the other hand small catalogs have been in the 
habit of excepting 'anonymous works relating to a 
person, city, or other subject distinctly mentioned 
in the title, which are to be put under the name of 
the person, city or subject'. In the catalog of a 
larger library where more exactness ('red tape,' 
'pedantry') is indispensable biography should be 
the only exception, the place of entry under sub· 
ject and under large cities being too doubtful." 

As if in deference to 'pedantry' Cutter allows 
first word entry but asks for a reference from 'on1e 
other word of the title: 

"152. Make a subject-word reference-

For all anonymous works which admit of it to the 
first word. 

'' liiO. )lal;e a catch-word reference or references -
for all anonymous works which admit of it, if their 
subject does not appear distinctly from the title. 

"Ex. Scarlet gowns, True and exact account of the. 
See True ... 

"It is not easy to decide when to make such entries nor 
how many to make. 'An account to the baronial 
mansions of England in the olden time' may he 
asked for as 'Baronial Halls' or as 'English 
baronial balls' or perhaps 'l\Iansions of the oldt'n 
time'. If references are made from all possible 
headings which might occur to an inaccurate 
memory, there will be .no end to the catalo!!'. ~· 
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This commentary shows the difficulty of satisfy
ing the Second Law when the title of an anonymous 
work is not distinctive. Perhaps it is only open 
aco<·<>ss and classified arrangement that can help u~ 
here. 

'J'he apparently insoluble difficulty of anonymous 
works with merely descriptive titles has to sc,me 
extent been responsible for the Cataloguer's neeu 
to crert an author image if the real man cannot he 
discovered. This accounts for the indefatigable 
energy put forth to find him out somehow and to 
compile dictionaries of a~onyms; the conception 
of Corporate Author also to a great extent derives 
from this dilliculty; it has also no doubt influenced 
the C. c. code to put up the name of collaborator or 
dedic-atee as a candidate for Heading. But our 
(), rmun colleagues apparently get on quite happily 
without the !H'lp of corporate authors, in spite of 
Cutt<"r's1 bill of indictment: 

"If you want to find in Kayser's list of the book~ 

published in Germany in the last five years all the 
publications of a German learned body, you must 
look under Abhandlungrn, Almanach, Annalen, 
Arbeiten, Archiv, Aufsatze, Beitrage, Bericht, Bi
hliothek, Bnlll•tin, Centrulblatt, Correspondcnzblatt, 
Ephcm<'riden, Erlauterungen, J ahrbuch, .J ahres
bericht, ,Jon rna!, Kalendcr, !lfagazin, 1\Iemoiren, 
1\!ittheilun~en, 1\Ionutshlatt, Naehriehten, Preisscb
rift, Programm, Pnblieationen, R.epertorium, 

1 P. 40. 
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writer habitually uses his pseudonym or is gene
rally known by it" as in the case of George Elliot, 
thus flouting the Canon of Consistency as well. 

All arguments used in discussing change of names 
apply here too. The A. A. code and the C. c. code 
differ about the relative priority of pseudonym 
and real name. But on the cataloguer's duty of 
unmasking the real name both code.s are at one. 
The long twelve page commentary on the subject is 
proof of the earnestness of the C. c. code' in this 
matter. 

CoLLABORATOR 

If the title-page mentions neither personal name 
nor corporate author nor pseudonym, the C. c. code 
shows an unusual fondness for some personal name 
being used as the Heading and pleads for the name 
of any collaborator mentioned on the title-page to be 
allowed to function as Heading, qualified of course 
by an appropriate descriptive word. It is not 
easy to find a justification for this prescription 
either from fundamental principles or from 
tradition. 

FmsT WoRD OF TITLE 

Equally difficult to justify is the prescription of 
the C. c. code for cyclopaedias that the first word 
of their title is to be used as the Heading only for 
those that belong to the class Generalia or Science 

t Pp. 106·118. 
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Geucral or Useful Arts or Soda! Scierwes. The 
A. A. code rightly prescribes uniform treatment for 
all cyclopaedias and dictionaries. 

If even the name of a collaborator does not occur 
on the title-page of a book, the C. c. cor! e prescribes 
entry under the first word of the title other than 
an article or an honorific. The A. A. code would 
adopt this procedure even in cases where the C. c. 
code prefers entry under a collaborator's name. 
'\Vhen the name of the author can be discovered, 
becauHe of their differing attitude to the Canon of 
Ascrrtuinability the two Codes again part company. 
as in the case of pseudonyms, on the position of 
relative priority of this name over the first word 
of title. 

But the advantage of using the first word or 
title llS Heading is doubtful. It often happens that. 
thi~ first word is not the prepotential element i.o 
t!H~ title and is therefore not remembered by read· 
er~. Then the first word entry fulfils none of the 
Laws of Library Science. Why then should it bfl 
giwn 1 Is it Ill(~rPly for technical satisfaction of 
thtl cataloguer's conscience f There is evidence 
that Cutter senRPd this. For at least he enunciates: 

"121. For ANONYMOUS BIOGRAPHIES if the title men
tions the subject of life, omit the title-entry leaving 
only the subject entry. 

"ThP word sul>jerf in italics should b~ added to the 
henclinl!' to show why the entry i~ made nnd~r it. 
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Resultate, Sammlung, Schriften, Sitzung"bericht, 
Studien, Tageblatt, Tagebuch, Uebersicht, Verzeich
niss, Versammlungen, Vierteljahrschrift, Vorlesun
gen, and Zeitschrift, because the works may be under 
any one of these; and if by racking your brain you 
remember all of them and have patience to look 
them all up you yet are not sure that there is not 
something important hidden away under some other 
word which you may think of when it is too late -
Verhandlungen, for instance." 
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This is usually taken as a primary question in 
cataloguing. Still we deal with it last in order to 
emphasise among other things that except in the 
case of classics and literature (where in any good 
scheme of classification each author is converted' 
into a Class (subject) by himself) the subject is! 

i 
usually the prepotent factor in the reader'~> 

approach to a hook. 

According to Cutter' (and the A. A. code closely 
follows him): 

"A«thor, in the narrower sense, is the person who writes 
a book; in a wider sense it may be applied to him 
wllo is the cause of the book's existence by putting 
together the writings of several authors (usually 
cultetl the B<Utor, more properly to be called the 
rolledor). Bodies of men (societies, eities, legis
lath·e bodies, countries) are to be considered the 
unthors of their nwmoirs, trausartions, journals, 
dPhntrs, reports, etc.'' 

ThP G. c. codr2 Rplits this definition into two 
pnrtR: 

"Personnl author.- A composer or writer of a book, 
the responsibility for its contents restin~ solely on 
him in his private capacity and not es•·entially on 
n corporate body or on his official capacity." 

I P. 14. • Pp. 41 and 45. 
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"Corporate author.- A work is saiu to be of corporate 
authorship if the responsibility for its contents does 
not rest solely on a personal author or authors in 
their private capacity but rests essentially on a 
corporate body. The mere fact that a work is 
published or aided financially or approved or 
authorised by a corporate bouy is not sufficient 
reason to deem it to be of corporate author,hip." 

In the Yearbook (1938)' Wright says: 
"It is the intellectual unit, the responsibility for which 

determines authorship. So long as the intellectual 
unit remains the same, all edition.~ go under the 
original author. When the intellectual content 
suffers· serious change a new entry is called fnt·. 
When Shakespeare worked over a tale from IIolin
shed, he created a new intellectual unit. So doe' 
the person who takes the words actuall~· used hy 
Shakespeare and so rearranges them as to create 
a concordance. This search for responsible author
ship explains the complexities of that nightmare 
of cataloguers, the rule covering the entry for 
European dissertations.'' 

CoNCORDANCES 

On account of such an import of the term 
'.Author', and the clear basic rule for Author Entry 
as laid down by the A. A. code: 

"1. Autlwr entry. Enter a work under the name of 
its author whether individual or corporate,'' 

the Canon of Consist('n~y naturally upholds the 
view of the American Library As~oeiation against 

t P. 29. 
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that of the Briti~h Library Association embodied 
in Rule 16: 

'' 16. Concordances. Enter a concordance under its 
compiler with added entry under the author con

cordanced. 

FurncBR, Helen Kate (Rogers) '!\Irs. H. H. Fur
ncsH.' A concordance to Shakespeare's po<'ms: 
an index to e\'cry word therein contained by 
Mrs. I!orHee Howard Furuess. 

Added Entry: Shakespeare, William - Con
cordances. 

"(llriti·>h) Lihrary Association Rule:-Enter a con
cordance under the author eoncordanced with 
added entry under the compiler." 

IIrr<>, is the 'author' the writ<>r whose works are 
eoJu•ordanced or the "composrr or writPr" of the 
concordance! Does the "int<>ilectual content" of 
thn works of the author concordancrd remain un
ehang-('rl in the conconlance' The intelledurrl con
tent is surely inFeparable from the arrangement of 
tlw \\'nrds and :deas in a unique order so as to pro
du<·e a desire<! effPct. While the concordance may 
contain all thPse words it has permuted them 
b<•yond rc,•ognition; th<'y have been completely dis
loent<·d from the emotional and / or intellectual 
orgnni~ntion on which their force d('p('nds. Since 
this n<'W nrrangemmt pro<lui'('S an mtirely differ
!'nt pffpd from that of the original one, it constitutes 
a new intdlPctual unit. The Briti~h Library 
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Association surely does not hold that the intellectual 
unity of the onginal persists in the concordance. If 
that were so the Canon of Consistency would bP. 
right in saying 1hat the basic rule had been viola ted. 
Perhaps the whole thing is really a result of conflict 
between Author Entry and Subject Entry and of 
the anxiety to make the Entry function in place of 
classification (making it assemble not only the 
different forms of a literary unit but also all other 
distinct units depending on, derived from or relat
ed to it). If it is said that there was no intention 
to make it a Subject Entry the presence in the 
Heading of the name of the author concordancell 
is irrelevant and the Canon of Relevance stands 
violated. 

The protest of the Canons of Consistency and 
Relevance will seem more justifiable if we examine 
the question from the point of view of the Classified 
Catalogue and this will also show more clearly how 
the functions of catalogue and classification have 
been confused. It will be realised that the prinei
ple that the literary unit rather than the indi,·idual 
book should determine the Heading has over-reach-· 
ed itself in thi.; rule. 

Personal vs. Corporate Author 

The differences between Personal Author aLd 
Corporate Author are perhaps more clearly defined 
by the C. c. code. Nevertheless many ambiguon~ 
cases can still lurk between its two definitions, The 
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Canon of Ascertainability is put to great shain and 
fails first. The Canon of Consistency thereforl! 
alRo suffers. 

A treatise by a full-timed salaried professor of 
a university is of Personal Authorship, although hll 
produces it in his official time and as his sole official 
duty all!! the university publishes it at its own cost. 
But a report on the work of the Professor by a 
H,p\·iew Committee appointed by the Univ€'rsity is 
of Corporate Authorship. Even a report by the 
profc~sor on the work of a research fellow of the 
university i8 of Corporate Authorship. Again, 
the annual report of the Director of an Archaeolo
gical Survey is of Corporate Authorship but a 
Jn<'nwir by him on a particular find is of personal 
unthor~hip though he produced both in his official 
time nnd as a salaried officer. 

1fuy we say that a work whose primary function 
is ('Xtf'usion of the sphere of knowledge should be 
taken to be of Personal Authorship while a work · 
limit<~! by its administrative purpose, function and 
outlook is of Corporate Authorshipf This cer-
tainly provi1les a sharper test. But cases n1ay 
still lll'ise which will evade it. For example in a 
spPP('h dt>livcred by a Prime Minister before a 
lennwd body the official administrative element and 
thP Plt>mcnt of personal research may be inextrica
hly intPrfusPd. The annual presidential addresses 
of many l••urned societi<>s are in fact of this baflling 
type. 
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While recognising the possibility of such insolu
ble cases we cannot call a Main Entry, an Author 
Entry at all, when it places my Five laws of library 
science under the Heading 'Madras Library Assn. 
ciation '. Yet that is what one finds in the Caf,l

logue (1936) of the India Office Library. Is the 
Heading the name of a Corporate Author I If nu, 
what is itf 

In the Year book' (1932) Hanson recommends prc>
ference of personal author in all doubtful cases aud 
giws the following illustrations: 

"l\lr. Hastings some months ago referred to me an entry 
which had been duplicated in printing because 011~ 
issue emanating from the Library of Congres~ 

appeared under personal author, the second from 
the Geological Survey, being under the institution. 
It was quite obvious that this was a study to which 
the author, Lang, had given a great deal of hi< 
personal time. It was also clear from the cha
racter of the book and from the wordil]~ of the title 
that it would be referred to ninety-nine times under 
his name where it might be referrerl to onC'e under 

the British Museum; therefore, we agreed that it 
should be reprinted under 'Lang' with added entry 
under the institution. 

"!lfr. Hastings cites, also, tbe following case: 1\!r. 
Childs then Chief of the Documents Division. now 

1 Pp. 12·13. 
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of the Catalog Division, had compiled a publica
tion on South .American documents, the entry for 
w l> ich was made under his name and a card •o 
printed. Leland Stanford Library thought it 
ought to be reprinted because it was clearly a 
Library of Congress publication. It was accord
ingly reprinted with the Documents Division a< 
lllain heading. Later Illr. Childs on becoming 
Chief of the Catalog Division, noticed the entry 
and protested, saying it was in no s<"nse an official 
pnhlication. It was accordingly reprinted once 
more under the name of the personal author. 

"A nnmber of excellent illustrations can he found by 
••ataln~m·rs who have access to a set of the Bulletin 
of the National Rcsea..-cJ, Council. Here the Library 
of Congre•s enters, under the person, scientific re
"enr<"hes hy individuals; under the Kational 
Research Council, with proper subdivisions, the 
reports and publications of its many committee;, 
honrclR, or services." 

Government vs. Institution 

In what follows 'Institution' is taken in th<> 
st·n~c drfinPd in C. c. code and quoted in Chapter 
53. It ineludPs both 'Societies' and 'Institutions' 
nR <le><ig-nuted by the A. A. code. The conflict bo
l\n•<'ll Go\'<'l'lllll<'llt authorship and Institution 
uuthor><hip is bPComing more and more widespread 
an<! a<•ute following the ever-increasing extension 
of thP fmwtiona of the State. We find an extreme 
l'Xamplc in the U. S. S. R. Here, apparently all 
institutions ur2 rlepartml'nts of Government and 
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there can be no corporate authorship that is not 

Governmental. Almost all Corporate Author 
Entries for the Russian books of a library will be 
at the Heading U. S. S. R. This Heading may 
therefore just as well be taken as understood. In 
other words it will be impotent and a mockery of 
the Canon of Prepotence. 

In other countries also the State at least owns 
railways, banks, facfories, marketing departments, 
power stations, museums, colleges, universitieh, 
research institutes and so on - a list as profuse 
as that of its own divisions (crown, exerutivc, 
legislature, judi\ciary and various admin.istra tive 
departmenfs). ' 

The rules and examples of the C. c. code partly 
reproduced in Chapter 52 attempt to distinguish 
between divisions of Government and State-owned 
Institutions, the latter to be treated as Institu
tional and not Governmental Authors. 

All this practice implies that bodies created by 
the State for the direct performance of its primary 
duties in newly appropriated spheres like education, 
research, religi'on, public utilities, commerce anrl 
industry are to be treated as institutions; while all 
the divisions of the State and bodies created by it 
whose function is mainly coordination, deliberation, 
legislation, adjudication and 1 or administratio11 
are to be treated as parts, departments, and de
pendent bodies of the Government. 
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The Revised Draft of the A. A. code has several 
rules explicitly implementing this practice: 

"63. Speci<tl local government d~tricls. Enter special 
local government districts for harbour control and 
development, power development and distribution, 
sanitation, irrigation, etc., under their own name 
rather than under the government creating them. 
(cf. Childs, pp. 108, 109). 

Duston independent school district. 

East Bay municipal utility district. 

Maneomunidad hidrografiea del Guadalquiver. 
Chicago (Sanitary dixtrict). 

"In cases where districts are generally known by the 
name of the authority or board in charge of them 
than by their own official designation, prefer entr-1 
under the governing body. 

California toll bridge authority. 

Port of New York authority not Port of New 
York district. 

Dundee harbour trust not Harbour district of 
Dundee. 

Junta de las obras del puerto de Santander. 

Tennessee Valley authority. 

"64. Companie.<, etc. Enter business corporations, 
••tc., including those owned by governments under 
their nam<'s (cf. Societies, etc., 67) (Childs. p. 127) 

British broadcasting corporation. 

Home owners' loan corporation. 

Canadian national railway company. 
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'l'he implication of the C. c. code Is explicitly 
stated by Childs' 

"In short, we may state that certain classes of insti
tutions and bodies, maintained, controlled or own
ed by governments and not part of an administra
tive department or service, are ordinarily not to 
be entered under the name of governments as de
partmental subheadings. Rather these are to be 
treated according to the rules governing institu: 
tions and bodies. The following classes may be 
mentioned specifically: 

''Universities, colleges, schools, libraries, 
galleries, observatories, agricultural 
stations, hospitals, asylnms, prison8, 

chambers of commerce, botanical and 
gardens, banks, business corporations, 
societies, etc. 

museums, 
experimf'nt 

theaters, 
zoolog-ieal 
churche~, 

"On the other hand, legislative bodies, courts, executive 
departments, bureaus, boards, committees, etc., 
which are direct agencies of governments are to be 
entered under the names of governments as sub
headings in the latest form and in the vernacular." 

Here we fall back upon the primitive method of 
definition by enumeration, which will always be 
helpless to meet new situations effectively on their 
own terms. If they are to be met at all our defi
nition must be a touchstone which applied to any 
corporate body old or new will at once determine 
whPther it is government or institution. The pro
fession must concentrate its attention on the search 

1 Pp. 106-107. 
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for such a dynamic definition. Without it the 
Library Catalogue cannot but tend in the long run 
to become a hotch-potch. 

DEVIATIONS OF THE A. A. code 

Charters 

We saw in the A. A. code a case of deviation from 
the basic rule in the case of personal authors as 
applied to concordances. Such deviations occur 
in the use of corporate authors too. The A. A. code 
says: 

"70. Charters.-Enter charters under the name of th,, 
country, 'tate, city, or corporal~ body for whose 
benefit they are granted, with subheading Charle>·s, 

and make added entry under the name of the 
sovereign power granting them. 

BALTIMOHE. Charters. The new charter of 
Baltimore city. Published under r~solution 

of the City eonneil of Baltimort• city, adopte~ 
April 2ri. 1898. 

Added t•ntry: MARYI,AND. Statutes. 

ITer<' too, aR in the raRe of eoncorclnnc<'s, the de
viation is due to ronfliet betwe!'n Author Entry and 
Auhject Entry. Either this charge or that of a 
violation of the Canon of Relevance will have to be 
fnr1-d by thiR rule. The author of thP charter jg 

certainly tiJP Oon•rnnwnt of 1\farrlnnrl; Baltimore 
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merely forms the subject ~f the charter. The 
.Author Entry must therefore be: 

I-lARYLAND. The charter of Baltimore city. 

and the Subject Entry must have the Heading 

BALTIMORE. Charters, 

if the Decimal Chain is used ; 

CHARTERS. Baltimore, 

if the Colon Chain is used. 

We may point out in digression here that according to 
the Decimal Classification all the Charters will be 
together on the shelves and arranged among them
selves by cities. But the Subject Entry will scat
ter the charters by grouping together all entries 
(including charters) that concern a city. In the 
Colon Classification the result will be just the 
opposite: in either case shelf-arrangement and 
Subject Entries will be complimentary. 

EXPEDITIO~S 

Prescription of the name of the vessel as a possi
ble Heading for the Author Entry (vide Rule 111 
(b) 4 of the A. A. code) is a deviation. Can a 
vessel be taken as a Corporate Body! No doubt 
im expedition may come to be kriown by the name 
of the vessel (as in the "Challenger Expedition"). 
The expedition being a corporate body its name 
can be used as a Heading but then the name of the 
vessel will appear not by itself as 

CHALLENGER. 
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but in the setting 

CHALLENGER ExPEDI'fiON, 

merely as an individualising adjective. 

CIVIL ACTIONS AND CnrMINAL TRIALS 

The A. A. code' provides for their being entered 
under the name of the party. In what sense is the 
party the authorT Is it not more appropriate to 
regard the Court as the authorT Here again the 
anomaly is due to conflict between Subject Entry 
and Author Entry and amounts to an offence against 
the Canons of Consistency and Relevance. 

OTHER INSTANCES 

Th~ Hevised Draft of the A. A. code offers fur
ther rules leading to such a dilemma. Revised Draft 
HulP 58 on Impeachment Trials, 59 on Court-mal·
( iul und Courts of Enquiry and 60 on Admiralty 
l'roceeuings (relating to Government publications} 
are of this kind. Again we have: 

'29. Laws of territories, dBpBndencies, etc. Enter 
the laws of states and territories, including depen
dl'ncies, with or without a degree of autonomy, 
under the name of the juri,diction or territory to 
which they apply, rather than under the name of 
thP country or countries to whose sovereignty or 
stl?.<'rainty they have been successively subject and 
who"' law-making or executive powers have pro-

\ Rnh•" 132 n.nd 138, 
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mulgated the Jaws. l\Iake added entry for the 
latter. (Childs. 119) . 

French Guiana. Laws, statutes, etc. 

Ordonnance du roi, portant application du Cod~ 
d 'instruction criminelle a Ia Guiane francaise, 
Imprimerie roy ale, 1829. 32-16760. 

1. France. Laws, statutes, etc. 

This rule gives surely Snhjed Entry. The Author 
Entry should have at the Heading "the name of 
the country" whose law-making or executive 
powers have promulgated the laws." This uncon
scious conflict between Author Heading and Subject 
Heading that leads in any code of rules for Author 
Entries to violation of the Canons of Consistency 
and Relevance P-ffects the case of Subheadings also. 
For example, Rule 62 of the .A. A. cod~ which deals 
with 'Laws' has this note: 

"Headings are to follow the form prescribed in A. R. 
Hasse's 'U. S. government publications' e.g. U. S. 
Sta.tutes rather than U .S.C<mgl'e•s." 

This is a definite regression from the correct style 
of Author Entry to that of Subject Entry. The 
wording of the Revised Draft confirllls this in an 
.Qutspoken way. 

26. Lau·s, statutes, etc. Enter laws,· decrees and other 
acts having the force of law under the country, 
state or other jurisdiction with the form subhead
ing Laws, statutes, etc. (A.L.A. 1908. Childs 62.) " 
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The legitimate Author Heading is thus ousted by 
a ~ubject Heading. As a compensation for this, 
as it were, the next ruling is 

"lllake general references from legislative bodies to th~ 
subheading Lu,ws, stu,tutes, etc." 

The l!!Otl edition of the A. A. code seeks to justi
fy this deviation from the Canons of Consistency 
and Hclevance in the following way : 

"Uutter, . . . enters acts, laws, etc., under country or 
state, but with the name of the legi.lative body as 
subdivision, e.g. U. S. Congress; Great Britain. 
PMliament; 1\las.,achusetts. Genera), cou•·t. 

"The latter plan offers an alternative which may be 
preferred by those who object to the subdivisions 
suggested under the main rule on the ground that 
tlwy introduce form or subject entries into the 
author catalog. Libraries which have extensive 
collections of laws, particularly of foreign laws, 
will, however, find it simpler to follow the main 
rule. Attempts to arrange all legislative enact
mPnts of a country under the name of the legislative 
body or the ruling power, the names of which are 
in some countries subject to frequent changes, are 
lik••ly to prove perplexing and unsatisfactory." 

'l'his prPferred loyalty to nebulous principles like 
"simpl<'r to follow" "more popular" etc. and the 
flouting of the Canons has bcPn responsible not a 
little for thP tendenry in Library Catalogue8 to 
lwromc in the long run a hoteh-poteh. 
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.Another example of the invasion of Subject 
Entries into the Subheading region of Author 
Entries also comes from the A. A. code : 

'' 68. Enter constitutiollS under the name of the couu-
try or state with subheading Constituti<Jn." 

Child's contribution is to remove all disguise 
from this capitulation of .Author Entry to Subject 
Entry. The revised draft of this rule reads: 

"35. Constituti<>ns. Enter constitutions under tbe 
name of the country or state with the form sub
heading Constitutwn. Refer from country with 
subheading in the vernacular (L. A. 1908. Childs. 
68). 

South Africa. Comtitution-. 
with reference from 

South Africa act. 1909. 

Gr. Brit. Laws, statutes, etc." 

Now if the Chain Procedure is applied to find out 
the Specific Subject of the work under considera
tion the Decimal Chain will give for the Head
ing of the Specific Subject Entry just the very term 

South Africa. Constitution. 

If this is defended on the usual nebulous grounds 
the Canon of Relevance will have every right to 
protest: "An .Author Entry is an Entry that has 
the name of the .Author or at least no term not rele
vant to the specification· of author as its Heading. 
'Great Britain. Parliament' is by convention the-
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name of a Corporate Body functioning as Author. 
But what stretch of imagination or conventionality 
can look upon 'South Africa. Constitution.' as 
the name of a Corporate Body or Author!" The 
Canon of Consistency may well add with grim 
humour: "If you have made up your mind to have 
it that way, by all means have it. Only, don't call 
it a Rule for Author Entry. Call it by its right 
name - Rule for Subject Entry. Then I shall 
have no quarrel with it, nor will the Canon of 
Relevance." 
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merely forms the subject c;f the charter. The 
Author Entry must therefore be: 

1<1ARYLAND. The charter of Baltimore city. 

and the Subject Entry must have the Heading 

BALTIMORE. Charters, 

if the Decimal Chain is used; 

CHARTERS. Baltirrwre, 

if the Colon Chain is used. 

We may point out in digression here that according to 
the Decimal Classification all the Charters will he 
together on the shelves and arranged among them· 
selves by cities. But the Subject Entry will scat· 
ter the charters by grouping together all entries 
(including charters) that concern a city. In the 
Colon Classification the result will be just the 
opposite : in either case shelf-arrangement and 
Subject Entries will be complimentary. 

EXPEDITIO:\S 

Prescription of the name of the vessel as a possi
ble Heading for the Author Entry (vide Rule 111 
(b) 4 of the A. A. code) is a de,;ation. Can a 
vessel be taken as a Corporate Bodyf No doubt 
an expedition may come to be kriown by the name 
of the vessel (as in the "ChallengH Expedition"). 
The expedition being a corporate body its name 
can be used as a Heading but then the name of the 
vessel will appear not by itself as 

CHALLENGER. 
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but in the setting 

CHALLENGER ExPEDl'fiON, 

merely as an individualising adjective. 

CrviL ACTIONs AND CnrMINAL TRIALS 

The ..4 • ..4. code' provides for their being entered 
under the name of the party. In what sense is the 
party the author! Is it not more appropriate to 
n·gard the Court as the authorT Here again the 
anomaly is due to conflict between Subject Entry 
and Author Entry and amounts to an offence against 
the Canons of Consistency and Relevance. 

OTHER INSTANCES 

The Revised Draft of the ..4 . ..4. code offers fur
ther rules leading to such a dilemma. Revised Draft 
HulP 58 on Impeachment Trials, 59 on Court-mat·
tinl and Courts of Enquiry and 60 on Admiralty 
Proecedings (relating to Government publications) 
arc of this kind. Again we have: 

'~~. Laws G/ territories, dependencies, etc. Enter 
the laws of states and territories, including depen
<l<•ncios, wi1 h or without a degree of autonomy, 
under the name of the jurbdiction or territory to 
whieh they apply, rather than under the name of 
the country or countries to whose sovereignty or 
suz<'rainty they have been successively subject and 
whose law-making or executive powers have pro-

t Rnh'fll 132 and 133. 
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61 PHYSICAL FORM 

The book form of the Library Catalogue whether 
printed or manuscript has been made an anachro
nism by the Fifth Law. 

Nearly a century ago Jewett wrote the epitaph of 
the printed catalogue in his address to a conference 
o£ librarians held at New York City: 

''While the catalogue of a large library is passing 
through th~ pre•s, new books are received, the 
titles of which it is impossible in the ordinary man
ner of printing, to incorporate with the body of 
the work. Recourse must then be had to a 
supplement. In no other way can the acquisitions 
of the library be made known to the public. If 
the number of supplements be multiplied as they 
have been in the Library of Congress, the student 
may be obliged to grope his weary way through ten 
catalogues, instead of one, in order to ascertain 
whether the book which he seeks be in the library. 
He cannot be certain, even then, that the book is 
not in the collection, for it may have been received 
since the last appendix was printed. Supplements 
soon become intolerable. The whole catalogue 
must then be rearranged and re-printed. The 
expense of this process may be borne so long as 
the library is small, but it soon becomes burden
somt•, and, ere long, insupportable, even to national 
establishments. 
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"There is but one course left - not to print at all. To 
this no scholar consents, except from necessity. 
But to this alternative, grievous as it is, nearly all 
the large libraries of Europe have been reluctantly 
driven.'' 

\ India is now reputed to be the dumping ground 
I 
1 for practices discarded elsewhere. Long experience 

in this direction has developed a special fascinatiort 
for the antediluvian so that it is welcomed and 
fondled when it might otherwise have died a peace
ful death. The printed library catalogue evidently 
belongs to this class. There may not be enough 
money to buy books, to maintain an adequate staff, 
to get the books better circulated and used, to 
extend the hours of the library or to light or fur
nish it attractively, but money is found, or rather 
whatever money there may be is diverted, to print 
or reprint the catalogue. Let us hope this will 
not continue for ever even in India. 

The Five laws traces the evolution of the physical 
form of the Library Catalogue from the closely 
written bound book, through the interspaced and 
interleaved one, through paste-down form and the 
sheaf form to the present card form. 

The pressure of the Fifth Law is not yet felt 
anywhere in India to the same extent as in Europe 
and America. Thus while most libraries. 
still maintain their catalogues in the primitive book 
form and some eve~ ·conspire to degrade more 
forward ones from the <;ard stage they have 
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reached, even in the libraries that have adopted thll 
modern form the rate of growth is by no means of 
the order that has become common in the West. 
~'he card catalogue is thus believed to be the last 
word in the physical form of the catalogue. 

But several innovations are being attempted to 
improve the service (e.g., visible index system like 
the Kardex) and here is a speculation bordering on 
reali~ation from the American Yearbook (1938) 1

: 

·'Our largest libraries are experiencing trouble witll 
card catalogues. The almost insoluble difficulties 
of filing five or ten million cards, and the ever
present threat of the wearing out of the cards in 
a catalogue of that size, are drawing attention again 
to the advantages of a printed hook catalogue ...• 
At present, however, the advances in the applica
tion of microphotography have made it possible 
that the complete catalogues of some of the big 
libraries may he reproduced on film and a card 
catalogue kept up for public use only for the most 
important works and recent accessions. Such a 
catalogue on film, since it depends on a master 
card catalogue, which would have to be kept up for 
future editions, would probably continue the pre
•ent cataloguintx tradition." 

1 Pp. 393-396. 
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.As soon as a book comes out thousands of copies 
are distributed to as many libraries. Thousands 
of classifters and cataloguers independently but si
multaneously read, classify and catalogue it, solving 
all the incidental problems and wasting an equal 
amount of time and labour if the book is a 
refractory one. Taking the nation as a whole (not 
to speak of humanity as a whole!) what is tha 
advantage in this multiplication of labour. The 
Law of Parsimony reminds the Canon of Consist
ency of the thousands of factors that tend to make 
a Library Catalogue a hotch-potch and asks whether 
uniformity will not be better secured by central 
cataloguing. .America and Russia have long ago 
left the stage of speculation and have made co· 
operative cataloguing an accomplished fact. For 
most books they supply handsome printed cata
logue eards at the very low prices possible only to 
large scale production. 

But the task (and the cost) of indenting for these 
cards, rather modiftes their. advantage for the Law 
of Parsimony. It has been suggested that an 
extra copy of the order might be sent to the central 
agency. But very often all the books of an order 
are not available. Even ·those that are do not 
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arrive at the library simultaneously. And there 
are gift books. 

There is no doubt that what has been achieved is 
a great improvement over what was proposed a 
century ago by Jewett, when the card form had not 
been conceived or was at least not widely adopted. 
In his paper The Smithsonian Institution and its 
plan of cataloguimg read before a conference and 
published in Library convention in 1853 he said: 

"It is proposed to stereotype the titles separately, and 
to preserve the plates or blocks in alphabetical 
order of the titles, so as to be able readily to insert 
additional titles, in their proper places, and then 
to reprint the whole catalogue. By these means, 
the chief cost of republication (that of composition) 
together with the trouble of revision and correction 
of the press, would, except for new titles, be avoid
ed. Some of the great difficulties which have •o 
long oppressed and discouraged librarians, and in
volved libraries in enormous expenses, may thus he 
overcome.'' 

His paper contained very detailed suggestions as to 
the part each participating library was to piny and 
as to what the central agency should do. Unfortu
nately it was found impracticable. But the spirit 
behind it had been kept alive in An1erica. As soon 

. as the card <'ntalogue had outlived the initial fear 
of loss and suspicion of pilferage by criminally 
mindrd librarians the Library of Congress made 
J ewE>tt 's dream a reality. 
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We in India have no practical experience of co
operative cataloguing. But I am unable to see 
what difficulty stands in the way of the Law of 
Parsimony being given the fullest benefit of the 
system in countries where it is practised by a 
scheme like the following: 

(1) The publisher to send an advance copy 
of the proof of the book to the agency 
for central cataloguing; 

(2) that agency to classify and catalogue the 
book; 

(3) The agency itself to print the caru 
and fix the number of cards that each 
book should have for what Cutter calls 
"Full", "Medium" and "Short" 
styles of cataloguing and stock the 
cards with the publishers ; 

( 4) the cost of the cards to be included in the 
cost of the book if the buyer is a 
library; and 

(5) the distribution of printed cards thus to 
be made automatic. 

If such a co-operative system were adopted in 
each country we should aut@matically have achiev
ed co-operative cataloguing ·for the whole world! 
Of course there is the conflict of Classification 
schemes and of Catalogue Codes. But any system 
of co-operative cataloguing presupposes agreement 
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here. The area covered by co-operation will there .. 
fore be automatically restricted by the progress of 
such agreement. 

Once the Law of Parsimony had achieved such 
co-operative effort it would revise some of the 
practices it enforced in the days of manuscript and 
type-written catalogues. It may be remembered 
that in the first chapter out of deference to the old 
standard of economy an Added Entry was describ
ed as a briefer Entry. But if the card is to be 
printed, it will be more economical to make extra 
copies of the Main Entry for use as Added Entry. 
This can be done either by adding the appropriate 
Heading or simply by underlining the relevant 
word or words in the body of a copy of the Main 
Entry and they may then, for all purposes of 
arrangement, be deemed to have been projected to 
the Leading Seetiou. 

In the latter ease the Canon of Prepotence will no 
longer be able to say that Potency is greatest in the 
firBt word. The word or words underlined w:ill 
now have become most potent. 

Of course the Canon of Currency will demur. But 
it ran be satisfied by the central agency. Carda 
mu~t be reprint('d with the newly current terms and 

·supplied to the libraries concerned or libraries must 
at h•ast be advised of the changes to be made in 
thl'ir Entries. Otherwise the Canon of Consistency 
also will be violated 
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The programme of co-operative cataloguing will 
thus involve maintenance by the Central Agency of 
a register of all participating libraries showing 
what books each library has or showing each book 
in a register of books with the names of the libra
ries that possess it - a union catalogue. But if 
they fulfil the I.aws of Library Science effectiveiy 
even apart from loss through fire, water, vermin and 
the book-thief, books cannot be permanent. When 
they are worn out they must be withdrawn. Tha 
central agency must be advised of such withdrawals 
and its registers corrected accordingly. There may 
be other similar extra routine. On this ground 
also central cataloguing is not a thing that can be 
introduced with a light heart. 
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63 ANNOTATIONS 

When the title does not give an adequate or cor
rect idea of a book a note of explanation becomes 
essential. In the Classified Catalogue the Class 
Number and the name of the subject or at least its 
prepotent part appears in guide-cards or in the 
corresponding caption of the printed catalogue. 
The need for annotation will therefore be far less 
than in a Dictionary Catalogue. 

'l'he size of i.he catalogue card which calls for 
economy of space, the cost of printing the catalogue 
which enforces the cutting down of words, the diffi
culty libraries have in finding staff-time to do the 
annotation consistently in all cases that warrant it 
and the open access system that turns away from 
the catalogue just the kind of people for whose 
benPfit it is intended, militate against annotation 
in Library Catalogues. Annotation was probably 
the invention of the "salesmanship" phase in which 
the library profession, eager to perform this newly 
discovered third function, was however not yet able 
. to remove the barrier between the reader and the 
stack room. If this is so, it is no wonder that 
annotation is slowly disappearing from the modern 
Library Catalogue, as open access advances. 
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But precisely this spirit of 'salesmanship' sup
ports and practises annotation very freely in 
another place as one of the means of fulfilling the 
Third Law. That place is the periodical bulletins 
of new additions and the occasional bibliographical 
bulletins or special reading lists either in connec
tion with some topic of the day or as guides to a. 
course of reading in association with some exten
sion activity such as lectures, study-groups or 
adult classes. 

If the purpose is to popularise the library or 
"push" the use of books among children and adults 
who just emerge from illiteracy, pictorial annota
tions will be more effective than verbal ones. This 
would add artistic flair and skill to the many other 
qualities that the Five laws demand of an aspirant 
to a position in the Library. 

Confining ourselves to verbal annotation, here 
are some don'ts: 

\ (1) Don't merely paraphrase the title. It is 
redundant and in the long run brings anno
tation into disrepute; 

(2) · Don't multiply words. A lengthy anno
tation runs the risk of being left unread. 

(3) Don't record your personal or critical 
opm10n. Rememlier the Prolegomena's. 
Canon of Reticence. 

On the positive side. what is to be expected in the 
annotation will depend on t~e nature of the library 
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i.e., on the qualifications of its patrons, apart from 
the general requirement that an oblique or fanciful 
title will have to he unmasked. 

In a reRearch library extracts from the conclusion 
<Qr summary of a monograph will be useful. The 
t-xtent of the bibliography embodied in the book, the 
line of approach if it is novel, the qualifications of 
the author if he is new will also be in place. 

In a business library the number and quality of 
illuHtrations and diagrams, the extent of statisti
eal information and the date to which it is brought 
and the amount of specialised knowledge (e.g. 
mathematical) that is presupposed will be of help . 

.A children's library calls for mention of the 
number of illustrations and particularly of full
page coloured ones, a stimulating statement of the 
theme of the book in a single short and simple sen
tence, the names of other books of the same author 
that are popular with children and, as already indi
catNI, an arresting sketch. 

In a public library an evaluation showing the 
sc•ope of the book, the nature of its treatment ( ele
mentary or advanced, technical or popular), the 
position and r<'pute of the author, the special 
f<'nfurcs of the particular edition in the case of 
<'lassies ancient or modern, backed by an extract 
from some authoritative review may help to find 
the book its rt>ader, 
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64 ALPHABETISATIO~ AND GESTALT 
VALUE 

Arrangement is the very essence of a catalogue. 
In the alphabetical part of the Classified Catalogue 
and the entire Dictionary Catalogue it is largely a 
matter of alphabetisation. This would indeed 
seem as simple as a b c but it is not really so. 

Trouble may arise even in the Entry word: as in 

(1) Scottish names beginning with Mac and 
its abbreviated forms Me and .JI. In 
the arrangement the abbreviated 
forms are treated as if written m 
fnll; 

(2) Names beginning "ith Saint and its 
abbreviated forms S. St. and Ste. 
Here the latter forms are treated as 
'Saint'; and 

(3) Irish names with initial 0' or other pre
fixes. Here prefixes are merged with 
the names . 

.Again there are Ger:man words spelt . with 
a, o and u nrnlaut where· the convention is to 
arrange them as if they were spelt ae oe and ue. 

Sometimes the entire first word may have to be 
ignored, e.g. when it is ·a definite article or an 
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honorific like the 'Sri' in Indian usage. It must 
be remembered however, that titles like Sribhash
yam the well known philosophical classic are 
exceptions. 

'When we pass beyond the Entry Word, many 
difficulties are still in store. For definiteness let 
us concentrate on a particular Entry Word, say 
.MADRAS and follow the prescription of the C. c. code 
with a few modifications rendered necessary by the 
following analysis: 

(1) The Leading Section will not contain any 
other word if it represents the name of the Govern
ment of Madras as a Corporate Author. 

(2) But it will be followed by 

(a) the conjunction '&' if it is the name of a 
Joint Governmental Author; 

(b) the name of a constitutional limb like 
'Governor' 'Legislative Assembly', 
'High Court' written in block letters as 
a separate sentence if it represents that 
limb as Corporate Author; 

(c) the word City in italics written as a sepa
rate sentence, if it represents the Muni
cipal Corporation of Madras as Corpo
rate Author; 

(d) the forename in circular brackets e.g., 
(IIenry) if it is the name of a person; 
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(e) some individualising number or term or 
both written in italics after a comma if 
it is the name of a monarch or pope or 
saint; 

(f) the name of a subject written as a separate 
sentence in block letter italics (e.g. 
MADRAS. HISTORY) if it is used as a 
Specific Subject Heading with an Indivi
dualising Subheading; 

(g) the name of a common subdivision written 
as a separate sentence in ordinary hand 
if it is used as a Specific Subject Head
ing with a Common Subdivision Sub
heading; 

(h) the word (First word) or (Pseud.) written 
in italics and enclosed in brackets after 
a comma if it is a First-word-of-title 
Heading or Pseudonym Heading; 

( i) some other word in block letters if it is the 
first word in the name of an institution 
or conference functioning as Corporate 
Author; 

(j) some oiher word written in block letters if 
it is used as a Specific Subject Heading · 
representing a ~bject whose name lie gins 
with 'Madras' (e.g., 'Madras terrae&' 
recognised _in engineering as a special 
kind of roof. . .A.gain 'Madras hand
kerchief'); and. 
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(k) some other word in block letters if it is the 
first word of the name of a Series. 

(3) Again in case it is the name of a person 
there will be no other word beyond the forename 
in the Leading Section if it is the name of a Per
sonal Author with competing homonym. 

( 4) But it will be followed by 

(a) some individualising number (say dates of 
birth and death) or individualising term 
written within brackets as a separate 
sentence if it is a homonym; 

(b) by 80me descriptive word like Ed., Tr. and 
Comp. written in italics as a separate 
sentence, if it is the name of a 
Collaborator; 

(c) by thl' conjunction '&' if it is the name of 
a Joint Personal Author without 
homonym; 

(d) by the name of a common subdivision 
written as a separate sentence in ordin
ary hand if it is used as a Specific Sub
ject Heading with a Common Subdivi
sion Subheading. 

. Along with these varieties, we should also 
consider 

(a) words whose first six letters are 'Madras' 
(e.g., 'Madraspntam') 
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(b) a compound word (hyphenated or not) 
whose first constituent is 'Madras' (e.g., 
Madras-eye). 

How are all the entries with the same entry 
word to be arranged among themselves 7 We may 
distinguish two phases in this problem: 

(1) Deciding the result to be achieved i.e. 
the particular order that will be most 
helpful to users of the catalogue. This 
may be called the legislative phase; and 

(2) The actual filing work automatically pro-
ducing the result decided upon. This 
may be called the executive phase. 

Let us consider the eighteen Entries indicated 
above. Here they are: 

1. MADRAs. 

2. MADRAS & MYSORE. 

3. MADRAS. HIGH CoURT. 

4. MADRAS. HISTORY. 

5. MADRAS. Bibliography. 

6. MADRAS. City. 

7. MADRAS, (Pseud.) 
8. MADRAS, Saint. 

9. MADRAS (Henry). 

10. MADRAS (Hepr:y) & SMITH (John). 

11. MADRAS (Henry) .. Biography. 

12. MADRAS (Henry). Ed. 
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13. MADRAS (Henry), (1800-1900). 

14. MADRAS CHRISTIAN CoLLEGE. 

15. MAD!tAS EDUCATIONAL SERIES. 

16. MADRAS TERRACE. 

17. MADRAS·EYE. 

18. MADRASPATAM. 

SoME PosSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS 

Several possible results may be arrived at iu 
arranging these eighteen Entries. 

For example: 
( 1) All the En tries may be arranged strictly 

by the alphabet ('All through' arrange
ment) ignoring 

(a) Spaces between words, sentences or 
paragraphs; 

(b) Style of writing whether it be ordinary 
hand, italics, block letters, or block 

letter italics; 

(c) Punctuation marks. 
(d) Other signs like hyphens and brackets. 

In this case the filing clerk needs no special instruc
tions; the brackets and variation in style of writing 
mentioned above may in fact be omitted altogether 
from the Entries themselves. 
· Filing may indeed be easy; the resulting arrange
nwnt will, however, be a most revolting hotch-potch. 
Perhaps there is uo cataloguing code that has pre· 
scribed such an arrangPment. 
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(2) Wbe have at the other extreme the overdoing 
of systematic arrangement so as to make it a regular 
classified arrangement. For example, Sharp' 
would have 

CHEMISTRY. General. precede 

CHEMISTRY. AMiysis. 

Cutter would give up alphabetisation in arranging 
the titles under a given author but would have the 
order: 

"326 (1) Complete (or nearly complete) collections; 

(2) Extracts from the complete collections; 

(3) Single works, whether by him alone or written 
in conjunction with another; and 

(4) Works about him." 

(3) Almost all codes favour a middle course
a less severe systematic arrangement. The Entries 
may be arranged, for example, so as to group 
together 

(a) Names of governments; 
(b) Names of institutions; 

(c) Personal names; 
(d) Names of subjects; and 

(e) Names beginning with 'Madras' but con
tinuing beyond ~hese six letters. 

CANON oF CoNSISTENCY 

Filing work is usuaJIY. given to beginners or even 
non-professional clerks. ]i:ven if an abler man is 

t P. 154. 
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put in charge of this mechanical work the Canon of 
Consistency may well feel alarmed if he is obliged 
to read through every entry to find the category to 
which it belongs. The task will be as exacting, 
wasteful and impracticable as that of arranging 
books in a classified subject order when they are 
assigned no Class Numbers. We have stated else
where that progress in profitably applying classifi
cation to books was made possible only after Dewey 
had introduced the use of ordinal numbers to repre
sent classes. I believe that the question of alpha
bctisation also can be satisfactorily settled only if 
the concept of 'ordinal values' is applied to it. I 
give here a tentative solution using such a concept. 

LEGISLATIVE PHASE 

In the legislative phase of the problem we decide 
exndly what wt· r~>quire and de\·ise the necessary 
symbols and styles of writing that the desired order 
may be automatically produced by mechanical 
arrangement according to the prescribed values of 
the symbols and styles. 

The construction of Class Numbers in Classifica
tion work has made us fa1niliar with the distinction 
between the absolute value and the place value of 
symbols. Indeed the genius of Dewey consisted 
·in harnessing the decimal place values of numbers 
to the Sl'n·ice of classification. 

llut the needs of classification are satisfied with 
the place values of symbols and do not need to ex-
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plore the new values obtainable by variation in the 
styles of writing. 

UsE oF GESTALT VALUE 

In cataloguing the writing itself is predominantly 
important. Since variation in style of writing 
is so commonly recognised, one is led to examine 
why it should not be exploited - why we should 
not vary the value of combinations of letters and 
of words according to the style of writing and per
haps also according to the way in which they are 
combined. It would be well to have a distinctive 
name for the value thus obtained. We may per
haps call it the Gestalt Value, since it depends upon 
the pattern that an entry presents. 

lT1:MS TO BE GIVEN VALUE 

In such a scheme we would recognise value in 
the space left blank between 

(a) words; 

(b) words separated by a comma; 

(c) sentences; and 

(d) paragraphs. 

Using the terminology of printers and typists we 
may call them respectively 

(a) word space; 

(b) comma sp9:c~ ; 
(c) sentence space; and 
(d) paragraph space. 
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The solution that I am working out as a tentative 
model next requires that the conjunction 'anrl' 
should be treated not as a word but as a symbol. 
This will be facilitated by representing it by the 
usual symbol '&'. Further the space before and 
after it should be ignored. 

Hyphenated words are to be treated as if written 
continuously. 

Further six styles of writing are needed: 

( 1) Block letters; 
(2) Block letter italics; 

(3) Ordinary small letters, including only the 
capitals required by prose usage. This 
will hereafter be called Ordilnary 
II and; 

( 4) Italics ; 
( 5) Ordinary hand in brackets; and 

( 6) Italics in brackets. 

A SPECIMEN ARHANGEMENT 

The eighteen specimen Entries already collected 
present all these features in the style of writing. 
Suppose we want them to remain in the order al
ready given. The chief features of that order are 
that the following groups are formed and arranged 

. as follows: 

(1) Government Corporate Entries; 

(2) Specific Subject Entries involving th~ 

whole Province Madras; 
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(3) Municipality Entries; 

( 4) Forename Entries j 

(5) Surname Entries; 

(6) Other Entries where the name begins 
with the word 'Madras' whether they 
be names of Corporate bodies or series 

• 
or subjects; and lastly 

(7) Words which merely contain M, a, d, r, 
a, s as their first six letters. 

SCALE OF GESTALT VALUES 

Gestalt Values arranged in an ascending scale 
give the following sequence: 

(1) Paragraph space; 

(2) '&'; 

(3) Sentence space; 

( 4) Comma space; 

(5) Word space; 
(6) Word in ordinary hand in brackets; 

(7) Word in italics in brackets; 

( 8) Word in block letters; 

(9) Word in block letter italics; 
(10) Word in ordinary hand; and 

(11) Word in italics. 

1, 3 and 5 represent the. 'nothing before something 
rule and the principles of 'paragraph before word' 
and 'section before paragraph' of the C. c. code. 
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The usual rule about the homonymous words and 
phrases, which is so difficult to apply, has here 
become unnecessary. 

EXECUTIVE PHASE 

This scale of Gestalt Values read with the eigh
teen examples will easily give the required rules 
for style of writing. If these rules are carefully 
framed and if the cataloguer follows them the work 
of filing the catalogue cards or arranging the cata
logue entries (the executive phase of the problem) 
will have become fool-proof. Of course the public 
must get accustomed to this scale of Gestalt Values. 
But this is true for every method for arrangement. 
For there can be no such thing as natural order 
among entries. 

MISSING LINK 

I do not offer this as the only solution or a final 
solution. My object is only to indicate an effective 
method of handling the problem - of providing the 
mis~ing link between its legislative and execu
tive phases. If the aim is to get the Entries grouped 
in any other way and the groups themselves 
arranged in any other order this can be fulfilled by 
another suitable set af symbols and styles of 
writing with an appropriate scale of Gestalt Values. 

· Now alphubPtisation is not the concern of cata
loguers only. The very public that uses the 
eatulogue has also to use alphabetical arrangement 
in dictionaries, cyclopuE'dias, direetories, year booka, 
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indexes of books and so on. No doubt much will be 
gained if we can arrive at a common solution of the 
problem of alphabetisation applicable to all such 
cases. The Committee engaged in revising the 
A. A. code has often been appealed to face this pro
blem and give a ruling. As a tool that will lead 
to a helpful division of labour between the legisla
tive and the executive phases of the problem and 
thus make alphabetisation more uniform, more 
efficient and less prone to lead to a hotch-potch, I 
commend to that Committee the concept of Gestalt 
Value. 
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65 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

1. A Library Catalogue is essentially a tool. ln 
form and detail it should be designed for efficiency. 
Its function is to help exploitation of the resources 
of the library in conformity with the Laws of 
Library Science. This implies that it must be of 
the 'One Book, Many Entries' type. In order to 
humanise the catalogue 'several-types of entries 
have to be evolved. This in the long run tends to 
make the catalogue a hotch-potch. These matters 
are dealt with in the first four chapters (01-04). 

2. To resist this tendency towards inconsistency 
a library should faithfully follow an adopted code 
and cataloguing codes themselves should conform 
to certain fundamental principles. 

These are: 

1-5. Tbe Five Laws of Library Science; 

6. The Law of Parsimony; 

7. The Canon of Consistency; 

8. The Canon of Relevance; 
9. The Canon of Ascertainability; 

10. The Canon of Permanence; 

11. The Canon of Currency; and 

12. The Canon of Prepotence. 
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These have been enunciated in Chapter 05 and 
used throughout the book in de~eloping theory and 
examining existing codes. 

A PsEuDo-PRINCIPLE 

It must be stated however that a hypothetical 
I 'man in the street' has been long preventing the 

catalogue from !following sound principles. This 
must be resisted. It must be remembered that 
books are not natural objects, but altogether arti
ficial. The Library Catalogue that is chiefly con
cerned with them, and the arrangement of their 
entries, cannot but be artificial. No one therefore 
need expect to understand their arrangement with
out initiation. 

Over half a century ago Cutter warned the 
library profession against the evils of capitulation 
to the man in the street: 

''The objections to certain features of the catalogue 
entry are not real, but fanciful. The reader is at 
first frightened by the appearance of a system to be 
learned, and perversely regards it as a hindrance 
instead of an assistance. But if any one has a 
rooted aversion to certain items and features of the 
catalogue, let him disregard them altogether and 
read the entry as if they. were not there, leaving 
them to be of service to wiser men." 

If Hanson and Mudg(l feel the need for repeating 
ihis even to-day it is evideutly because the Library 
-catalogue is not yet fully .emancipated from this 
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corruptiug ptieudo-principle. The Yearbook (1932)' 
giveti their appeal: 

"1 hope - we reference librarians hope - that there 
will be no compromise or let-down in the direction 
of popularization of entries with a view point of 
·getting some appeal over to persons who do not 
know how to nse the catalogue. Catalogues hav'3 
to be technical. People have to learn to use them. 
Why spoil headings and make them Jess logical and 
Ry<tematic so that somebody will not have to use his 
brain! Right headings are not thought of 
naturally". 

The man in the street is concerned only with the 
result, he does not and need not know how it is 
nrriYed at. It is for the person who knows, whose 
technical province it is, to show him how to use it. I 
'l'he man in the street is not consulted in the con
,[ruction of a train though it is entirely designed 
for his use and convenience. 

HoLISTIC PRINCIPLE 

It should also be remembered that there is now
n-duys division of function between Classification, 
< !atnloi,,'Ue, Reference Service, Stack-room Guides 
nnd Open Access. The Library Catalogue need no 
long-er delude itself that it alone is solicitous for 
the man in the street. It must be prepared to 
s.hure its solicitude with the other factors of the 
library. Thus its own efficiency and the very 
justification of its individuality depend upon flexi-

1 P. 19. 
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ble co-operation witb them and a holistic view of 
library organisation. 

SHARPEN THE DEFINITIONS 

3. Another cause of inconsistency is lack of 
sharp definitions. Although we may first ~efine 

tentatively by enumeration only definitions embody
ing dynamic principles can maintain consistent 
coherence. It is terms that may occupy the Lead
ing Section of Pntries that are in need of attention. 
They are: 

1. Specific Subject; 

2. Collateral Subject; 

3. Author; 

4. Personal Author; 

5. Corporate Author; 

6. Government; 

7. Institution; 

8. Conference; and 

9. Dependent body. 

1 and 2 have been defined in Chapter 11, 3 to 9 in 
Chapter 52. Accepted definitions should be 
strictly adhered to. 

CHAIN PROCEDURE 

4. A case has been made out in Chapter 11 for 
the need for invoking the aid of a scheme of classifi
cation in determining the Specific Subject of a book. 
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For this purpose a Chain Procedure has been indicat
ed and a model code of rules for it has been given. 
Use of the same procedure for the determination 
<If See .Also Reference Entries has been explained 
in Chapter 14. The Discovery of a similar objective 
procedure is still to be made in the case of Colla
teral See .Also Reference Entries. 

5. The long drawn out controversy between 
Dictionary Catalogue and Classified Catalogue is 
largely due to the false position given to the man 
in the street. Chapter 15 concludes that the 
rlifference between the two kinds of catalogue is not 
~o great as this false issue would make it appear. 

ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION 

6. By way of illustration the twelve funda
mental principles are applied in Parts 2 and 3 to 
the simple problems C1f Series Entries and Analyti
cal Entries and in Part 4 these principles are 
applied to a comparative study of different codes 
of cataloguing rules for Periodical Publications. 

STUDY oF THE .A. A. code 

7. Critical study of some of the controversial 
rules of the .A . .A. code is the chief aim of Part 5. 
The merging of 'Societies' and 'Institutions' is 
nrlvocah•d. The need is pointed out for further 
.rpseureh for discovPry of a dynamic definition for 
Corpornte Authors. Certain rules are shown to 
l<>nd to Subject Entries instead of Author Entries, 
quite against the avowed purpose of the Code. 
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G.ESl'ALT v ALU.E & ALPHA!IETISATION 

8. Chapter 64 of this Part develops the concept 
of the Gestalt Value of items in an Entry. This is 
shown to help in the linking up of the legislative and 
the executive phases of alphabetisation and 
towards securing a closer observance of the Canon 
of Consistency. 

Classified vs. Dictionary Catalogue 

9. (a) It is shown that the Classified Catalogue 
is in effect the Dictionary Catalogue with a single 
but very helpful modification. 

(b) The advantage of the Classified Cat a· 
logue is due to its superior capacity for satisfying 
all the fundamental principles: 

(i) Its Main Entry being a Call Number 
Entry satisfies the Canon of Prepotence so 
thoroughly that in the matter of arrangement all 
other parts of the Entry become absolutely 
impotent. 

(ii) This result makes it possible for its 
Main Entry to observe . the Canon of Ascertain
ability to the fullest possible extent. 

(iii) Periodical pu'\>lications and anony
mous classics whose Author-headings are subject. 
to change are assemqle,d together automatically by 
the occupation of the Leading Section of the Main 
Entry by the more stable .Call Number, with the 
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least violence to the Canons of Consistency, 
Ascertainability, Permanence and Currency. 

(iv) The Card Technique for Periodical 
Publications is much simpler and satisfies the Law 
of Parsimony and the Canon of Permanence more 
completely than that of the Dictionary Catalogue. 

(v) It has been said that a vital desidera
tum in cataloguing is that the literary unit rather 
than the individual book should determine the 
l'IIain Entry. In other words the Library Cata
logue should be armed with a device by which the 
Main Entries for all forms and variants of a liter
ary unit and for all other literary units depending 
on, derived from or related to it may cluster round 
the Main Entry of the literary unit itself in a help
ful filiatory order. .A kind of Gestalt treatment is 
demanded for each literary unit. In the present 
~tate of our knowledge there is no Entry other 
than the Call Number Entry that can effect this 
without violence to the Canons of Consistency, 
RPlPvance, .A.scertainability, Permanence, and 
Currl'ncy, and the accepted definitions of different 
kinds of Entries. .And Call Number Entries 
b<'long to the Classified form of Catalogue. 

(vi) It exploits the very sequence of Main 
:Rntries without the need for any .Additional 
J•~ntriPs to fulfil the functions of the See Also 
RPfercnce of the Dictionary Catalogue more neatly 
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and effectively. This again more completely 
satisfies the Law of Parsimony. 

(vii) It escapes the Dictionary Catalogue's 
embarrassing task of singling out one of many 
alternative names of authors and subjects for spe
cial treatment; and treating them all alike, it more 
completely satisfies the Canon of Consistency. 

(viii) The irresistible tendency risible 
even in the most authoritative Lists of Subject 

Headings for a Dictionary Catalogue to introduce 
~ystematic arrangement of headings in preference 
to the strictly alphabetical one which is their badge 

and even in the most authoritative code for 
Author-entries to introduce Subject Headings to 
the exclusion of Author Headings, 

gives unmistakable evidence of the fact that the 
rational mind prefers systematic arrangement of 
the Main Entries to their alphabetical dispersal. 
In other words, the Classified Catalogue is the norm 
towards which there is a natural pull. This tend
ency is supported by the Laws of Library Science. 

(ix) Printing of the catalogue in book 
form in defiance of the Fifth Law misdirects funds 
that are needed to increase the stock of books. By · 
its very nature the Library Catalogue is out of date 
even before it issues from the press. Demand for 
it depends only on a habit formed before the First 
and the Fifth Laws of Library Science were recog
nised and which should be corrected in the reader's 
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iuterest. - If in spite of all this a printed cata
logue is enforced ex cathedra the Classified Cata
logue will minimise though it does not eliminate 
its evils, whereas the Dictionary Catalogue may 
even aggravate them. 

A HrsTOUICAL AcciDENT 

(c) Then why is the Dictionary Catalogue 
tolerated, adopted, advocated and (by some even) •/ 
enforced and perpetuated f Because it has on its 
side all the advantages of temporal seniority. 
Before Dewey's invention and popularisation of a 
ho~pitable notation systematic arrangement usually 
wrec·ked itself like a rudderless vessel. Alpha
betieal dispersion seemed preferable to such a 
wrPdmge. When the Dictionary Catalogue there
fore estahliHhed itself the giant libraries of to-day 
were only pigmies and, our present innumerable 
pigmies were yet unborn. At that time, for 
1•xample, the Congress Library, which though 
pnrhnp~ only second largest in size is now most 
potent in its influence on library practice in the 
world, had but a few thousand volumes. Even the 
BritiHh Museum did not yet possess its great 
rotunda nnd forty-nine of its fifty miles of books 
were yet to be added. The Dictionary Catalogue had 
.hel'ome a settled fact before these vast libraries had 
grown to serious dimensions. And they had 
hN•ome giants before the invention of a safe, stable 
und workable method of systematic arrangement 
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had definitely established the possibility of a Classi
fied Catalogue. Meanwhile Public Habits had been 
formed by the Dictionary Catalogue. Thus psy
chological factors (even among members of the 
profession), financial difficulties, the prohibitive 
labour involved and deluded consideration of the 
man in the street stand four square against attempts 
to change over to the classified form from the settled 
fact of the dictionary form. 

REFORM 

But optimism is the keynote of modern librarian
ship. And unsettlement of settled facts is the 
outstanding phenomenon in history. This should 
fill it with hope, courage, strength and will to go 
ahead with the reform of the Library Catalogue. 

By changing it rests. 
Heraclitus 

Ever becoming, ever new. 
Rgveda 
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Descriptive catalogue-De:fi.ned, 20. Entry described, 21-23. 
Ghost of-, 27. Origin of-, 24. 

Details of main entry-See Main entry, shortening of-. 
Dewey (Melvil) ;.r.t. Classified catalogue vs. dictionary catalogue, 
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Dictionary catalogue--Defined, 33. Entries illustrated, 39-41. 
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Doni (Antonio Francesco). La liberia. r.i.r.t. Name entries, 288. 
Doublets-i.r.t. Specific subject entries, 141-143. 
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European names-i.r.t. Name entries, 287-290~ 
Event vs. place-t.r.t. Specific subject entry, 91-93. 
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-- 118, Socictica and institutions, 316. 
Orudo (Frnncoifi), Premier 'VOlume de la bibliotheque--r.i.r.t. 

Nume entries, 288. 
Guide to Kukhur-r.t.r.t. Introduction, 12. 
Guide to the cataloguing of the serial publication~ of &ooiettes and 

tn11Wu.rion.s. Se4 Pierson (Horriet Wheeler). 
Ouid.iDg principlPs-DiscuN:~ed, 54-75. Summarised, 367. 

llnru10r.. (J.C.M.).-qj.r,t. 4The man in the street' bogey, 369. 
llnnnrd University Library--r.t.r.t. Selective cataloguimg, 57. 
ll(lnding of spe~·itlo subject entry-Defined by colon chain, 117. 

l>iscuN"t'd., 1:!3-153. 

flnmdiluK-q.i.r.t. R1~form of library catnJogue, 376, 
Jll>ndu homonynut-t.r.e. Nnme entries, 295·297. 
llirdoty-t'.t·.t. Pitfull in choice of subject headings, 106-107. 

·ltolistia '·it•w-i.r.t. Classified catalogue, 160-161. Library orgaui· 
f'ntion nnd lihrnry cntn.logue, 368. 

Homonyrus-i.r.t. Nume cntril"lfl1 294-297. 
Horuct!---q.i.r.t. Hunumising the library catalogue, 24. 
JlyJe (Mnry E.).-q.i.r.t. Lower link referencce, 171-172. 
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Impeachment] i.r.t. = In relation to. q.i.r.t. = Quoted in relation to. 

Impeachment trials, 335. 
Index entries--illustrated, 37-39. 
India-i.r.t. Printed catalogues, 344. 
India Office Library. Catalogue-q.i.r.t. Non-European names, 290· 

291. 
r.i.r.t. Author heading, 328. 

Individualising subheading defined by colon chain, 117, 118. 
Initial articles and honoriJic words-i.r.t. Alphabetiaation, 354. 
Institutions vs. Governments, 329-333. 
Introduction to cataloguing and the classification of books-See 

Mann (Margaret). Introductiofl to catalogui-ng and the classi
fication of books. 

In>entory catalogue-Defined, 20. Entry described, 21-23. Origin 
of-, 25. 

Inventory outlook-----t.r.t. Selective cataloguing, 59. 
Inverted headings-----i.r.t. Camouflage in a. dictionary catalogue, 177-

179, 188. Compound subject names, 136-137. 
Irish names-i.r.t. Alphabetisation, 354. 

Jewett (C.C.).-q.i.r.t, Printed catalogues, 343·344. 
-- The Smithsonian Institution and its plan of cataloguing

q.i.r.t. Co-operative cataloguing, 347. 

Kardex, 345. 
Kind~ of library catalogue-See Library catalogue, KinOs of
Kuppuswami Sastri (S.). .A:uthorial polyonomy and homonymy in 

Sanskrit Uterature---q.i.r.t. Hindu homonyms, 296. 

La liburKJ-.to.i.r.t. Name entries, 288. 
Label entries-Defined, 48. i.r.t. Period:.Cal publications, 273. 
Language-i.r.t. Name entries, 278. Subject entries, 124·128. 
Language of subject headings-i.r.t. Chain procedure, 148-149. 
Last l"'.loud in dictionary catalogue vs. classified catalogue, 193·196. 
Last t::ffective link, 117. 
Last rule of interpretation---i.r.t. Specific subject entry, 95. 
Law of Parsimony-Discussed, 54-59. 

i.r.t. Alternative names of subj-ects, 142, 143. Arrangement of' 
series entries, 211. Author annlytics, 221. Card techni
que for periodical publications, 372, 373. Catalogue vs. 
bibliography, 234-236. Change of name, 297. Charac· 
teristie division entry, 156-157. Composite books, 218. 
Co-operative cataloguing; ,346, 848-349. Deriving Classi
fied catalogue from dictionary catalogue, 189. Editor-of· 
series entries, 214. Label entries for periodical publica-· 
tions, 273-274. Local collections, 153. Lower link refer
ences, 169-170. Nairn vs. adjective, 134. Omission of 
series entries, 207·209. Person vs. place, 88, 89, 90, 91. 
SetJ also references 162-1~3. See reference entries, 124_ 
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r.i.r.t. = 1«.-fcrred in relation to. [Liter&r)' 

Series entries, 202-205. Sequence of main entries in 
cl88Bified catalogue, 373. Subject analytica, 230·231. 
Subject ~·· plaoe, 81, 94. Syndetio arrangement, 167· 
168. Synonyms, 144·147. Upper link referenoee, 166· 
167. 

Laws of library science--Enunciated, 54. 
i.r.l, Change of name, 298-299. Composite books, 21.7. Co-

operntive cataloguing, 350. First-word-of-title entries, 
319. Omission of series entries, 207-209. Selective cata
loguing, 59. Series entries, 202-205. Subject analytics, 
2~4-231. Systematic arrangement, 374. Upper link 
references, 163. 

Sea al.so FirHt, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth lawa. 
Laws of tPrritoriea and dependencies, 336-337. 
Leuding B(>dion-DcHned, 31. Added entries, 32. Of main entries, 

:u. Of muin entries of periodien.l publications, 239-250. 
Legislative }1hnse of nlphabetilsation,-Defined, 358. DiscuBSed, 361. 
Librnry-DcfinE'd, 25-26. To be humanised, 25-26. 
-- See al.Ho Business libraries. Children's libraries. Ma.nuscript 

librnrit~s. Public libraries. Research libraries. 
Libmry catalogue-Defined, 21. Kinds of-, 31·34. 

i.r.t. AnnotH.tions1 :451-353. Bibliophile's load, 27. Co-opera· 
tiv~ cataloguing, 346-350. Function, 367. Holistic view 
of library organisation, 160·161, 368. Main entries des· 
C'ribl.'d, 21-23. 'Mnn in the street' bogey, 368-369. 
Nnturo disrussed, 19·26. Origin, 25-26. Physical form, 
:143-345. Snlesmnnship phnse, 351. Sharp definitions, 
370. To be humanisNl, 24-26. Types of-, 20. Varie
tit'8 und style, 23·24. Victorian sense of value, 26. 

lh•form of-, 376. 
Library i'OnN'ntion-q.i.r.t. Co-operative cataloguing, 347. 
Library journal-q.t.r.t. Selective cataloguing, 57-58. 
Library of Congress--t.r.t. Co-operative cataloguing, 347. Rule 

nbout titlo pnge, 65-67. 
-- Rqrort-q.i.r,t. Transliteration of nnme entries, 287. 

r.i.r.f. Hindu nnd Mualim nnmE's, 292. 
-- Subjt'l"t hratlin,qa-

q.~.r.t, Cnmpound subject nnmes, 137. 
r.i.r.t. Vnmouflng-.1 in syndetio arrangement, 179. Combined 

tPrmt~. 138. Syndot!c tJB. syst('matic arrangement, 176· 
177. 

Librnry of the India offioe. Catalogue--Set~ India Office Library. 
Catalugutt. 

Li,d of subjt•t:'t 1I.Ptuling1 for vsr. tn dict«mary rotalogs--Sel 
Am,rirnn Library Aseoeiation. Li,d of subject lleadings for 
tutl' i" dk'-tiflfUiry catalogt. 

l.it(lrnry unit tl.t, individual book, 325-326. 
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Locsl] i.r.t. :::: In relation to. q.i.r.t. = Quoted in relation to. 

Local collectiona--Defined, 150. Discussed, 149-153. 
Lower link reference entries-Defined, 51. DiscUHBed, 169·172. 

Main class entries--Dlustrated, 38. 
Main entries-Defined, 19. Elemtmts for the leading section, 3L 

lliuatrated, 36, 37, 39. Kinds of-, 41, 43. Shortening of-, 
27-30. Varieties of style, 23. 

'Man in the street' bogey--i.r.t. Classified va. dictionary catalogue, 
182-183. Library catalogue, 369-311. 

Mann (Margaret). Introduction to cataJ<Jguing ana the classifica
tion of boo/<8. 
q.i.r.t. Collateral link references, 173. Combined terms, 138. 

Form headings vs. form divisions, 98-99. Omission of 
eeries entries, 208. Singular vs. plural, 133. r:uh
division of headiln.gs, 119-120. Subject vs. place, 82, 96. 
Syud~tic vs. systematic arrangement, 175, 17i-li8. 
Upper link references, 163-164. 

r.i.r.t. Alternative names of subjects, 139. Inverted headings, 
136. 

Manuscript librnries-i.r.t. Descriptive catalogue, 24. 
Mauneell (Andrew). Catalogue of Engli•h printed boo/<8-q.i.r.t. 

Name entries, 288~289. 
Missing link in alphabetisation, 365. 
Monwne-nta .Ltsiae M''llori.s antique--t".i.r.t. Subject 'VS. place, 82. 
Mudge (I.G.). q.i.r.t. 'Man in the street' bogey, 369. 
Murray (C.A.). r.i.r.t. Local collections, 153. 
Muslilm namea-i.r.t. Name entries~ 287. 

Name catalogue--Defined, 33. 
Name entries-Defined, 277. Discussed, 277-337. 

t".-r.t. Canon of permanence, 67-68. 
Names of entries, 35-53. 
New English dictionary--q.i.r.t. Definition of catalogue, 19. Libr-

ary, 25-26. 

New York Regional Catalogue Group--r.i.r.t. CanOn. of currency, 7(). 
Non-European names-i.r.t. Name entries, 290-294. 
"Nothing before something' rule--:i.r.t. Gestalt value, 364. 
Noun vs. adjective---1.r.t. Specific subject entries, 134-137. 
Number and function of entries, 52-53. 

Oblique intention or title--i.r.t. Pitfail in rhoice of subject headings, 
109, 111, 112. 

Occam q.i.r.t. Law of Parsimony, 54. 
Open acceas-i.r.t. Shortenillg <lf main entries, 27. Library catalo

gue, 160, 368. 
Ordinal value9-'l".i.r.t. Alphabetisation,. 361. 
Ormerod (J.)---r.i.r.t. Locsl eollectioqB, 153. 
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r.i.r.t. :::: Referred in relation to. [QuinD 

l'unizzi (Anthony) r.i.r.t. Names of societies a.nd institutions, 315. 
'l'urugruph before word' rule-i.r.t. Gestalt value, 364. 
Jlu.rsimony, law of- See Law of Parsimony. 
l'nrtinl comprehcns~n--i.r.t. Pitfall in choice of subject headings, 

112. 
PcrOOdical publications, 239·274. 
P~riod~cal&-i.r.t, Piti'ull in choice of subject headings, 107. 
P(."rmnnE"nce, Canon of-See Canon of permanence. 
l'crsnn vs. plaee-i.r.t. Specific subject entry, 87·91. 
Personal nuthor·-Dcflned, 323. 
Personal catalogue-Defined, 33. 
Peraonnl nnmPa-i.r.t. Name entries, 277-300, 
Pol'eonnl t•s. corporate author, 326·329. 
Phyeirnl form of library catalogue, 343-345. 
Pictorial annotations, 352·353. 
Pierson (Harriet 'Vhceler). Guida to the cataloguing of the serial 

publicati.ono of bocietics and institutio?ta-q.i.r.t. Card techni~ 
que for periodical publications, 264-268. Label entries of 
periodical publications, 274. Main entries of periodical publi~ 
<'II t.ions, 246. 

Pitfnlla in choice of subject headings, 106-113. 
Pln('e vs. ev(>nt,-i.r.t. Subject entries, 91-93. 
--· t~s. pt.>rson,--'.r.t, Subject entries, 87-91. 
-- ''·'· subject,--'.r.t, Subject entries, 80-84, 93-99. 
Pineo nnmes--t.r.t. Conflict of langungea, 127. 
Plurnl vs, singular-i.r.t. Specific: subject entries, 133·134. 
Pollard (A.W.)-q.i.r.t. Catalogue va. bibliography, 234. 
Popular t•s. technicnl terms--i.r.t. Subject entries, 146-148. 
Pound (Ezra). Guide to K-ulchur---r.t.r.t. Introduction, 12. 
Prefixc>a in aurnamea-i.r.f, Name entries, 289. 
PrPmifor "tJolumtt dfJ Za bibliothP-que--r.i.r.t. Name entries, 288. 
Vrindples, guiding-, 54·75. 
Printt>d (':Rt.nlogue, 343·344, 374. . 
-- t.r.t. Classified catalogue tJs. dictionary catalogue, 374. 
Jlrolr.t~omt>na to library classification--See Rangauathan (S.R.). 

Prolrgomrna to library rla.ssijlr..ation. 
PH€'U,lonyms--\.r.f. Nnmo l'ntriea, 317-318. 
Puhlic lihrnri<'.s--i.r.t. Annotations, 353. 
Purl' <"lnssifled cntalogue-Doflned, 33-34. r.t.r.f. Dietionary cata· 

Jogne 1111. <"lnssifled <'.atnlogue, 188. 
Pyr11mid of rC'ferC'nc('B, 166. 

<~uinn (ll~nry A.). Library oataloguing-
q.i.r.t, Alphnbcti<".al ela.ssed eatalogue, 179-181. Classified eata· 

l<'gue t'&, dictionary catalogue, 182-183. Cutter's opinion 
nhout elnssifl(>d catalogue tiS. dictionary catalogue, 197· 
198. 
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Quinn] t.r.t. = In relation to. q.i.r.t. = Quoted in relation to. 

Quinn (Henry A.) and Acomb (H. W.). A manual of oatalcguing and 
<!lde:ring.-
q.i.r:t. Author analytics, 220-221, 221-222. Canon of consis

tency, 60-61. Doublets, 141. Economy in series en· 
tries, 212-213. Editor-of-series entries, 214. Introduc
tion, 12. Subject vs. place, 84. Syndetic t·s. systematic 
arrangement, 175-176. 

r.t.r.t. Subject analytica, 224. 

Ranganathan (S.R.). Classified ootalcgue cade-
q.i.r.t. Alternative names of subjects, 139-140. .Arrangement 

of se~ entries, 210, 211. Author analvtics, 2HI-220. 
Canon of currency, 69. Connecting elem.ent in series 
entries, 211-212. Corporate name entries, 302-303, 305-
308. Cross reference index entries of periodiral publica
tions, 273. Definition of author, 323-324. Definition 
oJf composite books, 217. Editor of series entry, 213-214. 
Hindu homonyms, 296. Hindu names, 292-293. Muslim 
names, 293. Omission of series entries. 207-208. Shor
tening of main entries, 29-30, Stages of a language, 129 
Syndetic -vs. systematic arrangement, 181. Translitera· 
tion of names, 285. 

r:i.r.t. Alphabetisation, 355. Alternative names of subjects, 143, 
155. Anonymous books, 321. Change of name, 297, 
300. Class index entry, 45. Collateral name entries, 318. 
Compound surnames, 290. Definition of leading line 
and leading section 31. First-word-of-title entries, 318, 
319. Gestalt value, 364. Government vs. institutions, 
329, 330, 332. Homonyms, 295. Label Pntries, 48. 
Language and spelEng of name entries, 278-279. Muslim 
names, 287. Names with prt>fi.."<es, ~!10_ Personal 1.'-'
corporato author, 326. Pseudonyms, 317-318. Series 
entry t.'s. editor-of-series entry, 206. Subject analytic.s, 
44. Technique for series entries~ 214. Tran~litPration 
of names, 286. 

Colon clMsijicati011-q.i.r.t. Conflict of languages, 125. 
r.t.r.t. Subject i.'S. place, 97. Ultimate class, 86. 

-- Five laws of lif1rary scienc~>-
r.i.r.t.-Annotations, 352. Guiding prineiplPS, 5!. Introduction~ 

12. Physical form of the library catalogue~ 344. 
-- Library administratiM, 15. 
-- Prolegomena to library clas.sijiC{Iticm-

q.i.r.t. Canon of currency, 69. Form headings rs. form divisions, 
100-102. Popular ·t'S. te<-hnical terms, 146-147. Bpe-cific · 
subject, 85. ffitimate class, 86. 

r.i.r.t. Annotations. 352." Canons of cataloguing, 'i0. Common 
subdivision subheadings, -104. Defin:tion of subjef'tS in 
library catalogues, 193. ;Form headings rs. form divi-
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sions, 99. Introduction, 12. Subject vs. plaee, 97. 
Byndctic arrangement, 167. 

Rfadings in library mellwdB-See .Arnett (L.D.) and .Arnett (E.T.). 
Beadings in Ubrary methods. 

Roforcnee book.-t.r.t. Alphabetiea.tion, 365. 
Refortmco sta.fl--'.r.t. Catalogue vs. bibliography, 236. Collateral 

link references, 173. 
R1~form of library catalogue, 376. 
Rolovanco, cu.non of-Set~ Canon of relevance. 
lloport of the Brown Univel'flity Libra.ry-r.i.r.t. Selective catalogu-

izlg, 59. 
-- of the Library of congress--Bee Library of congress. Beport. 
Research libraries-1.r.t. Annotations, 353. 
Rgv6tla-q.i.r.t. !Wform of library catalogue, 376. 
Richardson (E.C.). q.t.r.t. Dictionary catalogue vs. cl8S8i1ied cata

logue, 192·193. 
Rules for a dilltionary oatalog-See Cutter (Charles Ammi1). Bule1 

for a dictionary oata!og. 
Rules for chain prooodure, 114-118, 165. 

Sn.int--t.r.t. Alpha.betisation, 354. 
Hu.losmo.Wihip phnse--i.r.t. Annotations, 351·352. Humanising of 

library catalogues, 25. 
Satyagraha--i..r.t. Conflict of languages, 127. 
Scottish namos-i.r.t. Alphnbetisation, 354. 
Socond law of library Bcionce-As a guiding principle, 54. 

t.r.t.-Altornative namca of subjects, 138. Anonymous boob, 
321. Change of name, 299, 300. Clll.88ified catalogue 
va. dictionary catalogue, 192. Person tJS. place, 88, 89, 90. 
See reference entries, 124. Series entry vs. editor of 
series entries, 207. Subject analytics, 224. Subject vs. 
place, 03. Synonyms, 144. 

•Aection before paragraph' rule--S.r.t. Gestalt volue, 364. 
Stte alRo rcfor~nce entries--Creat-ed by the law bf pB.TSimony, 55. 

lJAtined, 51. DiscUBSed, 162-173. Illustrated, 41. t.r.t. Classi· 
fied catulogue, 373 . 

.StltJ ruforence E'ntries-Cren.ted by the law of parsimony, 55. 
Defined, 50-51. Distm88ed, 123·153. Illustrated, 40. 
t.r.t. Compound subject names, 137. Conflict of languages, 124-

128. Confiict of stn.gca in language, 128·130. Singular "''· 
plural, 134. Synonyms, 144. 

Sclootive cntn.loguing-Diacuascd, 56·59 . 
• ~tllcoHve oataloguing-r.t.r.t. Law of Parsimony, 56. 
St1riea entrics-Deflned, 46·47. Discussed, 201·214. illustrated, 37, 

40. 
St>rioa entry t~B. editor entry, 201·209, 
Shnkl•spooro (Willinm). q.i.r.t. Analyticu.l entries, 232. 
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Sharpl i.r.t. = In relation to. q.i.r.t. = Quoted in relation to_ 

Sharp (Henry A). Gataloguing-
q.i.r.t. Alphabetisation, 360. Analytical entries, 232-233. Clas

sified catalogue 11s. dictionary catalogue, 184-187. Deri· 
ving classified catalogue from dicti.onary catalogue, 190, 
191-1921 193-194. Introduction, 12. Selective catalo
guing, 58, 59. Singular vs. plural, 133. Specific sub
ject, 85. Subject vs. place, 81-82. Syndetic arrangement, 
168. Syndetic 118, systematic arrangement, 176. Syno· 
nyms, ]46. Upper link references, 164. 

Shortening of main entries, 27-30. 
Singular vs. plural--i.r.t. Specific subject entries, 133-134. 
TM Smithaoni<m lnstituticn and its plan of cataloguing-q.i.r.t. 

Co-operative cataloguing, 347. 
Societies----i.r.t. Pitfall in choice of subject headings, 107-108. 
Societies and institutions-i.r.t. Name entries, 305-306. 
Solt>?.tur ambulando, 160. 
Specific subject-Disc1,18Sed, 79-153. i.r,t. Ultimat.e elMS, 86. 
Specific subject entries-Discussed, 79-153. 
Specifil} subject headings-Defined by colon chain, 117-118. Discus-

sed, 79-153. 
Spelling--i.r.t. Name entries, 278. Subject entries, 130-133. 
Bri-i.r.t. Alpbabetisation, 35a. 
Styles of main entry, 23. 
Styles of writing-i.r.t. Gestalt value of the items in entries, 363. 
Subheadings-Conflict with subject headings, 106-109. For local 

collections, 150-153. 
Subject nnalytieal entries-Discussed, 223-231. Illustrated, 39. 
Subject entries-Discussed, 79-198. Illustrated, 40-41. 
-- i.r.t. classified catalogue, 154-161. 
-- t'S. author entries-See Author entries vs. subject entries. 
Subject headings-Con1lict with subheadings, 106·109. 
Subject index to British Museum catalogues-r.t.r.t. Alphnbetico

cl ... ed catalogue, 179·180. 
Subject phase, 114. 
Subject reference entries--Defined, 50. Discussed, 123-198. Illus· 

\rated, 40·41. 

Subject vs. place---i.r.t. Specific .subject entries, 80-84, 93-98. 
Substitutes for names--Diseussed, 317-322. 
Summary and conclusion, 367-376. 
Surname tradition--i.r.t. Non-European names, ·290. 
Surnames vs. forenames--i.r.t. Name entries, 287·294. 
Surnames with prefixe&---i.r.t. Name entries, 289. 
Syndetie arrangement-Defined, 175-176. t.r.t. See also references, 

166·169. 

Syndetic vs. systematic arrangement, 174·198. 
Synonyms--i.r.t. Subject entries, 143-146. 
Syntax--i.r.t. Noun t~s. adjective, 135. 
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r.i.r.t. = R<'fcrred in relation to. (YearbookB 

Hystcmntic arrangement va. alphabetical dispersal, 373-374. 
-- t'8. SynUetic arrangement, 174-198. 

Technical vs. popular terms--i.r.t. Subject entries, 146-148. 
Tt•rritories, Laws of-See Laws of territories and dependencies. 
Third lnw of library sciene&-Ad a guiding principle, 54. 

i.r.t. Alternative names of subjects, 138. Annotations, 352. 
Change of name, 299, 300. Classi1ied catalogue vs. dic-
tionary catalogue, 102. Subject analytic.s, 224·226. 

Title-pag~.r.t, Canon of ascertainability, 62-67. 
Trnualutor ~ntrie&-Dctlned, 46. Illustrated, 37·40. 
Trnnsliterntion--i.r.t. Name entries, 284-287. 
Tripkts-i.r.t. Specific subject entries. 142. 
Types of cntnlogue, 20. 
UWmmte clnss--t.r.t, Specific subject, 86. 
Uniwrsity of Mndraa-r.i.r.t, Hindu homonyms, 296. 
Upper link reference entries-Defined, 61, Discussed, 162-169. lllus· 

trnh•d, 41. 

Vnn HoPfWD (Henry BRrtlett)-q .•. r.t. Law of parsimony, 56. 
-- Hibli.ography, prM1ical enumerative, 11.\storical--r.i.r.t. Catalo· 

gu~ t'S, bibliography, 236. 
Victorian outlook-i.r.t. Beloctive cn.tnloguing, 59. 
Vit"torinn \'Rlue and library catalogue, 26. 
ViBihlo indt>x aystcm, 345. 

\\'hnt iB sp(•ci1ic subjectf, 79-153. 
Whoutl~y (B.R.)-q .•. r.t. Dictionary catalogue 1.1s. classified cata· 

Iogue, 182. 
'Vho is the author-, 323-339. 
William of Occnm-q .•. r.t. Law of parsimony, 54. 
Wilson & Co.-r .•. r.t. Selective cataloguing, 56, 
\\'or1t1 ro·opcrntion in cntaloguing, 348. 

Y carbooi.:-See CntalogN"s' and cla&'liflers' yearbook. 
Y('nrbooka-i.r.t. Pitfall in choice of subject headings, 107-108. 
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MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Publication Series. 2 

The Five Laws of Library Science 

BY 

B. R. RANGANATHAN, M.A., L.'l"., F.L.A. 

BOMB OPINIONS. 

Tho book is lovely, the author's enthusiasm for his vocation iB 
infoctious.-Librury Association Record. 

Woul!l rerommen(] this book to all librarian&, who will find 
many vuluablo hint~t to the proper administration of a library, to 
Jihrnry ('Ommittcc mcn.-The Librarian and Book World. 

He is to bo congmtuluted on llis most interesting book. It is 
tho work of nn edue.ationist as well a& of a librarian.-Times 
Literary Supplement. 

IIo bns exhibited a wealth ot h•arning, a mastery of (1etoil, a 
fine senso of humour nnd a poliHhed style.--Journal of Oriental 
Rf'!Ht:arcl,, 

A volume whic•h to the book·lovel' is more interesting than a 
thriller, moro enlightening than a t{'xt-book.-The MadraB Mail. 

The work ... contains a seventy-page rapid survey of library 
eonditions all O\'Or the world..-..4merican L1brary Aasociation. 

The Madras Library Association is rendering yeoman's service 
to the librury enusc by the institution of a 6E'ries of books on library 
t.t•rvit'c.-Tht' Librarian. 

The hook is writtrn in an Ut•eptionally fascinating and lucitl 
11tylo . . . from the bPginning to the end very stimulating nod 
slraightforwnrd ... the book is quite accurate in faet.-The 
.Modt'1'" I..ibrlllrt"an. 

In his hook wbh·h tT&cks to reduce nntl relate all the prineip1es 
nnd prnrtit·e of librnry work to n tow fundamental laws, we are glad 
.to tt't'Of(niso a mngnifll'ent n<·hiC'\'('ment wllieh ranks as a landmark 
in 1he dovt•lopmt•nt of librnrinnship in this eountry.-Tlae Prl'siden~y 
Colrr'!}tl ltfaga,-iru~. 

It is ptt'st•nh•d from r.o fresh a point of \·iew, and with so lively 
nn t•nthuRinsm, thut it mny wl'll lc>nd to a reeonsideration ot mnny 
proh1t'nt8.-T1u'! Year's Work in Librariar~.sllip. 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Publication Series, 3. 

The Colon Classification 

BY 

S. R. RANGANATHAN, M.A., L.T., F.L.A. 

SOME OPINIONS. 

All who are interested in eynthetie clasaification will find this 
the best recent exercise in it.. It bas an admirable scheme for 
arranging the Indian literatures, the fullest I know.-Thc Year's 
Work in Librarianship. 

It is universally interesting as a study of an original kind in 
classification method . . . Certainly the eolon scheme is remarkable 
for its analysis of the many relations of subjects., and stud('nts 
should be acquainted with this new and interesting' general classiti· 
eation.-In the Introduction to Library Classification, 1935, by 
W. C. Berwic Sayers. 

It is an extremely clever scheme . . . 'l'he result is almost 
perfect.-Library .cl.asooiation Record. 

The scheme is both elastic and comprehensive, while at the 
same time providing for sensible variations to meet local circum· 
stances.-Nature. 

One of the main feature& which will strike even a casual reader 
is the very great minuteness of classification in most of the subjects 
treated, especially topics in Indology, which will be of immense use 
to librarians both in the East and in the West .. The author deserve'i 
to be congratulated on his excellent performance. The book ought 
to find a place in every library, however smalL--current Science. 

'I1te basi& of the work is relation-the bearing of one topic on 
another, the aspects of a subject, the forms an.d modes of presenta
tion of subject-matter . . . Precise and well-worded rules are given 
regarding the formation of class :oumbers Many works of 
Sanskrit literature and others in the .fields of Hindu Philosophy and 
Religion are listed in a systematic order, thus illustrating both the
correct titles of these works and their relationship to one anoth{'r. 
-The Library Journal. 

RecommRndeil for purchase in.. an schools and coUeges by tl1e 
Director of Pubtic Instruction, Madras, in his Proceedings No. 789· 
G. of 1933, dated 15th May, 1933 ." 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Publication Series, 4. 

The Classified Catalogue Code 
BY 

B. R. RANGANATIIAN, M.A., L.'l'., F.L.A. 

SOME OPINIONS. 

Rccommemlcd for purehase in all schooht and colleges by the 
Director of Pub1ic Instruction, Madras, in his Proceedings No. 613· 
0. 34, datod 6th April, 1934. 

It ie a book of eonsideruble value . . . The method of handling 
various typos of books ie elaborately dealt with . . . Card technique 
is fully donlt with and considerable value attaches to the chapters 
on oricntul trunslit(•ration and the rendering of Hindu and 
Mu1•nmmntlan nomc!I.-Library Jbsociatlon Record. 

This book will tr.ke a very high rank among publications dent
ing with the technical and practical aspects of library work. For 
tho flrAt tinH', we believe, docs such a work come from the pen of 
an Jndinn.-United ln.tlria and Indian States. 

The ClwrHifieiJ Cafalogu~ Code, by l1r. S. R. Ranganathan, jg 

tho fourth of a useful S(lries of publications of the Madras Library 
As&Oeintion. The rulf's for the indexing of books and periodicals 
bavo bePn d('alt with in d(ltnil.--current Science. 

The trniUIIitflrntion codes for Indian languages and the rules 
for t11e indllXing of lndinn names will both be of considerable 
fiOrvice. Tli('D agnin the rules for dealing with the case& in Sanskrit 
lit('rnture of authors writing unllf'r dift'orcnt names, and the opposite 
trouble of different writms using the snmc name ·will belp librarians 
who will hnvo to denl with thi& claMs of litcraturc.-Library Worl.L 

Another Rhong ftnture of thE! book is the section df'.nling with 
pcriojlirul publil•n.tions.-Thtr Madras Mail. 

You too hnvo brought your classification in relationship with 
your aysh•m for your t"lar.ttifled Nlhl-logue. The classified form of 
'eubjt•t•t-ratuloguo Sf!t•ms likt>ly to llavo a new development .. I regard 
tho dic.tionary-t"nt.nlogue ns o. blunder in the deTolopmcnt of the 
e('onomit"a of lihrnriC'a.-H. E. Bli$8. 

This hook cmbodit1B tlte v~ry wide e:rpt>rien('e of Mr. Rnnga
nnthan and ie n notnhle t':ontribution to the technique of ... library 
trnining.-W. Erlarn Smitla. 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

FuL.Ii~.:ation Series, 5. 

Library Administration 
BY 

S. R. RANGANATHAN, M.A., L.'l'., F.L.A. 

SOME OPINIONS. 

The abundant industry, learning and initiative which .Mr. 
Ranganathan has giYen in the past ten years to librarianship in 
India must have been of the greatest interest to the British 
librarian . . . . If Ranganathan complete& the series he will have 
been the world's most prolliic writer on librarianship . . . '!'he book 
may be commended a1; a remarkable example of the collecting, 
arranging and exposition of routine detail, in which sight is not 
lost of the larger iasues.-Library .A..ssodarion Record. 

The whole forms an extremely comprehensive and careful work 
and ... English librarians will find the book of real interest and 
a3sistance to them...--Library World. 

It should be of real use to Indian librarians who wish to bring 
their libraries up to the best modern standards of management.
Times Litere»ry Supplement. 

It makes an important contribution to the study of admiuis
tl·ation in general ... It is not difficult to appreciate the fact thar; 
Mr. Ranganathan has here devised a simple but powerful method of 
constructive analysh; which will leave no corner of a subject unex~ 
plored _ _ _ He offers many shrewd observations of general interest 
and he is not afraid to hit straight from the &boulder . . . This is 
certainly not a book for popular consumption but is one which the 
administrator should have constantly at his elbow, for it is a mine 
of idea& which should help him in his exalted calling.-The MadraS 
Mail. 

The book is a masterly analysis of the librarian's eraft.-The 
Hindu. 

The weU~known author presents the subject with a thorough 
ma&tery of detail and a judicious combination of the fruits of his 
extensive studies and valuable experience in the field which he has 
made hi& own.-Mysore Economio J!'Urnal. · 

If the methods described in this book are scrupulously followed . 
out libraries will save lot of labour and money which has been and 
is .being wasted on account. o~ most unsystematic and unscientific 
work.-The Mahratta. 

Recommended for purchase in all schools and colleges by the 
Director of Public Instruction, Madras, in his Proceedings Dis. 
4836/35, dated 8th November, 1935. 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
Publication Series, 6. 

Prolegomena to Library 
Classification 

BY 
S. R. RANOANATHAN, M.A., L.'l'., F.L.A. 

SOME OPINIONS. 
Constitutes perhaps the most comprehensive statement of 

principleB yet published . . . Altogether a book to be pondered 
carefully by all those cla&Bifiers who have already safely crossed 
Jordan's BWC'lling 1lood.-TIIe L\brary .Association Beooril. 

The Lt~ok is the philosophical dissertation of a mathematician 
and Bcholnr The refreshing and lucid style and the lively 
enthusiusm ot' the man himself make the book most readable, .... 
The book is a drtlnite contribution to t11e literature of the field. 
The School of Library Science of Madras University teaches a great 
deal more of the pure theory of classification than any school in the
United Statcs.-Tho Library Journal. 

In many respects it is original. The author combines the 
culture of India with tho 8('bolar&hip of England •... '!'here is 
murh of vnlue to the etudcnt in Ranganathan 's penetrating and 
infcllig(1nt iliHI'UsMion ... In some post graduate course a degree
might WC'll bt> ('nrned by a reconstructive &tudy of these canons.
Thf1 Libl'a,ry Qual'terly. 

A quite substantial treatise .... IB a valiant attempt at a re· 
statement of theory and practice . . . Mr. Ranga.no.than bas made 
his C'onh·mpornril•s breathlos& in their effort to ke('p paee with hi& 
in1lustry nnd ingrnuity. His 'fi'ive Laws of Library Science" 
and his now well-known "Colon Classification" would seem enough 
work for one mnn to have done, but, upon the principle& ehumerated 
in thfl flrHt of thl'se, be hns proceeded, single-banded, to re-write 
library adminiRtration, cataloguing and now classification •.. Hifl 
rnnons O<'l'UPY ~ reasoned page& in tlleir enunciation and there are 
28 of thPm . . . The remainder of this most interesting work is 
a eompnrnth·e stmly of elassifteation scheme&, done quite fairly.
Ynllrs' Work in Libmrianship, 1937. 

Th13 first part ot this book upounds the general theory of 
clo.lutifit•ntion . . . Then follows an analysis of the principles of 
knowl(lt11{o ('ltutaifll•ntion, exhibiting its special eanons. Next eomC's 
tho tht•ory of rlnssiftrntion n.s applied to book& and finally a. eri
t.i('nl ('OmpnriMon of tho colon and Other systents of library elassifi· 
('ntion . . . ThP book is a valuable eontribution to a study which 

'lit'& nt the root of nil selentifle arrangement and the principles 
eluritlntf'tl th('rroin tould be developed and applied to every phase 
of thought.-Th• H"•du. 

Rt•romm('nded tor purclu1se in all Colleges and public librarif'! 
by the Dir('t't.or of Public Instruction, Madras, in bia Proceeding& 
R.C.No.!!i55-0, 37 dated 20th January, 1938. 
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